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 1                       P R O C E E D I N G S
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: We're calling to order the


 3            special State Board meeting, Thursday, August 6,
 4            2015.  And we'll start with the Chair's Report, and
 5            the Chair has no report.  And then we'll go to Report
 6            2, which is the Commissioner's Report.
 7                 Before Commissioner Key starts, I want to
 8            announce that two of the board members are en route
 9            but are delayed because of traffic involving an
10            accident.  So they're on their way; the other two
11            members are coming.
12  REPORT-2: COMMISSIONER'S REPORT
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.  Madam Chair, my report


14            is simply attached to the packet, was the Attorney
15            General's opinion that we were waiting last time, and
16            you probably have all had a chance to review that.
17            But the relevant issue for us today was Question 3
18            and that centered around -- Senator Clark's requests
19            centered around what obligation, what authority, what
20            power that ADE and then by extension the State Board
21            would have to interpret.  And the answer in their
22            response was, "As to Question 3, in my opinion, the
23            Arkansas Department of Education does not have the
24            authority to take the actions about which you have
25            inquired," which was determining whether sufficient
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 1            proof had been submitted from a school district,
 2            whether a deseg or court-approved desegregation plan
 3            was still active, or whether a genuine conflict
 4            exists between the district desegregation order and
 5            the intra-district school choice provisions in the
 6            Act, and whether we could require a district to
 7            provide additional information or deny determination
 8            of the limitation under the Act.  So that, I think,
 9            in essence, we are, as a board and as a department,
10            in the same status that we were in previously under
11            the prior AG's opinion.  That's my report.
12                 (WHEREUPON, Exhibit One (1) to the
13            Commissioner's Report - the AG's opinion of July 17,
14            2015 - was marked for identification and entered into
15            evidence.)
16  HISTORY OF SCHOOL CHOICE
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  The purpose of the


18            special meeting was -- the meeting was scheduled
19            giving consideration for the school districts and
20            parents and students to be advised of our decision
21            today, as opposed to next Thursday, allowing there to
22            be time to make preparation based on the decision.
23            So that's the relevance of today's meeting and the
24            scheduling.
25                 We have several items we're going to move
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 1            through, but we want to have Ms. Jennifer Davis to
 2            come up and she'll be the presenter on all the school
 3            choice items.  And we want you to do a couple of
 4            things for us.  First, we want you to give us a
 5            history of school choice and how it came about and
 6            what the relevant points and factors are in the
 7            regulations as we are guided by, the State Board is
 8            guided by.  In addition to that, when you finish, if
 9            you'll give just an overview of the procedures as it
10            relates to how much time is allowed for each speaker.
11            We do have a list here of some folks that want to --
12            that have signed up to speak.  So, you know, given --
13            when we get to each item we'll acknowledge those
14            folks and give them an opportunity.  So, thank you.
15                 MS. DAVIS: Good morning.  Jennifer Davis,
16            Department Staff Attorney.  Okay.  Just a real quick
17            overview of the school choice.  In 1989, the -- is
18            this -- it's on?  Okay.  1989, the school choice was
19            enacted and there was a complicated math formula on
20            determining student eligibility for transfer.  In
21            2013 -- or at the time, in '89, there was no burden
22            on the school districts to state whether or not they
23            were under a deseg order.  Now, while there was a
24            provision that if there was a conflict with the deseg
25            order then the deseg order would govern, but there
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 1            was no burden on the school district to show that.
 2            In 2013, it did away with the complicated math
 3            formula, but did allow districts to claim an
 4            exemption from school choice under the
 5            desegregations.  And in 2015, it did away with the
 6            exemption and required more of a burden on school
 7            districts to actually claim a genuine conflict with
 8            the deseg order.  So the desegregation provision
 9            conflict has been in all the school choice acts.  And
10            there are students who have transferred, and it's
11            either as a result of the district's were either
12            unaware that they were under a deseg order or other
13            districts were unaware that the resident district was
14            under one; they were taken in violation of the deseg
15            order or at the time of the deseg order the transfer
16            did not conflict with a deseg order.  So the transfer
17            could have been done without a genuine conflict or at
18            the time, under the '89, the mathematical formula, it
19            could have allowed for that transfer.  Are there any
20            questions about that?  Okay.  So the hearing --
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Zook has a question.


22                 MS. DAVIS: Pardon me.
23                 MS. ZOOK: So it's my understanding that just
24            because there is a deseg order a district can choose
25            to allow; they're not bound to disallow because
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 1            they're under a deseg order?
 2                 MS. DAVIS: Well, under the '89 provision there
 3            was within the math formula about allowing the
 4            transfer, about what the racial balance would end up
 5            being.  In 2015, because -- I mean, 2013, because
 6            they did away with that, it just -- the law simply
 7            states that if there is a conflict with a deseg order
 8            then the provisions of the deseg order govern.  Now,
 9            based on the Attorney General's opinion, you know, we
10            are not under the authority to determine if there is
11            a conflict.  But a district, I guess, under
12            consultation of their local counsel, could have
13            determined that there was not a conflict and could
14            have taken the children.
15                 MS. ZOOK: So they allowed attorneys and boards
16            and superintendents at the local level the
17            opportunity to interpret whether a genuine conflict,
18            but they in fact are not allowing ADE and the State
19            Board to do the same?
20                 MS. DAVIS: Well, I don't think that they were
21            actually allowed to do so, but it doesn't say that
22            they can or they cannot; however, the law just says
23            that if there is a conflict with the provision of a
24            deseg order.  So they could have taken it upon
25            themselves to determine that, or they could have
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 1            determined that it wouldn't conflict; they could have
 2            taken them in violation of the conflict, or they were
 3            unaware of the conflict at the time.  I know that
 4            there are some districts that are recently aware of
 5            pending desegregation orders, so if nobody was aware
 6            of that deseg order at the time.
 7                 MS. ZOOK: So we have given parents, for all
 8            intents and purposes, false hope by saying to them,
 9            "You have an appeal process to the State Board?"
10                 MS. DAVIS: I wouldn't necessarily say that it's
11            false hope because, you know, while the Attorney
12            General's opinion says that we don't have the
13            authority -- of course, you know, you guys as a board
14            are welcome to make whatever decision that you choose
15            to make.  And so, you know, I think also that the
16            parents have an opportunity to -- the AG's opinion
17            says that they can take the matter under advisement
18            in a court of competent jurisdiction.  So the parents
19            are always welcome to, you know, consult with their
20            own counsel and pursue this further.
21                 MS. ZOOK: Which would cost them money to hire
22            an attorney?
23                 MS. DAVIS: Unfortunately.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Yeah.  I differ with you a


25            little bit, Ms. Zook, because, you know, when you say
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 1            we're giving them false hope, we present the
 2            procedure.  But I think based on the Attorney
 3            General's ruling we may be as a board in peril when
 4            we do something opposite of what the interpretation
 5            is.  That's my --
 6                 MS. DAVIS: Well --
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- uninformed opinion.


 8                 MS. DAVIS: Right.  The Attorney General's
 9            opinion is not binding but I would caution the Board
10            about, you know, forging their own legal opinion
11            outside of that of the Attorney General.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: That was my point.
13                 MS. ZOOK: So even though the Attorney General
14            kept all of the opinions directed toward ADE and did
15            not mention the State Board at all, you're saying ADE
16            and the State Board -- and that was inclusive?
17                 MS. DAVIS: Well, the opinion does say ADE.
18            And, you know, as an attorney for the Department of
19            Education, you know, we do advise the Board.  And so
20            my advice would be that you can do, of course, you
21            know, whatever it is that the Board desires to do,
22            but we are not under the authority, or it says under
23            the obligation either, to interpret them, the
24            desegregation orders.
25                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  We're going to have cases
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 1            today where the district, the resident district did
 2            not send in their desegregation order -- or if they
 3            did, they did not send in a letter with that from the
 4            federal court demonstrating a genuine concern.  So if
 5            they didn't comply with what the law says, does that
 6            shed a different light on what we can in fact do?
 7                 MS. DAVIS: Well, I think that was addressed in
 8            the AG's opinion, as well.  It said that, you know,
 9            if they didn't provide a letter or just submitting an
10            order is that really considered proof, and I think
11            the AG was of the opinion that either way it would
12            still require us to interpret the law and interpret
13            the desegregation orders of what is actually
14            considered proof, what is actually considered a
15            genuine conflict.  Either way, I think it puts us
16            dangerously close to interpreting.
17                 MS. ZOOK: So if we decided to do something,
18            like allow a parent to -- because that way they
19            wouldn't have to hire an attorney.  If the school
20            district or the federal court wanted to intervene,
21            that would be the burden on that resident district?
22                 MS. DAVIS: Yes.
23                 MS. ZOOK: Thank you.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any other questions?  Okay.


25            If not, we'll get started.
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 1  UN-TABLING OF A-1 THROUGH A-4
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Because A-1, A-2, A-3 and


 3            A-4 were tabled at our last meeting, the requirement
 4            is that we have a motion -- we have to have a motion
 5            to un-table them, with an appropriate second, and we
 6            have to have a majority vote to un-table those items.
 7            So I'm asking at this time for consideration of a
 8            motion to un-table A-1, 2, 3 and 4.
 9                 MS. SAVIERS: Move to un-table.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Is there a second?
11                 DR. BARTH: Second.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: All in favor?
13                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?
15                 Then we'll start with A-1; it's Consideration of
16            Appeal from Denial of School Choice Application -
17            Wilson.
18  HEARING PROCEDURES
19                 MS. DAVIS: All right.  And real quick, before
20            we get started, I'll go over the hearing procedures
21            that will apply to all the appeals today.  After the
22            introduction of the agenda item, everybody who does
23            wish to testify will need to be placed under oath by
24            the chairperson.  And beginning with the nonresident
25            district, they will have 5 minutes to open, followed
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 1            by the parent, as well as 20 minutes to present their
 2            case.  At any time, of course, you may ask questions
 3            of either the parent, the resident district, or the
 4            nonresident district.  And at the end you can either
 5            sustain or reject, meaning you can either sustain the
 6            opinion of the nonresident district or grant the
 7            appeal.  Are there any questions about that before we
 8            get started?
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: The five minutes applies to


10            the district and the parent?
11                 MS. DAVIS: Yes.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And then the 20 minutes --


13                 MS. DAVIS: Yes.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- to each?  Okay.
15                 MS. DAVIS: Yes.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: So that's cumulative for


17            any --
18                 MS. DAVIS: Yes.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- anybody.  Okay.
20                 MS. DAVIS: Yes.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Because we have a couple of


22            folks that are signed up to speak --
23                 MS. DAVIS: Right.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- for item A-1, and that's


25            Sam Jones --
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 1                 MS. DAVIS: Right.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- and Whitney Wilson.


 3                 MS. DAVIS: Right.  And the Board, of course,
 4            has discretion to extend that time should they feel
 5            it's necessary.  All right.  So the first --
 6                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Madame Chair, if I may ask


 7            Jennifer.  Could you -- we talked about this; I want
 8            to make sure that everyone understands.  The
 9            nonresident district, under law, has to submit the
10            rejection, if you will.
11                 MS. DAVIS: That's correct.
12                 COMMISSIONER KEY: But that is perfunctory and


13            administrative; that is not a decision that's made by
14            the nonresident district.
15                 MS. DAVIS: Right.  Not if it's based on a
16            desegregation order.
17                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.  So they are not
18            sitting in a seat of judgment or decision; they're
19            simply following the law.  It just happens to be that
20            they're the ones issuing the notice of rejection?
21                 MS. DAVIS: That's correct.
22                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.  Thank you.
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Are there any other
24            questions?
25  A-1: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
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 1  APPLICATION - WILSON
 2                 MS. DAVIS: And so A-1 is the Wilson appeal.
 3            The Wilson family resides in the Dollarway School
 4            District and had filed a school choice application to
 5            attend the White Hall district.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Zook has a question


 7            before we get started.
 8                 MS. ZOOK: I have a question.
 9                 MS. DAVIS: Yes, ma'am.
10                 MS. ZOOK: Do these earlier items that you were
11            going over on the 2015 -- how does that apply to
12            districts or schools that are in academic distress?
13                 MS. DAVIS: The law doesn't make any provisions
14            for whether or not -- academic -- well, academic
15            distress is under the opportunity school choice.  But
16            under the Public School Choice Act there are no
17            provisions for transferring or not transferring under
18            any kind of distress status.  The later appeals under
19            the Opportunity School Choice are only available --
20            that transfer act is only available when the school
21            that you're zoned to attend or enrolled in is in
22            distress.
23                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  Is Dollarway district or just
24            the one school in academic distress?
25                 MS. DAVIS: Well, this one, I'm uncertain about
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 1            the academic distress status for that because this
 2            one is under the public school choice and it was not
 3            because of distress.  This was just under the Public
 4            School Choice Act to transfer.
 5                 MS. ZOOK: And do these parents still have an
 6            opportunity for a legal transfer?
 7                 MS. DAVIS: Yes, they could.  But, I mean, of
 8            course, a legal transfer is, you know, purely at the
 9            pleasure of both of the boards.
10                 MS. ZOOK: Thank you.
11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Before we get started, I'm


12            going to ask the folks standing in back and in the
13            door if you'll step outside.  There is some seating
14            area down the hallway, maybe some in the lobby, and
15            there's an overflow room down the hallway to the
16            left.
17                 MS. DAVIS: So we're ready for White Hall and
18            Ms. Wilson.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Everyone that intends to


20            have -- give testimony in A-1/Wilson, would you
21            please stand to be sworn?  Would you raise your right
22            hands?  Do you swear or affirm that the testimony
23            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
24            and nothing but the truth?
25               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Go ahead.
 2                 MS. WILSON: I'm asking the State --
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Would you identify
 4            yourself?
 5                 MS. WILSON: Oh, I'm sorry.  My name is LaQuita
 6            Wilson.  I'm trying to transfer my daughter, which is
 7            L'Aryanna [ps] Wilson, from the Dollarway School
 8            District to the White Hall School District.  I
 9            currently have three children that are already in the
10            White Hall School District under the School Choice
11            Act.  And this is her first year in kindergarten and
12            I am trying to transfer her in, and I was denied by
13            the White Hall School District simply because
14            Dollarway rejected the transfer.  I was informed
15            through the Pine Bluff Commercial that the only
16            reason why Dollarway denied her application is
17            because only they want the students that are in the
18            Dollarway district to stay there so they could
19            receive the funding for that particular student.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any questions?  Okay.


21            Thank you.  Mr. Jones.
22                 MR. JONES: I'll wait.
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Oh, you're the Mr. Jones.


24            Okay.  There was another gentleman who stood and
25            wanted to speak and I don't have his name.
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 1                 MS. ZOOK: This is the White Hall
 2            superintendent.
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Okay.  Dr. Smith.


 4            Dr. Smith?
 5                 SUPT. SMITH: Yes, ma'am.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Would you identify
 7            yourself, please?
 8                 SUPT. SMITH: Larry Smith, Superintendent of
 9            Schools of White Hall School District.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Proceed.
11                 SUPT. SMITH: We did receive an application from
12            the Wilson family.  And as she stated in there, she
13            does have siblings that came in under the prior
14            School Choice Act that are in our district.
15            Dollarway has opted out of this one, so we did deny
16            that request based on that opt-out.
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any questions?  Is there


18            anyone here from the Dollarway district?
19                 MR. BLUME: Yes.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Would you step to the


21            podium, please, to be sworn?  Mr. Key has advised me
22            that you are an attorney.
23                 MR. BLUME: Yes.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Would you proceed --


25                 MR. BLUME: Yes, Madam Chair.
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- and you have been sworn


 2            also.
 3                 MR. BLUME: I'm Paul Blume; I'm the lawyer for
 4            Dollarway School District.  This is Superintendent
 5            Patsy Hughey.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And what's the
 7            superintendent's name?
 8                 SUPT. HUGHEY: Patsy Hughey.
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you.  Proceed.
10                 MR. BLUME: All right.  Madam Chairman, the
11            Dollarway School District does not participate in
12            school choice, primarily because it is still under
13            the jurisdiction of the federal court in a
14            longstanding desegregation lawsuit.  In fact, that
15            desegregation lawsuit is sufficiently old; it existed
16            prior to the enactment of any Public School Choice
17            Act.  The district did submit a letter to the
18            Department timely, prior to January 1, with
19            information to the ADE that that is the reason that
20            we are opting out of Public School Choice.  Now, Ms.
21            Wilson said that our reason for opting out was
22            monetary.  Well, I mean, that's always a
23            consideration, but that's not the reason that we opt
24            out of Public School Choice but we are still under
25            that desegregation order.  Now whether there is a
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 1            conflict we can find out at some other point.  As the
 2            AG's opinion pointed out, the ADE apparently --
 3            including the State Board, apparently does not have
 4            jurisdiction to consider such matters but is to be
 5            referred to, as it puts, as a court of competent
 6            jurisdiction, which probably is the circuit court in
 7            the county of the resident district.  That has not
 8            been done.  Furthermore, since the desegregation
 9            order predated the Public School Choice Act, and
10            certainly predated the amendment requiring a notice
11            from the federal court of the actual conflict between
12            the deseg order and the Public School Choice Act,
13            there has been no opportunity to actually address
14            that issue with federal court.  We don't have any
15            obligation under the law to do that until January 1,
16            2016, regardless.  But we have asserted that we are
17            under the jurisdiction of the federal court and that
18            we are therefore legitimately opting out of public
19            school choice and therefore legitimately refusing
20            requests for transfer out of the district.  I know
21            that under the law the resident district doesn't have
22            any say, all things being equal, in whether that
23            student is transferred from the resident to the
24            nonresident district.  That's a nonresident district
25            decision.  But regardless, I think the issue is
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 1            whether we legitimately refuse to participate in
 2            Public School Choice.  And based on the law in effect
 3            at the time of the presentation of our opt-out letter
 4            to the Department we legitimately did so.  So I think
 5            that our refusal in this particular circumstance to
 6            participate in Public School Choice is one that we
 7            have in good faith entered into.  So we would request
 8            that the Department, and the State Board
 9            particularly, look at that and comply with the
10            Attorney General's opinion, which is to say that if
11            there is some disagreement on the part of the parent
12            that their resort is and must be to court and not to
13            this board.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any questions?  Ms.
15            Saviers.
16                 MS. SAVIERS: Okay.  This is going to maybe
17            sound really elementary but here we are talking about
18            school issues, so it's probably appropriate.  But
19            just to clarify: so a desegregation order is
20            basically asking a district to do what?
21                 MR. BLUME: Well, to cease to operate in a
22            manner that segregates races.
23                 MS. SAVIERS: Okay.
24                 MR. BLUME: And that's what the deseg order in
25            this case did.  And it's still in effect.  The court,
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 1            the federal court retains jurisdiction.  We have not
 2            been released from that.  We have not been declared
 3            unitary.  So we still have the federal courts
 4            ultimately to answer to.
 5                 MS. SAVIERS: And this might be for Ms. Hughey.
 6            What is your percentage of African American students
 7            in your district?
 8                 SUPT. HUGHEY: We're over 90%.
 9                 MS. SAVIERS: Over 90%?
10                 SUPT. HUGHEY: Yes.
11                 MS. SAVIERS: And the family asking for the
12            transfer is African American.  Right?
13                 SUPT. HUGHEY: Yes.
14                 MS. SAVIERS: So removal of an African American
15            family from your district would not -- certainly not,
16            I think, affect the desegregation.  I mean, I just --
17            I'm just throwing this out here because I think this
18            is probably something we're all wondering about.
19                 MR. BLUME: May I respond?
20                 MS. SAVIERS: Uh-huh.
21                 MR. BLUME: Well, in the first place, the racial
22            consideration was the thing that the federal courts
23            have said that we may not use as a basis for a
24            transfer or not.  That is why the other -- the
25            initial Public School Choice Act was changed to get
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 1            rid of the racial component to that.  So that's not a
 2            component of the Public School Choice Act anymore.
 3            It is not a consideration to be taken into account.
 4                 MS. SAVIERS: Yeah.  I'm just making the point
 5            that I think we all -- we're all wondering about, so
 6            --
 7                 MR. BLUME: Right.  Well, I understand that.
 8            And the thing is, even at that, your concern is
 9            something that is -- and this is according to the AG,
10            and I think the federal courts would agree with this,
11            that that is not a consideration for the Department,
12            but that is a consideration for the federal courts as
13            to whether participation or not in Public School
14            Choice is in violation of the desegregation order.
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Zook, do you have a


16            question?
17                 MS. ZOOK: Yes.  Under the act, law -- I never
18            know whether to use the word "act," "law," or
19            "statute."  So, pardon my ignorance of the law.
20            Under (d)(2)(c), on page 54 of ours, it says, "shall
21            include a statement that priority will be given to an
22            applicant who has a sibling or step-sibling who
23            resides in the same household and is already enrolled
24            in the nonresident district by choice."  So it's my
25            understanding that three of the siblings of this
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 1            entering kindergarten student are in the White Hall
 2            district.  Is that true?
 3                 MR. BLUME: That's our understanding.  But at
 4            the same time, that preference under the law is
 5            something for the receiving district, the nonresident
 6            district, to undertake, not for the resident
 7            district.  And for the resident district, as I've
 8            been pointing out, Dollarway School District does not
 9            participate in Public School Choice, so that's really
10            not an issue for the Dollarway School District.
11                 MS. ZOOK: So it is your position that because
12            you have a law that was -- a deseg order from '59 and
13            '68, that had to do with staffing, that you are
14            denying a child in 2015, who already has three
15            siblings in another district, who's an entering
16            kindergarten student that you've never served, you
17            choose to stand with that old law to deny an African
18            American kindergarten student to leave your district,
19            who has never been there?
20                 MR. BLUME: Well, it's really more simple than
21            that.  We simply don't participate in Public School
22            Choice.  And as I indicated before, we're not per se
23            refusing the transfer; we just don't participate.
24            It's up to the resident -- or rather, the nonresident
25            district to grant or deny the transfer.  And the
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 1            White Hall School District has deferred to the
 2            Dollarway School District because we don't
 3            participate in that, so the issue is fundamentally
 4            moot.
 5                 MS. ZOOK: Ms. Hughey, would there be any point
 6            in this parent talking to you and your board about a
 7            legal transfer?
 8                 MS. HUGHEY: No, ma'am.  We -- no, ma'am.
 9                 MS. ZOOK: Well, basing -- erring on the side of
10            a child and a family and a parent's choice, I move to
11            grant the parent's request and give priority to
12            students who already have siblings attending a
13            different district.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: You've heard the motion


15            from Ms. Zook.  Is there a second?
16                     (BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE)
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Motion failed based on not


18            getting a second.  Is there -- or, first of all, any
19            other questions?  Dr. Barth, do you have a question?
20                 DR. BARTH: No.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any other questions?  Is


22            there a motion?
23                 DR. BARTH: I move to sustain the denial of
24            School Choice.
25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Is there a second?
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 1                 MS. SAVIERS: Second.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: All in favor?  Any
 3            questions?  I think the parent is in the back with a
 4            question before we vote.  Come forward.  Ms. Wilson.
 5                 MS. WILSON: My question is under the general
 6            provisions of the student School Choice Act it does
 7            state that a present or future sibling of the student
 8            who continues enrollment in the non-district under
 9            the School Choice shall enroll if the district has
10            the capacity to accept the sibling without adding
11            teachers.  And that is so in this case.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
13                 MR. BLUME: May I respond?
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I guess I'm going to ask


15            Ms. Wilson -- not Ms. Wilson -- Ms. Davis about the
16            procedure, where we are now.  Do we undo our motion
17            and the second and go back and discuss this
18            particular, or do we do it with the motion and the
19            second on the table?
20                 MS. DAVIS: You may withdraw the motion that's
21            on the table so that way you can continue discussion,
22            if you choose.
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And is that the desire of


24            the person who made the motion, or the second, to
25            withdraw to discuss this particular point that Ms.
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 1            Wilson has raised?
 2                 DR. BARTH: I thought the issue had been
 3            answered earlier.  I'll withdraw, if it would be the
 4            preference of my colleagues.
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: It's your call.
 6                 DR. BARTH: I will withdraw, if Ms. Saviers --
 7                 MS. SAVIERS: Yes.
 8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Well, then, Ms.


 9            Wilson, would you come back and give us that
10            information again and we'll start from there.
11                 MS. WILSON: Under the general provisions of
12            5.03.1, it says, "A present or future sibling of a
13            student who continues enrollment in the non-district
14            under section 5.03 of these rules may enroll, if the
15            district has the capacity to accept the sibling
16            without adding teachers, staff, or classrooms, or
17            exceeding the regulations and standards established
18            by the law.  A present or future sibling of a student
19            who continues enrollment in the non-district and who
20            enrolls in a non-district under this section 5.03,
21            these rules may apply and complete all remaining
22            years at the nonresident district."  I have, like I
23            said, three that have been there for the last four
24            years, so they are -- she already has present
25            siblings there, and I was the third applicant, so
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 1            that would not affect the school by adding -- having
 2            to add any teachers or staff.
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Dr. Smith, would you step


 4            forward, please?
 5                 SUPT. SMITH: Yes, ma'am.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Do you have any comment on


 7            Ms. Wilson's latest addition to her presentation?
 8                 SUPT. SMITH: Simply, I think it still goes to
 9            the point of the district participating in school
10            choice, which they are not.  And so that makes that
11            point, in my opinion, moot.  I also would state to
12            you, as I did last time, that it's going to be a
13            little heartbreaking but based on the enrollment
14            numbers that we have I don't know that we have
15            capacity at kindergarten at this point in time.  We
16            have accepted other students from districts who are
17            participating in school choice, as well as the
18            enrollment projections we have from the state, which
19            puts us at least, right now, over capacity.  Now
20            until we get kindergartners all in place we don't
21            know how many of them for sure will be there.
22            Because I can tell you that there will be one or two
23            parents who come in and say, "I thought they were
24            ready, but they're not ready, so I'm going to take a
25            waiver for a year."  But we also may have five that
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 1            move in, so we can't tell you that definitively at
 2            this point.  But they still are not participating in
 3            school choice in that district, so I still do not
 4            believe that provision would apply.  But Mr. Blume
 5            may better be able to answer that than I can.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Would you like to speak to


 7            that?
 8                 MR. BLUME: Yes, ma'am.  Well, we're aware of
 9            the language, that language in the School Choice Act.
10            In fact, I think we've discussed it during the course
11            of this particular presentation.  And the thing about
12            that is, where these parents or children have
13            preference presupposes that both the resident and the
14            nonresident district participate in Public School
15            Choice.  Without that participation in Public School
16            Choice by one or both of the two school districts
17            involved, then that preference simply doesn't apply.
18            Because as I said, it presupposes that there may be a
19            transfer.  And if one school district does not
20            participate in school choice, then there may not be a
21            transfer.  So that language doesn't apply in this
22            situation.
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Ms. Zook.
24                 MS. ZOOK: Ms. Davis, did you find out whether
25            or not this district or one of the schools in this
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 1            district is in academic distress?
 2                 MS. DAVIS: It's just the school.
 3                 MS. ZOOK: Thank you.
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Commissioner Key.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Mr. Blume, is it your -- is
 6            it the blanket decision of Dollarway that any -- that
 7            the provisions of school choice in this case, every
 8            provision is in conflict with the desegregation
 9            order?
10                 MR. BLUME: Well, I think that's a decision that
11            we are not under the -- under the amendment to the
12            law that we don't make; that's a federal court's
13            decision.
14                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.
15                 MR. BLUME: As it stands now, we're operating
16            under the previous law, which is why we submitted our
17            letter, opt-out letter to the Department when we did.
18            At this point we have to address the question to the
19            federal court, which still has jurisdiction over this
20            matter.  And even at that, as the Attorney General
21            said, the Department isn't the one to decide whether
22            or not the level of conflict is adequate to enable
23            the district to opt out of Public School Choice.  But
24            that would be a question for a court of competent
25            jurisdiction, probably the circuit court in Jefferson
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 1            County.
 2                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Do y'all -- you talked about


 3            federal court is the -- does Dollarway intend to
 4            petition the court to determine what is and what
 5            isn't in conflict?
 6                 MR. BLUME: Well, Your Honor, if we're going to
 7            continue to opt out of Public School Choice from this
 8            point forward, I think it's obligatory that we do
 9            that.
10                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.  So you're saying yes


11            and y'all are going to --
12                 MR. BLUME: As a lawyer, I'm trying to say yes.
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY: And just to point out to the


14            Board, as in our research we have found a provision
15            in the standards, in our review of standards, that is
16            a component that the legislature put into law a few
17            years ago that districts -- as part of our standards
18            review process the Department is to look and they are
19            to be making efforts, if they have a deseg order, to
20            pursue unitary status.  We are looking -- Mr. Harvey
21            and his unit are in the process of determining how to
22            best reach out and get that information from the
23            districts as part of our standards review process for
24            the purposes of -- in our accountability units.
25                 MR. BLUME: Mr. Key, I think if Dollarway -- I
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 1            agree with what you say.  And I think if the
 2            Dollarway School District is declared unitary that
 3            settles the question.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KEY: Yes, sir.  Yes, sir.
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Saviers.
 6                 MS. SAVIERS: It's really comforting to me to
 7            know that, because unfortunately for me there are
 8            occasions -- and I'm not casting aspersions on
 9            Dollarway necessarily, but it feels like just an
10            attempt to keep anyone from transferring out.  I
11            think that's what we all don't -- we all want to see
12            a process that works better for families, and so --
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY: And Mr. Harvey is here and


14            can speak to that at the appropriate time if the
15            members of the board wish to hear the work that's
16            being done on that.
17                 MS. SAVIERS: Thank you.
18                 MS. ZOOK: It seems like in the law that we are
19            given, the public school laws that are passed, under
20            6-18-1906 it says a district that has a desegregation
21            order can declare exemption or resume participation
22            after a period of exemption.  So the way the law is
23            written, that we are given to follow, it doesn't
24            indicate in any way that a district has to exempt
25            them-self just because there's a desegregation order.
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 1            And, of course, after January of '16, they will have
 2            to show through a letter from the federal court a
 3            genuine conflict, which is the attorney's right.  We
 4            don't have that in place at this point.  But the way
 5            I read 6-18-1906 there is -- there was never an
 6            assumption that a district had to exempt themselves,
 7            but rather that that would be a choice if they felt
 8            like it was going to pull them back into federal
 9            court.  It is my position, obviously, that something
10            that was done in '58 and '69 -- or '59 and '68, other
11            than Brown versus Board of Education, is at this
12            point speaking to something that is not at play here.
13                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Dr. Barth.
14                 DR. BARTH: No.
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any other questions
16            relative to A-1?  Ready for a motion.
17                 DR. BARTH: I will move to sustain the denial of
18            school choice in this case.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Is there a second?
20                 MS. SAVIERS: Second.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: All in favor?
22                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?
24                 MS. ZOOK: I am.  I'm opposed.
25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: One opposition.  So the
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 1            decision is upheld to deny the school choice
 2            application, the Wilson family.
 3                 MR. BLUME: Thank you, Madam Chairman.  May we


 4            be excused?
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Yes.
 6                 MR. BLUME: Thank you.
 7                 MS. COFFMAN: Ms. Newton, could you repeat who


 8            voted no on the record?
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Zook voted no.  Dr.


10            Barth made the motion, Ms. Saviers seconded.  I'm
11            sorry.
12                 MS. COFFMAN: Thank you.
13  A-2: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE


14  APPLICATION - TEAGUE, MORTON, LLOYD, GREEN, GARDNER, AND


15  WHEELINGTON FAMILIES
16  A-3: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE


17  APPLICATION - BLACK
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Next on the agenda is A-2,


19            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice
20            Application for Teague, Morton, Lloyd, Green,
21            Gardner, and Wheelington Families.  I also have noted
22            that Whitney Moore has signed to speak on this one.
23            So, Ms. Davis.
24                 MS. DAVIS: Also, at the last board meeting
25            agenda item A-3, the Black family, had -- you guys
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 1            had -- they had requested to be joined in with this
 2            family's appeal since it's the same resident and
 3            nonresident district, so -- I don't believe there's
 4            any opposition today.  So if there's no opposition to
 5            hear those today from the Board, to join them --
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: We'll add A-3.
 7                 MS. DAVIS: Okay.  But I would ask that when you
 8            do vote, because they are separate action items, you
 9            would vote on A-2 and A-3 separately.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
11                 MS. DAVIS: Okay.  So at this time it's
12            Lafayette County; that's where the families reside.
13            And they are appealing the decision of Emerson-
14            Taylor-Bradley to deny their school choice
15            application.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Will all the parties


17            that intend to offer testimony please stand.  Okay.
18            We have four individuals -- three, four.  Would you
19            raise your right hands to be sworn?  Do you solemnly
20            swear or affirm that the testimony you're about to
21            give is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
22            the truth?
23               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  We're ready to get


25            started.
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 1                 MS. DAVIS: And I do believe that the families
 2            also have some additional material that they'd like
 3            to pass out to you.
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Is there an attorney


 5            present?
 6                 MS. DAVIS: For the families, no.  So we'll
 7            begin with the -- I guess the nonresident district.
 8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  We're ready to
 9            receive the materials then.
10                 (WHEREUPON, Exhibits One (1), Two (2), Three (3)
11            and Four (4) for A-2 and A-3 were marked for
12            identification and entered into evidence.)
13                 MS. DAVIS: And then so is there anybody here
14            from Emerson-Taylor-Bradley?  If you would, go ahead
15            and come on up.  And, like I say, because you have
16            it, you can always defer to -- you can always defer
17            to the resident district, your time, if you'd like.
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Would you identify
19            yourself, please?
20                 SUPT. HINES: My name is Gary Hines; I'm
21            superintendent of Emerson-Taylor-Bradley School
22            District.  The families that you have listed on your
23            agenda under A-2 and A-3 submitted properly executed
24            and timely school choice applications.  Also, prior
25            to that I had received a letter from the
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 1            superintendent of Lafayette County School District,
 2            Mr. Edwards, informing me that they were exempt from
 3            the Public School Choice Act due to the order.  I
 4            confirmed that they were listed by the Department on
 5            the ADE's website as one of the exempted schools and
 6            because of that, I rejected all the applications.
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any questions of Mr. Hines?


 8            Thank you.  We may call you back.
 9                 MS. DAVIS: And the families have elected just
10            this gentleman here to go ahead and kind of speak on
11            behalf of everyone.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Sir, would you
13            identify yourself?
14                 MR. LLOYD: Yes, ma'am.  My name is Brad Lloyd;
15            I'm representing the Lloyd family.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: What's your last name?


17                 MR. LLOYD: Lloyd.  And thank y'all for having
18            us today.  The information I just passed out to
19            y'all, we're appealing that Lafayette County has
20            opted out of a deseg order.  No one has claimed a
21            deseg order besides Lafayette County.  What I just
22            gave y'all was the actual complaint and the answer.
23            They are going against a resolution on the Consent
24            Decree that ended back in 1996.
25                 MS. ZOOK: Is that when the districts were --
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 1            the two districts joined, in '96?
 2                 MR. LLOYD: No, ma'am.
 3                 MS. ZOOK: Or it was prior to that?
 4                 MR. LLOYD: No.  That was prior.  We -- they
 5            consolidated in 2003.  On the school -- another
 6            thing, they filed this on a school district that no
 7            longer exists.  And, you know, we just think that --
 8            I understand what the Commissioner was saying about
 9            the Attorney General, but in our opinion it's not a
10            deseg order.
11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And you're basing that on


12            the fact that the district no longer exists as it was
13            granted -- as it did when it was granted the deseg
14            order?
15                 MR. LLOYD: Yes, ma'am.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And what was that?  What


17            was that district?
18                 MR. LLOYD: Lewisville School District.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: It was -- excuse me?
20                 MR. LLOYD: Lewisville School District.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Lewisville School District.


22            Ms. Davis, could you speak to that?
23                 MS. DAVIS: Well, generally, when a school
24            district consolidates with another district they
25            inherit pretty much all the assets and the
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 1            liabilities for the district.  I don't think the law
 2            specifically states -- and I may be wrong -- I don't
 3            think it specifically states that it inherits any
 4            desegregation orders.  But typically, it inherits
 5            everything and they become part of the district as a
 6            whole.
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Dr. Barth.
 8                 DR. BARTH: And if we were to say they didn't,
 9            we would be engaged in interpretation of the law.
10            Right?
11                 MS. DAVIS: I think it would be more of an
12            interpretation of our state law.  I mean, it would
13            probably run close to interpretation of the
14            desegregation order as well, but it would also
15            probably put you at interpreting whether or not the
16            consolidation laws inherit -- what they do and what
17            they do not inherit, as well.
18                 DR. BARTH: Thanks.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Could you -- you've had a


20            chance to review this document that was just passed
21            around to us?  And if you have, please comment.  And
22            also I'd like to know, based on the gentleman's --
23            Mr. Lloyd's comment about the resolution or the
24            Consent Decree in 1996 and obvious impact to the
25            case.
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 1                 MS. DAVIS: Well, I just saw this actually just
 2            now, so -- and I know that there are a few board
 3            members who didn't get a copy, as well as Lafayette
 4            County, so we do have somebody coming down to make
 5            some copies for those who didn't get it.  You know, I
 6            have looked at it and I know that one of the other
 7            parents had made a -- submitted some documentation
 8            saying that this case had been closed.  And while I
 9            applaud the parents' efforts at navigating the
10            federal court system, one of the things to remember
11            is that even though the docket may be closed on a
12            case, the Consent Decree -- unless there is a final
13            determination of unitary status from the court, the
14            Consent Decree still remains active even after the
15            docket is closed.  You know, such as like Pulaski
16            County right now, the docket is technically closed on
17            that but we all know that there is still an active
18            desegregation order.  So I can't say that this
19            Consent Decree, especially -- well, I wouldn't be the
20            authority on understanding federal law anyway.  But
21            in order to make the determination of whether or not
22            this Consent Decree is active, I mean, we would
23            probably have to interpret.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Mr. Lloyd, do you have a


25            comment?
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 1                 MR. LLOYD: Yes, ma'am.  This Consent Decree
 2            that they're filing on under their deseg order is --
 3            one part of that is what they're filing on.  If you
 4            read the rest of that Consent Decree, it ended March
 5            5, 1993, and they would -- the court would give them
 6            three years, till 1996.  It was filed March 5th.
 7            It's on the back of -- what Lafayette County actually
 8            filed their deseg order on was the Consent Decree.
 9            And if you're going to take all the -- I mean, if
10            you're going to take one part of the Consent Decree,
11            you need to take it all.  They have not been
12            following up on the rest of the stuff that's on that
13            Consent Decree as far as -- and the case that they're
14            filing on is a discrimination case; it's not a
15            decree, a Consent -- a deseg order.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Any other comments


17            or any questions by board members of Mr. Lloyd or Ms.
18            Davis?  Anyone, any questions by any board members?
19            If not, then --
20                 MS. DAVIS: We do have Lafayette County here to
21            speak.
22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: You do have -- what?
23                 MS. DAVIS: Lafayette County is here too.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Lafayette County.


25            Okay.  Whitney Moore.
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 1                 MS. MOORE: Good morning.  Yes, ma'am.  My name


 2            is Whitney Moore.  I'm one of the attorneys for
 3            Lafayette County School District.  I've got our
 4            superintendent, Robert Edwards, here with me to
 5            answer any questions, if necessary.  I don't know
 6            that that will be necessary, but he's available and
 7            has been sworn.  Madam Chair, Commissioner, Members
 8            of the Board, the appeals were correctly denied by
 9            Emerson-Taylor-Bradley, and they were denied
10            correctly for three reasons.  The first one is the
11            statute does not contemplate further action or
12            inaction by the Department of Education or this board
13            after the conflict has been declared.  We submitted
14            our letter declaring conflict in April; we also
15            submitted a Consent Decree.  So that's been done.
16            The second point is the rules regarding school choice
17            don't even include the resident district as a party
18            in an appeal.  So I think that supports the argument
19            for the conflict is not appealable.  There's plenty
20            of other points about school choice that a parent
21            could appeal -- you know -- if they're denied due to
22            capacity, due to classroom size, due to lack of
23            teachers.  That's what the appeal process was
24            intended for.  I don't think it's the purview of this
25            board to get into what did a court mean when it
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 1            approved this Consent Decree or this order.  That's
 2            for a federal court.  The third reason is the 2003
 3            Attorney General's opinion makes it clear that only a
 4            court and the parties involved in the case are the
 5            most knowledgeable regarding a Consent Decree or a
 6            desegregation order.  Interpretation of those orders
 7            is a judicial function and I think the recent opinion
 8            issued by General Rutledge concurs in that
 9            assessment.  So for these legal reasons, the choice
10            applications have to be denied.
11                 I know I get five minutes to start with and then
12            20, so I don't know if you want me to keep going now
13            or come back up later.
14                 To respond to Mr. Lloyd, one thing I'd like to
15            point out is that Mr. Lloyd is a former board member
16            of ours and he voted for the exemption in 2013 and in
17            2014, based on this very Consent Decree.  Now the
18            case has been administratively closed; that's
19            something the courts tend to do.  Like Ms. Davis
20            said, the Pulaski County case was administratively
21            closed in 1998, I believe.  But the black plaintiff
22            class in this case is still free to come back to
23            court, as is the district, for clarification of any
24            part of the Consent Decree.  The black plaintiff
25            class still exists.  I mean, they're the residents of
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 1            the former Lewisville School District.  That
 2            territory was taken by Lafayette County School
 3            District.  And the Consent Decree obligated both that
 4            class and the school district defendant.  I mean, if
 5            you argue that the school district no longer exists,
 6            then there is no entity responsible for performing
 7            those obligations that the school district promised
 8            to perform.  I don't think you can wipe all that away
 9            by consolidation; I don't think that was the state's
10            intent when it approved this consolidation in 2003.
11            The Consent Decree does contain student assignment
12            provisions.  He mentioned it was a discrimination
13            case only.  I think that gets a little dangerously
14            close to trying to interpret what the court meant and
15            what the Consent Decree means, but there are student
16            assignment provisions.  And our participation in
17            school choice, in our view, would violate the terms
18            of that Consent Decree.  And I'll hold the rest of my
19            time for response.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Zook has a question.


21                 MS. ZOOK: For the superintendent.
22                 SUPT. EDWARDS: Yes, ma'am.
23                 MS. ZOOK: Would there be -- can these parents
24            apply for a legal transfer?
25                 SUPT. EDWARDS: No, ma'am.  We are at 64% Black
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 1            American.  As you can -- as you noticed, they are all
 2            white, so it would greatly disrupt our ratio.
 3                 MS. MOORE: If I --
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And your name, sir?
 5                 SUPT. EDWARDS: My name is Robert Edwards; I
 6            apologize.
 7                 MS. MOORE: Now if I could clarify that, legal
 8            transfer based solely on choice -- I think Mr.
 9            Edwards is correct; if the parents have a genuine
10            basis for a legal transfer based on circumstances
11            specific to them, such as -- I mean, I don't --
12            there's lots of situations where a legal transfer
13            might be approved.  That would be up to the board and
14            that would certainly be presented to our board.  If
15            one of the -- if the nonresident district offers
16            something that we don't, there's some sort of special
17            circumstance involving this particular child.  We
18            would always consider those.  But none of the parents
19            in this case have made any argument like that.
20            They've cited to a School Digger website, which
21            frankly I think has some arbitrary rankings; that
22            site takes into account four categories, for
23            instance, and they are: enrollment by race, free and
24            reduced lunch, test scores, and teacher/student
25            ratio.  Now I believe the teacher/student ratio at
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 1            Emerson-Taylor is about 12.6 and our ratio is 13.1.
 2            So statistically that's about the same; it's about
 3            13-to-1.  Now our test scores I haven't studied
 4            thoroughly.  I'm not going to stand up here and make
 5            an argument that our test scores are superior to
 6            theirs or -- you know -- ours may be a little lower;
 7            I'm not going to speak on that.  The statistics that
 8            website is compiled -- we can look into that, if we
 9            need to.  But I will tell you that Lafayette County,
10            when you're ranking them based on race, enrollment by
11            race, and free and reduced lunch, we're never going
12            to be able to compete in a ranking with a school like
13            Emerson-Taylor-Bradley.  Because like Mr. Edwards
14            said, our black enrollment is 60%.  The enrollment at
15            the Taylor campus of Emerson-Taylor-Bradley is 3.7%
16            black.  Our free and reduced lunch enrollment -- and
17            this is a 2013 number; this was the latest I could
18            find -- at the elementary is 84.8%; at the high
19            school it's 77.9%.  Taylor, for instance, Elementary
20            is 38.3% and 35.1%.  So you've looking at over 40
21            points in both scenarios.  But if you look at the
22            School Report Cards, for instance, Lafayette County
23            Elementary has a C; Emerson Elementary has a C;
24            Taylor Elementary has an A.  Lafayette County High
25            School has a B; Taylor High School has a B; and
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 1            Emerson High School has an A.  So they're pretty
 2            comparable when you're looking at the state's own
 3            grading system.  None of these parents have argued
 4            that poor grades are an issue.  You know, they
 5            mention safety concerns and cultural differences.
 6            I'm not sure -- they haven't specified anything; they
 7            haven't brought anything to our board that their
 8            child has specifically been involved in any kind of
 9            safety issue.  And we submitted some documents for
10            this board meeting, in particular.  I think if you
11            look at the Malvern School District, they're one
12            district I know of that has a desegregation court
13            case history and they elected not to assert their
14            conflict.  They said, "We're going to participate in
15            school choice."  They've lost over 100 kids the last
16            two years; almost all of them are white.  And I think
17            that supports the affidavits we submitted from Dr.
18            Jerry Guess and Mr. Bob Watson, the former
19            superintendents of Camden-Fairview and El Dorado.  In
20            2011, before the new act was enacted, they predicted
21            this sort of reaction from districts that have a past
22            of desegregation obligations.  Malvern is the only
23            one I know of that has that past and has
24            participated, and it has experienced negative
25            consequences, and I would say they're segregative
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 1            consequences.  Our concern today is that Lafayette
 2            County would face a similar outcome if we did not
 3            assert our conflict, and that's why we did.  I don't
 4            believe that you all have the authority pursuant to
 5            Miss -- General Rutledge's opinion to interpret our
 6            orders, but I would ask that you sustain the
 7            rejections of the appeals for Lafayette County.
 8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you.
 9                 MS. ZOOK: I have another question for the
10            superintendent.
11                 SUPT. EDWARDS: Yes, ma'am.
12                 MS. ZOOK: What percent of your per-pupil
13            expenditure is from local as opposed to state monies?
14            Not to put you on the spot.
15                 SUPT. EDWARDS: I would say 15%.  We use --
16                 MS. ZOOK: And you do get to keep that, whether
17            you have a child or not, if the parent lives there?
18                 SUPT. EDWARDS: Yes, ma'am.  And the unfortunate


19            part about it is we use all of our federal -- all the
20            federal funds we can possibly use.  Yes, ma'am.
21                 MS. ZOOK: Okay.  And, Mr. Key, let me ask you
22            this.  There was a court case that she mentioned, the
23            Malvern case.  Didn't that get thrown out, that you
24            could no longer think in terms of race when you're
25            deciding about whether a student can or cannot make a
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 1            transfer?
 2                 COMMISSIONER KEY: I just know that our previous


 3            school choice prior to 2013 was ruled
 4            unconstitutional because of its heavy reliance on the
 5            racial balance --
 6                 MS. ZOOK: Right.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KEY: -- component.
 8                 MS. ZOOK: Right.
 9                 MS. MOORE: May I speak to that, Ms. Zook?
10                 MS. ZOOK: Sure.  Go ahead.  Ask the Chair.
11                 MS. MOORE: Madame Chair, permission to speak,
12            please?  The Teague lawsuit -- it's a confusing legal
13            status now.  But because the General Assembly enacted
14            the 2013 school choice law while the appeal was
15            pending, the order declaring the 1989 act
16            unconstitutional was vacated.  So it's basically like
17            that case never happened, in a weird way, although we
18            all know it did.  The original order from Judge
19            Dawson, at the district court level, was based on a
20            case called Parents Involved versus Seattle Community
21            Schools, I think was the full style of the case.
22            That case looked at school districts in Seattle,
23            Washington and Louisville, Kentucky.  Louisville had
24            been declared unitary; Seattle had no desegregation
25            history.  And they were using a racial assignment
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 1            process purely to achieve balance and diversity.  And
 2            the Supreme Court in Parents Involved said you can't
 3            use race for the sake of race.  Now there's a
 4            separate line of cases -- Swann versus Charlotte
 5            Mecklenburg School Board is the one I'm thinking of
 6            primarily -- that say when you're in a remedial
 7            situation and you have a history of segregation and
 8            separating based on race, you have to take race into
 9            consideration and you have to take integrative
10            measures to remedy the past effects of what's gone
11            before.  Now I think that's why the General Assembly
12            includes this language, "If you're under a court
13            ordered desegregation obligation, you're different."
14            Because what they're saying is if there's a district
15            in the state that doesn't have a desegregation past
16            you can't just say, "Well, we don't want to do this."
17            If you're under a court order, you're treated
18            differently and you can look at race.  So even though
19            the statute doesn't include race anymore, our basis
20            for interpreting our court order does and can include
21            race.
22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you.  I think we'll


23            ask Mr. Lloyd if he has any closing comments before
24            we --
25                 MR. LLOYD: Yes, ma'am.
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- ask for a motion.
 2                 MR. LLOYD: I'd just like to state that the
 3            reason we're wanting to get out of here has nothing
 4            to do with race at all.  I live in Lafayette County;
 5            I'm a business owner in Lafayette County; I've
 6            supported Lafayette County from one end to the other.
 7            But by the actions that the school has taken and the
 8            safety issues in that school, at the end of the day
 9            we're here for the education.  That's what I want for
10            my kids is a better education.  I don't -- I do not
11            believe that -- sorry, I'm kind of worked up right
12            now, so give me just a minute.  With me being on the
13            school board -- yes, I did; I voted against these --
14            I was all for Lafayette County, all for it, until I
15            -- being on the school board opened my eyes to see
16            exactly the things that had been taking place and the
17            changes going on.  And at that point I decided to
18            step down as a school board member and pull my kids
19            out of Lafayette County.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Thank you, Mr.


21            Lloyd.  We know that it's a passionate and a personal
22            issue and we don't make light of that.  And certainly
23            it's an onerous position that we're in as a board to
24            have to make a decision.  So at this point does
25            anyone have a motion in regard to -- we're on A-2 and
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 1            A-3; they've been put together.  But we'll have to do
 2            them separately.  So as it relates to Action Item A-
 3            2, is there a motion?
 4                 MR. WILLIAMSON: I move to sustain the decision.
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Is there a second?


 6                 MS. REITH: Second.
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: The motion is by Mr.
 8            Williamson, second by Ms. Reith.  All in favor?
 9                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?  Then, A-3,


11            the same thing as A-2 in terms of the consideration
12            for appeal for denial of school choice.  Is there a
13            motion?
14                 MR. WILLIAMSON: I'll also move to sustain the
15            decision.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Moved by Mr. Williamson.


17                 MS. REITH: I'll also second.
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Second by Ms. Reith.  All


19            in favor?
20                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: All right.  So the A-2 and


22            A-3 denials were upheld.
23                 MS. ZOOK: I will point out that Lafayette
24            County did not exempt two years ago when they had
25            that same court order, in fact, in place.
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 1  A-4: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE


 2  APPLICATIONS - VICKERS, DEAN, AND TATOM FAMILIES


 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  We're ready for A-4,


 4            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice
 5            Applications - Vickers, Dean, and Tatom Families.
 6            Would you give us the background, Ms. Davis?
 7                 MS. DAVIS: These families are also from
 8            Lafayette County, as well, and they were denied
 9            school choice transfers to the Spring Hill district.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Is there anyone here from


11            the -- or the people here for action item A-4,
12            Vickers, Dean, and Tatom families, or the attorneys
13            or representatives of school districts, would you
14            please stand to be sworn?  Raise your right hand,
15            please.  Do you swear or affirm that the testimony
16            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
17            and nothing but the truth so help you?
18               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you.
20                 SUPT. RANEY: My name is Angie Raney; I'm the
21            superintendent of the Spring Hill School District.
22            And I just want to say, like the previous
23            superintendent, that we did receive six applications
24            for school choice from the Lafayette County School
25            District.  After the May 1st application deadline was
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 1            over and receiving notification from the Lafayette
 2            County School District superintendent, Robert
 3            Edwards, that they would not be participating in
 4            school choice, all applications were rejected from
 5            the Lafayette County School District and parents were
 6            notified of the rejection, as well as Lafayette
 7            County Schools.  Had that been a different situation,
 8            obviously we would have accepted all the students
 9            into our district.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I think we'll start with
11            Ms. Moore or Mr. Edwards.  Do you have any comments?
12                 MS. MOORE: I would just restate our same
13            defenses that we had for Emerson-Taylor-Bradley.  To
14            answer Ms. Zook's question about why the district
15            didn't exempt in 2013, I guess, they didn't really
16            think it would be an issue; they thought we could go
17            on and participate and it wouldn't affect our
18            compliance with the Consent Decree.  We lost I think
19            about 28 white, all white children to Spring Hill,
20            and so the next year the board decided that this was
21            going to negatively impact our future compliance with
22            the Consent Decree and they elected to exempt.  The
23            only different point I have to make about the Spring
24            Hill case is -- I believe the Dean's child is
25            currently attending Spring Hill; she's not attending
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 1            Lafayette County, and that's based on a power-of-
 2            attorney.  Let me see if I can --
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Based on?
 4                 MS. MOORE: It's based on a power-of-attorney
 5            that the parents, Gary T. Dean, Junior and/or Connie
 6            A. Dean, gave to Wayne and/or Elsie Halbert to act as
 7              the lawful attorney-in-fact for the minor child.  And
 8              they gave consent and permission for enrollment and
 9              admission to school and to resolve problems arising
10              from school attendance and sign any papers necessary
11              for such purpose relating to the child's welfare at
12              school.  We were operating that the Halbert's were
13              acting for this child and not the Dean's, and so now
14              the Dean's have filed this application.  I've been
15              before this board before about guardianships and
16              powers-of-attorney issued solely for enrollment
17              purposes.  Those are not in fact valid.  You can't
18              get a guardianship just so you can send your child to
19              another district as long as the child continues to
20              actually reside with you.  Now the Dean child, we
21              haven't looked into this; I don't know where she
22              lives, who she lives with, but she seems to have two
23              parents acting for her, depending on which statute
24              they're trying to pursue enrollment under.  And I
25              take issue with that, but I don't think that matters
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 1              before the Board today.  I did just want to point
 2              that out.
 3                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you.  Representatives


 4              from the Dean, Tatom and Vickers family, do you --
 5              come individually or however you choose to.
 6                   MS. DEAN: Madam Chair, I am Connie Dean, and I


 7              do have the daughter that's in -- currently in Spring
 8              Hill School District.  And my parents live in the
 9              Taylor-Emerson-Bradley School District, and I have
10              the consent -- if y'all would like a copy --
11              representing them today.  They're elderly; they are
12              at home, and there is -- the travel and the undue
13              stress, they could not be here today.  And I do have
14              that if y'all would like to see it, that they have
15              signed.  Would y'all like a copy of it?
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: What are you asserting, Ms.


17              Dean?
18                   MS. DEAN: I'm asserting that I am representing
19              them on behalf of our daughter and their
20              granddaughter.
21                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Madam Chair, could we let Ms.


22              Davis look at that before it's distributed?
23                   MS. ZOOK: Yes, please.
24                   MS. DEAN: And we did school-choice our daughter
25              -- or my parents school-choiced her out because they
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 1              were -- they lived in the Emerson-Taylor School
 2              District.  And we did a power-of-attorney to them for
 3              reasons that I would like to not get into; it doesn't
 4              have anything to do with this school.  There was
 5              other issues.  And she is going -- she lives with
 6              them and she does go to Spring Hill school because we
 7              did school-choice her out.  But this year we would
 8              like to take back, revoke that power-of-attorney and
 9              take her back and school-choice her out from
10              Lafayette County, where her resident school district
11              is.  Okay?  And I will let Angie speak.
12                   MS. VICKERS: Hi, I'm Angie Vickers and we just
13              have like a statement prepared.  Will that be okay
14              for me to read?
15                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Yes.
16                   MS. VICKERS: Okay.  We do reside in Lafayette
17              County and we do wish to attend Spring Hill School
18              District through the avenue of the School Choice Act
19              of 2015.  The School Choice Act of 2015 is in place
20              so that parents are provided greater freedom to
21              determine the most effective school for meeting the
22              individual education needs of their child.
23              Unfortunately, Lafayette School District has declared
24              an exemption from the Public School Choice Act of
25              2015, due to the provisions of a desegregation court
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 1              order or plan.  However, upon reading the suit that
 2              Lafayette County School District has furnished to
 3              stand for a desegregation order, and upon receiving
 4              legal advice, it appears that the basis for the opt-
 5              out of the school choice law for Lafayette County
 6              School District is in fact a Consent Decree in the
 7              Turner versus Lewisville School District suit.  That
 8              Consent Decree, in paragraph 18, is referenced in the
 9              opt-out letter from Lafayette County School
10              District's lawyer and upon which they rely as their
11              desegregation or mandate.  It states that the federal
12              court, and I quote, "shall have continuing
13              jurisdiction of this Consent Decree in order to
14              insure compliance with the spirit in terms of the
15              decree."  However, what the attorney for Lafayette
16              County School District does not recite is the
17              remainder of paragraph 18 of the Consent Decree,
18              because it was not a direct order from the court for
19              this.  This Consent Decree was only an
20              acknowledgement by a federal judge that the
21              plaintiffs, and I quote, "shall seek to resolve their
22              differences with the defendants voluntarily and
23              promptly."  And, more importantly, if they could not
24              resolve their differences then the federal court
25              would have jurisdiction to hear the dispute.  But
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 1              that only lasted for three years.  By legal
 2              definition terminology, a Consent Decree is a
 3              settlement of a lawsuit or criminal case in which a
 4              person or a company agrees to take specific actions
 5              without admitting fault or guilt for the situation
 6              that led to that lawsuit.  If the defendant does not
 7              live up to the terms of the settlement agreement, the
 8              plaintiff cannot reactivate the old lawsuit.  And
 9              since paragraph 18 of the Consent Decree only gives
10              jurisdiction for three years, the plaintiffs would
11              have had to file a new lawsuit in order for there to
12              be a standing Consent Decree today -- and that didn't
13              happen.  This consent order was so that the
14              Lewisville School District could implement a policy,
15              but there was no order directing the school district
16              on what that policy would be.  Therefore, there was
17              no ruling by a federal judge that would allow this to
18              be considered a desegregation order for the
19              Lewisville School District, let alone Lafayette
20              County School District.  In fact, the Honorable Jim
21              Hendren dismissed the case subject to terms of the
22              Consent Decree on March 5, 1993.  And, on March 7,
23              1994, the same judge ordered the motion over the
24              court costs moot as parties have settled the issue.
25              If they've settled the issue that to me means it's
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 1              done.  The current Attorney General Leslie Rutledge
 2              approved the opinion of Assistant Attorney General
 3              Ray Pierce on July 17, 2015.  This approval states,
 4              and I quote, "A court's desegregation order to a
 5              school district remains in place as written until
 6              it's lifted, modified, or by its own terms comes to
 7              an end."  The civil docket for the case of Turner
 8              versus Lewisville School District, the date filed for
 9              the case was April 16, 1992, and the date filed for
10              the termination of the case was March 5, 1993, so it
11              by its own terms has not come to an end.  Act 560
12              mandates that a school district must submit proof of
13              an active court-approved desegregation plan.  The
14              Attorney General's opinion of this proof is that the
15              law is silent on what the ADE is supposed to do with
16              that proof and does not charge the ADE to undertake
17              to verify a school district's claim of exemption.
18              However, in this case the ADE would not have to
19              verify the proof.  This case was terminated by a
20              federal judge in 1993, and a consent -- jurisdiction
21              ended in 1996.  So how can this proof be considered
22              active today?  We're sure the Board has read the
23              concerns --
24                   CHAIRERSON NEWTON: That's your first five
25              minutes.  Are you kind of coming to an end with that?
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 1                   MS. VICKERS: I'm just about finished.
 2                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
 3                   MS. VICKERS: Can I finish?
 4                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Yes.
 5                   MS. VICKERS: Okay.  We're sure the Board has
 6              read the concerns we submitted through our appeal
 7              letters and the additional materials we've submitted
 8              via fax to Jeremy Lasiter and Kendra Clay.  These
 9              materials deal with the reasons we want our children
10              in a different school district.  We believe we as
11              parents are more prepared and vested in our own
12              children and know what's best for them.  That's why
13              we respectfully ask -- and I'd like to add, it
14              absolutely has nothing to do with race.  And in fact,
15              that offends me because I'm a teacher and I teach all
16              races the same.  Thank you much -- so much for your
17              time and consideration.
18                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Thank you.  Is there


19              anyone else who would like to speak from the
20              families?  If not, any questions from board members?
21              Okay.  If not, are we ready for a motion?
22                   MS. ZOOK: I wanted to make a statement before
23              there's a motion.  You know, one of the things we
24              want to do as a state board is provide terrific
25              traditional public schools, and so we would like for
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 1              all children to have that opportunity, and I think
 2              the Legislature tried to help us with this by giving
 3              parents choice.  So if I live in this district I can
 4              choose to home-school and I don't have to come to the
 5              State Board; I can choose to go to a charter school
 6              and I don't have to go to the State Board; I can
 7              choose to go to a private school and I don't have to.
 8              So are we going to continue to vote, particularly in
 9              this instance, that she so eloquently laid out, to
10              say you have to continue in this district when the
11              whole thing seems to be moot as far as whether or not
12              the case is still active.  And I would also caution
13              or encourage the superintendents of the districts
14              where people are asking to go to a different district
15              to sort of self-examine; like, if you think it's
16              race, then sit down with the people and talk about
17              that; if you think it's the teachers, the academics,
18              the offerings, whatever it is -- because we want
19              parents to want to go to our schools, and when they
20              don't we need to examine why in fact they do not want
21              to.
22                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  We need to allow


23              responses for, you know, the 20 minutes.  Hopefully,
24              you won't take 20 minutes.
25                   MS. MOORE: I promise I won't.
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 1                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: But that's an opportunity.


 2                   MS. MOORE: I just want to respond to a couple
 3              of things that Ms. Dean and Ms. Vickers said.  The
 4              Dean's situation with the parents and the guardians
 5              and the grandparents, we just want to know where they
 6              stand and what they're asking for.  It seems that the
 7              child is already enrolled in Spring Hill and will
 8              continue to be if the school choice application is
 9              denied.  But as the resident district we want to know
10              where our resident child is going and on what basis
11              she's going there.  With respect to Ms. Vickers, I
12              don't know these applicants personally.  I'm not
13              making any accusations of racism specifically to them
14              or anyone; I'm simply saying we have this past and
15              it's unfortunate.  Previously, years ago, we operated
16              dual school systems, a white school and a black
17              school.  We are still working to remedy that.  For
18              that reason, when we talk about our Consent Decree we
19              have to look at is this an integrative movement, is
20              this a segregative movement, does this conflict.  So
21              my elusions to race were not meant to offend; they're
22              just the fact of the matter.  And the only other
23              point I wanted to make was about her references to
24              the Consent Decree having a three-year expiration
25              date.  That, again, I think ventures closely to her
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 1              trying to interpret a federal court order, which I
 2              don't think is appropriate, but it's also incorrect.
 3              There was a three-year reporting requirement that the
 4              school had to provide the plaintiffs with reports on
 5              its progress for three years.  The court didn't
 6              require us to report after 1996, but we're still
 7              bound by the terms of the Consent Decree.  The only
 8              thing that's going to release Lafayette County from
 9              responsibility for meeting its obligations under the
10              Consent Decree is a declaration of unitary status,
11              and we have not gotten that yet.  The case was
12              administratively closed, so has the Pulaski County
13              case.  I mean, that doesn't mean that we're unitary
14              or that we're finished with the work we have to do.
15                   MS. ZOOK: Have you requested unitary status?
16                   MS. SAVIERS: That was my question.
17                   MS. MOORE: We have not.
18                   MS. ZOOK: Is there some reason?
19                   MS. MOORE: I have only begun representing
20              Lafayette County this year.  We'll need to look into
21              that.  I also represent Pulaski County; I'm one of
22              their attorneys, and I can tell you it's a difficult
23              road to hoe.  There are multiple areas you have to
24              look at.  I know we can look at our staffing, we can
25              look at our student assignments.  Being that we are
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 1              surrounded by racially identifiable white schools,
 2              and we are a racially identifiable black school, I
 3              don't know that we can make that argument as far as
 4              student assignment.  But it's always something that
 5              if their board requests that we do that -- I mean, I
 6              unfortunately can't go out and incur legal fees
 7              without their authority.  But it's certainly not off
 8              the table.
 9                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any other questions?


10                   MS. DEAN: Can I say something?
11                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: We're going to have you


12              come back to close.
13                   MS. DEAN: Okay.
14                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: So are there any other


15              questions of Ms. Whitney Moore?  If not -- yes, Ms.
16              --
17                   MS. DEAN: Dean.
18                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- Dean.
19                   MS. DEAN: Regarding the Consent Decree,
20              Lewisville and Stamps consolidated back in 2003.  And
21              when you consolidate two or more school districts,
22              the two school districts that you consolidate are
23              dissolved.  That's quoted right here in Arkansas
24              SB896, and it says, "Annexation or consolidation not
25              to negatively impact state-assisted desegregation.
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 1              The State Board of Education shall not order any
 2              annexation or consolidation under this subchapter or
 3              any other act or any combination under any act which
 4              hampers, delays, or in any manner negatively affects
 5              the desegregation efforts of a school district or
 6              districts in this state.  Prior to the entry of an
 7              order under this subchapter, the State Board of
 8              Education shall seek an advisory opinion from the
 9              Attorney General concerning the impact of the
10              proposed annexation or consolidation on the effort of
11              the state to assist a district or districts in
12              desegregation of public schools of this state.  Any
13              order for annexation or consolidation or combination
14              thereof which violates provisions of this section
15              shall be null and void."
16                   The way we interpret that, this was faxed in and
17              when Lewisville and Stamps consolidated they didn't
18              consolidate because we -- to integrate schools; we
19              were already integrated.  We were -- Lewisville and
20              Stamps were merged together due to whatever reason.
21              It was put to a vote and we and the Stamps and
22              Lewisville School District voted to consolidate.
23              There was never mention to bring forth a
24              desegregation plan because there was one never
25              needed.  So the way I see it as a parent, Lafayette
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 1              County does not have a desegregation plan.  Lafayette
 2              County has -- was supposed to get counsel and the
 3              schools to start getting advisement for a
 4              desegregation plan.  They're going under a consent
 5              order that was for Lewisville School District that
 6              has not been in existence since 2003, let alone the
 7              Consent Decree dates.  So Lafayette County is
 8              governing a desegregation plan that we as parents see
 9              as false and absurd.  Thank you.
10                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any other closing remarks


11              by a parent in this matter?  If not, we'll ask for a
12              motion relative to A-4.
13                   DR. BARTH: I move to sustain the denial of
14              school choice in the cases of Vickers, Dean, and
15              Tatom.
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  A motion by Dr.


17              Barth to sustain the denial of A-4.  Is there a
18              second?
19                   MS. CHARISSE DEAN: Second.
20                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Second by Ms. Dean.  All in


21              favor?
22                       (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
23                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?
24                   MS. ZOOK: Aye.
25                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: One opposed; Ms. Zook
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 1              opposes.  Thank you.
 2                   I think it's time for a break.  We're going to
 3              break for 10 minutes.  Come back at 11:35.
 4                       (BREAK: 11:25-11:36 A.M.)
 5    A-5: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE


 6    APPLICATION - WILKISON
 7                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: We will reconvene our


 8              meeting.  And the next item on the -- Ms. Saviers --
 9              the next item on the agenda is A-5.  And A-5 will be
10              pulled today and moved to next week, on Thursday, the
11              13th.  It will be added to the agenda on the 13th.
12    A-6: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE


13    APPLICATION - BASHAW
14                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: So we're now down to item


15              A-6, Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School
16              Choice Application - Bashaw.
17                   MS. DAVIS: Right.  And the Bashaw family
18              resides in the Forrest City School District and they
19              have been denied a school choice transfer to the
20              Wynne School District.
21                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: The Forrest City district


22              and any families represented in this case would you
23              please stand -- either district, both districts, and
24              anyone that intends to give testimony, would you
25              please stand to be sworn?  Okay.  Would you raise
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 1              your right hand, sir?
 2                   MR. BEAVERS: I'm an attorney for Forrest City.
 3                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  I figured that, sir;


 4              you kind of look like an attorney.
 5                   MR. BEAVERS: I don't.
 6                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I know you don't, and


 7              that's okay.
 8                   MR. BEAVERS: Thank you.
 9                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: You won't talk as long.  Do


10              you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony
11              you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
12              and nothing but the truth?
13                 (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
14                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Yes, ma'am.  Thank you.


15              Please step forward and --
16                   MS. DAVIS: The nonresident district should have
17              that opportunity first.
18                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  So you're here --


19              the attorney, sir, what's your name?
20                   MR. BEAVERS: My name is Brad Beavers.  I
21              represent Forrest City, the resident district.
22                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: The resident district?


23                   MR. BEAVERS: Yes, ma'am.
24                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Absent the family -- is the


25              family here?
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 1                   MS. DAVIS: The family is here.
 2                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: You're the family.  Okay.


 3                   MS. DAVIS: Anyone from Wynne?  Wynne is the
 4              nonresident district --
 5                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
 6                   MS. DAVIS: -- and it does not appear that there
 7              is anyone here from the Wynne School District.
 8                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  So who do you


 9              suggest goes first?
10                   MS. DAVIS: I would go ahead and let the --
11                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
12                   MS. DAVIS: I'd let the family go --
13                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
14                   MS. DAVIS: -- and then I would give the
15              resident district an opportunity to respond.
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Come forward, sir.  How do


17              you pronounce your name?
18                   MR. BASHAW: Bashaw.
19                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Bashaw.
20                   MR. BASHAW: I have some documents here, ma'am,


21              that I'd like to present.
22                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Give them to Ms. Davis.


23                   MS. DAVIS: And just as a note, these documents
24              were submitted by the family prior to.  But because
25              they're legal documents we felt it was not necessary
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 1              to put them in the agenda packet but we'll make
 2              copies for you.
 3                   (WHEREUPON, Exhibit One (1) to agenda item A-6
 4              was marked for identification and entered into
 5              evidence.)
 6                   MR. BASHAW: Good morning, Members of the Board,


 7              Chairman, Madam Chair -- or Commissioner; sorry.  My
 8              name is Glen J. Bashaw.  I'm the father of my
 9              daughter who is eight years old and will be going
10              into third grade in the Wynne School District.  She's
11              already in the Wynne School District, has been in the
12              Wynne School District since kindergarten.  Now her
13              mother and I have joint legal custody; we both are
14              primary.  Mr. Beavers is going to get up here and
15              talk about the desegregation order.  My daughter does
16              not fall under that desegregation order.  He's going
17              to insist that she does.  By his testimony that he's
18              going to give, if she falls under that desegregation
19              order she should be spending half her time in Forrest
20              City School District when she's with me and half her
21              time in the Wynne School District when she's with her
22              mother.  We all know that commonsense is going to
23              prevail on that and we cannot do that to a child.
24              This is not anything at all to do with the
25              desegregation order.  What is currently happening
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 1              with my case is my ex-wife remarried; she's
 2              challenging, because in our decree we have to stay
 3              within St. Francis and Cross County.  She's wanting
 4              to move to Mississippi.  If that happens and she gets
 5              custody on a separate legal issue, my issue here
 6              today is moot; it has no bearing.  However, if I
 7              indeed get custody all I'm trying to do is keep
 8              stability for my child, psychologically, emotionally
 9              and everything else.  I've stayed in the same home;
10              I've done everything I can do.  We all know that
11              divorce is a chaotic time for a young child's life.
12              That's why I'm here.  This has nothing to do with the
13              education she'll receive in Forrest City versus
14              Wynne.  This has nothing to do with race.  This has
15              nothing to do with anything like that.  This is for
16              my child and my child only.  This puts me out of the
17              way, having to drive an extra 15 miles to take her to
18              school, 15 miles back to my home, and 15 miles to
19              work.  I have no issue with that.  I'm here fighting
20              for my child, to keep stability.  That's it.
21                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Will the school
22              representative step forward, I guess in the form of
23              the attorney.  Sir, would you step forward and
24              identify yourself?
25                   MR. BEAVERS: Thank you.  My name is Brad
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 1              Beavers; I represent the Forrest City School
 2              District.  And I believe that you should have
 3              received a response that we filed that sets forth our
 4              response in full.  And I'm not going to try to go
 5              through that all and beat that dead horse for you.
 6              But I do want to tell that, first point -- our points
 7              are two-fold here, and the first is that this whole
 8              appeal is deficient and it's premature.  And the
 9              reason is that Mr. Bashaw in his appeal letter
10              concedes that the child is already residing in the
11              Wynne School District and is attending the Wynne
12              schools.  And this whole appeal is based on that he
13              is in the middle of a custody battle and if he loses
14              -- I mean, if he wins and his wife moves away and he
15              gets full custody and the child then is living and is
16              a resident of the Forrest City School District, then
17              he wants to have a transfer.  That may or may not
18              happen, and it has not happened yet.  And we don't
19              contest that the child is at this point a resident of
20              the Wynne School District and is legally attending
21              the Wynne School District.  There's no problem with
22              that.  This is all about something that may happen in
23              the future.  And as recently as this week, I looked
24              at the docket sheet in his case, that he presented
25              you these documents about, and there's not even a
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 1              hearing set on that matter yet; it's still in
 2              discovery.  It may be months before that hearing
 3              occurs.  I spend the bulk of my time practicing in
 4              the First Judicial District, and in that particular
 5              court I've tried to get a hearing within the last few
 6              months and I've been told that, "You want a hearing,
 7              fine; sometime in December, January or February."  So
 8              we don't even know when that hearing is going to come
 9              up.  So this issue is way premature.  And he tells
10              you he's trying to be proactive, and I admire that;
11              I've got no problem with it.  But what I'm telling
12              you is that we're here on an issue that is not yet
13              ripe.  He filed his application before it was
14              necessary, before it could be filed, because that
15              child is a qualified resident of the Wynne School
16              District at this point in time.  There is no need for
17              a transfer at all; there may be one in the future.
18              But how can we act on one, how can Wynne School
19              District act on one, and how can you act on an appeal
20              of an issue that is not yet properly before anybody?
21              So that's the first issue; there are competing
22              custody issues between these two people.  And,
23              frankly, what we may have here is an effort to get
24              ahead of that by one side or the other and maybe
25              interference with that custody issue.  Now I don't
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 1              know and that's not my point to be making.  But the
 2              status quo may not change at all, or he may lose and
 3              it may not ever be an issue, but it's not yet an
 4              issue that's ripe for a decision.
 5                   Now, the second thing that's happened is that we
 6              got a little confused about this and so you may see
 7              more submissions from us because he's also filed a
 8              request for a legal transfer between the two school
 9              districts; it's not ripe either and it hadn't been
10              acted on by either school district.  Again, how can
11              we act on a legal transfer when the child is already
12              there properly?  So we've got that issue.
13                   Now, then he says that I'm going to get up and
14              talk about the desegregation order.  Well, what I'm
15              going to talk about is what the lawyers in here
16              previously have talked about, which is that we did --
17              Forrest City did properly and timely file to say that
18              we were not going to participate and filed for the
19              exemption.  We did what we were supposed to do, and
20              so we have told you about that.  We are in current
21              litigation to determine whether or not we -- for
22              declaratory judgment as to exemptions in the federal
23              court.  We're doing everything that we are -- we have
24              done what we are supposed to do with the ADE,
25              declared the exemption.  We are doing everything that
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 1              we can in terms of taking action on that.  And we
 2              believe that even if this were an appeal that were
 3              ripe, even if this were an application that were
 4              timely, that based -- that the Wynne School District
 5              did the proper thing by denying the application based
 6              upon the exemption that the Forrest City School
 7              District properly filed, for the reasons that have
 8              been set forth by these other districts but based
 9              upon our own desegregation order.
10                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Thank you.  Mr.


11              Bashaw, do you want to respond?
12                   MR. BASHAW: Yes, ma'am.  Mr. Beavers makes some


13              very valid points.  He calls my actions of pro-
14              activity premature.  In order to be proactive, you
15              have to be premature.  If it comes out on the
16              positive --
17                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I have a question.
18                   MR. BASHAW: Yes, ma'am.
19                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Aren't you challenging


20              something that hasn't happened yet or is not relevant
21              at this point, is my question.
22                   MR. BASHAW: To an extent, yes, ma'am.  And I
23              will give -- concede that much to him.  However, he
24              will not concede back to me that I have legal
25              custody, the same as my ex-wife.  She lives with me
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 1              half the time, same as she lives with my ex-wife.  So
 2              by his own rationale and his own testimony she is
 3              also a student of the Forrest City School District
 4              because she is 50/50 between my ex-wife and I.
 5                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: But she doesn't split
 6              districts, does she, when she --
 7                   MR. BASHAW: No, ma'am.  That's what I was
 8              saying.
 9                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And she's presently in the


10              Wynne district?
11                   MR. BASHAW: Yes, ma'am.  And all I'm trying to
12              do is keep the status quo, as Mr. Beavers said.  But
13              he's calling my actions premature, without conceding
14              to me that I have just as much legal custody now as
15              my ex-wife.  That's the issue with me.
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Reith has a question.


17                   MS. REITH: I'm sorry; just to seek further
18              clarity.
19                   MR. BASHAW: Yes, ma'am.
20                   MS. REITH: Is your daughter actually registered
21              in the Wynne School District for this fall semester?
22                   MR. BASHAW: Yes, ma'am.
23                   MS. REITH: Okay.  So, she is?
24                   MR. BASHAW: Yes, ma'am.
25                   MS. REITH: So when you say that she's in the
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 1              wind [sic], what do you mean?
 2                   MR. BASHAW: She's in Wynne School District.
 3                   MS. REITH: Oh, in Wynne.  Sorry.
 4                   MR. BASHAW: Yes, ma'am.
 5                   MS. REITH: I understood --
 6                   MR. BASHAW: I'm sorry.
 7                   MS. REITH: I apologize.
 8                   MR. BASHAW: And she has been --
 9                   MS. REITH: I haven't had enough caffeine this
10              morning.  I apologize.  Thank you.  That's all.  For
11              a second there, I was concerned that maybe she was
12              not.
13                   MR. BASHAW: That's what I'm stressing is she's
14              already there and she lives half the time with me as
15              it is.  So by his statements, should thus therefore
16              she would have to split districts?  Because he's
17              called my actions premature, where they're not.
18                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I don't understand it like


19              that.  I think you may be raising an issue that's not
20              an issue, is what he's saying, at this point and
21              calling attention to something that isn't -- that may
22              not be.
23                   MR. BASHAW: I've exhausted every means, ma'am,


24              by being proactive.  And what he's saying -- what
25              he's saying, my daughter does not fit within the
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 1              perimeters of the desegregation order right now, that
 2              I should wait until the court deems that I -- if I
 3              get custody -- by his own rationale, if I get custody
 4              then is when I should come up and do everything that
 5              I'm doing.  All I'm trying to do is at that point she
 6              falls within the desegregation order and then they
 7              can say, "Well, no, we claim exemption."  I'm trying
 8              to keep that from happening and keep my daughter from
 9              being -- her world being in turmoil.  Her family, her
10              extended family, her immediate family is in Wynne.
11              After school, preschool, daycare, everything is
12              already established in Wynne; social activities are
13              established in Wynne.  I've explained all the
14              psychological and social parameters that I can
15              explain.  I'm just trying not to cause any more chaos
16              for her world.
17                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Zook has a question.


18                   MS. ZOOK: Yes.
19                   MR. BASHAW: Yes, ma'am.
20                   MS. ZOOK: I don't -- I can't speak for those
21              districts, but I can't imagine the circumstance where
22              if the case were in February that the Forrest City
23              people would come and say, "Okay, now you have to
24              transfer your young daughter in the middle of the
25              year."  I don't --
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 1                   MR. BASHAW: No, I don't believe that either.
 2                   MS. ZOOK: I do understand your concern about
 3              looking at everything and trying to make sure that
 4              your daughter is not disrupted --
 5                   MR. BASHAW: Yes, ma'am.
 6                   MS. ZOOK: -- over things that you can control,
 7              because she is being disrupted over things that are
 8              beyond her control.
 9                   MR. BASHAW: Yes, ma'am.
10                   MS. ZOOK: So I do appreciate that.  And I think
11              you and he are both making similar points.  And
12              there's an old saying in sales, "If you've made the
13              sale, you need to stop talking."
14                   MR. BASHAW: Yes, ma'am.
15                   MS. ZOOK: So with that said, I'm finished.
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: So the question is, Ms.


17              Davis, if you would, there appears not to have been a
18              denial.  So the appeal is for -- to do away with the
19              denial, when the denial hasn't happened.  Is that
20              what I'm understanding?
21                   MS. DAVIS: Well, I mean, they did deny but they
22              denied it on the basis that she's already a member of
23              the school district.  And, unfortunately, the law
24              doesn't necessarily take into account things that may
25              happen in the middle of a school district [sic].  But
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 1              because there is a deadline, that -- if in the event
 2              custody was to transfer and the child was going to be
 3              in a different school district at any point in time
 4              after the deadline for school choice applications,
 5              then they would have to wait until the next year to
 6              reapply for the next school year.  So there's really
 7              no provision in the School Choice Act to kind of
 8              handle these situations that happen in the middle of
 9              the year.
10                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Thank you.  Unless


11              Mr. Beavers has rebuttal, then we can move on and ask
12              for a motion.
13                   MR. BEAVERS: The only thing I would say is I
14              understood what Wynne denied was simply a transfer if
15              one was ever needed in the future.  But there's no
16              transfer at issue right now.
17                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any questions?  Is that


18              clear?  If so, we'll ask for a motion.
19                   MR. WILLIAMSON: I move to sustain the decision.


20                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  That's the motion


21              from Mr. Williamson to uphold the decision of denial.
22                   DR. BARTH: Second.
23                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Second by Dr. Barth.  All


24              in favor?
25                       (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
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 1                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?
 2                   MS. ZOOK: I have a question before I vote.
 3              Does that mean the child gets to stay at Wynne now?
 4                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Yes.
 5                   MR. WILLIAMSON: Yes.
 6                   MS. ZOOK: Okay.  Just clarification.
 7                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And so how do you vote?


 8                   MS. ZOOK: I vote to -- with the child.
 9                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Thank you.  So that


10              concludes that case.
11    A-7: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE


12    APPLICATION - JUSTICE
13                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Moving on to A-7,
14              Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice
15              Application, the Justice family.
16                   MS. DAVIS: This denial, the family lives in the
17              Cabot School District and had requested school choice
18              application into Vilonia, and it was denied on a
19              capacity issue.  I believe Vilonia said that they
20              have reached their capacity.  So at this time -- is
21              Vilonia here?  Okay.  So we have the resident
22              district, non resident.  Is Cabot here?  Perfect.  So
23              we do have both districts and the family here.  So at
24              this time if we want to go ahead and --
25                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: If you'll stand to be
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 1              sworn; Cabot District, Vilonia District, and the
 2              parents, please raise your right hand.  Do you
 3              solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony you're
 4              about to give is the truth, the whole truth, and
 5              nothing but the truth?
 6                 (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
 7                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you.
 8                   MS. DAVIS: So we're going to go ahead and let
 9              Cabot -- I mean, Vilonia go ahead and come up.
10                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Five minutes.
11                   MS. RIGGINS: We did receive a request from the
12              Justice family and the request for one of their
13              students, I believe it was Bret, was denied based on
14              a policy of over 90% capacity in our district.
15                   MS. ZOOK: You had said -- or the superintendent
16              had said that, after August 10th when they know
17              better the numbers, that they would be letting the
18              parent know if in fact they did.  So you're receptive
19              if it doesn't hurt your numbers?
20                   MS. RIGGINS: Yes, ma'am.  We wanted to check
21              those numbers --
22                   MS. ZOOK: Sure.
23                   MS. RIGGINS: -- to make sure, but we are
24              receptive; we have no problem at all with that.  It's
25              just that our capacity was over the policy.
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 1                   MS. ZOOK: Okay, I understand.  Thank you.
 2                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Anyone here from the Cabot


 3              District?
 4                   MS. TUCKER: Yes, ma'am.
 5                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Please give us your name?


 6                   MS. TUCKER: My name is Tammy Tucker.  We did


 7              receive the copies of the applications for two
 8              students, Colton Dean Justice and Bret Wade Justice,
 9              to transfer to the Vilonia School District.  And that
10              district [sic] was denied by the Vilonia District,
11              not by the Cabot District.
12                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Anyone from the Justice


13              family, any comments?
14                   MS. JUSTICE: My name is Alisha Justice.
15                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: What is your first name?


16                   MS. JUSTICE: Alisha.
17                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Alisha.
18                   MS. JUSTICE: I just want to say I'm not here to
19              argue against the Cabot School District.  It's just
20              since we do have that School Choice Act in place that
21              for our family -- all of our family support that will
22              be providing like afterschool care is in the Vilonia
23              area.  I was a work-at-home before; now I'm not, I'm
24              working outside the home.  So just as a preference we
25              would like to attend the Vilonia School District.  My
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 1              oldest one did get accepted and has been enrolled
 2              into the Vilonia School District.
 3                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you.  Any rebuttal


 4              from the district?  It just appears to be a case of
 5              capacity at the Vilonia school, is what I understand.
 6                   MS. DAVIS: Are you asking -- I didn't hear.
 7                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I said it appears to be


 8              just a question of whether or not Vilonia has
 9              capacity.
10                   MS. RIGGINS: Yes, ma'am.
11                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
12                   MS. RIGGINS: That is the issue.  And we will
13              check those numbers.
14                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Thank you.  Ms.


15              Davis, do you have anything to add?
16                   MS. DAVIS: No.
17                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Madam Chair, I have a
18              question for Ms. Davis so we can clarify.  The school
19              choice law provides the 90% but has a "may include."
20              So we make sure that each district is responsible for
21              setting a board policy?
22                   MS. DAVIS: That's correct.
23                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.  And that was done.  We


24              don't know if districts actually pass board policies
25              until we get a situation like this?
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 1                   MS. DAVIS: That's correct.
 2                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.
 3                   MS. ZOOK: So, did they?
 4                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any questions?
 5                   MS. ZOOK: Was there a board policy passed by
 6              the Vilonia school board?
 7                   MS. RIGGINS: Yes, ma'am.
 8                   MS. ZOOK: And you have one child and don't have
 9              the other.  Is that correct?
10                   MS. RIGGINS: Yes, ma'am.
11                   MS. ZOOK: As an educator -- are you an educator
12              or an attorney?
13                   MS. RIGGINS: Yes, ma'am.  I'm an educator; I'm
14              the assistant superintendent.
15                   MS. ZOOK: Okay.  I'm sorry; I can't recognize
16              all of you, as hard as I try.
17                   MS. RIGGINS: I understand.
18                   MS. ZOOK: If it was 92%, what do you think
19              would be in the best interest of this family?
20                   MS. RIGGINS: Well, it is my understanding that
21              if we have room for this child based on -- you know,
22              we never know exactly how many kids are going to move
23              in, how many --
24                   MS. ZOOK: Yes, I do.
25                   MS. RIGGINS: If we have room, we will accept,
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 1              because I think it would be best that both children
 2              are at the same place.  That's our feeling.
 3                   MS. ZOOK: I appreciate that.  Do you know, are
 4              the parents willing to transport?
 5                   MS. RIGGINS: Yes, I believe.
 6                   MS. JUSTICE: Yes.
 7                   MS. ZOOK: Okay.  Thank you.
 8                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any other questions?  If


 9              not, do we have a motion?
10                   DR. BARTH: I move to sustain the denial.
11                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Dr. Barth has moved


12              to sustain the denial.  Is there a second?
13                   MS. REITH: Second.
14                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Second by Ms. Reith.  Any


15              further discussion?  All in favor?
16                       (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
17                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?  Then the


18              motion carries.
19    A-8: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE


20    APPLICATION - MARTIN
21                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: We'll move on to action


22              item A-8, Consideration of Appeal from Denial of
23              School Choice, the Martin family.
24                   MS. DAVIS: This is also dealing with the
25              Vilonia School District.  They were at capacity when
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 1              the Martin's had applied for school choice, and they
 2              actually reside in the Mayflower School District.  Is
 3              there anyone from Mayflower?
 4                   SUPT. GRAY: Yes.
 5                   MS. DAVIS: Okay.  So we have Mayflower and
 6              Vilonia and the family here.  So at this point we'll
 7              go ahead and probably turn it over to Vilonia as the
 8              nonresident district and go from there.
 9                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: We ask that all of you


10              raise your right hand to be sworn.  Do you solemnly
11              swear or affirm the testimony you're about to give is
12              the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
13              truth?
14                 (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
15                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Vilonia.
16                   MS. RIGGINS: This would be the same situation.
17              These students are in a grade level with us at over
18              90% capacity and we're strictly just following the
19              policy.  And we have offered the same option to check
20              the numbers; we'll check on August 10th to see if
21              there are any seats available.
22                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Mayflower, is there anyone


23              here from Mayflower District?
24                   SUPT. GRAY: I've really got nothing to add.
25              We're happy for them to transfer.
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 1                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And your name is?
 2                   SUPT. GRAY: John Gray, superintendent.
 3                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Mr. Martin, Ms. Martin, do


 4              you have any comments?
 5                   MR. MARTIN: I was just going to go over a
 6              couple of things.  We applied for the school choice
 7              the first day it came out, so I don't know how many
 8              other kids got in or didn't get in on school choice.
 9              But we were there the first day to fill out the
10              application it was available.  And we --
11                   MS. MARTIN: It's more of a safety issue as far
12              as Mayflower and Vilonia.  We're right on the line of
13              where -- the Mayflower district, but Vilonia is like
14              just down the road school district.
15                   MR. MARTIN: Yeah.  Vilonia is less than 10
16              minutes from where we live and Mayflower is 30
17              minutes from where we live.  Our kids ride the bus
18              for an hour and 20, 30 minutes going to school and
19              coming from school.  We have to take our kids almost
20              four miles to meet the bus at Mayflower versus
21              Vilonia drives 100 feet from our house.  All of our
22              kids' friends go to Vilonia.  I went to Vilonia K
23              through 12.  Ms. Riggins was my 6th grade social
24              studies teacher at the time.  I didn't ever have a
25              problem in Vilonia.  Mayflower, I don't know; if our
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 1              kids were to walk to the bus like they want us to
 2              there's two registered sex offenders that they would
 3              have to walk past their house to get to the bus.
 4                   MS. MARTIN: It's three miles.
 5                   MR. MARTIN: It's 3.6 miles.
 6                   MS. MARTIN: 3.6 miles.
 7                   MR. MARTIN: I don't know.  It's just a lot of
 8              things don't add up to me.  I don't know.  We built
 9              our house last year because we were told -- we gave
10              the address to the school and the school said, "Oh,
11              yeah, you're in the school district; no problem."
12              And we built a $150,000 house last summer and we put
13              them on the bus and we already had them registered
14              for 2014-15, already met the teachers, we registered
15              for school.  The day, Monday, school started we went
16              to school to take them the first day of school,
17              instead of riding the bus.  And the bus barn says
18              that "they don't ride our bus."  We're 800 feet south
19              of the line; "you have to go to Mayflower."  So we'd
20              already registered in extracurricular activities,
21              already met friends, already had everything going
22              there, and the bus didn't pick us up, so we had to go
23              to Mayflower the day of and register our kids for
24              school.  It's a big inconvenience.  On top of that,
25              it's just -- our son needs -- I was in special
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 1              resources classes at Vilonia and they helped me in
 2              the world today that I live in.  And Mayflower is not
 3              offering our son those classes, where Vilonia would.
 4              We asked last year if he could get in certain classes
 5              and they just kind of shrugged it off like it wasn't
 6              a big deal.  I went to Vilonia, like I said, my whole
 7              life and didn't have a problem.  I went to resource
 8              classes and everything, and I just think it would be
 9              a better school for our son and our daughter.  I just
10              -- I don't know how many -- like I said, in the
11              beginning, how many other people did the school
12              choice.  I'm not trying to jump in front of anybody,
13              but we were there the first day; so how many people
14              got to do school choice and already accepted.  I
15              mean, we're here in the last week before school
16              started; we don't know what school supplies to buy;
17              we don't know if we can -- if our daughter can go do
18              the cheerleading thing or our son do the Boy Scout
19              thing.  It's just -- and on top of that, we built a
20              house that they told us we were -- yes, we were in
21              Vilonia School District; no problem.  So we didn't do
22              the school choice last year because we were told we
23              were in Vilonia, and then we were told we're that far
24              over the line on Mayflower.  And no one around us
25              goes to Mayflower.  We're on a dead-end road that --
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 1              I mean, there's no one -- the bus won't -- we
 2              wouldn't probably have as big a problem as going to
 3              Mayflower if the bus might come pick up our kids, but
 4              -- and I know that's a privilege to ride the bus at
 5              the same time, but they're not allowing our son to
 6              have the -- he was expelled three times last year for
 7              small things that if he was in resource classes and
 8              they had classes at Mayflower they would've
 9              understood the things that he did and he wouldn't
10              have been expelled.
11                   MS. MARTIN: Well, he also had went to Vilonia
12              two years prior --
13                   MR. MARTIN: Before we --
14                   MS. MARTIN: -- and he done great.  He had a
15              great experience with Vilonia.  But I think our main
16              issue is the safety of our kids having to walk 3.6
17              miles to the bus with two registered sex offenders
18              and the school is, what, 10 minutes away to Vilonia.
19                   MR. MARTIN: Yeah.
20                   MS. MARTI: It's 30 to Mayflower.  It's just
21              closer.
22                   MR. MARTIN: Every time we go into town we go to


23              Mayflower -- or go to Vilonia to get lunch or dinner
24              or convenience store, gas station, whatever.  We
25              don't even go to Mayflower.  I mean, if we go to
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 1              Mayflower it's to take our kids to school.  I mean,
 2              it's --
 3                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I think your five minutes


 4              -- I think we have a --
 5                   MR. MARTIN: I understand.
 6                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- picture of what you're


 7              saying.  And the issue of capacity is the issue, and
 8              so that's encouraging in a sense, you know, based on
 9              what has historically happened up until this point
10              today.  I think listening to the last presentation
11              hopefully that gives you some hope.  So is there a
12              pleasure of the Board at this point with a motion
13              about the Martin family?
14                   DR. BARTH: I just have a quick question.
15                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
16                   DR. BARTH: And this is for the Vilonia folks
17              just so that we're clear on the process y'all
18              followed when applications came in.  Were there any
19              choice students accepted in these grades?
20                   MS. RIGGINS: To my knowledge, I don't believe
21              that we accepted those, based on the number of
22              enrollment that we have.
23                   DR. BARTH: You were already at the percentage
24              by that time?
25                   MS. RIGGINS: Yes, sir.
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 1                   DR. BARTH: Okay.  I just wanted clarity on
 2              that.
 3                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Saviers has a question.


 4                   MS. SAVIERS: What do you think are the chances
 5              that they will be accepted?
 6                   MS. RIGGINS: I'm going to honestly say I think
 7              they're pretty good.  But we're having our students
 8              pick up their registration packets now, so we just
 9              need some time to see if there are students going to
10              drop or students that have moved in that we're not
11              aware of.  As you know, we had the tornado --
12                   MS. SAVIERS: Right.
13                   MS. RIGGINS: -- and so we have had a lot of new
14              homes being built back, and so we're not really sure.
15              And so we were in fear that if we accepted students,
16              with our capacity being that high, that we might not
17              have enough seats the day school started.  So this
18              will give us a chance to have a little clearer
19              picture.
20                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any other questions?


21                   MS. SAVIERS: This is just kind of a procedural
22              question about how district lines are drawn.  And I'm
23              wondering if they could apply or request a change in
24              the district line?
25                   MS. RIGGINS: Well, Mr. Gray and I have spent
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 1              some time last year -- I actually drove out to the
 2              location; we really investigated, tried to do all we
 3              could.  We felt like we were, you know, trying to
 4              stay within the law.  And so at this point there is
 5              some, you know, issues with -- there were some
 6              changes made in the district lines at one time, so
 7              we've looked at that.  I've looked at that with our
 8              transportation department very extensively and we're
 9              just trying to follow -- I checked with the county on
10              where the taxes are paid and tried to go that length
11              to figure out, you know, if there was some kind of a
12              stake on lines or if we needed to -- if there was
13              something I could do last year.  So it's just kind of
14              what it is and we're trying to do the best we can to
15              help families and just take care of kids and --
16                   MS. SAVIERS: I appreciate that.
17                   MS. RIGGINS: And we're sorry that it's that
18              way, but we want to try and do the right thing and --
19                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Mr. Martin, I saw you raise


20              your hand.  Did you have something you wanted to add?
21                   MR. MARTIN: Yes.  And I know I already
22              mentioned it, but we were told we were in Vilonia
23              before we bought our property, before we built our
24              house.  And we built our house where we did because
25              we were told we were in Vilonia.  Had we known this
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 1              imaginary line was real and it was 800 feet, we
 2              would've bought property a quarter-mile up the road;
 3              we wouldn't be standing here today.  But we were told
 4              -- we gave our address and we were told, so we
 5              shouldn't really have been in school choice; we
 6              should've been annexed in, just for the fact that we
 7              live in Vilonia.  That's all.
 8                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you.  All right.


 9              Yes, ma'am.
10                   MS. RIGGINS: The only thing I can address to
11              that is there wasn't an accurate address given to the
12              transportation department, and I believe that that
13              address was up the street from where the other
14              address was.  So we did try to check it out.
15                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Thank you.  Any


16              other questions?  If not, can we have a motion in
17              regard to this matter, A-8?
18                   DR. BARTH: Move to deny the -- sustain the
19              denial on the basis of space.
20                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Dr. Barth has moved to


21              sustain the denial of the appeal of the Martin
22              family.  Is there a second?
23                   MS. DEAN: Second.
24                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Second by Ms. Dean.  Okay.


25              All in favor?
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 1                       (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 2                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?  Motion


 3              passes.
 4                   MS. REITH: May I ask a question --
 5                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Sure.
 6                   MS. REITH: -- of Ms. Davis as a follow-up?  I
 7              just -- it's because I do feel for this family and
 8              obviously the circumstances around it.  To kind of, I
 9              guess, piggyback off my colleague Ms. Saviers'
10              question, in terms of re-drawing district lines are
11              there not opportunities to do that around the census?
12              Or, I mean, there is -- those are revisited, right?
13                   MS. DAVIS: Right.
14                   MS. REITH: I mean, and I just want to make sure
15              the family feels like -- I mean, one will remain
16              hopeful, right, that Vilonia will have space and that
17              they will be able to accommodate this year.  But if
18              for some reason not, I just want to make sure the
19              family feels like they have some resource or recourse
20              that they can take, right, in terms of next steps.
21                   MS. DAVIS: Yes.
22                   MS. REITH: So is that done every 10 years -- is
23              that correct? -- the census?
24                   MS. DAVIS: Yes, I believe so.
25                   MS. REITH: So there might be some opportunities
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 1              there?  Is that -- okay.
 2                   MS. DAVIS: Right.
 3                   MS. REITH: Okay.
 4                   MS. DAVIS: I don't know where we're at in the
 5              10-year mark, but yes.
 6                   MS. REITH: I think it's with the decade.
 7              Correct?  So then the next one would be -- five,
 8              yeah.  So, five more years.
 9                   MS. ZOOK: Unless they request a special census.
10                   MS. REITH: And would that -- is that something
11              that they could solicit to the school board?  Is that
12              the local school board's --
13                   MS. DAVIS: I'm not positive.
14                   MS. REITH: Okay.
15                   MS. DAVIS: I think that would be more in with
16              the county, I think --
17                   MS. ZOOK: Right.
18                   MS. DAVIS: -- in conjunction with possibly the
19              school district.  But I think it's more of a county
20              decision, as far as where those things are drawn,
21              rather than the school district, in saying, "We want
22              our line here."
23                   MS. REITH: Okay.  But that would be your
24              recommendation to the family?
25                   MS. DAVIS: Right.
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 1                   MS. REITH: Okay.
 2                   MS. DAVIS: And, you know, while there are other
 3              ways that, you know, children can transfer, you know,
 4              unfortunately, they're all kind of subject to the
 5              capacity issue or the pleasure of the board.  I know
 6              that there is a state statute that allows if you're
 7              closer to one school or within so many miles from a
 8              nonresident school versus so many miles away from,
 9              you know, the other school that there are ways.  But,
10              again, it's subject to the boards of those schools
11              allowing it, which are always going to be subject
12              probably to the capacity issue.  So --
13                   DR. BARTH: We may have some confusion here.
14              Re-drawing district lines is not about this board,
15              although it can -- they opt -- can be -- if two
16              boards -- if two districts came together and said,
17              "We agree," then it would be done in a more peaceful
18              manner.  But I think we're maybe confusing zoning --
19                   MS. REITH: Zones for -- yes.
20                   DR. BARTH: -- zones versus district lines.
21                   MS. REITH: That's what I was -- right.
22                   MS. DAVIS: And, I mean, honestly, I'd have to
23              probably look that up to find out the exact process
24              if a parent feels like they -- you know -- there are
25              some statutes that deal with, you know, residency
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 1              disputes and how to handle those.  But I'd have to
 2              look that up.
 3                   DR. BARTH: And I think oftentimes, you know, a
 4              lot of this does happen through legal transfers,
 5              especially where there's not space issues.
 6                   MS. DAVIS: Right.
 7                   DR. BARTH: You know, that if two districts will
 8              agree that it's in the best interest of the child for
 9              a legal transfer to happen, but --
10                   MS. DAVIS: Right.  And, again, it does sound
11              like Vilonia is, you know, willing to work with the
12              family, you know, subject to capacity.  But the
13              capacity is just purely the issue and, you know,
14              under the law they don't have to add staff in order
15              to take these children.
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you.
17    A-9: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE


18    APPLICATION - PEARSON
19                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: We'll move on to A-9,


20              Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice
21              Application, Pearson.
22                   MS. DAVIS: Right.  And this is also a capacity
23              issue, as well.  The family resides in the Rogers
24              School District and they were denied an opportunity
25              to choice into the Bentonville School District.  And
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 1              I know that Bentonville and the parent are both here
 2              today.  Dr. Darr from the Rogers School District, she
 3              contacted me and she is not here but she said that
 4              she does not have any objections to the child
 5              transferring should Bentonville decide that their
 6              capacity would allow it.  So she has no objection and
 7              would not want that.  But I do know that
 8              Superintendent Michael Poore is here to talk on
 9              behalf of Bentonville.
10                   SUPT. POORE: Do you need an oath first?
11                   MS. DAVIS: Yes.
12                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Would you raise your right


13              hand to be sworn?  Do you solemnly swear or affirm
14              that the testimony you're about to give is the truth,
15              the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
16                   SUPT. POORE: I do.
17                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And what was your name


18              again, sir?
19                   SUPT. POORE: Thank you, Madam Chair.  My name


20              is Mike Poore; I'm the superintendent of Bentonville
21              Schools.  And we're very aware of the choice policy.
22              It's interesting that Bentonville doesn't get that
23              many applications to come into the district because I
24              think people are aware of our issue in terms of our
25              capacity situation.  This year we did have eight of
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 1              eleven folks that asked to be able to choice into the
 2              district.  We were able to accommodate that.  We had
 3              three junior high students that were accepted in and
 4              five high school students.  We did deny three total
 5              elementary students.  At the time that we made our
 6              decision to deny this choice appeal -- and I hope you
 7              have that paperwork -- we were at a capacity at the
 8              elementary level and at that grade level of 98%.
 9              That number right now is 100% and growing.  Day-in,
10              day-out, we're getting more and more students.  As to
11              give you an idea, right now we have over 1300
12              students at the kindergarten level; at the time this
13              request was made it was at 1280.  And we've been very
14              diligent about cleaning out our numbers as they go,
15              but we are growing and in fact anticipate that we're
16              going to have to add additional staff.  One other
17              factor that I think that the Board would probably be
18              interested in is that we have so many of our
19              elementary schools and grade levels, kindergarten
20              being one grade level, where we're at capacity, that
21              we are making families travel across four different
22              schools, elementary schools, before they get to a
23              zoned school that's for overflow.  The school that
24              Ms. Davis would like to get into, Cooper, it is over
25              capacity right now in terms of the number of students
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 1              and we will be moving those students to another
 2              elementary.  And we anticipate additional students
 3              registering still for kindergarten throughout this
 4              fall actually.  Thank you.
 5                   MS. ZOOK: So if you have to add additional
 6              classes, will that open up additional spaces for your
 7              choice-in?
 8                   SUPT. POORE: Well, obviously, it does create
 9              that, but we would still -- even if we right now --
10              if we opened up an additional kindergarten section,
11              which I anticipate me making a request to the board
12              this coming Monday, our board, that will move us from
13              100% capacity down to 98% capacity.
14                   MS. ZOOK: Okay.
15                   SUPT. POORE: So we're still well above the 90%
16              number.
17                   MS. ZOOK: Yeah.  Because the chart that you
18              submitted shows that you had 120 seats and 104
19              students, which would be 86%.  So that has changed,
20              is what you're telling us?
21                   SUPT. POORE: Correct.  Our current number at
22              Cooper Elementary is -- we have 121 students
23              currently enrolled at Cooper Elementary as of this
24              morning.
25                   MS. ZOOK: But -- and no room?  I mean, a
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 1              literal room, not space but a literal room to -- so
 2              those kids, if you open a new kindergarten, will have
 3              to go to a different elementary.  Is that --
 4                   SUPT. POORE: That's correct.
 5                   MS. ZOOK: Okay.  Thank you.
 6                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you.  Any questions?


 7              Any more questions?  Okay.  Go ahead.
 8                   MS. SAVIERS: I know this is so stressful for
 9              you, but it is so wonderful to hear a superintendent
10              come and talk about all the kids that want to go to
11              his school, the schools in his district.  So
12              congratulations.
13                   SUPT. POORE: It's been an interesting morning
14              for me to listen along with all of you today and hear
15              some of the challenges.  I will share -- as members
16              of the State Board, I hope you understand and have
17              never heard me challenge any choice opportunity for
18              our district in terms of charter schools, as well as
19              opportunities even for private school.  I've tried to
20              stand by all those folks and actually go to their
21              grand openings and attend different events that they
22              have.  I think there is that opportunity.  I would
23              love to have more students have the opportunity to
24              join us in Bentonville.  We simply just don't have
25              the space.
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 1                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you.  Okay.  Would


 2              you give your name, please?
 3                   MS. PEARSON: My name is Maryann Pearson.  And


 4              Mr. Poore is correct; Bentonville is a phenomenal
 5              school district.  And I know that because this is my
 6              third year working at Cooper Elementary.  I provide
 7              mental health services; I'm a therapist.  So this is
 8              my third academic year there.  So my oldest child is
 9              now starting kindergarten and we were zoned in
10              Rogers.  Bentonville, Cooper, performs better.  Where
11              we're zoned at there is a 38% language deficiency, so
12              there's a chance a third of her classmates she'll
13              have difficulty communicating with.  So working at
14              Cooper, knowing the staff, knowing how phenomenal
15              Bentonville School District is, that's the reason
16              which I put in for school choice.  We're not willing
17              to take our child where we're zoned at in Rogers.  We
18              are willing to private school or charter school, but
19              we're not willing to go where we're zoned at in
20              Rogers.  So Bentonville is a choice for us.  And like
21              I said, nothing but wonderful things to say about
22              Bentonville schools.  As a therapist, I've been
23              working with school systems for almost seven years,
24              most of those being in Fort Smith.  And the
25              transition to Bentonville and the services they
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 1              provide and how diligently they work with parents and
 2              students, it's a great thing to see.  So we were just
 3              applying to try to be part of that.  So Monday when I
 4              was at work we did have spots open at Cooper.  That
 5              very well could have changed, as Mr. Poore said.  But
 6              there's just that comfort as a parent of knowing that
 7              your child is with people that you know and in an
 8              environment you think that they'll grow in and
 9              they'll succeed in.  So I'll be quiet.
10                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Any questions from


11              the Board?
12                   MS. REITH: Just as a -- just to make sure I
13              understand your argument, so the language
14              deficiencies, are you referring to English Language
15              Learners?  Is that what you're referring to?
16                   MS. PEARSON: Well, when I was looking at state
17              report cards overall, test scores are higher at
18              Cooper; child growth is higher at Cooper; there's
19              lots of factors that are higher at Cooper.  So just
20              not with the language deficiency; it might be --
21              sorry -- ESL.  I'm not sure.
22                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any other questions?  Okay.


23              Do we have a motion?  Ms. Saviers.
24                   MS. SAVIERS: I move to sustain the denial.
25                   MS. REITH: Second.
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 1                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Any discussion?


 2              It's been moved by Ms. Saviers and seconded by Ms.
 3              Reith -- okay -- to sustain the denial.  All in
 4              favor?
 5                       (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 6                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?  The motion


 7              carries.
 8                   I think we're at a point that we might break for
 9              lunch, 12:40 -- 12:20 to 12:50 and come back.  I see
10              Little Rock has the next few.
11                   MS. DAVIS: Right.  They'll have the rest of
12              them.  And just before we break, back to the boundary
13              lines -- and like I say, I know that the family and
14              the district are both no longer here, but it is
15              Statute 6-13-1414 that can allow the district to
16              petition the board for a re-draw of the boundary
17              lines, and then dependent upon your decision of when
18              you would work with the county clerk and it sets the
19              procedures for that.  So I don't know if we want to
20              let the district know that or somehow pass that
21              along, but it is 6-13-1414.
22                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I think we should pass that


23              information on to the district and to the family.
24                   MS. DAVIS: Okay.
25                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Because that's not the
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 1              first case we've heard where, if what the gentleman
 2              said is correct, that they've given them bad
 3              information or wrong information by the assessor's
 4              office or whoever does that, so --
 5                   MS. DAVIS: Okay.
 6                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  So we'll break for


 7              lunch and reconvene at 12:50.
 8                    (LUNCH BREAK: 12:21-1:00 P.M.)
 9                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: If I can have your
10              attention, we're about to reconvene our meeting.  And
11              the Commissioner has an announcement to make.
12                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Thank you, Madam Chair,


13              Members.  As of 30 minutes ago, it became officially
14              announced that Arkansas has received a one-year
15              flexibility waiver from the U.S. Department of
16              Education.
17                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Congratulations to the


18              Department, to Commissioner Key, to Ms. Barnes and
19              that shop, and all of -- you know -- all those folks
20              down there by you; I can't see, calling names.
21                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Madam Chair, let me say that


22              --
23                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I heard "waiver" about one


24              million and two times from Ms. Barnes --
25                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Yes.
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 1                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- and "flexibility" about


 2              that many times too.  So, congratulations.  I know
 3              that was a tremendous accomplishment.
 4                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Ms. Barnes, Mr. Harvey, Dr.


 5              Jones, Ms. Pfeffer, you know, the folks in their
 6              units, they all were very involved in making this
 7              happen, all involved, and at times very sometimes
 8              shall we say frustrating efforts in trying to make
 9              sure we got everything just right, but very
10              professional in the way they went about it and their
11              interactions with the U.S. Department of Education
12              staff.  And I can't say enough about how -- you know
13              -- how effective they have been in this process and
14              looking out for the interest of Arkansas students at
15              the same time.  It's been a pleasure to work with
16              them through this process.  One of the first things I
17              had the opportunity to do when I took this job was to
18              read about 200-and-something pages in one of the
19              initial submissions.  Is that about right, Ms.
20              Barnes?
21                   MS. BARNES: Actually, it was 300.
22                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Oh, 300.  Okay.
23                   MS. ZOOK: It sounds like our agendas.
24                   COMMISSIONER KEY: So anyway, as Commissioner, I


25              want to just express my thanks for their work on this
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 1              effort.
 2                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I think it's a stellar
 3              staff that we have at the Department and I know that,
 4              you know, we fluctuated with being staffed more
 5              completely than we've been lately.  But I marvel at
 6              the level of dedication and commitment that the staff
 7              has and we certainly appreciate all that you do.  And
 8              I don't see Kevin and Gail back there, but I think
 9              from the back door all the way to the front should
10              get a raise.
11                               [APPLAUSE]
12                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: For what it's worth, that's


13              what Toyce thinks, but that doesn't go very far.
14    A-10: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY


15    SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - WOOLDRIDGE
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: So we're now at action item


17              A-10, Consideration of Appeal from Denial of
18              Opportunity School Choice Application, Wooldridge.
19                   MS. DAVIS: All right.  And real quickly, before
20              we get started with Ms. Wooldridge, just to kind of
21              let you know, since we're switching gears a little
22              bit from the public school choice to the opportunity
23              school choice, it is a little different.  An
24              opportunity school choice gives parents the ability
25              to apply for a transfer either to a different
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 1              district or a different school within their district
 2              that is not in distress.  And it's generally
 3              available to only those students who are either
 4              assigned or enrolled to a distressed district or
 5              school.  So all of these that we have for the rest of
 6              the agenda are going to be Little Rock School
 7              District, so -- and I believe Little Rock is here.
 8              So the first one is Ms. Wooldridge, and their family
 9              is zoned to attend McClellan High School and they
10              have requested a transfer to Parkview.  And all of
11              these that we will be hearing for the rest of the day
12              were all denied by Little Rock on the basis of
13              capacity at the requested school.
14                   So the hearing procedures will be the same.  The
15              district will have an opportunity to go first,
16              followed by the parent.  And, again, it will be 5
17              minutes, 5 minutes, and then 20 minutes, and 20
18              minutes, you know, and you'll have the ability to
19              extend that at your leisure.
20                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I saw Dr. Guess here


21              earlier.  Is he representing the Little Rock School
22              District?
23                   MS. ZOOK: He's county.
24                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Oh, he's county.  I'm
25              sorry.
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 1                   MS. DAVIS: Yes.
 2                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Then, is someone here from


 3              Little Rock School District?
 4                   MS. DAVIS: Yes.  Yes, we do have someone.
 5                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  If you'll stand,


 6              along with Ms. Wooldridge -- anyone expecting to
 7              testify, if you'll raise your -- stand and raise your
 8              right hand.  Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the
 9              testimony you're about to give will be the truth, and
10              nothing but the truth?
11                 (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
12                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Then we will ask the


13              district representative to come forward.
14                   MS. CRAWFORD: Hi.  My name is Andrea Crawford.


15              I work for Little Rock School District.  I'm one of
16              the individuals handling the distress applications.
17              I'm going to explain how we do this process.  The
18              state has identified one elementary (Baseline), two
19              middle schools (Henderson and Cloverdale), and three
20              high schools (J.A. Fair, McClellan, and Hall) as in
21              distress.  We have a lot of parents that come in and
22              apply only if they're assigned to a distressed school
23              to start school this year, 15-16 school year.  We
24              have the parents to log in; we have the date, time,
25              parent's information, email address.  They can apply
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 1              for one school.  Now some of the parents put two
 2              schools on that application; we only recognize one
 3              choice.  It's strictly first-come, first-serve basis.
 4              When we receive the applications we look to see
 5              availability.  We tell the parents it's first-come,
 6              first-serve basis, strictly based on seat
 7              availability.  Once we review the applications, we do
 8              send the parents a letter, in writing, stating the
 9              reason for denial for their request, because of lack
10              of seat availability.  So that is the process that we
11              use for the distress applications.  We start the
12              process May 1st and end it July 30th.  So, again,
13              it's strictly based on seat availability and first-
14              come, first-serve basis.  We tell the parents we'll
15              give them a response within 30 days.  We accepted 401
16              applications; that's from elementary through high
17              school.  They received a response within a two-week
18              time span.  So we've worked hard to get a response to
19              the parents because we know they want to know where
20              their students will be placed prior to check-in and
21              school starting on the 17th.  Any questions?
22                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you.
23                   MS. CRAWFORD: You're welcome.
24                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Wooldridge.
25                   MS. WOOLDRIDGE: Hi, my name is Pam Wooldridge.
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 1                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: You have five minutes to


 2              make an opening statement, and then you'll have
 3              rebuttal.
 4                   MS. WOOLDRIDGE: Okay.  I was there day-one to


 5              register my daughter; we were number 62 in line.
 6              She's coming from a distressed school that she's been
 7              at for three years, a junior high, and is assigned to
 8              a distressed high school.  And I'm trying to get my
 9              daughter out of that to give her at least a very good
10              education, because she was in a distressed already.
11              I know -- like I said, we were number 62.  We had
12              applied before for a school change, back in March,
13              and were denied.  And then we filled out this to have
14              her transferred from McClellan to Parkview.  And like
15              I said, we were there the first day, mid-day, and we
16              were denied by letter two weeks later.  That's all.
17              Thank you.
18                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Ms. Crawford, do you


19              have any other comments?
20                   MS. CRAWFORD: Yes, ma'am.
21                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
22                   MS. CRAWFORD: I just want to let you know Ms.
23              Wooldridge did come in on May 1st; she was number 62,
24              she was the 62nd person that applied; she applied for
25              Parkview for 9th grade.  So, and I'll come back up
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 1              with the others as they -- you know -- as you call
 2              them up --
 3                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
 4                   MS. CRAWFORD: -- to give you that number.
 5                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I think Ms. Saviers has a


 6              question on that.
 7                   MS. SAVIERS: I have a question.  So she was
 8              denied on the basis of no capacity.  Is that correct?
 9                   MS. CRAWFORD: Yes, ma'am.  Lack of seat
10              availability.  Yes, ma'am.
11                   MS. SAVIERS: And what is capacity currently at
12              Parkview?
13                   MS. CRAWFORD: I'm going to ask Dr. Fields; he's


14              the director, so --
15                   MS. SAVIERS: Okay.
16                   MS. CRAWFORD: I want to add one more thing.
17              When these parents are denied, as they apply for
18              Parkview -- because Parkview is strictly a magnet
19              program; the only way you can enter that program is
20              if you apply.  I do ask the parents to go ahead and
21              fill out an opportunity enrollment form because as
22              school starts, sometimes, those students don't show
23              up.  I only assign at Parkview at the beginning of
24              semester and the second semester because it's
25              secondary and those students won't lose credit.  So I
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 1              do inform them that there is also another opportunity
 2              later on maybe to be placed in Parkview.
 3                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Sir, would you raise your


 4              right hand to be sworn?
 5                   DR. FIELDS: Yes.
 6                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Do you solemnly swear or


 7              affirm that the testimony you're about to give is the
 8              truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
 9                   DR. FIELDS: Yes, I do.
10                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: State your name.
11                   DR. FIELDS: I'm Dr. Frederick Fields, Senior
12              Director of Student Services, Little Rock School
13              District.
14                   MS. SAVIERS: Dr. Fields, I think the question
15              was the current capacity at Parkview.
16                   DR. FIELDS: Parkview's current capacity, as we
17              have it listed, is 1,150, if I'm not mistaken.  I
18              have to -- that is a guesstimate.  We have -- Ms.
19              Crawford has the numbers based on how many is in each
20              department.  So when we looked at the distress
21              status, we looked at the number of students that had
22              been assigned.  And when we look at the number of
23              students that have been assigned, we then see how
24              many is left, how many seats are left.  We looked --
25              and then we try to get to that 90% capacity, and then
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 1              we determine how many distress seats we can offer at
 2              that time.  And then if at that time we know that,
 3              okay, if we are at 950 seats and then we said we want
 4              to do a 90% or what-have-you, we know that we may be
 5              able to only offer -- when we did the math we could
 6              only offer like maybe 10 seats or 15 seats.  We have
 7              that number set aside and that's why we want to make
 8              sure that the integrity of our assignment process is
 9              100% accurate.  That's why we have the sign-in; we
10              want them to be time/date-stamped so that we don't
11              have any preferences.  We have a lot of people that
12              work and we want to make sure that when we look at
13              this list the first 10 or 15 or 20 -- if it's 20
14              seats that we're allotted for distress status, those
15              students will be the ones that are assigned.  It's
16              not based on favoritism; it's not based -- we don't
17              make race-based assignments.  It's based on strictly
18              who came first and who requested the seats and the
19              seats that are available.
20                   MS. ZOOK: Okay.  So the enrollment for -- in
21              May, when you rejected this, was in excess of 90%.  I
22              don't know for sure the 90% applies on academic
23              distress; I don't think it does.  And what is the
24              enrollment now that it's August?
25                   DR. FIELDS: Well, the enrollment at this
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 1              particular point is basically fluid.  We have
 2              students that we've offered seats to, and that's in
 3              Ms. Crawford's area; she takes care of Parkview.  And
 4              what we do is we offer seats and then parents have to
 5              accept those seats.  Once they accept those seats,
 6              then we know exactly where we are.  However, with the
 7              distress status we have a -- the seats that we
 8              identify for distress status, if that number -- and
 9              I'm just hypothetic -- if that number is 20, those 20
10              seats are distress seats and they remain distress
11              seats.  If 10 of those parents fail to show up, that
12              were the first 20 on the list, we then go to the next
13              10 that was on the list and we afford them an
14              opportunity.  And it keeps going on and on and on, so
15              they will be afforded an opportunity to continue to
16              get a seat for distress status.
17                   MS. ZOOK: But on this list you've got all of
18              the kids that have -- or parents who have applied,
19              and you've mixed up Parkview and Henderson and
20              Central.  So they were number 62 on the full list,
21              but not number 62 on the Parkview list.
22                   MS. CRAWFORD: That was the 62nd parent that
23              applied for a high school seat.
24                   MS. ZOOK: Right.  But not Parkview High School
25              seat?
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 1                   MS. CRAWFORD: She indicated she wanted
 2              Parkview.
 3                   MS. ZOOK: I know that.  But number 61 wants to
 4              go to Bryant and number 63 wants to go to Pulaski
 5              Heights.  So I want to know what number she was on
 6              the people who wanted to go to Parkview, not the 400-
 7              and-something that wanted to go to any district and
 8              that were all mixed up.
 9                   MS. CRAWFORD: I want to bring some clarity to
10              those seats also.  When we make our initial
11              assignment for the 15-16 school year, those letters
12              goes out in March, the first weekend in March.  The
13              Parkview, if those seats are open we fill those seats
14              up.  So those students -- those parents get their
15              initial assignment for 15-16 school year in March for
16              the next school year.
17                   MS. ZOOK: So where was Ms. Wooldridge in
18              sequence of people who wanted to go to Parkview?
19                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Mr. Fields, we have a


20              question for you while she looks for that.
21                   DR. FIELD: Yes.
22                   MS. SAVIERS: How many seats were available at
23              Central?  And for those of you who aren't from Little
24              Rock, there are five high schools in Little Rock
25              School District, three of which are in academic
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 1              distress, two of which are not.  We're talking about
 2              Parkview and Central now as the schools who aren't,
 3              so --
 4                   DR. FIELDS: I'll have to go back and look that
 5              up to tell you exactly how many were available at
 6              each site.  I can't get that because --
 7                   MS. SAVIERS: I know they're always over-
 8              subscribed.
 9                   DR. FIELDS: Right.
10                   MS. SAVIERS: I guess my point, and along with
11              my question, is: is it -- are we really serving these
12              parents in these schools in academic distress if
13              there actually aren't seats, enough seats but just
14              for a fraction of those students?
15                   DR. FIELDS: There are only a few seats, and
16              that's true.  For instance, what we did -- again,
17              what we did is at the time that we began the distress
18              process we pulled Central up and we looked at 9th
19              grade; we know what the capacity is, and then we
20              looked at the capacity.  Okay, we have a 10% rule;
21              we've got to stay away from the 10% rule because of
22              the school zone.
23                   MS. SAVIERS: Now, wait a minute.
24                   MS. ZOOK: No.
25                   MS. SAVIERS: Do we have the 20% -- I mean, the
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 1              90% --
 2                   MS. ZOOK: No, it's 95.
 3                   MS. DAVIS: No.  According to the rules it's 95%
 4              capacity at the grade level and that's anything over
 5              that --
 6                   MS. SAVIERS: Yeah.  So it's not 90%; it's 95.
 7                   MS. DAVIS: Right.
 8                   DR. FIELDS: Right.  It's 95.  It's 95 but we --
 9              in the district we have to stay 10% of the capacity
10              in order to accommodate people that move into the
11              zone.  So what we did is we looked at the numbers and
12              we said, "Okay, on the 9th grade we'd be able to
13              offer this many seats; 10th grade, we can offer this
14              many seats," based on who had already registered.
15              And then when we've determined that, then that was
16              the number that we afforded Ms. Crawford so that when
17              they began to apply for distress seats she knew
18              exactly how many distress seats she had.
19                   MS. ZOOK: So what number was Ms. Wooldridge at


20              Parkview, at the grade level?  While she's looking
21              for that, is there some reason why at Parkview you
22              wouldn't go over capacity?  Because I know at Central
23              you're somewhere between 134 and 150 percent capacity
24              there.  So at Parkview, is there some reason that you
25              are unwilling to go over capacity at Parkview?
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 1                   MS. CRAWFORD: We have to consider retention
 2              also.  We also have to consider retention.  We don't
 3              know how many students are going to be held back in
 4              those grade levels.  That also knocks us over the
 5              numbers for those grade levels.  So --
 6                   MS. ZOOK: But what about portables, like you
 7              have at Central?
 8                   MS. CRAWFORD: I can't answer that question.
 9                   DR. FIELDS: The district is trying to move away
10              from portables and we have an agreement with the city
11              that we will not add any more portables to our sites
12              at this point.  So as it relates to our capacities,
13              the capacities that we have in the system are set by
14              Plan Services, and then that's what we operate under,
15              under those capacities.  And then when we have a --
16              for instance, Central -- if you say Central is 2500
17              capacity, then you may have 2550 on the list.  We
18              know that some of those are not going to show back up
19              and so we have -- and then we have a no-show ratio in
20              there.  So it balances out to where we still don't
21              have to hire additional staff.  Now we -- as it
22              relates to parents, if they have extenuating
23              circumstances -- and I think I just shared that with
24              the parent back here -- you know -- we do it through
25              appeals.  We have appeals.  And we do appeals.  Once
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 1              seats open up in an area, other than capacity, other
 2              than distress, if a seat opens up and you have an
 3              appeal, you filled an appeal out, for at least
 4              Central -- now we don't do that for Parkview;
 5              Parkview is one of our magnet schools, we don't do
 6              that for that one.  But if the appeal is there, the
 7              appeals committee meets, they discuss it, and then if
 8              it is granted then -- if there's a seat available, we
 9              will offer it, because our ultimate goal is to try to
10              meet the needs of our patrons.  We want the parents
11              to have seats where they desire, although we know
12              that we can't put every student in Parkview and
13              Central.  But we do try to work with them to the best
14              of our ability and keep it fair and consistent across
15              the board.
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Dr. Barth.
17                   MS. CRAWFORD: She's number 12.  There was 11


18              parents that applied strictly for Parkview, for 9th
19              grade seats, in front of Ms. Wooldridge's student,
20              and those seats were filled with those letters that
21              went out the first weekend in March.  Because we have
22              to do what we call a scramble, like a lottery, for
23              those seats because the number of parents that apply
24              over-exceeds the number of seats that we have at
25              Parkview.  And that's every area.  We have seven
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 1              different areas; they're arts and science.
 2                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Dr. Barth has a question.


 3                   DR. BARTH: My question is for Ms. Davis in
 4              terms of -- you've heard the description of the way
 5              the threshold is calculated at LRSD.  Does that sound
 6              like it is in sync with the rule that has been
 7              established?
 8                   MS. DAVIS: Well, without really having an
 9              opportunity to really look at it a little bit more
10              I'm not certain that I can necessarily say.  You
11              know, my understanding is while they may earmark
12              seats specifically for distress status, you know,
13              there I guess theoretically may be a lot more seats
14              available that aren't earmarked for distress status.
15              While there are always some that are for the schools
16              that are in distress, if it's not, I mean, there
17              technically could be more seats available.  But
18              without really looking at their enrollment and, you
19              know, how they work that, you know, a little bit
20              more, I couldn't say for certain.  But, I mean, if
21              it's under the 95% then, regardless of what they hold
22              the seats for, I mean, the rules say clearly that it
23              is -- a district can claim a lack of capacity if as
24              of the date of the application for the opportunity
25              school choice is made 95% or more of the seats at the
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 1              grade level at their nonresident school are filled.
 2              It doesn't say 95% or only those seats that are
 3              earmarked for distress status.  So without really
 4              fully, you know, speaking with them to really
 5              understand their process, I mean, the rules just
 6              state 95% flat, so --
 7                   DR. BARTH: Thanks.
 8                   MS. ZOOK: Have you worked with these parents to
 9              find a seat in North Little Rock or Bryant or Benton
10              or Cabot or some other place?
11                   DR. FIELDS: No, we have not worked with those
12              parents on that.  When they come in we talk -- we
13              share with them what their options are.  And, of
14              course, with the distress status all of the
15              requirements as it relates to the state and in terms
16              of communicating with them and letting them know what
17              their options are have been fulfilled.  Now in our
18              office we don't encourage but we have told parents,
19              you know, "You might want to" -- especially even this
20              week parents say, "So I just have to take a distress
21              school?"  And I say, "No, ma'am, you don't have to
22              take a distress school; legal transfer, there are
23              other choice options that you have, Benton, Bryant,
24              North Little Rock," and we do make that comment to
25              them.  Again, we don't practice trying to send
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 1              students out, but we do give them that information so
 2              that they will know that they can do that.
 3                   MS. ZOOK: And they do know that there will be a
 4              portion of their transportation paid for if they make
 5              that choice?
 6                   DR. FIELDS: Right.  Four hundred dollars.
 7                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Dr. Barth.
 8                   DR. BARTH: So, Dr. Fields, what are the
 9              implications for a school if it exceeds capacity?
10              What impact does that have on the school if it
11              exceeds capacity?
12                   DR. FIELDS: If a school exceeds capacity, what
13              -- the first implication is financial in terms of
14              having to hire more staff.  And then the other piece
15              is will that school have the ability to accommodate
16              those students, the classrooms, so then that's a huge
17              one.  And so when the capacity is set by Plan
18              Services, we do the best that we can to adhere to
19              those capacities, even with some of the limited
20              information that we have.  As Ms. Crawford stated, at
21              the time that we do our distress schools, legal
22              transfers, those particular areas, we are in the
23              midst of starting summer school.  We have retentions.
24              We have no way of knowing how many students are going


25              to be retained.  So with that, I say, "Okay, let's
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 1              make sure that we have some allowances for those
 2              seats so that we don't go over capacity and then have
 3              schools with an abundant number of children that they
 4              cannot either schedule or the school cannot
 5              accommodate.  So there are a lot of components that
 6              have to be considered as we register students.
 7                   MS. ZOOK: So now that summer school is over and


 8              you are within 10 days of school starting, what is
 9              the -- how many openings do you have at Parkview if
10              you don't decide we're only going to have X-number of
11              seats for academic distress, but you have X-number of
12              seats period?
13                   DR. FIELDS: Okay.  That's a really good
14              question that we still will not have the answer to
15              because all parents don't do the right thing as it
16              relates to checking in and accepting seats the way
17              that they should.  They wait until the first day of
18              school and then they bombard the office and they show
19              up, and then they come and then we have a 10-day drop
20              period.  And that's what we tell the parents; we tell
21              all the parents, even with distress, we will look at
22              it again after check-in.  And then the principals are
23              required to call each parent on the 5th and say, "Ms.
24              Smith, you are assigned to Parkview; are you going to
25              come this year, or have you taken a seat somewhere
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 1              else?  Are you going to take the child somewhere
 2              else?"  If Ms. Smith tells the parent, "Without a
 3              doubt, yes, I have taken a seat somewhere else," then
 4              they will notify the student registration office.  At
 5              that time we then purge that student's information
 6              from the database to open that seat up for someone
 7              else.  Now, in a lot of cases parents' phone numbers
 8              are not accurate.  They call -- the administrations
 9              call and it's a disconnected number; we have no way
10              of contacting them.  So we're back at the reason that
11              we can't answer that question, because what happens
12              is we've called every number that's on the pupil
13              information form, nothing.  And then, on the first
14              day of school they show up or they don't show up, and
15              then we do a day-one count.  And then when we look at
16              that count we look and see how many people we have
17              that didn't show up.  Then they get 10 days,
18              according to our policy, to show up.  Then we do the
19              10-day drop.  At the 10-day drop we then look at
20              everything again and we say, "Now, how many distress
21              seats can we offer based on what we have offered,
22              based on our numbers?  How many seats can we offer?"
23              Because we don't ever want to leave those parents who
24              desire to transfer somewhere else out of the loop.
25              Just because we've closed a window now and we've
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 1              already assigned all the distress seats doesn't mean
 2              you won't get a chance later.  We really want to come
 3              back and revisit that.  And that's why I said if we
 4              had designated 20 seats and only 10 of those kids
 5              showed up, then we're going to go back to that
 6              distress list and we're going to look and say, "Okay,
 7              who are the next 10 people that applied for Parkview
 8              on this list?"  We're going to call them and we're
 9              going to offer them those distressed seats.  And I
10              think that's the only fair way to do it because when
11              they apply for a distress seat their desire doesn't
12              go away typically; it's there.  So just because we've
13              assigned the seats to someone and they don't show up,
14              I still want those parents to have an opportunity.
15              So we still have those seats available if someone
16              doesn't show up.  So that's all the way across, so
17              they still have a chance.
18                   MS. ZOOK: Well, I would encourage you, based on
19              what Ms. Davis said, to visit with Mr. Kurrus and Mr.
20              Key, your superintendent, and your board and revisit
21              this concept of distress seats.  I think that is not
22              something that you can defend.  I think you're going
23              to have to look at that each day, capacity, and not
24              are they distress seats or not distress seats.  I
25              don't think that's a defendable policy.  I know you
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 1              didn't make the policy.  I'm not fussing at you.  But
 2              that's why I suggested that you talk with your board
 3              and your superintendent, with advice of Little Rock's
 4              counsel and the ADE counsel.  I don't see anywhere in
 5              here that that is something that a district can
 6              decide based -- because of the academic distress.
 7                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any other questions or


 8              comments?
 9                   MS. SAVIERS: Just one more question.  And you
10              may not have the answer to that today, but I would
11              love to know at some point if any student applying
12              for Central was able to be placed at Central --
13                   DR. FIELDS: Oh, yes.
14                   MS. SAVIERS: -- from a distress school?
15                   DR. FIELDS: Yes.  Yes.  There were some at
16              every grade level.  The exact number is what we --
17              that's the information that I would have to get.
18                   MS. SAVIERS: Yeah.
19                   DR. FIELDS: I can't remember it off the top of
20              my head.  Because, again, we looked at 9th grade and
21              it showed -- if capacity is 250, if it showed that we
22              had 245 registered we have to offer some distress
23              seats.  We have 245 registered and we only have a
24              capacity of 250.  Well, guys, we have to offer at
25              least -- to be fair, at least two to three of those
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 1              five remaining seats to distress.  We have to.
 2              That's the only ethical thing to do, because they
 3              have to have an opportunity.  And then we went to
 4              every grade level and did the exact same thing.  We
 5              looked at how many children had registered at the
 6              time; how many people had gotten assignment letters;
 7              and then we looked and we said, "Okay, this is how
 8              many we have but we only have six seats."  You have
 9              to go back and say, "Okay, well, we've got to give
10              half of them, at least, to distress," because we want
11              them to have an opportunity.  It's not a lot, because
12              at the time -- now if we back that up, then we can
13              possibly get a definitive -- more definitive number,
14              a larger number.  But because we do it after the
15              assignment letters go out, when the assignment
16              letters go out, based on where the children live,
17              there are no more seats.  We have more students who
18              actually live in Central's attendance zone than we do
19              seats.  And that has always historically been a
20              problem.  And we have way more people who would like
21              to go to Parkview who apply and do what they need to
22              do and they are assigned seats than we have seats
23              available.  So that's why -- and I know what you were
24              saying in terms of "go back and find a way to do it;"
25              but that was the only way we could do it, based on
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 1              the fact that this is what we have.  The assignment
 2              letters have gone out.  There are only five seats
 3              here.  I'm not going to say because there are five
 4              seats I'm not offering any distress seats.  That is
 5              not fair.  The law says we must offer seats; we offer
 6              seats, and we try to do it as fair and consistently
 7              across the board as possible, and that's where the
 8              sign-in came in.  Because I don't want anybody
 9              getting preferential treatment; I don't want any --
10              if there are allegations of people, I would want to
11              make sure I can verify that is not done and it's
12              documented.
13                   MS. SAVIERS: Thank you.
14                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any other questions?  Okay.


15              We're on action item A-10.  What's the pleasure?  Do
16              we have a motion?
17                   DR. BARTH: I move to sustain the denial at this
18              time, based on space.
19                   MR. WILLIAMSON: Second.
20                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Motion by Dr. Barth to


21              sustain the denial and the second is by Mr.
22              Williamson.
23                   MS. ZOOK: Were we going to listen to the
24              parent?
25                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Oh, I'm sorry.
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 1                   MS. ZOOK: I mean, isn't that part of the
 2              process?
 3                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: It is a part of the
 4              process, rebuttal.
 5                   MS. REITH: She spoke for the rebuttal.
 6                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: She spoke for the rebuttal.


 7                   MS. WOOLDRIDGE: We applied before assignments


 8              to go to Parkview.  We did that first process, and
 9              then we were told that the distress, the opportunity,
10              we had to come fill it out because it took precedent
11              of what we'd already filled out.  So we're trying to
12              do everything we can like we're supposed to.
13                   MS. ZOOK: Right.
14                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And I apologize for getting


15              ahead of myself.  But I think, again, we all
16              understand the principles of the matter and what's --
17              you know -- what the procedures have been.  I don't
18              suggest in any way that you haven't followed the
19              letter of the law in this process.  So I have a
20              motion by Dr. Barth and a second by Mr. Williamson.
21              Any further questions?  All in favor?
22                       (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
23                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?  Then the


24              motion --
25                   MS. ZOOK: No.
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 1                   MS. SAVIERS: No.
 2                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: "No" by Ms. Zook --


 3                   MS. SAVIERS: And Ms. Saviers.
 4                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- and Ms. Saviers.  Okay.


 5              Two no's.
 6                   MS. ZOOK: Okay.  And also I'd like to say the
 7              thing that's confusing to me about the lack of seats
 8              is every time a charter school wants to come into the
 9              Little Rock district the attorneys -- this is in the
10              past, Mr. Key; no reflection --
11                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.
12                   MS. ZOOK: -- the attorneys would come in and
13              say, "We don't want charter schools in our district;
14              we need the kids in our school."  But they obviously
15              don't have any room in their schools.  So that
16              confuses me why they would fight something when they
17              don't have room for the kids to begin with.  And
18              that's irrelevant to this particular point, but I
19              think it's a point that we need to think about in the
20              future.
21                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I think it is relevant, you


22              know, definitely something that we need to look at
23              and ask those questions, you know.
24                   MS. SAVIERS: And to explain myself too, my
25              heart is with this mother because her daughter has
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 1              been in a distress school for middle school and maybe
 2              even for elementary; I don't know.  And to think that
 3              she would go all the way through Little Rock School
 4              District not having that opportunity is heartbreaking
 5              as a parent.
 6                   DR. BARTH: I'd just like to say that, of
 7              course, I'm deeply sympathetic and applaud all
 8              parents, especially to take the initial step and then
 9              to take this step.  We know how onerous this is for
10              parents.  But I think we have to recognize just how
11              disruptive having too many kids in a school can be.
12              And it happened at Pulaski Heights last year where
13              there was an influx of kids at the last minute and it
14              created a lot of chaos in that school at the start.
15              And I think especially because of the state takeover
16              we have extraordinary responsibility to not make
17              things even more complicated for the district,
18              especially in those schools that are performing well,
19              with the hopes that this begins to make -- we don't
20              want these academically distressed schools to be
21              academically distressed.  And that's what, you know,
22              we have to change.
23                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And I think we are
24              committed to make that change, Dr. Barth, and to the
25              rest of the members of the Board.  I think that we
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 1              all are aware of the frustrations around the system
 2              and how it perpetuates itself sometimes.  And I think
 3              that I'm confident that Commissioner Key and his
 4              staff is looking at this; I'm confident that Mr.
 5              Kurrus and his staff and the leaders have their ears
 6              open to these type of things.  That's the impression
 7              I get.  So I don't think it's falling on deaf ears at
 8              all.  So I'm hopeful that it echoes from these
 9              conversations and will find their way to different
10              chambers and different offices and truly be something
11              that's heard.  So that's my desire and my
12              expectation, if anybody cares about that.  So the
13              decision then has been to uphold the decision of the
14              Little Rock School District as it relates to this
15              matter.
16    A-11: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY


17    SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - COOPER
18                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: We'll move on to A-11,


19              Consideration of Appeal from Denial of Opportunity
20              School Choice Application for the Cooper family.
21                   MS. DAVIS: And the Cooper family called
22              yesterday and they are withdrawing their request for
23              appeal.
24    A-12: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL OF DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL


25    CHOICE APPLICATION - SAWA
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 1                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Moving on to A-12, same


 2              description for the Sawa, S-a-w-a, family.
 3                   MS. DAVIS: Yes.  Is there anybody here from
 4              that family?
 5                       (BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE)
 6                   MS. DAVIS: I didn't think that there was.  So
 7              that family is zoned to attend Henderson Middle
 8              School and they had requested I think a transfer to
 9              Forest Heights, and then the alternative Pulaski
10              Heights, Horace Mann, or Dunbar.  And like I say, the
11              family is not here but Little Rock has an opportunity
12              to respond.
13                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: So is it Ms. Crawford?


14                   MS. CRAWFORD: Yes, ma'am.
15                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
16                   MS. CRAWFORD: They only requested Pulaski
17              Heights for a 6th grade seat; that was the only
18              school they requested.  And it was denied based on
19              lack of space.
20                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Zook, do you contrary


21              -- information to the contrary?
22                   MS. ZOOK: Well, based on what was submitted
23              with our agenda, it showed that they would go to any
24              of the non-distress schools: Forest Heights, Pulaski
25              Heights, Dunbar, and Horace Mann.
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 1                   MS. CRAWFORD: I have a copy of the law, as well


 2              as the application here in front of me if you would
 3              like to see it.
 4                   MS. ZOOK: Well, no.  I was just going by what
 5              was included in our packet.
 6                   MS. CRAWFORD: No, ma'am.  That's not correct.
 7                   MS. DAVIS: And that was in the parent's request
 8              for an appeal, is when they said that they had
 9              applied and were denied, and that's when they said
10              "even if we can't get into that school," they would
11              get in -- they would accept any non-distress school,
12              and then they listed them in order of preference.
13              And it was Forest Heights, Pulaski Heights, Horace
14              Mann, and then Dunbar.
15                   MS. ZOOK: So are there any seats in any of
16              those schools?
17                   MS. CRAWFORD: Those have all been filled.  I've
18              only checked with the one they actually submitted the
19              paperwork.  I checked with Pulaski Heights because
20              that's what they indicated on their application and
21              log.  Those other schools are at capacity.
22                   MS. ZOOK: And what number were they in line for
23              Pulaski Heights?
24                   DR. BARTH: Ms. Newton --
25                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Dr. Barth.
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 1                   DR. BARTH: -- I do have a question I guess for
 2              Ms. Davis.  In looking -- I am a little concerned; in
 3              Little Rock -- it's an irrelevant point at this point
 4              because there are no seats in any of these non-
 5              distress schools.  I am a little concerned about
 6              their requirement that you pick a school, in looking
 7              at the -- because it looks like, you know, the law
 8              does allow an individual to go to any school that is
 9              not in distress.  So I'm a little concerned.  It's
10              somewhat irrelevant here, but moving forward
11              something feels out of sorts with that part of the
12              policy.  I don't have any doubts about the
13              percentages, but I do have concerns about that piece.
14                   MS. DAVIS: Right.  I mean, like I say, the
15              rules and the law doesn't state that you can only
16              choose one school.  Otherwise, parents would apply,
17              have to wait however long for their denial letter,
18              and then go back and reapply and then go back and
19              reapply.  And at that point theoretically where they
20              would have been offered a seat in one of the other
21              schools, you know, by the time they've reapplied to
22              get to that school they're way down the list.  So,
23              you know, the application itself has one box, but,
24              you know, we have seen some of the applications from
25              parents who have said, underneath it, you know,
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 1              Parkview or Central or Henderson or this or -- you
 2              know -- that they will make that -- so while the
 3              application itself just has, you know, where you're
 4              at and where you'd like to go, the law doesn't
 5              necessarily say that you only get one shot at it.
 6                   DR. BARTH: Yeah.  So I would urge the district
 7              to look at that piece of the policy.
 8                   MS. CRAWFORD: Number 17.  There were 16 parents


 9              that applied for a 6th grade seat at Pulaski Heights
10              in front of that student.
11                   MS. ZOOK: And where would they have been had
12              you looked at Forest Heights, Dunbar and Horace Mann?
13                   MS. CRAWFORD: I can't give you that answer.
14                   MS. ZOOK: Okay.  And if all the kids in 5th
15              grade that would love to stay, because Little Rock
16              schools are going to be so good, had come and stayed
17              in the Little Rock school system, what would you have
18              done with them?
19                   MS. CRAWFORD: State that question again.
20                   DR. FIELDS: What was that question?
21                   MS. ZOOK: Okay.  One of the things I've heard
22              most frequently is that Little Rock School District
23              loses a lot of kids going into 6th grade because
24              Little Rock School District, rightly or wrongly, has
25              had a reputation for not having quality -- the same
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 1              quality at 6th grade that they do 5th.  Okay.  So if
 2              the parents had said, "Okay, it's a new day, new
 3              superintendent, new attitude, new people working
 4              together, everything" -- what if those 5th grade kids
 5              had stayed and said, "Okay, we're buying into this on
 6              the front-end; here we are?"  What would you do with
 7              them?
 8                   DR. FIELDS: Ms. Zook, you ask very good
 9              questions.  Now, your question is the same comment --
10              conversation that I had with Mr. Kurrus as it relates
11              to being in the assignment office and being hands-on
12              with the assignment process.  We are having people
13              return to the Little Rock School District in droves
14              now under our present leadership.  We really are.
15              And I'm saying to him, "I have a problem now."  The
16              problem is I have people coming back; I don't have
17              seats for them in the schools that they desire."
18                   MS. ZOOK: Right.
19                   DR. FIELDS: We only have so many seats at Mann;
20              we only have so many seats at Pulaski Heights; we
21              only have an identified number of seats at Forest
22              Heights, and Forest Heights has pulled a number of
23              people back.  So when you look at the distress seats
24              -- the distress schools that's out there -- and, of
25              course, Mabelvale is way out southwest -- yes, some
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 1              of them will take Mabelvale, but the others -- as I
 2              said, we have a problem because while we may be
 3              pulling one group in we're losing some of the others
 4              to some of the charters or some of the other schools.
 5              Because if they can't get a distress seat, some of
 6              these parents, then they're exercising other choice
 7              options.  We have people to try to go to Bryant,
 8              North Little Rock.  And, of course, they have been
 9              leaving for charter schools.  While I think that our
10              numbers may possibly show an increase, we could show
11              more of an increase if we had, as you said, the type
12              of schools that would attract more people.
13                   MS. ZOOK: Yeah.  And what about Dunbar?
14                   DR. FIELDS: Oh, Dunbar.  Yeah, I left Dunbar
15              out.
16                   MS. ZOOK: Okay.
17                   DR. FIELDS: Dunbar is fine.  Dunbar is --
18              Dunbar was one of the schools that was sort of like
19              Pulaski Heights last year; we had that influx.  Well,
20              we have made sure that we don't have that influx now.
21              We put parent-link calls out from March all the way
22              until check-in -- every couple of weeks, parents
23              change their addresses -- so we know whether you have
24              moved, so that we can have the appropriate
25              assignments done.  We have gotten master schedules
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 1              done and then we are updating records on a consistent
 2              basis.  And then what we did, as I shared earlier, is
 3              those seats -- we knew that there were going to be
 4              some retentions; we didn't know how many.  So I had
 5              been -- I had -- okay, I have to say let's leave 10
 6              seats at every grade level for retentions; assign all
 7              the way -- if the capacity is 150 -- 250, assign 240.
 8              Leave those 10 seats for uh-oh's, retentions, or
 9              unforeseen situations.  And then once we get the
10              retentions in and people that moved into those zones
11              and we have all the zone kids situated, then let's
12              look at where we are now.  And that's what this week
13              is all about, keying everything in, because yesterday
14              we had at least 400 parents to come in at the drop of
15              a dime to change their address.  So we worked eight
16              hours collecting information and then we worked six
17              to seven hours after we've locked the doors, keying
18              information in so that we can update the system to
19              see what our true numbers are so that those schools
20              can go ahead and tweak those master schedules so that
21              we don't have those s4ituations that we had at
22              Pulaski Heights last year and at Dunbar.  Because we
23              don't want -- and we're encouraging those parents --
24              and you'll hear -- if you have children in school,
25              you'll hear those parent-link calls going out this
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 1              week, "If you haven't checked in, please check in; if
 2              you haven't changed your address, please do so," to
 3              avoid these situations.  So we're definitely
 4              proactive.  We learned from errors.  We're not
 5              operating like Albert Einstein; we're not going to do
 6              the same thing the same way and expect a different
 7              result.  We're changing; we're making modifications
 8              so that it can be better.  But as we do it, we want
 9              to make sure that it is user-friendly with the
10              parents, that they know that we're on their side.
11              When I hear these parents -- as I shared with that
12              one back there, I said, "Ma'am, I have the biggest
13              heart out."  I said, "I don't know whether it's as
14              big as Mr. Kurrus', but he's a man of policy; I can't
15              break the rules.  But you've really gotten me back
16              there, telling me your story about your child and why
17              you wanted your child to go to Parkview."  That's who
18              I am.  Before I'm ever Dr. Fields, I'm Freddie, the
19              parent of five children, so I understand wanting the
20              best of the best for your children.
21                   MS. ZOOK: And I do understand and appreciate
22              the position as an administrator.  And, formerly, I
23              had to do the very things you're doing and I do
24              appreciate how difficult it is.  I had to do it
25              before computers and that may help a little.  But,
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 1              you know, what I would like for you to do is go back
 2              and look and see if you used the 95% number instead
 3              of the 90% number, if that might open up any seats
 4              for any of these students, and write these parents'
 5              names down and, you know, contact them.  And, as Ms.
 6              Davis has indicated, look at all the choices they
 7              wrote down, not just a choice, you know.
 8                   DR. FIELDS: Right.
 9                   MS. ZOOK: I can understand everything that --
10              we're coming at you hard and you're going to go,
11              "Really?  School starts in 12 days.  What are you
12              talking about?"
13                   DR. FIELDS: No, I understand what you're
14              saying.
15                   MS. ZOOK: Yeah.  And --
16                   DR. FIELDS: And I want to say this -- excuse
17              me; I'm sorry -- when you said that, 90% is just what
18              is our number that we try to leave what people say,
19              for instance, that's -- if we're doing T&T's or we're
20              doing anything other than zone seats, we try to keep
21              that 90.  That was what I was referring to, not the
22              law.  That's our in-house policy, is we keep it at
23              90%.  Because if someone buys a house in Forest
24              Heights -- Forest Park zone -- and just like that
25              parent said, "I bought a house and I thought it was
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 1              in this."  When I buy a house in that zone, I expect
 2              my child to be able to walk across the street to that
 3              school.  So way before I got there, there were
 4              provisions and policies put in place to try to insure
 5              that those parents would still have an opportunity to
 6              go to their zone school.  But even now, we have
 7              issues at Forest Park; it's crowded.  So we're having
 8              to alternately assign to Jefferson.  This job is fun
 9              but it's fluid, but it never ends; it's constant,
10              it's constant.  When you go home you don't get to
11              stop working; you have to get on the phone and you
12              have to call parents and make them feel better about
13              the situation; "Ma'am, we're looking; you're on the
14              radar; we haven't forgotten you.  I promise you, I'll
15              call you.  Here's my cell phone, my private number,
16              just call me; email me."  And my personal pact that
17              I've made with myself is do not go to bed without
18              responding to every email.  If it's 120 emails from
19              parents, they need to know you care.  If you don't
20              respond, if you're nonresponsive, then it sends a
21              message that you don't care about their situation.
22              And that's not who I am and that's not who the staff
23              is, because we do care and we do want them to get
24              what they want.  We can't always do it, but we want
25              to at least share with them all of their options.
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 1                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And we thank you for your


 2              passion; we certainly feel that here and the
 3              frustrations that you face, but at the same time we
 4              feel like you're working toward getting to the next
 5              step.  So for that we thank you.  The Commissioner
 6              has a question.
 7                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Dr. Fields, on the capacities


 8              in the buildings, are they based on physical space or
 9              are they based on staffing ratios, or a combination?
10                   DR. FIELDS: A combination of both because the
11              physical space may say that we can accommodate, say,
12              700.  But if I have a special needs class in there
13              that only allows us to put eight children in there,
14              that decreases it.  So it's all situational.
15              Everybody -- everything has to come to play, and
16              that's why I have to -- our office has to wait until
17              the special needs department submits whether they're
18              going to have a self-contained class and all these
19              other smaller classes.  And then, once they submit
20              that then you go back and look at the capacities that
21              I said, "Well, has it changed," because we need to
22              get to assigning children.  And then that's -- when
23              we get those numbers in, that's what we work with.
24                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.  Thank you.
25                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  I forgot what we
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 1              did.  We did get a vote, so that's -- that ends that,
 2              I guess.
 3                   MS. REITH: No, we did.  No, no, we did.  We had
 4              two dissenting votes.
 5                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Yeah.  I was thinking we


 6              did, so then we'll move on.
 7                   MS. REITH: Yeah.
 8                   COURT REPORTER: We haven't voted on this one.


 9                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I guess we need a motion


10              and -- okay.  So we still need to act on A-12.  And
11              so can I have a motion with regard to A-12?
12                   MS. REITH: I move to sustain denial.
13                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
14                   MR. BLACK: Second.
15                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Moved by Ms. Reith and


16              seconded by --
17                   MR. WILLIAMSON: Mr. Black.
18                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I forgot your name.
19              Anyway, any further discussion?  All in favor?
20                       (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
21                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?
22                   MS. ZOOK: No.
23                   MS. SAVIERS: No.
24                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: "No" by Ms. Zook.  Ms.


25              Saviers, did you vote?
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 1                   MS. SAVIERS: I did.
 2                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: She did too.  Ms. Saviers


 3              and Ms. Zook voted in opposition.
 4    A-13: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY


 5    SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - JACKSON
 6                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  We're now down to A-


 7              13 and that is the Consideration of Appeal from
 8              Denial of Opportunity School Choice Application, the
 9              Jacksons.
10                   MS. DAVIS: Right.  And I don't believe --
11              there's nobody here from the Jackson family, as well.
12              But the Jackson family is zoned to attend J.A. Fair
13              and they also wanted to attend Parkview and they were
14              denied.  So I'm not sure if -- I mean, the district
15              is here if you --
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I think we're going to


17              basically hear the same thing, so --
18                   MS. DAVIS: Right.  That's what I'm saying; do
19              you want them --
20                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- if it's appropriate, I'd


21              ask for a motion -- ask for a motion at this time
22              relative to A-13.
23                   MS. DEAN: I move that we sustain.
24                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
25                   MS. REITH: Second.
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 1                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Moved by Ms. Dean and


 2              seconded by Ms. Reith that we uphold the denial.  All
 3              in favor?
 4                       (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
 5                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?
 6                   MS. ZOOK: No.
 7                   MS. SAVIERS: No.
 8                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: The motion carries.
 9    A-14: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY


10    SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - WILLIAMS
11                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: We're down to A-14, and the


12              same consideration or same item as relates to the
13              Williams family; it's Little Rock School District.
14                   MS. DAVIS: Now Ms. Williams is here and she is
15              zoned to attend -- her child is zoned to attend Hall
16              High School.  And I believe it's your son?
17                   MS. WILLIAMS: Yes, ma'am.
18                   MS. DAVIS: Okay.  And I believe they requested
19              Parkview primarily, but they would also accept
20              Central if a slot was available.  And Ms. Williams is
21              here and so I don't know if you want to begin with
22              the district again, since it may or may not -- I'm
23              assuming the same argument -- or if you want to defer
24              to Ms. Williams.
25                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I wouldn't like to hear
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 1              anything from them, unless they've got something else
 2              -- something different to add.  But I would like to
 3              hear from Ms. Williams.
 4                   MS. DAVIS: Right.  And the district normally
 5              would go first but they don't have anything
 6              additional --
 7                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
 8                   MS. DAVIS: Oh, wait.  No, they changed their
 9              mind now.  They do have something.
10                   DR. FIELDS: I want to -- I don't have anything
11              else to say as it relates to it because the situation
12              is what it is.  But what I would request,
13              respectfully is we don't want to deny anybody the
14              opportunity to ask for what they want.  Now that
15              school choice -- the distress application, that one
16              line told us one choice and we -- that's the choice
17              we went with.  So parents that ask for -- when they
18              wrote the letters to the State and then they wrote
19              letters and said, "I'll take anything" --
20                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Right.
21                   DR. FIELDS: -- they were not considered for any
22              of the others because the application only had -- so
23              I definitely would like some clarity on that, because
24              we want to follow the law or the intent of the law.
25              So if it's clear that it's okay for them to have more
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 1              than one choice, I just want to know that so I can do
 2              the right thing.  Thank you.
 3                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Davis can speak to the


 4              law, but I think it would be as simple as making a
 5              form change from the district to allow second, third,
 6              fourth choices, when available.
 7                   COMMISSIONER KEY: If I may, Madam Chair, there


 8              is a form in one of these packets that does reflect
 9              multiple choices.  Dr. Fields, can you explain --
10                   MS. DAVIS: Right.  I think that's the optional
11              enrollment form.  But the actual Opportunity Public
12              School Choice Act form only has --
13                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Okay.
14                   MS. DAVIS: -- what school you're in and -- and
15              the other one I think is an internal form that the
16              Little Rock -- yeah.
17                   COMMISSIONER KEY: Right.
18                   MS. DAVIS: But the rules which, you know,
19              reflect the laws of this state that, you know, a
20              parent has the right to, you know, transfer to a
21              school; it doesn't say that you only get one -- I
22              mean, granted, it doesn't say you can apply for all
23              that you want.  But I think because it just says that
24              you have the opportunity to transfer to a school
25              that's not in distress that the spirit would probably
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 1              indicate that a parent, you know, like I say, doesn't
 2              just hope you choose the right school the first time.
 3                   DR. BARTH: So, Ms. Davis -- oh, I'm sorry.
 4                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Reith.
 5                   MS. REITH: And it may be the same question.  I
 6              was just wondering, is this something that we could
 7              correct by updating the form for the next cycle?
 8                   MS. DAVIS: We could.  I mean, and I think, you
 9              know, we could also update the rules if, you know, we
10              want to say -- instead of just saying "a school," we
11              could clarify that a parent has an opportunity to
12              apply for multiple schools or choose an alternative
13              school if their first choice is not available.
14                   MS. ZOOK: And I think in the large districts
15              that's almost imperative --
16                   MS. DAVIS: Yeah.
17                   MS. ZOOK: -- because there are often more
18              junior highs or high schools and not just "I want to
19              go from Brinkley to Forrest City."  And -- but it's
20              within the district, like up in your area where
21              you've got, you know, Bentonville and Rogers and
22              Springdale and lots of choices.
23                   MS. REITH: Uh-huh.
24                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Commissioner, did you have


25              a question?
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 1                   COMMISSIONER KEY: No.
 2                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ms. Williams, we don't want


 3              to neglect asking you to make a comment, if you'd
 4              like.  You've been here all day.
 5                   MS. WILLIAMS: I have.
 6                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Yes.  So come up --
 7                   MS. WILLIAMS: I really --
 8                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Step up to the podium and


 9              identify yourself please.
10                   MS. WILLIAMS: My name is Anita Williams.  I
11              actually --
12                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I'm sorry; could I swear


13              you in.  Do you swear or affirm to tell the truth,
14              the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
15                   MS. WILLIAMS: Yes.
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.
17                   MS. WILLIAMS: My name is Anita Williams.  And


18              my son actually did get into Parkview for his 9th
19              grade year.  I did all the paperwork to make sure
20              that he did -- and it is very challenging to get your
21              child into Parkview, but he did get in.  But
22              therefore on June 9th, which was actually the last
23              day of school for 9th grade year, our apartment
24              burned.  With that being said, my family lives out-
25              of-state and my son went to go stay for the summer.
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 1              And things still weren't right with me here, so I had
 2              to stay here.  And I decided to pull him from
 3              Parkview because I didn't have a place to stay at
 4              that point, so he went to Mesquite to stay with his
 5              dad.  And after that, he decided he wanted to come
 6              back.  So, in February, I started the process to get
 7              him back into Parkview.  I was told that he had to do
 8              -- we had to do the scramble; we did all that.
 9              March, I got a letter; he didn't -- he got -- they
10              were saying that the school would be Hall.  So
11              therefore, I went back down there and they told me to
12              come back on June 15th.  I did that.  June 19th, I
13              got a letter, still Hall.  So that's when I appealed
14              it.  But I guess my thing was, my situation was a
15              little different than others.  I did ask for Parkview
16              but I would've taken Central, and actually I even
17              looked into taking J.A. Fair because it was better
18              than Hall or McClellan.  I just didn't want Hall.
19              And, of course, we didn't get it, but I guess I've
20              pulled my son out because we didn't have a place to
21              stay, and therefore he had to be in somebody's
22              school.  I was living with friends because I still
23              work here.  So when things got to where I was able to
24              get us a place and we moved -- we are zoned for Hall
25              and I don't want him to go there.  But this is his
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 1              11th grade year and he was like, "Wherever I start my
 2              11th grade I want to go ahead and finish it out.  I
 3              only have two years left," which I understand that.
 4              But I did think my situation was a little different,
 5              not that I deserve any type of treatment but we did
 6              do the paperwork and all the protocol procedures to
 7              get into Parkview the first time and we got in, but
 8              this time we didn't.
 9                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any comments?  Dr. Barth


10              has a question.
11                   DR. BARTH: A question for Ms. Davis.  And I'm
12              trying to look at the rules.  Once a student is in,
13              then do they have to -- they don't have to go through
14              -- what process do they have to go through for the
15              next year?
16                   MS. DAVIS: Once they're in, then as long as the
17              school is still in distress they are allowed to
18              continue at that school.
19                   DR. BARTH: Okay.  Do they have to submit a form
20              manually or it's just an automatic --
21                   MS. DAVIS: (Nodding head up and down.)
22                   DR. BARTH: Okay.
23                   MS. DAVIS: Right.  And it says -- it's actually
24              under the rules, under Section 4.10; it says that any
25              student participating shall remain in attendance
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 1              throughout the school year, so --
 2                   DR. BARTH: They could give up their seat if
 3              they --
 4                   MS. DAVIS: Right.  And I think the rules allow,
 5              you know, that as long as it says that there's no
 6              extended absence, unless, of course, it says excused
 7              by the school for illness or other good cause.  So
 8              I'm not sure if, you know, there was an agreement for
 9              what would be considered good cause between, you
10              know, the parent and the district to say that's why
11              they pulled them out or not.  But if the child is in,
12              then they get to continue.
13                   DR. BARTH: Okay.  And, Ms. Williams, your son,
14              he's going into 11th grade this year?
15                   MS. WILLIAMS: Right.  Uh-huh.
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any other questions?


17                   MS. SAVIERS: Is Mr. Fields still here?  So she
18              said that she would be open to J.A. Fair.
19                   DR. FIELDS: Okay.
20                   MS. SAVIERS: Is that an option for her?
21                   DR. FIELDS: She did say that, and that's the
22              first that I've known that.  And now that I've heard
23              her, we're going to be best friends when we leave
24              here.  I haven't talked with her but now that I know
25              that there's a situation, as I shared with this
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 1              parent, we'll work together.
 2                   MS. SAVIERS: Okay.  Good.
 3                   DR. FIELDS: We'll get it taken care of.
 4                   MS. SAVIERS: Thank you.
 5                   DR. FIELDS: We will get it taken care of.
 6                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Thank you so much.  Could


 7              we get a motion as it relates to action item 14?
 8                   MS. ZOOK: Do we need to amend this request to
 9              include J.A. Fair and therefore --
10                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I don't think so.
11                   MS. ZOOK: Okay.
12                   DR. BARTH: And you can't use opportunity school
13              choice to go to a different distress school anyway.
14                   MS. SAVIERS: Right.  They'll just be enrolled
15              --
16                   MS. DAVIS: Right.  They can make that -- you
17              know --
18                   DR. BARTH: But not under this?
19                   MS. DAVIS: That's correct.
20                   MS. ZOOK: That's where the Frederick side will
21              come in.
22                   MS. DAVIS: Right.
23                   DR. BARTH: So, Ms. Davis, on this, what's your
24              guidance in terms of what to do with this action
25              item?
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 1                   MS. DAVIS: Well, because she originally
 2              appealed for her request to go to Parkview, or
 3              alternately Central, if those schools are
 4              unavailable, then I think that the Board would
 5              probably be best in denying that.  And, you know,
 6              hopefully, the understanding -- while isn't bound on
 7              the Little Rock School District or Dr. Fields,
 8              hopefully the understanding is is that they've made
 9              an agreement that they can work with the family and
10              that they will continue to do so outside of this
11              proceeding.
12                   DR. BARTH: So I do move to sustain the original
13              denial.
14                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Is there a second?
15                   MS. SAVIERS: Second.
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Motion by Dr. Barth, second


17              by Ms. Saviers.  All in favor?
18                       (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
19                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?  So it's


20              unanimous.  Thank you.
21    A-15: CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY


22    SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - McGRUDER
23                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Then we're at A-15,
24              Consideration of Appeal from Denial of Opportunity
25              School Choice Application, McGruder family.
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 1                   MS. DAVIS: And this is the same instance.  The
 2              McGruder family lives in the Hall High School
 3              district and they had applied for Parkview or an
 4              alternative of another non-distress school, which
 5              would be Central.  And Ms. McGruder is here.  So
 6              unless the district has anything in addition --
 7                   DR. FIELDS: No.
 8                   MS. DAVIS: Okay.  Then we're going to go ahead
 9              and defer to Ms. McGruder.
10                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Ms. McGruder, would


11              you step forward and raise your right hand please?
12              Do you see we're feeling sorry for you, Dr. Fields?
13                   MS. McGRUDER: My name is Kanetha [ps] McGruder.


14                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Do you swear or affirm --


15                   MS. McGRUDER: Oh, I'm sorry.
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Do you swear or affirm --


17              oh, I'm sorry -- do you swear or affirm the testimony
18              you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
19              and nothing but the truth?
20                       (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
21                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Go ahead.
22                   MS. McGRUDER: Okay.  My name is Kanetha
23              McGruder and I'm here to challenge the fact that my
24              kid was zoned at Hall, which is a distress school.
25              And after hearing all this, I'm not familiar with the
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 1              process, the applications; I didn't know all this.  I
 2              thought I was coming to talk to some teachers.  I
 3              didn't know it was the State Board; I'll just be
 4              honest.  So as I overheard the Little Rock School
 5              District talking, I mean, for me, I know they're at
 6              capacity.  But the process for them getting to
 7              capacity -- I enrolled my daughter; I went and filled
 8              out an application.  Nobody talked about -- everybody
 9              is talking about this percentage, 90%, 95%, but what
10              happened to the radius?  Because we live in walking
11              distance.  So not only should we have gotten a
12              number, but we should've went up against other kids
13              in our district that basically had the same
14              qualifications that I did.  So that means that if
15              they live in a two-mile radius we should've been
16              basically in a lottery with those people.  We
17              should've been -- and I'm not for sure how that all
18              works because people talk about being fair.  But if
19              you have a preference for people to have other
20              siblings that are there, people that live within
21              walking distance from this school, how are you
22              basically saying that these people didn't meet this
23              requirement if you're going to put them all together?
24              Because it's really not giving each child a
25              preference, you know.  You have these different tiers
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 1              of if you're a family member, if you're -- you know
 2              -- if you have a sibling here at the school, if you
 3              live within this radius; all these things are
 4              supposed to be given different preferences.  But it
 5              seems like we're all being put in one pot.  So I'd
 6              like to know how did I get excluded, you know, in my
 7              pot of people or was it just one big pot and really
 8              no preferences.
 9                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Ask Dr. Fields.
10                   DR. FIELDS: You ask almost as good questions as
11              Ms. Zook.
12                   MS. McGRUDER: I've got more.
13                   DR. FIELDS: Okay.  Okay.  With the distress
14              status, in Little Rock School District we do have all
15              those preferences for our initial open enrollment
16              process.  During the initial open enrollment process
17              we do have shadow zones.  Parkview has a shadow zone.
18              And we do assign, according to the shadow zone, a
19              certain percentage.  And then after the initial
20              registration push, all of those preferences cease.
21                   MS. McGRUDER: But where does it state that?
22              Because you think along this -- each line that you're
23              going to, that you're going to get these same
24              preferences that why don't I get the same preferences
25              that I did at the application process at a distress
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 1              process?
 2                   DR. FIELDS: All of our enrollment processes are
 3              online and all of that is in there that we have to --
 4                   MS. McGRUDER: It's hard to find online.  It's
 5              buried.
 6                   DR. FIELDS: I tell you what, come sit down with
 7              me --
 8                   MS. McGRUDER: Okay.
 9                   DR. FIELDS: -- and we'll go over it all,
10              because you're going to come anyway, so --
11                   MS. McGRUDER: Absolutely.
12                   DR. FIELDS: And we'll work through it because I
13              know your situation; you've explained it.  But that
14              is a good question.  To answer your question, the
15              radius is only during the open-enrollment process
16              when we do our initial push.  Because we do have
17              parents that live within walking distance, and call
18              it a shadow zone, and then we have to assign those
19              children and we do a sibling preference.  And so what
20              we did, our former board, is we cleaned all the
21              assignment processes up and we have flowcharts
22              because a lot of parents don't like to read thick
23              paragraphs.  We put a small box; this one is first,
24              this one is assigned second, this one is third, this
25              one is shadow zone.  And so --
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 1                   MS. McGRUDER: And I understand that.  But let
 2              me just say this: if I'm a distress student, I live
 3              and I pay taxes in a community where my child can
 4              walk to a school, why should I not get a preference
 5              for my kid to go to that school versus a distress
 6              school?  Why should somebody who lives 30 miles away
 7              from me get a preference that I don't get?
 8                   DR. FIELDS: Well --
 9                   MS. McGRUDER: So we have to go to a school that


10              basically that I should have preferential treatment
11              and get it.
12                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And I think question lives


13              to be answered another day probably.
14                   MS. McGRUDER: Okay.  Okay.
15                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: It's not unimportant, but


16              --
17                   MS. McGRUDER: No, no.
18                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- I think that's one of


19              the things that I think Mr. Kurrus is committed to
20              addressing and resolving because issues like that can
21              stand to divide and ultimately have negative impact
22              on communities and schools and stopping them from
23              getting them where you want them to be.  So I think
24              it's a valid question and not dismissing the
25              importance of it, but I just think this may not be
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 1              the forum for that at this particular time.  I think
 2              Dr. -- you know Dr. Fields' number --
 3                   MS. McGRUDER: Yeah.
 4                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- and so I don't want to


 5              try to push it.  You know, I'm not making light of
 6              it, because I remember seeing you first thing this
 7              morning and here we are, you're the last one on the
 8              agenda.  That doesn't diminish it.  We want to thank
 9              you for your commitment and your energy to stay the
10              course and to advocate strongly for your daughter.
11              She's very fortunate to have a mother that will stand
12              up and fight Dr. Fields and the rest of the folks.
13                   MS. SAVIERS: Amen.
14                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: And us and everybody else.


15              But so if you have anything to -- in summary --
16                   MS. McGRUDER: I mean, I mean, really I don't
17              have anything.  I didn't know that this process is
18              what it is and, you know, I don't really have another
19              leg to stand on besides my kid is at a distress
20              school.  You know, I applied for the school that was
21              the closest that could accommodate her.  Because it's
22              not just about a formal education of books; it's
23              about basically being able to combine that with her
24              talent.  She's an artist, she's a photographer.
25              There's only one school that really offers the
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 1              ability to be able to do that, and that's within
 2              walking distance from our house.  So I don't really
 3              have anything else that I can really offer.
 4                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: You have two solid legs to


 5              stand on and I think both of those are in terms of
 6              advocacy for not only your daughter, but other
 7              children that find themselves in the situation of
 8              your daughter that don't have a voice.  So I think
 9              that your spirit of activism is going to be
10              contagious, I hope, in that realm and keep them
11              disturbed.  Thank you.  Anything further before --
12              any questions?  Does any board member have any
13              questions?  Okay.  Then we are ready for a motion.
14                       (BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE)
15                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay, this is the last
16              action item.  Can we get a motion?
17                   MR. WILLIAMSON: I move to sustain the original


18              decision.
19                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Mr. Williamson has


20              moved to uphold the appeal for denial.  And the
21              second is from?
22                   MR. BLACK: Second.
23                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Mr. Black.  Okay.  All in


24              favor?
25                       (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
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 1                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Any opposed?
 2                   MS. ZOOK: Aye.
 3                   MS. SAVIERS: No.  Yeah.  No.
 4                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: We've got two no's; we've


 5              got a Ms. Zook no and Ms. Saviers no.  And so that's
 6              for the record.  I think at this point we need to get
 7              a motion for adjournment.
 8                   MR. WILLIAMSON: Move to adjourn.
 9                   MR. BLACK: Second.
10                   MS. ZOOK: Before -- wait, wait, wait.
11                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Yeah, we've got a work


12              session, but we'll --
13                   MS. ZOOK: Yeah.
14                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: -- we'll adjourn.
15                   MS. ZOOK: May I make a comment to the parents?
16                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: I don't know.  Yes.
17                   MS. ZOOK: Okay.
18                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: We've got a motion and a


19              second.  We've got a motion from Mr. Williamson to
20              adjourn and a second from Mr. Black.  And then we can
21              -- hold on.
22                   MS. ZOOK: Oh, okay.  I want to be sure that the
23              parents know that if they can't get into the school
24              they want to get into in the Little Rock School
25              District that Pulaski County is not open for school
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 1              choice but North Little Rock is.  There is a Central
 2              Arkansas Transit bus.  Little Rock School District,
 3              if they can't accommodate you in a non-academic
 4              distress, is obligated to provide up to $400 for the
 5              year for that transportation.  I love all these
 6              districts and all the kids and the staff in all these
 7              districts, so I'm not advocating one over another.
 8              But I do want you to know, if you have exhausted
 9              within your district, the options that you have
10              available to you under opportunity school choice.
11              There are other districts that are open for choice.
12              And also to the Little Rock School District I would
13              say in the future if you will make a list per school,
14              not one continuous list, that way we won't put her,
15              Andrea, to all this trouble where you have to look
16              and count.  And I know it's a lot of stress when
17              we're asking questions and trying to find the answer;
18              I do appreciate that.  So in the future if you'll add
19              all the choices the parents can make and make a list
20              per school that will help you and us.
21                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Okay.  Thank you.  All in


22              favor of adjourning say "aye."
23                       (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
24                   CHAIRPERSON NEWTON: Motion carries.
25                (The meeting was adjourned at 2:10 p.m.)
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                        C E R T I F I C A T E
   
    STATE OF ARKANSAS   )
                        ) ss.
    COUNTY OF SALINE    )
   
         I, SHARON K. HILL, CCR, a Certified Stenomask Reporter
    before whom the foregoing testimony was taken, do hereby
    certify that the same is a true and correct transcription of
    proceedings before the Arkansas State Board of Education, in
    Little Rock, Arkansas, on August 6, 2015, that the said
    testimony was reduced to typewritten form by me or under my
    direction and supervision; and that the foregoing pages
    constitute a true and correct transcription of all evidence
    heard and proceedings had in said matter.
   
         I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am neither counsel for, related
    to, nor employed by any of the parties to the action in which
    this hearing was taken.
   
         I FURTHER CERTIFY that I have no contract with any parties
    within this action that affects or has a substantial tendency
    to affect impartiality, that requires me to relinquish control
    of an original transcript or copies of the transcript before it
    is certified and delivered to the custodial agency, or that
    requires me to provide any service not made available to all
    parties to the action.
   
         WITNESS, MY HAND AND SEAL, THIS DATE:  August 18, 2015.
   
   
   
   
                                  _________________________________
                                  SHARON K. HILL, CCR
                                  Certified Court Reporter
                                  Certificate No. 670
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 1                        P R O C E E D I N G S
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We're calling to order the
  


 3             special State Board meeting, Thursday, August 6,
  


 4             2015.  And we'll start with the Chair's Report, and
  


 5             the Chair has no report.  And then we'll go to Report
  


 6             2, which is the Commissioner's Report.
  


 7                  Before Commissioner Key starts, I want to
  


 8             announce that two of the board members are en route
  


 9             but are delayed because of traffic involving an
  


10             accident.  So they're on their way; the other two
  


11             members are coming.
  


12   REPORT-2:  COMMISSIONER'S REPORT
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Madam Chair, my report
  


14             is simply attached to the packet, was the Attorney
  


15             General's opinion that we were waiting last time, and
  


16             you probably have all had a chance to review that.
  


17             But the relevant issue for us today was Question 3
  


18             and that centered around -- Senator Clark's requests
  


19             centered around what obligation, what authority, what
  


20             power that ADE and then by extension the State Board
  


21             would have to interpret.  And the answer in their
  


22             response was, "As to Question 3, in my opinion, the
  


23             Arkansas Department of Education does not have the
  


24             authority to take the actions about which you have
  


25             inquired," which was determining whether sufficient
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 1             proof had been submitted from a school district,
  


 2             whether a deseg or court-approved desegregation plan
  


 3             was still active, or whether a genuine conflict
  


 4             exists between the district desegregation order and
  


 5             the intra-district school choice provisions in the
  


 6             Act, and whether we could require a district to
  


 7             provide additional information or deny determination
  


 8             of the limitation under the Act.  So that, I think,
  


 9             in essence, we are, as a board and as a department,
  


10             in the same status that we were in previously under
  


11             the prior AG's opinion.  That's my report.
  


12                  (WHEREUPON, Exhibit One (1) to the
  


13             Commissioner's Report - the AG's opinion of July 17,
  


14             2015 - was marked for identification and entered into
  


15             evidence.)
  


16   HISTORY OF SCHOOL CHOICE
  


17                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  The purpose of the
  


18             special meeting was -- the meeting was scheduled
  


19             giving consideration for the school districts and
  


20             parents and students to be advised of our decision
  


21             today, as opposed to next Thursday, allowing there to
  


22             be time to make preparation based on the decision.
  


23             So that's the relevance of today's meeting and the
  


24             scheduling.
  


25                  We have several items we're going to move
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 1             through, but we want to have Ms. Jennifer Davis to
  


 2             come up and she'll be the presenter on all the school
  


 3             choice items.  And we want you to do a couple of
  


 4             things for us.  First, we want you to give us a
  


 5             history of school choice and how it came about and
  


 6             what the relevant points and factors are in the
  


 7             regulations as we are guided by, the State Board is
  


 8             guided by.  In addition to that, when you finish, if
  


 9             you'll give just an overview of the procedures as it
  


10             relates to how much time is allowed for each speaker.
  


11             We do have a list here of some folks that want to --
  


12             that have signed up to speak.  So, you know, given --
  


13             when we get to each item we'll acknowledge those
  


14             folks and give them an opportunity.  So, thank you.
  


15                  MS. DAVIS:  Good morning.  Jennifer Davis,
  


16             Department Staff Attorney.  Okay.  Just a real quick
  


17             overview of the school choice.  In 1989, the -- is
  


18             this -- it's on?  Okay.  1989, the school choice was
  


19             enacted and there was a complicated math formula on
  


20             determining student eligibility for transfer.  In
  


21             2013 -- or at the time, in '89, there was no burden
  


22             on the school districts to state whether or not they
  


23             were under a deseg order.  Now, while there was a
  


24             provision that if there was a conflict with the deseg
  


25             order then the deseg order would govern, but there
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 1             was no burden on the school district to show that.
  


 2             In 2013, it did away with the complicated math
  


 3             formula, but did allow districts to claim an
  


 4             exemption from school choice under the
  


 5             desegregations.  And in 2015, it did away with the
  


 6             exemption and required more of a burden on school
  


 7             districts to actually claim a genuine conflict with
  


 8             the deseg order.  So the desegregation provision
  


 9             conflict has been in all the school choice acts.  And
  


10             there are students who have transferred, and it's
  


11             either as a result of the district's were either
  


12             unaware that they were under a deseg order or other
  


13             districts were unaware that the resident district was
  


14             under one; they were taken in violation of the deseg
  


15             order or at the time of the deseg order the transfer
  


16             did not conflict with a deseg order.  So the transfer
  


17             could have been done without a genuine conflict or at
  


18             the time, under the '89, the mathematical formula, it
  


19             could have allowed for that transfer.  Are there any
  


20             questions about that?  Okay.  So the hearing --
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook has a question.
  


22                  MS. DAVIS:  Pardon me.
  


23                  MS. ZOOK:  So it's my understanding that just
  


24             because there is a deseg order a district can choose
  


25             to allow; they're not bound to disallow because
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 1             they're under a deseg order?
  


 2                  MS. DAVIS:  Well, under the '89 provision there
  


 3             was within the math formula about allowing the
  


 4             transfer, about what the racial balance would end up
  


 5             being.  In 2015, because -- I mean, 2013, because
  


 6             they did away with that, it just -- the law simply
  


 7             states that if there is a conflict with a deseg order
  


 8             then the provisions of the deseg order govern.  Now,
  


 9             based on the Attorney General's opinion, you know, we
  


10             are not under the authority to determine if there is
  


11             a conflict.  But a district, I guess, under
  


12             consultation of their local counsel, could have
  


13             determined that there was not a conflict and could
  


14             have taken the children.
  


15                  MS. ZOOK:  So they allowed attorneys and boards
  


16             and superintendents at the local level the
  


17             opportunity to interpret whether a genuine conflict,
  


18             but they in fact are not allowing ADE and the State
  


19             Board to do the same?
  


20                  MS. DAVIS:  Well, I don't think that they were
  


21             actually allowed to do so, but it doesn't say that
  


22             they can or they cannot; however, the law just says
  


23             that if there is a conflict with the provision of a
  


24             deseg order.  So they could have taken it upon
  


25             themselves to determine that, or they could have
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 1             determined that it wouldn't conflict; they could have
  


 2             taken them in violation of the conflict, or they were
  


 3             unaware of the conflict at the time.  I know that
  


 4             there are some districts that are recently aware of
  


 5             pending desegregation orders, so if nobody was aware
  


 6             of that deseg order at the time.
  


 7                  MS. ZOOK:  So we have given parents, for all
  


 8             intents and purposes, false hope by saying to them,
  


 9             "You have an appeal process to the State Board?"
  


10                  MS. DAVIS:  I wouldn't necessarily say that it's
  


11             false hope because, you know, while the Attorney
  


12             General's opinion says that we don't have the
  


13             authority -- of course, you know, you guys as a board
  


14             are welcome to make whatever decision that you choose
  


15             to make.  And so, you know, I think also that the
  


16             parents have an opportunity to -- the AG's opinion
  


17             says that they can take the matter under advisement
  


18             in a court of competent jurisdiction.  So the parents
  


19             are always welcome to, you know, consult with their
  


20             own counsel and pursue this further.
  


21                  MS. ZOOK:  Which would cost them money to hire
  


22             an attorney?
  


23                  MS. DAVIS:  Unfortunately.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yeah.  I differ with you a
  


25             little bit, Ms. Zook, because, you know, when you say
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 1             we're giving them false hope, we present the
  


 2             procedure.  But I think based on the Attorney
  


 3             General's ruling we may be as a board in peril when
  


 4             we do something opposite of what the interpretation
  


 5             is.  That's my --
  


 6                  MS. DAVIS:  Well --
  


 7                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- uninformed opinion.
  


 8                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  The Attorney General's
  


 9             opinion is not binding but I would caution the Board
  


10             about, you know, forging their own legal opinion
  


11             outside of that of the Attorney General.
  


12                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  That was my point.
  


13                  MS. ZOOK:  So even though the Attorney General
  


14             kept all of the opinions directed toward ADE and did
  


15             not mention the State Board at all, you're saying ADE
  


16             and the State Board -- and that was inclusive?
  


17                  MS. DAVIS:  Well, the opinion does say ADE.
  


18             And, you know, as an attorney for the Department of
  


19             Education, you know, we do advise the Board.  And so
  


20             my advice would be that you can do, of course, you
  


21             know, whatever it is that the Board desires to do,
  


22             but we are not under the authority, or it says under
  


23             the obligation either, to interpret them, the
  


24             desegregation orders.
  


25                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  We're going to have cases
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 1             today where the district, the resident district did
  


 2             not send in their desegregation order -- or if they
  


 3             did, they did not send in a letter with that from the
  


 4             federal court demonstrating a genuine concern.  So if
  


 5             they didn't comply with what the law says, does that
  


 6             shed a different light on what we can in fact do?
  


 7                  MS. DAVIS:  Well, I think that was addressed in
  


 8             the AG's opinion, as well.  It said that, you know,
  


 9             if they didn't provide a letter or just submitting an
  


10             order is that really considered proof, and I think
  


11             the AG was of the opinion that either way it would
  


12             still require us to interpret the law and interpret
  


13             the desegregation orders of what is actually
  


14             considered proof, what is actually considered a
  


15             genuine conflict.  Either way, I think it puts us
  


16             dangerously close to interpreting.
  


17                  MS. ZOOK:  So if we decided to do something,
  


18             like allow a parent to -- because that way they
  


19             wouldn't have to hire an attorney.  If the school
  


20             district or the federal court wanted to intervene,
  


21             that would be the burden on that resident district?
  


22                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
  


23                  MS. ZOOK:  Thank you.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  Okay.
  


25             If not, we'll get started.
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 1   UN-TABLING OF A-1 THROUGH A-4
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Because A-1, A-2, A-3 and
  


 3             A-4 were tabled at our last meeting, the requirement
  


 4             is that we have a motion -- we have to have a motion
  


 5             to un-table them, with an appropriate second, and we
  


 6             have to have a majority vote to un-table those items.
  


 7             So I'm asking at this time for consideration of a
  


 8             motion to un-table A-1, 2, 3 and 4.
  


 9                  MS. SAVIERS:  Move to un-table.
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there a second?
  


11                  DR. BARTH:  Second.
  


12                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  All in favor?
  


13                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
  


15                  Then we'll start with A-1; it's Consideration of
  


16             Appeal from Denial of School Choice Application -
  


17             Wilson.
  


18   HEARING PROCEDURES
  


19                  MS. DAVIS:  All right.  And real quick, before
  


20             we get started, I'll go over the hearing procedures
  


21             that will apply to all the appeals today.  After the
  


22             introduction of the agenda item, everybody who does
  


23             wish to testify will need to be placed under oath by
  


24             the chairperson.  And beginning with the nonresident
  


25             district, they will have 5 minutes to open, followed
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 1             by the parent, as well as 20 minutes to present their
  


 2             case.  At any time, of course, you may ask questions
  


 3             of either the parent, the resident district, or the
  


 4             nonresident district.  And at the end you can either
  


 5             sustain or reject, meaning you can either sustain the
  


 6             opinion of the nonresident district or grant the
  


 7             appeal.  Are there any questions about that before we
  


 8             get started?
  


 9                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The five minutes applies to
  


10             the district and the parent?
  


11                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
  


12                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And then the 20 minutes --
  


13                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- to each?  Okay.
  


15                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So that's cumulative for
  


17             any --
  


18                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- anybody.  Okay.
  


20                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Because we have a couple of
  


22             folks that are signed up to speak --
  


23                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- for item A-1, and that's
  


25             Sam Jones --
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 1                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and Whitney Wilson.
  


 3                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And the Board, of course,
  


 4             has discretion to extend that time should they feel
  


 5             it's necessary.  All right.  So the first --
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Madame Chair, if I may ask
  


 7             Jennifer.  Could you -- we talked about this; I want
  


 8             to make sure that everyone understands.  The
  


 9             nonresident district, under law, has to submit the
  


10             rejection, if you will.
  


11                  MS. DAVIS:  That's correct.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  But that is perfunctory and
  


13             administrative; that is not a decision that's made by
  


14             the nonresident district.
  


15                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  Not if it's based on a
  


16             desegregation order.
  


17                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  So they are not
  


18             sitting in a seat of judgment or decision; they're
  


19             simply following the law.  It just happens to be that
  


20             they're the ones issuing the notice of rejection?
  


21                  MS. DAVIS:  That's correct.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


23                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Are there any other
  


24             questions?
  


25   A-1:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
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 1   APPLICATION - WILSON
  


 2                  MS. DAVIS:  And so A-1 is the Wilson appeal.
  


 3             The Wilson family resides in the Dollarway School
  


 4             District and had filed a school choice application to
  


 5             attend the White Hall district.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook has a question
  


 7             before we get started.
  


 8                  MS. ZOOK:  I have a question.
  


 9                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes, ma'am.
  


10                  MS. ZOOK:  Do these earlier items that you were
  


11             going over on the 2015 -- how does that apply to
  


12             districts or schools that are in academic distress?
  


13                  MS. DAVIS:  The law doesn't make any provisions
  


14             for whether or not -- academic -- well, academic
  


15             distress is under the opportunity school choice.  But
  


16             under the Public School Choice Act there are no
  


17             provisions for transferring or not transferring under
  


18             any kind of distress status.  The later appeals under
  


19             the Opportunity School Choice are only available --
  


20             that transfer act is only available when the school
  


21             that you're zoned to attend or enrolled in is in
  


22             distress.
  


23                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Is Dollarway district or just
  


24             the one school in academic distress?
  


25                  MS. DAVIS:  Well, this one, I'm uncertain about
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 1             the academic distress status for that because this
  


 2             one is under the public school choice and it was not
  


 3             because of distress.  This was just under the Public
  


 4             School Choice Act to transfer.
  


 5                  MS. ZOOK:  And do these parents still have an
  


 6             opportunity for a legal transfer?
  


 7                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes, they could.  But, I mean, of
  


 8             course, a legal transfer is, you know, purely at the
  


 9             pleasure of both of the boards.
  


10                  MS. ZOOK:  Thank you.
  


11                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Before we get started, I'm
  


12             going to ask the folks standing in back and in the
  


13             door if you'll step outside.  There is some seating
  


14             area down the hallway, maybe some in the lobby, and
  


15             there's an overflow room down the hallway to the
  


16             left.
  


17                  MS. DAVIS:  So we're ready for White Hall and
  


18             Ms. Wilson.
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Everyone that intends to
  


20             have -- give testimony in A-1/Wilson, would you
  


21             please stand to be sworn?  Would you raise your right
  


22             hands?  Do you swear or affirm that the testimony
  


23             you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
  


24             and nothing but the truth?
  


25                (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Go ahead.
  


 2                  MS. WILSON:  I'm asking the State --
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you identify
  


 4             yourself?
  


 5                  MS. WILSON:  Oh, I'm sorry.  My name is LaQuita
  


 6             Wilson.  I'm trying to transfer my daughter, which is
  


 7             L'Aryanna [ps] Wilson, from the Dollarway School
  


 8             District to the White Hall School District.  I
  


 9             currently have three children that are already in the
  


10             White Hall School District under the School Choice
  


11             Act.  And this is her first year in kindergarten and
  


12             I am trying to transfer her in, and I was denied by
  


13             the White Hall School District simply because
  


14             Dollarway rejected the transfer.  I was informed
  


15             through the Pine Bluff Commercial that the only
  


16             reason why Dollarway denied her application is
  


17             because only they want the students that are in the
  


18             Dollarway district to stay there so they could
  


19             receive the funding for that particular student.
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?  Okay.
  


21             Thank you.  Mr. Jones.
  


22                  MR. JONES:  I'll wait.
  


23                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Oh, you're the Mr. Jones.
  


24             Okay.  There was another gentleman who stood and
  


25             wanted to speak and I don't have his name.
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 1                  MS. ZOOK:  This is the White Hall
  


 2             superintendent.
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Okay.  Dr. Smith.
  


 4             Dr. Smith?
  


 5                  SUPT. SMITH:  Yes, ma'am.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you identify
  


 7             yourself, please?
  


 8                  SUPT. SMITH:  Larry Smith, Superintendent of
  


 9             Schools of White Hall School District.
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Proceed.
  


11                  SUPT. SMITH:  We did receive an application from
  


12             the Wilson family.  And as she stated in there, she
  


13             does have siblings that came in under the prior
  


14             School Choice Act that are in our district.
  


15             Dollarway has opted out of this one, so we did deny
  


16             that request based on that opt-out.
  


17                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?  Is there
  


18             anyone here from the Dollarway district?
  


19                  MR. BLUME:  Yes.
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you step to the
  


21             podium, please, to be sworn?  Mr. Key has advised me
  


22             that you are an attorney.
  


23                  MR. BLUME:  Yes.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you proceed --
  


25                  MR. BLUME:  Yes, Madam Chair.
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and you have been sworn
  


 2             also.
  


 3                  MR. BLUME:  I'm Paul Blume; I'm the lawyer for
  


 4             Dollarway School District.  This is Superintendent
  


 5             Patsy Hughey.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And what's the
  


 7             superintendent's name?
  


 8                  SUPT. HUGHEY:  Patsy Hughey.
  


 9                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Proceed.
  


10                  MR. BLUME:  All right.  Madam Chairman, the
  


11             Dollarway School District does not participate in
  


12             school choice, primarily because it is still under
  


13             the jurisdiction of the federal court in a
  


14             longstanding desegregation lawsuit.  In fact, that
  


15             desegregation lawsuit is sufficiently old; it existed
  


16             prior to the enactment of any Public School Choice
  


17             Act.  The district did submit a letter to the
  


18             Department timely, prior to January 1, with
  


19             information to the ADE that that is the reason that
  


20             we are opting out of Public School Choice.  Now, Ms.
  


21             Wilson said that our reason for opting out was
  


22             monetary.  Well, I mean, that's always a
  


23             consideration, but that's not the reason that we opt
  


24             out of Public School Choice but we are still under
  


25             that desegregation order.  Now whether there is a
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 1             conflict we can find out at some other point.  As the
  


 2             AG's opinion pointed out, the ADE apparently --
  


 3             including the State Board, apparently does not have
  


 4             jurisdiction to consider such matters but is to be
  


 5             referred to, as it puts, as a court of competent
  


 6             jurisdiction, which probably is the circuit court in
  


 7             the county of the resident district.  That has not
  


 8             been done.  Furthermore, since the desegregation
  


 9             order predated the Public School Choice Act, and
  


10             certainly predated the amendment requiring a notice
  


11             from the federal court of the actual conflict between
  


12             the deseg order and the Public School Choice Act,
  


13             there has been no opportunity to actually address
  


14             that issue with federal court.  We don't have any
  


15             obligation under the law to do that until January 1,
  


16             2016, regardless.  But we have asserted that we are
  


17             under the jurisdiction of the federal court and that
  


18             we are therefore legitimately opting out of public
  


19             school choice and therefore legitimately refusing
  


20             requests for transfer out of the district.  I know
  


21             that under the law the resident district doesn't have
  


22             any say, all things being equal, in whether that
  


23             student is transferred from the resident to the
  


24             nonresident district.  That's a nonresident district
  


25             decision.  But regardless, I think the issue is
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 1             whether we legitimately refuse to participate in
  


 2             Public School Choice.  And based on the law in effect
  


 3             at the time of the presentation of our opt-out letter
  


 4             to the Department we legitimately did so.  So I think
  


 5             that our refusal in this particular circumstance to
  


 6             participate in Public School Choice is one that we
  


 7             have in good faith entered into.  So we would request
  


 8             that the Department, and the State Board
  


 9             particularly, look at that and comply with the
  


10             Attorney General's opinion, which is to say that if
  


11             there is some disagreement on the part of the parent
  


12             that their resort is and must be to court and not to
  


13             this board.
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?  Ms.
  


15             Saviers.
  


16                  MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.  This is going to maybe
  


17             sound really elementary but here we are talking about
  


18             school issues, so it's probably appropriate.  But
  


19             just to clarify: so a desegregation order is
  


20             basically asking a district to do what?
  


21                  MR. BLUME:  Well, to cease to operate in a
  


22             manner that segregates races.
  


23                  MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.
  


24                  MR. BLUME:  And that's what the deseg order in
  


25             this case did.  And it's still in effect.  The court,
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 1             the federal court retains jurisdiction.  We have not
  


 2             been released from that.  We have not been declared
  


 3             unitary.  So we still have the federal courts
  


 4             ultimately to answer to.
  


 5                  MS. SAVIERS:  And this might be for Ms. Hughey.
  


 6             What is your percentage of African American students
  


 7             in your district?
  


 8                  SUPT. HUGHEY:  We're over 90%.
  


 9                  MS. SAVIERS:  Over 90%?
  


10                  SUPT. HUGHEY:  Yes.
  


11                  MS. SAVIERS:  And the family asking for the
  


12             transfer is African American.  Right?
  


13                  SUPT. HUGHEY:  Yes.
  


14                  MS. SAVIERS:  So removal of an African American
  


15             family from your district would not -- certainly not,
  


16             I think, affect the desegregation.  I mean, I just --
  


17             I'm just throwing this out here because I think this
  


18             is probably something we're all wondering about.
  


19                  MR. BLUME:  May I respond?
  


20                  MS. SAVIERS:  Uh-huh.
  


21                  MR. BLUME:  Well, in the first place, the racial
  


22             consideration was the thing that the federal courts
  


23             have said that we may not use as a basis for a
  


24             transfer or not.  That is why the other -- the
  


25             initial Public School Choice Act was changed to get
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 1             rid of the racial component to that.  So that's not a
  


 2             component of the Public School Choice Act anymore.
  


 3             It is not a consideration to be taken into account.
  


 4                  MS. SAVIERS:  Yeah.  I'm just making the point
  


 5             that I think we all -- we're all wondering about, so
  


 6             --
  


 7                  MR. BLUME:  Right.  Well, I understand that.
  


 8             And the thing is, even at that, your concern is
  


 9             something that is -- and this is according to the AG,
  


10             and I think the federal courts would agree with this,
  


11             that that is not a consideration for the Department,
  


12             but that is a consideration for the federal courts as
  


13             to whether participation or not in Public School
  


14             Choice is in violation of the desegregation order.
  


15                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook, do you have a
  


16             question?
  


17                  MS. ZOOK:  Yes.  Under the act, law -- I never
  


18             know whether to use the word "act," "law," or
  


19             "statute."  So, pardon my ignorance of the law.
  


20             Under (d)(2)(c), on page 54 of ours, it says, "shall
  


21             include a statement that priority will be given to an
  


22             applicant who has a sibling or step-sibling who
  


23             resides in the same household and is already enrolled
  


24             in the nonresident district by choice."  So it's my
  


25             understanding that three of the siblings of this
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 1             entering kindergarten student are in the White Hall
  


 2             district.  Is that true?
  


 3                  MR. BLUME:  That's our understanding.  But at
  


 4             the same time, that preference under the law is
  


 5             something for the receiving district, the nonresident
  


 6             district, to undertake, not for the resident
  


 7             district.  And for the resident district, as I've
  


 8             been pointing out, Dollarway School District does not
  


 9             participate in Public School Choice, so that's really
  


10             not an issue for the Dollarway School District.
  


11                  MS. ZOOK:  So it is your position that because
  


12             you have a law that was -- a deseg order from '59 and
  


13             '68, that had to do with staffing, that you are
  


14             denying a child in 2015, who already has three
  


15             siblings in another district, who's an entering
  


16             kindergarten student that you've never served, you
  


17             choose to stand with that old law to deny an African
  


18             American kindergarten student to leave your district,
  


19             who has never been there?
  


20                  MR. BLUME:  Well, it's really more simple than
  


21             that.  We simply don't participate in Public School
  


22             Choice.  And as I indicated before, we're not per se
  


23             refusing the transfer; we just don't participate.
  


24             It's up to the resident -- or rather, the nonresident
  


25             district to grant or deny the transfer.  And the
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 1             White Hall School District has deferred to the
  


 2             Dollarway School District because we don't
  


 3             participate in that, so the issue is fundamentally
  


 4             moot.
  


 5                  MS. ZOOK:  Ms. Hughey, would there be any point
  


 6             in this parent talking to you and your board about a
  


 7             legal transfer?
  


 8                  MS. HUGHEY:  No, ma'am.  We -- no, ma'am.
  


 9                  MS. ZOOK:  Well, basing -- erring on the side of
  


10             a child and a family and a parent's choice, I move to
  


11             grant the parent's request and give priority to
  


12             students who already have siblings attending a
  


13             different district.
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You've heard the motion
  


15             from Ms. Zook.  Is there a second?
  


16                      (BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE)
  


17                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Motion failed based on not
  


18             getting a second.  Is there -- or, first of all, any
  


19             other questions?  Dr. Barth, do you have a question?
  


20                  DR. BARTH:  No.
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  Is
  


22             there a motion?
  


23                  DR. BARTH:  I move to sustain the denial of
  


24             School Choice.
  


25                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there a second?
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 1                  MS. SAVIERS:  Second.
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  All in favor?  Any
  


 3             questions?  I think the parent is in the back with a
  


 4             question before we vote.  Come forward.  Ms. Wilson.
  


 5                  MS. WILSON:  My question is under the general
  


 6             provisions of the student School Choice Act it does
  


 7             state that a present or future sibling of the student
  


 8             who continues enrollment in the non-district under
  


 9             the School Choice shall enroll if the district has
  


10             the capacity to accept the sibling without adding
  


11             teachers.  And that is so in this case.
  


12                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


13                  MR. BLUME:  May I respond?
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I guess I'm going to ask
  


15             Ms. Wilson -- not Ms. Wilson -- Ms. Davis about the
  


16             procedure, where we are now.  Do we undo our motion
  


17             and the second and go back and discuss this
  


18             particular, or do we do it with the motion and the
  


19             second on the table?
  


20                  MS. DAVIS:  You may withdraw the motion that's
  


21             on the table so that way you can continue discussion,
  


22             if you choose.
  


23                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And is that the desire of
  


24             the person who made the motion, or the second, to
  


25             withdraw to discuss this particular point that Ms.
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 1             Wilson has raised?
  


 2                  DR. BARTH:  I thought the issue had been
  


 3             answered earlier.  I'll withdraw, if it would be the
  


 4             preference of my colleagues.
  


 5                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  It's your call.
  


 6                  DR. BARTH:  I will withdraw, if Ms. Saviers --
  


 7                  MS. SAVIERS:  Yes.
  


 8                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Well, then, Ms.
  


 9             Wilson, would you come back and give us that
  


10             information again and we'll start from there.
  


11                  MS. WILSON:  Under the general provisions of
  


12             5.03.1, it says, "A present or future sibling of a
  


13             student who continues enrollment in the non-district
  


14             under section 5.03 of these rules may enroll, if the
  


15             district has the capacity to accept the sibling
  


16             without adding teachers, staff, or classrooms, or
  


17             exceeding the regulations and standards established
  


18             by the law.  A present or future sibling of a student
  


19             who continues enrollment in the non-district and who
  


20             enrolls in a non-district under this section 5.03,
  


21             these rules may apply and complete all remaining
  


22             years at the nonresident district."  I have, like I
  


23             said, three that have been there for the last four
  


24             years, so they are -- she already has present
  


25             siblings there, and I was the third applicant, so
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 1             that would not affect the school by adding -- having
  


 2             to add any teachers or staff.
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Smith, would you step
  


 4             forward, please?
  


 5                  SUPT. SMITH:  Yes, ma'am.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Do you have any comment on
  


 7             Ms. Wilson's latest addition to her presentation?
  


 8                  SUPT. SMITH:  Simply, I think it still goes to
  


 9             the point of the district participating in school
  


10             choice, which they are not.  And so that makes that
  


11             point, in my opinion, moot.  I also would state to
  


12             you, as I did last time, that it's going to be a
  


13             little heartbreaking but based on the enrollment
  


14             numbers that we have I don't know that we have
  


15             capacity at kindergarten at this point in time.  We
  


16             have accepted other students from districts who are
  


17             participating in school choice, as well as the
  


18             enrollment projections we have from the state, which
  


19             puts us at least, right now, over capacity.  Now
  


20             until we get kindergartners all in place we don't
  


21             know how many of them for sure will be there.
  


22             Because I can tell you that there will be one or two
  


23             parents who come in and say, "I thought they were
  


24             ready, but they're not ready, so I'm going to take a
  


25             waiver for a year."  But we also may have five that
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 1             move in, so we can't tell you that definitively at
  


 2             this point.  But they still are not participating in
  


 3             school choice in that district, so I still do not
  


 4             believe that provision would apply.  But Mr. Blume
  


 5             may better be able to answer that than I can.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you like to speak to
  


 7             that?
  


 8                  MR. BLUME:  Yes, ma'am.  Well, we're aware of
  


 9             the language, that language in the School Choice Act.
  


10             In fact, I think we've discussed it during the course
  


11             of this particular presentation.  And the thing about
  


12             that is, where these parents or children have
  


13             preference presupposes that both the resident and the
  


14             nonresident district participate in Public School
  


15             Choice.  Without that participation in Public School
  


16             Choice by one or both of the two school districts
  


17             involved, then that preference simply doesn't apply.
  


18             Because as I said, it presupposes that there may be a
  


19             transfer.  And if one school district does not
  


20             participate in school choice, then there may not be a
  


21             transfer.  So that language doesn't apply in this
  


22             situation.
  


23                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Ms. Zook.
  


24                  MS. ZOOK:  Ms. Davis, did you find out whether
  


25             or not this district or one of the schools in this
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 1             district is in academic distress?
  


 2                  MS. DAVIS:  It's just the school.
  


 3                  MS. ZOOK:  Thank you.
  


 4                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Commissioner Key.
  


 5                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Blume, is it your -- is
  


 6             it the blanket decision of Dollarway that any -- that
  


 7             the provisions of school choice in this case, every
  


 8             provision is in conflict with the desegregation
  


 9             order?
  


10                  MR. BLUME:  Well, I think that's a decision that
  


11             we are not under the -- under the amendment to the
  


12             law that we don't make; that's a federal court's
  


13             decision.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.
  


15                  MR. BLUME:  As it stands now, we're operating
  


16             under the previous law, which is why we submitted our
  


17             letter, opt-out letter to the Department when we did.
  


18             At this point we have to address the question to the
  


19             federal court, which still has jurisdiction over this
  


20             matter.  And even at that, as the Attorney General
  


21             said, the Department isn't the one to decide whether
  


22             or not the level of conflict is adequate to enable
  


23             the district to opt out of Public School Choice.  But
  


24             that would be a question for a court of competent
  


25             jurisdiction, probably the circuit court in Jefferson
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 1             County.
  


 2                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Do y'all -- you talked about
  


 3             federal court is the -- does Dollarway intend to
  


 4             petition the court to determine what is and what
  


 5             isn't in conflict?
  


 6                  MR. BLUME:  Well, Your Honor, if we're going to
  


 7             continue to opt out of Public School Choice from this
  


 8             point forward, I think it's obligatory that we do
  


 9             that.
  


10                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  So you're saying yes
  


11             and y'all are going to --
  


12                  MR. BLUME:  As a lawyer, I'm trying to say yes.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  And just to point out to the
  


14             Board, as in our research we have found a provision
  


15             in the standards, in our review of standards, that is
  


16             a component that the legislature put into law a few
  


17             years ago that districts -- as part of our standards
  


18             review process the Department is to look and they are
  


19             to be making efforts, if they have a deseg order, to
  


20             pursue unitary status.  We are looking -- Mr. Harvey
  


21             and his unit are in the process of determining how to
  


22             best reach out and get that information from the
  


23             districts as part of our standards review process for
  


24             the purposes of -- in our accountability units.
  


25                  MR. BLUME:  Mr. Key, I think if Dollarway -- I
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 1             agree with what you say.  And I think if the
  


 2             Dollarway School District is declared unitary that
  


 3             settles the question.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yes, sir.  Yes, sir.
  


 5                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Saviers.
  


 6                  MS. SAVIERS:  It's really comforting to me to
  


 7             know that, because unfortunately for me there are
  


 8             occasions -- and I'm not casting aspersions on
  


 9             Dollarway necessarily, but it feels like just an
  


10             attempt to keep anyone from transferring out.  I
  


11             think that's what we all don't -- we all want to see
  


12             a process that works better for families, and so --
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  And Mr. Harvey is here and
  


14             can speak to that at the appropriate time if the
  


15             members of the board wish to hear the work that's
  


16             being done on that.
  


17                  MS. SAVIERS:  Thank you.
  


18                  MS. ZOOK:  It seems like in the law that we are
  


19             given, the public school laws that are passed, under
  


20             6-18-1906 it says a district that has a desegregation
  


21             order can declare exemption or resume participation
  


22             after a period of exemption.  So the way the law is
  


23             written, that we are given to follow, it doesn't
  


24             indicate in any way that a district has to exempt
  


25             them-self just because there's a desegregation order.
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 1             And, of course, after January of '16, they will have
  


 2             to show through a letter from the federal court a
  


 3             genuine conflict, which is the attorney's right.  We
  


 4             don't have that in place at this point.  But the way
  


 5             I read 6-18-1906 there is -- there was never an
  


 6             assumption that a district had to exempt themselves,
  


 7             but rather that that would be a choice if they felt
  


 8             like it was going to pull them back into federal
  


 9             court.  It is my position, obviously, that something
  


10             that was done in '58 and '69 -- or '59 and '68, other
  


11             than Brown versus Board of Education, is at this
  


12             point speaking to something that is not at play here.
  


13                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth.
  


14                  DR. BARTH:  No.
  


15                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions
  


16             relative to A-1?  Ready for a motion.
  


17                  DR. BARTH:  I will move to sustain the denial of
  


18             school choice in this case.
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there a second?
  


20                  MS. SAVIERS:  Second.
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  All in favor?
  


22                      (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
  


23                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
  


24                  MS. ZOOK:  I am.  I'm opposed.
  


25                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  One opposition.  So the
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 1             decision is upheld to deny the school choice
  


 2             application, the Wilson family.
  


 3                  MR. BLUME:  Thank you, Madam Chairman.  May we
  


 4             be excused?
  


 5                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes.
  


 6                  MR. BLUME:  Thank you.
  


 7                  MS. COFFMAN:  Ms. Newton, could you repeat who
  


 8             voted no on the record?
  


 9                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook voted no.  Dr.
  


10             Barth made the motion, Ms. Saviers seconded.  I'm
  


11             sorry.
  


12                  MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.
  


13   A-2:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
  


14   APPLICATION - TEAGUE, MORTON, LLOYD, GREEN, GARDNER, AND
  


15   WHEELINGTON FAMILIES
  


16   A-3:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
  


17   APPLICATION - BLACK
  


18                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Next on the agenda is A-2,
  


19             Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice
  


20             Application for Teague, Morton, Lloyd, Green,
  


21             Gardner, and Wheelington Families.  I also have noted
  


22             that Whitney Moore has signed to speak on this one.
  


23             So, Ms. Davis.
  


24                  MS. DAVIS:  Also, at the last board meeting
  


25             agenda item A-3, the Black family, had -- you guys
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 1             had -- they had requested to be joined in with this
  


 2             family's appeal since it's the same resident and
  


 3             nonresident district, so -- I don't believe there's
  


 4             any opposition today.  So if there's no opposition to
  


 5             hear those today from the Board, to join them --
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We'll add A-3.
  


 7                  MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  But I would ask that when you
  


 8             do vote, because they are separate action items, you
  


 9             would vote on A-2 and A-3 separately.
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


11                  MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  So at this time it's
  


12             Lafayette County; that's where the families reside.
  


13             And they are appealing the decision of Emerson-
  


14             Taylor-Bradley to deny their school choice
  


15             application.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Will all the parties
  


17             that intend to offer testimony please stand.  Okay.
  


18             We have four individuals -- three, four.  Would you
  


19             raise your right hands to be sworn?  Do you solemnly
  


20             swear or affirm that the testimony you're about to
  


21             give is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
  


22             the truth?
  


23                (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We're ready to get
  


25             started.
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 1                  MS. DAVIS:  And I do believe that the families
  


 2             also have some additional material that they'd like
  


 3             to pass out to you.
  


 4                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Is there an attorney
  


 5             present?
  


 6                  MS. DAVIS:  For the families, no.  So we'll
  


 7             begin with the -- I guess the nonresident district.
  


 8                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We're ready to
  


 9             receive the materials then.
  


10                  (WHEREUPON, Exhibits One (1), Two (2), Three (3)
  


11             and Four (4) for A-2 and A-3 were marked for
  


12             identification and entered into evidence.)
  


13                  MS. DAVIS:  And then so is there anybody here
  


14             from Emerson-Taylor-Bradley?  If you would, go ahead
  


15             and come on up.  And, like I say, because you have
  


16             it, you can always defer to -- you can always defer
  


17             to the resident district, your time, if you'd like.
  


18                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you identify
  


19             yourself, please?
  


20                  SUPT. HINES:  My name is Gary Hines; I'm
  


21             superintendent of Emerson-Taylor-Bradley School
  


22             District.  The families that you have listed on your
  


23             agenda under A-2 and A-3 submitted properly executed
  


24             and timely school choice applications.  Also, prior
  


25             to that I had received a letter from the
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 1             superintendent of Lafayette County School District,
  


 2             Mr. Edwards, informing me that they were exempt from
  


 3             the Public School Choice Act due to the order.  I
  


 4             confirmed that they were listed by the Department on
  


 5             the ADE's website as one of the exempted schools and
  


 6             because of that, I rejected all the applications.
  


 7                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions of Mr. Hines?
  


 8             Thank you.  We may call you back.
  


 9                  MS. DAVIS:  And the families have elected just
  


10             this gentleman here to go ahead and kind of speak on
  


11             behalf of everyone.
  


12                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Sir, would you
  


13             identify yourself?
  


14                  MR. LLOYD:  Yes, ma'am.  My name is Brad Lloyd;
  


15             I'm representing the Lloyd family.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  What's your last name?
  


17                  MR. LLOYD:  Lloyd.  And thank y'all for having
  


18             us today.  The information I just passed out to
  


19             y'all, we're appealing that Lafayette County has
  


20             opted out of a deseg order.  No one has claimed a
  


21             deseg order besides Lafayette County.  What I just
  


22             gave y'all was the actual complaint and the answer.
  


23             They are going against a resolution on the Consent
  


24             Decree that ended back in 1996.
  


25                  MS. ZOOK:  Is that when the districts were --
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 1             the two districts joined, in '96?
  


 2                  MR. LLOYD:  No, ma'am.
  


 3                  MS. ZOOK:  Or it was prior to that?
  


 4                  MR. LLOYD:  No.  That was prior.  We -- they
  


 5             consolidated in 2003.  On the school -- another
  


 6             thing, they filed this on a school district that no
  


 7             longer exists.  And, you know, we just think that --
  


 8             I understand what the Commissioner was saying about
  


 9             the Attorney General, but in our opinion it's not a
  


10             deseg order.
  


11                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And you're basing that on
  


12             the fact that the district no longer exists as it was
  


13             granted -- as it did when it was granted the deseg
  


14             order?
  


15                  MR. LLOYD:  Yes, ma'am.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And what was that?  What
  


17             was that district?
  


18                  MR. LLOYD:  Lewisville School District.
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  It was -- excuse me?
  


20                  MR. LLOYD:  Lewisville School District.
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Lewisville School District.
  


22             Ms. Davis, could you speak to that?
  


23                  MS. DAVIS:  Well, generally, when a school
  


24             district consolidates with another district they
  


25             inherit pretty much all the assets and the
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 1             liabilities for the district.  I don't think the law
  


 2             specifically states -- and I may be wrong -- I don't
  


 3             think it specifically states that it inherits any
  


 4             desegregation orders.  But typically, it inherits
  


 5             everything and they become part of the district as a
  


 6             whole.
  


 7                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth.
  


 8                  DR. BARTH:  And if we were to say they didn't,
  


 9             we would be engaged in interpretation of the law.
  


10             Right?
  


11                  MS. DAVIS:  I think it would be more of an
  


12             interpretation of our state law.  I mean, it would
  


13             probably run close to interpretation of the
  


14             desegregation order as well, but it would also
  


15             probably put you at interpreting whether or not the
  


16             consolidation laws inherit -- what they do and what
  


17             they do not inherit, as well.
  


18                  DR. BARTH:  Thanks.
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Could you -- you've had a
  


20             chance to review this document that was just passed
  


21             around to us?  And if you have, please comment.  And
  


22             also I'd like to know, based on the gentleman's --
  


23             Mr. Lloyd's comment about the resolution or the
  


24             Consent Decree in 1996 and obvious impact to the
  


25             case.
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 1                  MS. DAVIS:  Well, I just saw this actually just
  


 2             now, so -- and I know that there are a few board
  


 3             members who didn't get a copy, as well as Lafayette
  


 4             County, so we do have somebody coming down to make
  


 5             some copies for those who didn't get it.  You know, I
  


 6             have looked at it and I know that one of the other
  


 7             parents had made a -- submitted some documentation
  


 8             saying that this case had been closed.  And while I
  


 9             applaud the parents' efforts at navigating the
  


10             federal court system, one of the things to remember
  


11             is that even though the docket may be closed on a
  


12             case, the Consent Decree -- unless there is a final
  


13             determination of unitary status from the court, the
  


14             Consent Decree still remains active even after the
  


15             docket is closed.  You know, such as like Pulaski
  


16             County right now, the docket is technically closed on
  


17             that but we all know that there is still an active
  


18             desegregation order.  So I can't say that this
  


19             Consent Decree, especially -- well, I wouldn't be the
  


20             authority on understanding federal law anyway.  But
  


21             in order to make the determination of whether or not
  


22             this Consent Decree is active, I mean, we would
  


23             probably have to interpret.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Lloyd, do you have a
  


25             comment?
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 1                  MR. LLOYD:  Yes, ma'am.  This Consent Decree
  


 2             that they're filing on under their deseg order is --
  


 3             one part of that is what they're filing on.  If you
  


 4             read the rest of that Consent Decree, it ended March
  


 5             5, 1993, and they would -- the court would give them
  


 6             three years, till 1996.  It was filed March 5th.
  


 7             It's on the back of -- what Lafayette County actually
  


 8             filed their deseg order on was the Consent Decree.
  


 9             And if you're going to take all the -- I mean, if
  


10             you're going to take one part of the Consent Decree,
  


11             you need to take it all.  They have not been
  


12             following up on the rest of the stuff that's on that
  


13             Consent Decree as far as -- and the case that they're
  


14             filing on is a discrimination case; it's not a
  


15             decree, a Consent -- a deseg order.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Any other comments
  


17             or any questions by board members of Mr. Lloyd or Ms.
  


18             Davis?  Anyone, any questions by any board members?
  


19             If not, then --
  


20                  MS. DAVIS:  We do have Lafayette County here to
  


21             speak.
  


22                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You do have -- what?
  


23                  MS. DAVIS:  Lafayette County is here too.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Lafayette County.
  


25             Okay.  Whitney Moore.
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 1                  MS. MOORE:  Good morning.  Yes, ma'am.  My name
  


 2             is Whitney Moore.  I'm one of the attorneys for
  


 3             Lafayette County School District.  I've got our
  


 4             superintendent, Robert Edwards, here with me to
  


 5             answer any questions, if necessary.  I don't know
  


 6             that that will be necessary, but he's available and
  


 7             has been sworn.  Madam Chair, Commissioner, Members
  


 8             of the Board, the appeals were correctly denied by
  


 9             Emerson-Taylor-Bradley, and they were denied
  


10             correctly for three reasons.  The first one is the
  


11             statute does not contemplate further action or
  


12             inaction by the Department of Education or this board
  


13             after the conflict has been declared.  We submitted
  


14             our letter declaring conflict in April; we also
  


15             submitted a Consent Decree.  So that's been done.
  


16             The second point is the rules regarding school choice
  


17             don't even include the resident district as a party
  


18             in an appeal.  So I think that supports the argument
  


19             for the conflict is not appealable.  There's plenty
  


20             of other points about school choice that a parent
  


21             could appeal -- you know -- if they're denied due to
  


22             capacity, due to classroom size, due to lack of
  


23             teachers.  That's what the appeal process was
  


24             intended for.  I don't think it's the purview of this
  


25             board to get into what did a court mean when it
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 1             approved this Consent Decree or this order.  That's
  


 2             for a federal court.  The third reason is the 2003
  


 3             Attorney General's opinion makes it clear that only a
  


 4             court and the parties involved in the case are the
  


 5             most knowledgeable regarding a Consent Decree or a
  


 6             desegregation order.  Interpretation of those orders
  


 7             is a judicial function and I think the recent opinion
  


 8             issued by General Rutledge concurs in that
  


 9             assessment.  So for these legal reasons, the choice
  


10             applications have to be denied.
  


11                  I know I get five minutes to start with and then
  


12             20, so I don't know if you want me to keep going now
  


13             or come back up later.
  


14                  To respond to Mr. Lloyd, one thing I'd like to
  


15             point out is that Mr. Lloyd is a former board member
  


16             of ours and he voted for the exemption in 2013 and in
  


17             2014, based on this very Consent Decree.  Now the
  


18             case has been administratively closed; that's
  


19             something the courts tend to do.  Like Ms. Davis
  


20             said, the Pulaski County case was administratively
  


21             closed in 1998, I believe.  But the black plaintiff
  


22             class in this case is still free to come back to
  


23             court, as is the district, for clarification of any
  


24             part of the Consent Decree.  The black plaintiff
  


25             class still exists.  I mean, they're the residents of
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 1             the former Lewisville School District.  That
  


 2             territory was taken by Lafayette County School
  


 3             District.  And the Consent Decree obligated both that
  


 4             class and the school district defendant.  I mean, if
  


 5             you argue that the school district no longer exists,
  


 6             then there is no entity responsible for performing
  


 7             those obligations that the school district promised
  


 8             to perform.  I don't think you can wipe all that away
  


 9             by consolidation; I don't think that was the state's
  


10             intent when it approved this consolidation in 2003.
  


11             The Consent Decree does contain student assignment
  


12             provisions.  He mentioned it was a discrimination
  


13             case only.  I think that gets a little dangerously
  


14             close to trying to interpret what the court meant and
  


15             what the Consent Decree means, but there are student
  


16             assignment provisions.  And our participation in
  


17             school choice, in our view, would violate the terms
  


18             of that Consent Decree.  And I'll hold the rest of my
  


19             time for response.
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook has a question.
  


21                  MS. ZOOK:  For the superintendent.
  


22                  SUPT. EDWARDS:  Yes, ma'am.
  


23                  MS. ZOOK:  Would there be -- can these parents
  


24             apply for a legal transfer?
  


25                  SUPT. EDWARDS:  No, ma'am.  We are at 64% Black
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 1             American.  As you can -- as you noticed, they are all
  


 2             white, so it would greatly disrupt our ratio.
  


 3                  MS. MOORE:  If I --
  


 4                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And your name, sir?
  


 5                  SUPT. EDWARDS:  My name is Robert Edwards; I
  


 6             apologize.
  


 7                  MS. MOORE:  Now if I could clarify that, legal
  


 8             transfer based solely on choice -- I think Mr.
  


 9             Edwards is correct; if the parents have a genuine
  


10             basis for a legal transfer based on circumstances
  


11             specific to them, such as -- I mean, I don't --
  


12             there's lots of situations where a legal transfer
  


13             might be approved.  That would be up to the board and
  


14             that would certainly be presented to our board.  If
  


15             one of the -- if the nonresident district offers
  


16             something that we don't, there's some sort of special
  


17             circumstance involving this particular child.  We
  


18             would always consider those.  But none of the parents
  


19             in this case have made any argument like that.
  


20             They've cited to a School Digger website, which
  


21             frankly I think has some arbitrary rankings; that
  


22             site takes into account four categories, for
  


23             instance, and they are: enrollment by race, free and
  


24             reduced lunch, test scores, and teacher/student
  


25             ratio.  Now I believe the teacher/student ratio at
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 1             Emerson-Taylor is about 12.6 and our ratio is 13.1.
  


 2             So statistically that's about the same; it's about
  


 3             13-to-1.  Now our test scores I haven't studied
  


 4             thoroughly.  I'm not going to stand up here and make
  


 5             an argument that our test scores are superior to
  


 6             theirs or -- you know -- ours may be a little lower;
  


 7             I'm not going to speak on that.  The statistics that
  


 8             website is compiled -- we can look into that, if we
  


 9             need to.  But I will tell you that Lafayette County,
  


10             when you're ranking them based on race, enrollment by
  


11             race, and free and reduced lunch, we're never going
  


12             to be able to compete in a ranking with a school like
  


13             Emerson-Taylor-Bradley.  Because like Mr. Edwards
  


14             said, our black enrollment is 60%.  The enrollment at
  


15             the Taylor campus of Emerson-Taylor-Bradley is 3.7%
  


16             black.  Our free and reduced lunch enrollment -- and
  


17             this is a 2013 number; this was the latest I could
  


18             find -- at the elementary is 84.8%; at the high
  


19             school it's 77.9%.  Taylor, for instance, Elementary
  


20             is 38.3% and 35.1%.  So you've looking at over 40
  


21             points in both scenarios.  But if you look at the
  


22             School Report Cards, for instance, Lafayette County
  


23             Elementary has a C; Emerson Elementary has a C;
  


24             Taylor Elementary has an A.  Lafayette County High
  


25             School has a B; Taylor High School has a B; and
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 1             Emerson High School has an A.  So they're pretty
  


 2             comparable when you're looking at the state's own
  


 3             grading system.  None of these parents have argued
  


 4             that poor grades are an issue.  You know, they
  


 5             mention safety concerns and cultural differences.
  


 6             I'm not sure -- they haven't specified anything; they
  


 7             haven't brought anything to our board that their
  


 8             child has specifically been involved in any kind of
  


 9             safety issue.  And we submitted some documents for
  


10             this board meeting, in particular.  I think if you
  


11             look at the Malvern School District, they're one
  


12             district I know of that has a desegregation court
  


13             case history and they elected not to assert their
  


14             conflict.  They said, "We're going to participate in
  


15             school choice."  They've lost over 100 kids the last
  


16             two years; almost all of them are white.  And I think
  


17             that supports the affidavits we submitted from Dr.
  


18             Jerry Guess and Mr. Bob Watson, the former
  


19             superintendents of Camden-Fairview and El Dorado.  In
  


20             2011, before the new act was enacted, they predicted
  


21             this sort of reaction from districts that have a past
  


22             of desegregation obligations.  Malvern is the only
  


23             one I know of that has that past and has
  


24             participated, and it has experienced negative
  


25             consequences, and I would say they're segregative
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 1             consequences.  Our concern today is that Lafayette
  


 2             County would face a similar outcome if we did not
  


 3             assert our conflict, and that's why we did.  I don't
  


 4             believe that you all have the authority pursuant to
  


 5             Miss -- General Rutledge's opinion to interpret our
  


 6             orders, but I would ask that you sustain the
  


 7             rejections of the appeals for Lafayette County.
  


 8                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.
  


 9                  MS. ZOOK:  I have another question for the
  


10             superintendent.
  


11                  SUPT. EDWARDS:  Yes, ma'am.
  


12                  MS. ZOOK:  What percent of your per-pupil
  


13             expenditure is from local as opposed to state monies?
  


14             Not to put you on the spot.
  


15                  SUPT. EDWARDS:  I would say 15%.  We use --
  


16                  MS. ZOOK:  And you do get to keep that, whether
  


17             you have a child or not, if the parent lives there?
  


18                  SUPT. EDWARDS:  Yes, ma'am.  And the unfortunate
  


19             part about it is we use all of our federal -- all the
  


20             federal funds we can possibly use.  Yes, ma'am.
  


21                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  And, Mr. Key, let me ask you
  


22             this.  There was a court case that she mentioned, the
  


23             Malvern case.  Didn't that get thrown out, that you
  


24             could no longer think in terms of race when you're
  


25             deciding about whether a student can or cannot make a
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 1             transfer?
  


 2                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  I just know that our previous
  


 3             school choice prior to 2013 was ruled
  


 4             unconstitutional because of its heavy reliance on the
  


 5             racial balance --
  


 6                  MS. ZOOK:  Right.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  -- component.
  


 8                  MS. ZOOK:  Right.
  


 9                  MS. MOORE:  May I speak to that, Ms. Zook?
  


10                  MS. ZOOK:  Sure.  Go ahead.  Ask the Chair.
  


11                  MS. MOORE:  Madame Chair, permission to speak,
  


12             please?  The Teague lawsuit -- it's a confusing legal
  


13             status now.  But because the General Assembly enacted
  


14             the 2013 school choice law while the appeal was
  


15             pending, the order declaring the 1989 act
  


16             unconstitutional was vacated.  So it's basically like
  


17             that case never happened, in a weird way, although we
  


18             all know it did.  The original order from Judge
  


19             Dawson, at the district court level, was based on a
  


20             case called Parents Involved versus Seattle Community
  


21             Schools, I think was the full style of the case.
  


22             That case looked at school districts in Seattle,
  


23             Washington and Louisville, Kentucky.  Louisville had
  


24             been declared unitary; Seattle had no desegregation
  


25             history.  And they were using a racial assignment
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 1             process purely to achieve balance and diversity.  And
  


 2             the Supreme Court in Parents Involved said you can't
  


 3             use race for the sake of race.  Now there's a
  


 4             separate line of cases -- Swann versus Charlotte
  


 5             Mecklenburg School Board is the one I'm thinking of
  


 6             primarily -- that say when you're in a remedial
  


 7             situation and you have a history of segregation and
  


 8             separating based on race, you have to take race into
  


 9             consideration and you have to take integrative
  


10             measures to remedy the past effects of what's gone
  


11             before.  Now I think that's why the General Assembly
  


12             includes this language, "If you're under a court
  


13             ordered desegregation obligation, you're different."
  


14             Because what they're saying is if there's a district
  


15             in the state that doesn't have a desegregation past
  


16             you can't just say, "Well, we don't want to do this."
  


17             If you're under a court order, you're treated
  


18             differently and you can look at race.  So even though
  


19             the statute doesn't include race anymore, our basis
  


20             for interpreting our court order does and can include
  


21             race.
  


22                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  I think we'll
  


23             ask Mr. Lloyd if he has any closing comments before
  


24             we --
  


25                  MR. LLOYD:  Yes, ma'am.
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- ask for a motion.
  


 2                  MR. LLOYD:  I'd just like to state that the
  


 3             reason we're wanting to get out of here has nothing
  


 4             to do with race at all.  I live in Lafayette County;
  


 5             I'm a business owner in Lafayette County; I've
  


 6             supported Lafayette County from one end to the other.
  


 7             But by the actions that the school has taken and the
  


 8             safety issues in that school, at the end of the day
  


 9             we're here for the education.  That's what I want for
  


10             my kids is a better education.  I don't -- I do not
  


11             believe that -- sorry, I'm kind of worked up right
  


12             now, so give me just a minute.  With me being on the
  


13             school board -- yes, I did; I voted against these --
  


14             I was all for Lafayette County, all for it, until I
  


15             -- being on the school board opened my eyes to see
  


16             exactly the things that had been taking place and the
  


17             changes going on.  And at that point I decided to
  


18             step down as a school board member and pull my kids
  


19             out of Lafayette County.
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr.
  


21             Lloyd.  We know that it's a passionate and a personal
  


22             issue and we don't make light of that.  And certainly
  


23             it's an onerous position that we're in as a board to
  


24             have to make a decision.  So at this point does
  


25             anyone have a motion in regard to -- we're on A-2 and
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 1             A-3; they've been put together.  But we'll have to do
  


 2             them separately.  So as it relates to Action Item A-
  


 3             2, is there a motion?
  


 4                  MR. WILLIAMSON:  I move to sustain the decision.
  


 5                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Is there a second?
  


 6                  MS. REITH:  Second.
  


 7                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The motion is by Mr.
  


 8             Williamson, second by Ms. Reith.  All in favor?
  


 9                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  Then, A-3,
  


11             the same thing as A-2 in terms of the consideration
  


12             for appeal for denial of school choice.  Is there a
  


13             motion?
  


14                  MR. WILLIAMSON:  I'll also move to sustain the
  


15             decision.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moved by Mr. Williamson.
  


17                  MS. REITH:  I'll also second.
  


18                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Ms. Reith.  All
  


19             in favor?
  


20                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  All right.  So the A-2 and
  


22             A-3 denials were upheld.
  


23                  MS. ZOOK:  I will point out that Lafayette
  


24             County did not exempt two years ago when they had
  


25             that same court order, in fact, in place.
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 1   A-4:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
  


 2   APPLICATIONS - VICKERS, DEAN, AND TATOM FAMILIES
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We're ready for A-4,
  


 4             Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice
  


 5             Applications - Vickers, Dean, and Tatom Families.
  


 6             Would you give us the background, Ms. Davis?
  


 7                  MS. DAVIS:  These families are also from
  


 8             Lafayette County, as well, and they were denied
  


 9             school choice transfers to the Spring Hill district.
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there anyone here from
  


11             the -- or the people here for action item A-4,
  


12             Vickers, Dean, and Tatom families, or the attorneys
  


13             or representatives of school districts, would you
  


14             please stand to be sworn?  Raise your right hand,
  


15             please.  Do you swear or affirm that the testimony
  


16             you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
  


17             and nothing but the truth so help you?
  


18                (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.
  


20                  SUPT. RANEY:  My name is Angie Raney; I'm the
  


21             superintendent of the Spring Hill School District.
  


22             And I just want to say, like the previous
  


23             superintendent, that we did receive six applications
  


24             for school choice from the Lafayette County School
  


25             District.  After the May 1st application deadline was
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 1             over and receiving notification from the Lafayette
  


 2             County School District superintendent, Robert
  


 3             Edwards, that they would not be participating in
  


 4             school choice, all applications were rejected from
  


 5             the Lafayette County School District and parents were
  


 6             notified of the rejection, as well as Lafayette
  


 7             County Schools.  Had that been a different situation,
  


 8             obviously we would have accepted all the students
  


 9             into our district.
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think we'll start with
  


11             Ms. Moore or Mr. Edwards.  Do you have any comments?
  


12                  MS. MOORE:  I would just restate our same
  


13             defenses that we had for Emerson-Taylor-Bradley.  To
  


14             answer Ms. Zook's question about why the district
  


15             didn't exempt in 2013, I guess, they didn't really
  


16             think it would be an issue; they thought we could go
  


17             on and participate and it wouldn't affect our
  


18             compliance with the Consent Decree.  We lost I think
  


19             about 28 white, all white children to Spring Hill,
  


20             and so the next year the board decided that this was
  


21             going to negatively impact our future compliance with
  


22             the Consent Decree and they elected to exempt.  The
  


23             only different point I have to make about the Spring
  


24             Hill case is -- I believe the Dean's child is
  


25             currently attending Spring Hill; she's not attending
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 1             Lafayette County, and that's based on a power-of-
  


 2             attorney.  Let me see if I can --
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Based on?
  


 4                  MS. MOORE:  It's based on a power-of-attorney
  


 5             that the parents, Gary T. Dean, Junior and/or Connie
  


 6             A. Dean, gave to Wayne and/or Elsie Halbert to act as
  


 7             the lawful attorney-in-fact for the minor child.  And
  


 8             they gave consent and permission for enrollment and
  


 9             admission to school and to resolve problems arising
  


10             from school attendance and sign any papers necessary
  


11             for such purpose relating to the child's welfare at
  


12             school.  We were operating that the Halbert's were
  


13             acting for this child and not the Dean's, and so now
  


14             the Dean's have filed this application.  I've been
  


15             before this board before about guardianships and
  


16             powers-of-attorney issued solely for enrollment
  


17             purposes.  Those are not in fact valid.  You can't
  


18             get a guardianship just so you can send your child to
  


19             another district as long as the child continues to
  


20             actually reside with you.  Now the Dean child, we
  


21             haven't looked into this; I don't know where she
  


22             lives, who she lives with, but she seems to have two
  


23             parents acting for her, depending on which statute
  


24             they're trying to pursue enrollment under.  And I
  


25             take issue with that, but I don't think that matters
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 1             before the Board today.  I did just want to point
  


 2             that out.
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Representatives
  


 4             from the Dean, Tatom and Vickers family, do you --
  


 5             come individually or however you choose to.
  


 6                  MS. DEAN:  Madam Chair, I am Connie Dean, and I
  


 7             do have the daughter that's in -- currently in Spring
  


 8             Hill School District.  And my parents live in the
  


 9             Taylor-Emerson-Bradley School District, and I have
  


10             the consent -- if y'all would like a copy --
  


11             representing them today.  They're elderly; they are
  


12             at home, and there is -- the travel and the undue
  


13             stress, they could not be here today.  And I do have
  


14             that if y'all would like to see it, that they have
  


15             signed.  Would y'all like a copy of it?
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  What are you asserting, Ms.
  


17             Dean?
  


18                  MS. DEAN:  I'm asserting that I am representing
  


19             them on behalf of our daughter and their
  


20             granddaughter.
  


21                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Madam Chair, could we let Ms.
  


22             Davis look at that before it's distributed?
  


23                  MS. ZOOK:  Yes, please.
  


24                  MS. DEAN:  And we did school-choice our daughter
  


25             -- or my parents school-choiced her out because they
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 1             were -- they lived in the Emerson-Taylor School
  


 2             District.  And we did a power-of-attorney to them for
  


 3             reasons that I would like to not get into; it doesn't
  


 4             have anything to do with this school.  There was
  


 5             other issues.  And she is going -- she lives with
  


 6             them and she does go to Spring Hill school because we
  


 7             did school-choice her out.  But this year we would
  


 8             like to take back, revoke that power-of-attorney and
  


 9             take her back and school-choice her out from
  


10             Lafayette County, where her resident school district
  


11             is.  Okay?  And I will let Angie speak.
  


12                  MS. VICKERS:  Hi, I'm Angie Vickers and we just
  


13             have like a statement prepared.  Will that be okay
  


14             for me to read?
  


15                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes.
  


16                  MS. VICKERS:  Okay.  We do reside in Lafayette
  


17             County and we do wish to attend Spring Hill School
  


18             District through the avenue of the School Choice Act
  


19             of 2015.  The School Choice Act of 2015 is in place
  


20             so that parents are provided greater freedom to
  


21             determine the most effective school for meeting the
  


22             individual education needs of their child.
  


23             Unfortunately, Lafayette School District has declared
  


24             an exemption from the Public School Choice Act of
  


25             2015, due to the provisions of a desegregation court
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 1             order or plan.  However, upon reading the suit that
  


 2             Lafayette County School District has furnished to
  


 3             stand for a desegregation order, and upon receiving
  


 4             legal advice, it appears that the basis for the opt-
  


 5             out of the school choice law for Lafayette County
  


 6             School District is in fact a Consent Decree in the
  


 7             Turner versus Lewisville School District suit.  That
  


 8             Consent Decree, in paragraph 18, is referenced in the
  


 9             opt-out letter from Lafayette County School
  


10             District's lawyer and upon which they rely as their
  


11             desegregation or mandate.  It states that the federal
  


12             court, and I quote, "shall have continuing
  


13             jurisdiction of this Consent Decree in order to
  


14             insure compliance with the spirit in terms of the
  


15             decree."  However, what the attorney for Lafayette
  


16             County School District does not recite is the
  


17             remainder of paragraph 18 of the Consent Decree,
  


18             because it was not a direct order from the court for
  


19             this.  This Consent Decree was only an
  


20             acknowledgement by a federal judge that the
  


21             plaintiffs, and I quote, "shall seek to resolve their
  


22             differences with the defendants voluntarily and
  


23             promptly."  And, more importantly, if they could not
  


24             resolve their differences then the federal court
  


25             would have jurisdiction to hear the dispute.  But
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 1             that only lasted for three years.  By legal
  


 2             definition terminology, a Consent Decree is a
  


 3             settlement of a lawsuit or criminal case in which a
  


 4             person or a company agrees to take specific actions
  


 5             without admitting fault or guilt for the situation
  


 6             that led to that lawsuit.  If the defendant does not
  


 7             live up to the terms of the settlement agreement, the
  


 8             plaintiff cannot reactivate the old lawsuit.  And
  


 9             since paragraph 18 of the Consent Decree only gives
  


10             jurisdiction for three years, the plaintiffs would
  


11             have had to file a new lawsuit in order for there to
  


12             be a standing Consent Decree today -- and that didn't
  


13             happen.  This consent order was so that the
  


14             Lewisville School District could implement a policy,
  


15             but there was no order directing the school district
  


16             on what that policy would be.  Therefore, there was
  


17             no ruling by a federal judge that would allow this to
  


18             be considered a desegregation order for the
  


19             Lewisville School District, let alone Lafayette
  


20             County School District.  In fact, the Honorable Jim
  


21             Hendren dismissed the case subject to terms of the
  


22             Consent Decree on March 5, 1993.  And, on March 7,
  


23             1994, the same judge ordered the motion over the
  


24             court costs moot as parties have settled the issue.
  


25             If they've settled the issue that to me means it's
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 1             done.  The current Attorney General Leslie Rutledge
  


 2             approved the opinion of Assistant Attorney General
  


 3             Ray Pierce on July 17, 2015.  This approval states,
  


 4             and I quote, "A court's desegregation order to a
  


 5             school district remains in place as written until
  


 6             it's lifted, modified, or by its own terms comes to
  


 7             an end."  The civil docket for the case of Turner
  


 8             versus Lewisville School District, the date filed for
  


 9             the case was April 16, 1992, and the date filed for
  


10             the termination of the case was March 5, 1993, so it
  


11             by its own terms has not come to an end.  Act 560
  


12             mandates that a school district must submit proof of
  


13             an active court-approved desegregation plan.  The
  


14             Attorney General's opinion of this proof is that the
  


15             law is silent on what the ADE is supposed to do with
  


16             that proof and does not charge the ADE to undertake
  


17             to verify a school district's claim of exemption.
  


18             However, in this case the ADE would not have to
  


19             verify the proof.  This case was terminated by a
  


20             federal judge in 1993, and a consent -- jurisdiction
  


21             ended in 1996.  So how can this proof be considered
  


22             active today?  We're sure the Board has read the
  


23             concerns --
  


24                  CHAIRERSON NEWTON:  That's your first five
  


25             minutes.  Are you kind of coming to an end with that?
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 1                  MS. VICKERS:  I'm just about finished.
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


 3                  MS. VICKERS:  Can I finish?
  


 4                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes.
  


 5                  MS. VICKERS:  Okay.  We're sure the Board has
  


 6             read the concerns we submitted through our appeal
  


 7             letters and the additional materials we've submitted
  


 8             via fax to Jeremy Lasiter and Kendra Clay.  These
  


 9             materials deal with the reasons we want our children
  


10             in a different school district.  We believe we as
  


11             parents are more prepared and vested in our own
  


12             children and know what's best for them.  That's why
  


13             we respectfully ask -- and I'd like to add, it
  


14             absolutely has nothing to do with race.  And in fact,
  


15             that offends me because I'm a teacher and I teach all
  


16             races the same.  Thank you much -- so much for your
  


17             time and consideration.
  


18                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Is there
  


19             anyone else who would like to speak from the
  


20             families?  If not, any questions from board members?
  


21             Okay.  If not, are we ready for a motion?
  


22                  MS. ZOOK:  I wanted to make a statement before
  


23             there's a motion.  You know, one of the things we
  


24             want to do as a state board is provide terrific
  


25             traditional public schools, and so we would like for
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 1             all children to have that opportunity, and I think
  


 2             the Legislature tried to help us with this by giving
  


 3             parents choice.  So if I live in this district I can
  


 4             choose to home-school and I don't have to come to the
  


 5             State Board; I can choose to go to a charter school
  


 6             and I don't have to go to the State Board; I can
  


 7             choose to go to a private school and I don't have to.
  


 8             So are we going to continue to vote, particularly in
  


 9             this instance, that she so eloquently laid out, to
  


10             say you have to continue in this district when the
  


11             whole thing seems to be moot as far as whether or not
  


12             the case is still active.  And I would also caution
  


13             or encourage the superintendents of the districts
  


14             where people are asking to go to a different district
  


15             to sort of self-examine; like, if you think it's
  


16             race, then sit down with the people and talk about
  


17             that; if you think it's the teachers, the academics,
  


18             the offerings, whatever it is -- because we want
  


19             parents to want to go to our schools, and when they
  


20             don't we need to examine why in fact they do not want
  


21             to.
  


22                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We need to allow
  


23             responses for, you know, the 20 minutes.  Hopefully,
  


24             you won't take 20 minutes.
  


25                  MS. MOORE:  I promise I won't.
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  But that's an opportunity.
  


 2                  MS. MOORE:  I just want to respond to a couple
  


 3             of things that Ms. Dean and Ms. Vickers said.  The
  


 4             Dean's situation with the parents and the guardians
  


 5             and the grandparents, we just want to know where they
  


 6             stand and what they're asking for.  It seems that the
  


 7             child is already enrolled in Spring Hill and will
  


 8             continue to be if the school choice application is
  


 9             denied.  But as the resident district we want to know
  


10             where our resident child is going and on what basis
  


11             she's going there.  With respect to Ms. Vickers, I
  


12             don't know these applicants personally.  I'm not
  


13             making any accusations of racism specifically to them
  


14             or anyone; I'm simply saying we have this past and
  


15             it's unfortunate.  Previously, years ago, we operated
  


16             dual school systems, a white school and a black
  


17             school.  We are still working to remedy that.  For
  


18             that reason, when we talk about our Consent Decree we
  


19             have to look at is this an integrative movement, is
  


20             this a segregative movement, does this conflict.  So
  


21             my elusions to race were not meant to offend; they're
  


22             just the fact of the matter.  And the only other
  


23             point I wanted to make was about her references to
  


24             the Consent Decree having a three-year expiration
  


25             date.  That, again, I think ventures closely to her
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 1             trying to interpret a federal court order, which I
  


 2             don't think is appropriate, but it's also incorrect.
  


 3             There was a three-year reporting requirement that the
  


 4             school had to provide the plaintiffs with reports on
  


 5             its progress for three years.  The court didn't
  


 6             require us to report after 1996, but we're still
  


 7             bound by the terms of the Consent Decree.  The only
  


 8             thing that's going to release Lafayette County from
  


 9             responsibility for meeting its obligations under the
  


10             Consent Decree is a declaration of unitary status,
  


11             and we have not gotten that yet.  The case was
  


12             administratively closed, so has the Pulaski County
  


13             case.  I mean, that doesn't mean that we're unitary
  


14             or that we're finished with the work we have to do.
  


15                  MS. ZOOK:  Have you requested unitary status?
  


16                  MS. SAVIERS:  That was my question.
  


17                  MS. MOORE:  We have not.
  


18                  MS. ZOOK:  Is there some reason?
  


19                  MS. MOORE:  I have only begun representing
  


20             Lafayette County this year.  We'll need to look into
  


21             that.  I also represent Pulaski County; I'm one of
  


22             their attorneys, and I can tell you it's a difficult
  


23             road to hoe.  There are multiple areas you have to
  


24             look at.  I know we can look at our staffing, we can
  


25             look at our student assignments.  Being that we are
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 1             surrounded by racially identifiable white schools,
  


 2             and we are a racially identifiable black school, I
  


 3             don't know that we can make that argument as far as
  


 4             student assignment.  But it's always something that
  


 5             if their board requests that we do that -- I mean, I
  


 6             unfortunately can't go out and incur legal fees
  


 7             without their authority.  But it's certainly not off
  


 8             the table.
  


 9                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?
  


10                  MS. DEAN:  Can I say something?
  


11                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We're going to have you
  


12             come back to close.
  


13                  MS. DEAN:  Okay.
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So are there any other
  


15             questions of Ms. Whitney Moore?  If not -- yes, Ms.
  


16             --
  


17                  MS. DEAN:  Dean.
  


18                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- Dean.
  


19                  MS. DEAN:  Regarding the Consent Decree,
  


20             Lewisville and Stamps consolidated back in 2003.  And
  


21             when you consolidate two or more school districts,
  


22             the two school districts that you consolidate are
  


23             dissolved.  That's quoted right here in Arkansas
  


24             SB896, and it says, "Annexation or consolidation not
  


25             to negatively impact state-assisted desegregation.
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 1             The State Board of Education shall not order any
  


 2             annexation or consolidation under this subchapter or
  


 3             any other act or any combination under any act which
  


 4             hampers, delays, or in any manner negatively affects
  


 5             the desegregation efforts of a school district or
  


 6             districts in this state.  Prior to the entry of an
  


 7             order under this subchapter, the State Board of
  


 8             Education shall seek an advisory opinion from the
  


 9             Attorney General concerning the impact of the
  


10             proposed annexation or consolidation on the effort of
  


11             the state to assist a district or districts in
  


12             desegregation of public schools of this state.  Any
  


13             order for annexation or consolidation or combination
  


14             thereof which violates provisions of this section
  


15             shall be null and void."
  


16                  The way we interpret that, this was faxed in and
  


17             when Lewisville and Stamps consolidated they didn't
  


18             consolidate because we -- to integrate schools; we
  


19             were already integrated.  We were -- Lewisville and
  


20             Stamps were merged together due to whatever reason.
  


21             It was put to a vote and we and the Stamps and
  


22             Lewisville School District voted to consolidate.
  


23             There was never mention to bring forth a
  


24             desegregation plan because there was one never
  


25             needed.  So the way I see it as a parent, Lafayette
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 1             County does not have a desegregation plan.  Lafayette
  


 2             County has -- was supposed to get counsel and the
  


 3             schools to start getting advisement for a
  


 4             desegregation plan.  They're going under a consent
  


 5             order that was for Lewisville School District that
  


 6             has not been in existence since 2003, let alone the
  


 7             Consent Decree dates.  So Lafayette County is
  


 8             governing a desegregation plan that we as parents see
  


 9             as false and absurd.  Thank you.
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other closing remarks
  


11             by a parent in this matter?  If not, we'll ask for a
  


12             motion relative to A-4.
  


13                  DR. BARTH:  I move to sustain the denial of
  


14             school choice in the cases of Vickers, Dean, and
  


15             Tatom.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  A motion by Dr.
  


17             Barth to sustain the denial of A-4.  Is there a
  


18             second?
  


19                  MS. CHARISSE DEAN:  Second.
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Ms. Dean.  All in
  


21             favor?
  


22                      (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
  


23                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
  


24                  MS. ZOOK:  Aye.
  


25                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  One opposed; Ms. Zook
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 1             opposes.  Thank you.
  


 2                  I think it's time for a break.  We're going to
  


 3             break for 10 minutes.  Come back at 11:35.
  


 4                      (BREAK:  11:25-11:36 A.M.)
  


 5   A-5:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
  


 6   APPLICATION - WILKISON
  


 7                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We will reconvene our
  


 8             meeting.  And the next item on the -- Ms. Saviers --
  


 9             the next item on the agenda is A-5.  And A-5 will be
  


10             pulled today and moved to next week, on Thursday, the
  


11             13th.  It will be added to the agenda on the 13th.
  


12   A-6:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
  


13   APPLICATION - BASHAW
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So we're now down to item
  


15             A-6, Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School
  


16             Choice Application - Bashaw.
  


17                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And the Bashaw family
  


18             resides in the Forrest City School District and they
  


19             have been denied a school choice transfer to the
  


20             Wynne School District.
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The Forrest City district
  


22             and any families represented in this case would you
  


23             please stand -- either district, both districts, and
  


24             anyone that intends to give testimony, would you
  


25             please stand to be sworn?  Okay.  Would you raise
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 1             your right hand, sir?
  


 2                  MR. BEAVERS:  I'm an attorney for Forrest City.
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  I figured that, sir;
  


 4             you kind of look like an attorney.
  


 5                  MR. BEAVERS:  I don't.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I know you don't, and
  


 7             that's okay.
  


 8                  MR. BEAVERS:  Thank you.
  


 9                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You won't talk as long.  Do
  


10             you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony
  


11             you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
  


12             and nothing but the truth?
  


13                (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes, ma'am.  Thank you.
  


15             Please step forward and --
  


16                  MS. DAVIS:  The nonresident district should have
  


17             that opportunity first.
  


18                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  So you're here --
  


19             the attorney, sir, what's your name?
  


20                  MR. BEAVERS:  My name is Brad Beavers.  I
  


21             represent Forrest City, the resident district.
  


22                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The resident district?
  


23                  MR. BEAVERS:  Yes, ma'am.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Absent the family -- is the
  


25             family here?
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 1                  MS. DAVIS:  The family is here.
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You're the family.  Okay.
  


 3                  MS. DAVIS:  Anyone from Wynne?  Wynne is the
  


 4             nonresident district --
  


 5                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


 6                  MS. DAVIS:  -- and it does not appear that there
  


 7             is anyone here from the Wynne School District.
  


 8                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  So who do you
  


 9             suggest goes first?
  


10                  MS. DAVIS:  I would go ahead and let the --
  


11                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


12                  MS. DAVIS:  I'd let the family go --
  


13                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


14                  MS. DAVIS:  -- and then I would give the
  


15             resident district an opportunity to respond.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Come forward, sir.  How do
  


17             you pronounce your name?
  


18                  MR. BASHAW:  Bashaw.
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Bashaw.
  


20                  MR. BASHAW:  I have some documents here, ma'am,
  


21             that I'd like to present.
  


22                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Give them to Ms. Davis.
  


23                  MS. DAVIS:  And just as a note, these documents
  


24             were submitted by the family prior to.  But because
  


25             they're legal documents we felt it was not necessary
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 1             to put them in the agenda packet but we'll make
  


 2             copies for you.
  


 3                  (WHEREUPON, Exhibit One (1) to agenda item A-6
  


 4             was marked for identification and entered into
  


 5             evidence.)
  


 6                  MR. BASHAW:  Good morning, Members of the Board,
  


 7             Chairman, Madam Chair -- or Commissioner; sorry.  My
  


 8             name is Glen J. Bashaw.  I'm the father of my
  


 9             daughter who is eight years old and will be going
  


10             into third grade in the Wynne School District.  She's
  


11             already in the Wynne School District, has been in the
  


12             Wynne School District since kindergarten.  Now her
  


13             mother and I have joint legal custody; we both are
  


14             primary.  Mr. Beavers is going to get up here and
  


15             talk about the desegregation order.  My daughter does
  


16             not fall under that desegregation order.  He's going
  


17             to insist that she does.  By his testimony that he's
  


18             going to give, if she falls under that desegregation
  


19             order she should be spending half her time in Forrest
  


20             City School District when she's with me and half her
  


21             time in the Wynne School District when she's with her
  


22             mother.  We all know that commonsense is going to
  


23             prevail on that and we cannot do that to a child.
  


24             This is not anything at all to do with the
  


25             desegregation order.  What is currently happening
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 1             with my case is my ex-wife remarried; she's
  


 2             challenging, because in our decree we have to stay
  


 3             within St. Francis and Cross County.  She's wanting
  


 4             to move to Mississippi.  If that happens and she gets
  


 5             custody on a separate legal issue, my issue here
  


 6             today is moot; it has no bearing.  However, if I
  


 7             indeed get custody all I'm trying to do is keep
  


 8             stability for my child, psychologically, emotionally
  


 9             and everything else.  I've stayed in the same home;
  


10             I've done everything I can do.  We all know that
  


11             divorce is a chaotic time for a young child's life.
  


12             That's why I'm here.  This has nothing to do with the
  


13             education she'll receive in Forrest City versus
  


14             Wynne.  This has nothing to do with race.  This has
  


15             nothing to do with anything like that.  This is for
  


16             my child and my child only.  This puts me out of the
  


17             way, having to drive an extra 15 miles to take her to
  


18             school, 15 miles back to my home, and 15 miles to
  


19             work.  I have no issue with that.  I'm here fighting
  


20             for my child, to keep stability.  That's it.
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Will the school
  


22             representative step forward, I guess in the form of
  


23             the attorney.  Sir, would you step forward and
  


24             identify yourself?
  


25                  MR. BEAVERS:  Thank you.  My name is Brad
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 1             Beavers; I represent the Forrest City School
  


 2             District.  And I believe that you should have
  


 3             received a response that we filed that sets forth our
  


 4             response in full.  And I'm not going to try to go
  


 5             through that all and beat that dead horse for you.
  


 6             But I do want to tell that, first point -- our points
  


 7             are two-fold here, and the first is that this whole
  


 8             appeal is deficient and it's premature.  And the
  


 9             reason is that Mr. Bashaw in his appeal letter
  


10             concedes that the child is already residing in the
  


11             Wynne School District and is attending the Wynne
  


12             schools.  And this whole appeal is based on that he
  


13             is in the middle of a custody battle and if he loses
  


14             -- I mean, if he wins and his wife moves away and he
  


15             gets full custody and the child then is living and is
  


16             a resident of the Forrest City School District, then
  


17             he wants to have a transfer.  That may or may not
  


18             happen, and it has not happened yet.  And we don't
  


19             contest that the child is at this point a resident of
  


20             the Wynne School District and is legally attending
  


21             the Wynne School District.  There's no problem with
  


22             that.  This is all about something that may happen in
  


23             the future.  And as recently as this week, I looked
  


24             at the docket sheet in his case, that he presented
  


25             you these documents about, and there's not even a
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 1             hearing set on that matter yet; it's still in
  


 2             discovery.  It may be months before that hearing
  


 3             occurs.  I spend the bulk of my time practicing in
  


 4             the First Judicial District, and in that particular
  


 5             court I've tried to get a hearing within the last few
  


 6             months and I've been told that, "You want a hearing,
  


 7             fine; sometime in December, January or February."  So
  


 8             we don't even know when that hearing is going to come
  


 9             up.  So this issue is way premature.  And he tells
  


10             you he's trying to be proactive, and I admire that;
  


11             I've got no problem with it.  But what I'm telling
  


12             you is that we're here on an issue that is not yet
  


13             ripe.  He filed his application before it was
  


14             necessary, before it could be filed, because that
  


15             child is a qualified resident of the Wynne School
  


16             District at this point in time.  There is no need for
  


17             a transfer at all; there may be one in the future.
  


18             But how can we act on one, how can Wynne School
  


19             District act on one, and how can you act on an appeal
  


20             of an issue that is not yet properly before anybody?
  


21             So that's the first issue; there are competing
  


22             custody issues between these two people.  And,
  


23             frankly, what we may have here is an effort to get
  


24             ahead of that by one side or the other and maybe
  


25             interference with that custody issue.  Now I don't
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 1             know and that's not my point to be making.  But the
  


 2             status quo may not change at all, or he may lose and
  


 3             it may not ever be an issue, but it's not yet an
  


 4             issue that's ripe for a decision.
  


 5                  Now, the second thing that's happened is that we
  


 6             got a little confused about this and so you may see
  


 7             more submissions from us because he's also filed a
  


 8             request for a legal transfer between the two school
  


 9             districts; it's not ripe either and it hadn't been
  


10             acted on by either school district.  Again, how can
  


11             we act on a legal transfer when the child is already
  


12             there properly?  So we've got that issue.
  


13                  Now, then he says that I'm going to get up and
  


14             talk about the desegregation order.  Well, what I'm
  


15             going to talk about is what the lawyers in here
  


16             previously have talked about, which is that we did --
  


17             Forrest City did properly and timely file to say that
  


18             we were not going to participate and filed for the
  


19             exemption.  We did what we were supposed to do, and
  


20             so we have told you about that.  We are in current
  


21             litigation to determine whether or not we -- for
  


22             declaratory judgment as to exemptions in the federal
  


23             court.  We're doing everything that we are -- we have
  


24             done what we are supposed to do with the ADE,
  


25             declared the exemption.  We are doing everything that
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 1             we can in terms of taking action on that.  And we
  


 2             believe that even if this were an appeal that were
  


 3             ripe, even if this were an application that were
  


 4             timely, that based -- that the Wynne School District
  


 5             did the proper thing by denying the application based
  


 6             upon the exemption that the Forrest City School
  


 7             District properly filed, for the reasons that have
  


 8             been set forth by these other districts but based
  


 9             upon our own desegregation order.
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr.
  


11             Bashaw, do you want to respond?
  


12                  MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.  Mr. Beavers makes some
  


13             very valid points.  He calls my actions of pro-
  


14             activity premature.  In order to be proactive, you
  


15             have to be premature.  If it comes out on the
  


16             positive --
  


17                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I have a question.
  


18                  MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Aren't you challenging
  


20             something that hasn't happened yet or is not relevant
  


21             at this point, is my question.
  


22                  MR. BASHAW:  To an extent, yes, ma'am.  And I
  


23             will give -- concede that much to him.  However, he
  


24             will not concede back to me that I have legal
  


25             custody, the same as my ex-wife.  She lives with me
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 1             half the time, same as she lives with my ex-wife.  So
  


 2             by his own rationale and his own testimony she is
  


 3             also a student of the Forrest City School District
  


 4             because she is 50/50 between my ex-wife and I.
  


 5                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  But she doesn't split
  


 6             districts, does she, when she --
  


 7                  MR. BASHAW:  No, ma'am.  That's what I was
  


 8             saying.
  


 9                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And she's presently in the
  


10             Wynne district?
  


11                  MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.  And all I'm trying to
  


12             do is keep the status quo, as Mr. Beavers said.  But
  


13             he's calling my actions premature, without conceding
  


14             to me that I have just as much legal custody now as
  


15             my ex-wife.  That's the issue with me.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Reith has a question.
  


17                  MS. REITH:  I'm sorry; just to seek further
  


18             clarity.
  


19                  MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
  


20                  MS. REITH:  Is your daughter actually registered
  


21             in the Wynne School District for this fall semester?
  


22                  MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
  


23                  MS. REITH:  Okay.  So, she is?
  


24                  MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
  


25                  MS. REITH:  So when you say that she's in the
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 1             wind [sic], what do you mean?
  


 2                  MR. BASHAW:  She's in Wynne School District.
  


 3                  MS. REITH:  Oh, in Wynne.  Sorry.
  


 4                  MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
  


 5                  MS. REITH:  I understood --
  


 6                  MR. BASHAW:  I'm sorry.
  


 7                  MS. REITH:  I apologize.
  


 8                  MR. BASHAW:  And she has been --
  


 9                  MS. REITH:  I haven't had enough caffeine this
  


10             morning.  I apologize.  Thank you.  That's all.  For
  


11             a second there, I was concerned that maybe she was
  


12             not.
  


13                  MR. BASHAW:  That's what I'm stressing is she's
  


14             already there and she lives half the time with me as
  


15             it is.  So by his statements, should thus therefore
  


16             she would have to split districts?  Because he's
  


17             called my actions premature, where they're not.
  


18                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I don't understand it like
  


19             that.  I think you may be raising an issue that's not
  


20             an issue, is what he's saying, at this point and
  


21             calling attention to something that isn't -- that may
  


22             not be.
  


23                  MR. BASHAW:  I've exhausted every means, ma'am,
  


24             by being proactive.  And what he's saying -- what
  


25             he's saying, my daughter does not fit within the
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 1             perimeters of the desegregation order right now, that
  


 2             I should wait until the court deems that I -- if I
  


 3             get custody -- by his own rationale, if I get custody
  


 4             then is when I should come up and do everything that
  


 5             I'm doing.  All I'm trying to do is at that point she
  


 6             falls within the desegregation order and then they
  


 7             can say, "Well, no, we claim exemption."  I'm trying
  


 8             to keep that from happening and keep my daughter from
  


 9             being -- her world being in turmoil.  Her family, her
  


10             extended family, her immediate family is in Wynne.
  


11             After school, preschool, daycare, everything is
  


12             already established in Wynne; social activities are
  


13             established in Wynne.  I've explained all the
  


14             psychological and social parameters that I can
  


15             explain.  I'm just trying not to cause any more chaos
  


16             for her world.
  


17                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook has a question.
  


18                  MS. ZOOK:  Yes.
  


19                  MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
  


20                  MS. ZOOK:  I don't -- I can't speak for those
  


21             districts, but I can't imagine the circumstance where
  


22             if the case were in February that the Forrest City
  


23             people would come and say, "Okay, now you have to
  


24             transfer your young daughter in the middle of the
  


25             year."  I don't --
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 1                  MR. BASHAW:  No, I don't believe that either.
  


 2                  MS. ZOOK:  I do understand your concern about
  


 3             looking at everything and trying to make sure that
  


 4             your daughter is not disrupted --
  


 5                  MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
  


 6                  MS. ZOOK:  -- over things that you can control,
  


 7             because she is being disrupted over things that are
  


 8             beyond her control.
  


 9                  MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
  


10                  MS. ZOOK:  So I do appreciate that.  And I think
  


11             you and he are both making similar points.  And
  


12             there's an old saying in sales, "If you've made the
  


13             sale, you need to stop talking."
  


14                  MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
  


15                  MS. ZOOK:  So with that said, I'm finished.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So the question is, Ms.
  


17             Davis, if you would, there appears not to have been a
  


18             denial.  So the appeal is for -- to do away with the
  


19             denial, when the denial hasn't happened.  Is that
  


20             what I'm understanding?
  


21                  MS. DAVIS:  Well, I mean, they did deny but they
  


22             denied it on the basis that she's already a member of
  


23             the school district.  And, unfortunately, the law
  


24             doesn't necessarily take into account things that may
  


25             happen in the middle of a school district [sic].  But
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 1             because there is a deadline, that -- if in the event
  


 2             custody was to transfer and the child was going to be
  


 3             in a different school district at any point in time
  


 4             after the deadline for school choice applications,
  


 5             then they would have to wait until the next year to
  


 6             reapply for the next school year.  So there's really
  


 7             no provision in the School Choice Act to kind of
  


 8             handle these situations that happen in the middle of
  


 9             the year.
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Unless
  


11             Mr. Beavers has rebuttal, then we can move on and ask
  


12             for a motion.
  


13                  MR. BEAVERS:  The only thing I would say is I
  


14             understood what Wynne denied was simply a transfer if
  


15             one was ever needed in the future.  But there's no
  


16             transfer at issue right now.
  


17                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?  Is that
  


18             clear?  If so, we'll ask for a motion.
  


19                  MR. WILLIAMSON:  I move to sustain the decision.
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  That's the motion
  


21             from Mr. Williamson to uphold the decision of denial.
  


22                  DR. BARTH:  Second.
  


23                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Dr. Barth.  All
  


24             in favor?
  


25                      (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
  


 2                  MS. ZOOK:  I have a question before I vote.
  


 3             Does that mean the child gets to stay at Wynne now?
  


 4                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes.
  


 5                  MR. WILLIAMSON:  Yes.
  


 6                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Just clarification.
  


 7                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And so how do you vote?
  


 8                  MS. ZOOK:  I vote to -- with the child.
  


 9                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  So that
  


10             concludes that case.
  


11   A-7:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
  


12   APPLICATION - JUSTICE
  


13                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moving on to A-7,
  


14             Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice
  


15             Application, the Justice family.
  


16                  MS. DAVIS:  This denial, the family lives in the
  


17             Cabot School District and had requested school choice
  


18             application into Vilonia, and it was denied on a
  


19             capacity issue.  I believe Vilonia said that they
  


20             have reached their capacity.  So at this time -- is
  


21             Vilonia here?  Okay.  So we have the resident
  


22             district, non resident.  Is Cabot here?  Perfect.  So
  


23             we do have both districts and the family here.  So at
  


24             this time if we want to go ahead and --
  


25                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  If you'll stand to be
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 1             sworn; Cabot District, Vilonia District, and the
  


 2             parents, please raise your right hand.  Do you
  


 3             solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony you're
  


 4             about to give is the truth, the whole truth, and
  


 5             nothing but the truth?
  


 6                (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  


 7                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.
  


 8                  MS. DAVIS:  So we're going to go ahead and let
  


 9             Cabot -- I mean, Vilonia go ahead and come up.
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Five minutes.
  


11                  MS. RIGGINS:  We did receive a request from the
  


12             Justice family and the request for one of their
  


13             students, I believe it was Bret, was denied based on
  


14             a policy of over 90% capacity in our district.
  


15                  MS. ZOOK:  You had said -- or the superintendent
  


16             had said that, after August 10th when they know
  


17             better the numbers, that they would be letting the
  


18             parent know if in fact they did.  So you're receptive
  


19             if it doesn't hurt your numbers?
  


20                  MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am.  We wanted to check
  


21             those numbers --
  


22                  MS. ZOOK:  Sure.
  


23                  MS. RIGGINS:  -- to make sure, but we are
  


24             receptive; we have no problem at all with that.  It's
  


25             just that our capacity was over the policy.
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 1                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay, I understand.  Thank you.
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Anyone here from the Cabot
  


 3             District?
  


 4                  MS. TUCKER:  Yes, ma'am.
  


 5                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Please give us your name?
  


 6                  MS. TUCKER:  My name is Tammy Tucker.  We did
  


 7             receive the copies of the applications for two
  


 8             students, Colton Dean Justice and Bret Wade Justice,
  


 9             to transfer to the Vilonia School District.  And that
  


10             district [sic] was denied by the Vilonia District,
  


11             not by the Cabot District.
  


12                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Anyone from the Justice
  


13             family, any comments?
  


14                  MS. JUSTICE:  My name is Alisha Justice.
  


15                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  What is your first name?
  


16                  MS. JUSTICE:  Alisha.
  


17                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Alisha.
  


18                  MS. JUSTICE:  I just want to say I'm not here to
  


19             argue against the Cabot School District.  It's just
  


20             since we do have that School Choice Act in place that
  


21             for our family -- all of our family support that will
  


22             be providing like afterschool care is in the Vilonia
  


23             area.  I was a work-at-home before; now I'm not, I'm
  


24             working outside the home.  So just as a preference we
  


25             would like to attend the Vilonia School District.  My
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 1             oldest one did get accepted and has been enrolled
  


 2             into the Vilonia School District.
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Any rebuttal
  


 4             from the district?  It just appears to be a case of
  


 5             capacity at the Vilonia school, is what I understand.
  


 6                  MS. DAVIS:  Are you asking -- I didn't hear.
  


 7                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I said it appears to be
  


 8             just a question of whether or not Vilonia has
  


 9             capacity.
  


10                  MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am.
  


11                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


12                  MS. RIGGINS:  That is the issue.  And we will
  


13             check those numbers.
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Ms.
  


15             Davis, do you have anything to add?
  


16                  MS. DAVIS:  No.
  


17                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Madam Chair, I have a
  


18             question for Ms. Davis so we can clarify.  The school
  


19             choice law provides the 90% but has a "may include."
  


20             So we make sure that each district is responsible for
  


21             setting a board policy?
  


22                  MS. DAVIS:  That's correct.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  And that was done.  We
  


24             don't know if districts actually pass board policies
  


25             until we get a situation like this?
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 1                  MS. DAVIS:  That's correct.
  


 2                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.
  


 3                  MS. ZOOK:  So, did they?
  


 4                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?
  


 5                  MS. ZOOK:  Was there a board policy passed by
  


 6             the Vilonia school board?
  


 7                  MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am.
  


 8                  MS. ZOOK:  And you have one child and don't have
  


 9             the other.  Is that correct?
  


10                  MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am.
  


11                  MS. ZOOK:  As an educator -- are you an educator
  


12             or an attorney?
  


13                  MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am.  I'm an educator; I'm
  


14             the assistant superintendent.
  


15                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  I'm sorry; I can't recognize
  


16             all of you, as hard as I try.
  


17                  MS. RIGGINS:  I understand.
  


18                  MS. ZOOK:  If it was 92%, what do you think
  


19             would be in the best interest of this family?
  


20                  MS. RIGGINS:  Well, it is my understanding that
  


21             if we have room for this child based on -- you know,
  


22             we never know exactly how many kids are going to move
  


23             in, how many --
  


24                  MS. ZOOK:  Yes, I do.
  


25                  MS. RIGGINS:  If we have room, we will accept,
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 1             because I think it would be best that both children
  


 2             are at the same place.  That's our feeling.
  


 3                  MS. ZOOK:  I appreciate that.  Do you know, are
  


 4             the parents willing to transport?
  


 5                  MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, I believe.
  


 6                  MS. JUSTICE:  Yes.
  


 7                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


 8                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  If
  


 9             not, do we have a motion?
  


10                  DR. BARTH:  I move to sustain the denial.
  


11                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Dr. Barth has moved
  


12             to sustain the denial.  Is there a second?
  


13                  MS. REITH:  Second.
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Ms. Reith.  Any
  


15             further discussion?  All in favor?
  


16                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


17                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  Then the
  


18             motion carries.
  


19   A-8:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
  


20   APPLICATION - MARTIN
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We'll move on to action
  


22             item A-8, Consideration of Appeal from Denial of
  


23             School Choice, the Martin family.
  


24                  MS. DAVIS:  This is also dealing with the
  


25             Vilonia School District.  They were at capacity when
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 1             the Martin's had applied for school choice, and they
  


 2             actually reside in the Mayflower School District.  Is
  


 3             there anyone from Mayflower?
  


 4                  SUPT. GRAY:  Yes.
  


 5                  MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  So we have Mayflower and
  


 6             Vilonia and the family here.  So at this point we'll
  


 7             go ahead and probably turn it over to Vilonia as the
  


 8             nonresident district and go from there.
  


 9                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We ask that all of you
  


10             raise your right hand to be sworn.  Do you solemnly
  


11             swear or affirm the testimony you're about to give is
  


12             the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
  


13             truth?
  


14                (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  


15                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Vilonia.
  


16                  MS. RIGGINS:  This would be the same situation.
  


17             These students are in a grade level with us at over
  


18             90% capacity and we're strictly just following the
  


19             policy.  And we have offered the same option to check
  


20             the numbers; we'll check on August 10th to see if
  


21             there are any seats available.
  


22                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mayflower, is there anyone
  


23             here from Mayflower District?
  


24                  SUPT. GRAY:  I've really got nothing to add.
  


25             We're happy for them to transfer.
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And your name is?
  


 2                  SUPT. GRAY:  John Gray, superintendent.
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Martin, Ms. Martin, do
  


 4             you have any comments?
  


 5                  MR. MARTIN:  I was just going to go over a
  


 6             couple of things.  We applied for the school choice
  


 7             the first day it came out, so I don't know how many
  


 8             other kids got in or didn't get in on school choice.
  


 9             But we were there the first day to fill out the
  


10             application it was available.  And we --
  


11                  MS. MARTIN:  It's more of a safety issue as far
  


12             as Mayflower and Vilonia.  We're right on the line of
  


13             where -- the Mayflower district, but Vilonia is like
  


14             just down the road school district.
  


15                  MR. MARTIN:  Yeah.  Vilonia is less than 10
  


16             minutes from where we live and Mayflower is 30
  


17             minutes from where we live.  Our kids ride the bus
  


18             for an hour and 20, 30 minutes going to school and
  


19             coming from school.  We have to take our kids almost
  


20             four miles to meet the bus at Mayflower versus
  


21             Vilonia drives 100 feet from our house.  All of our
  


22             kids' friends go to Vilonia.  I went to Vilonia K
  


23             through 12.  Ms. Riggins was my 6th grade social
  


24             studies teacher at the time.  I didn't ever have a
  


25             problem in Vilonia.  Mayflower, I don't know; if our
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 1             kids were to walk to the bus like they want us to
  


 2             there's two registered sex offenders that they would
  


 3             have to walk past their house to get to the bus.
  


 4                  MS. MARTIN:  It's three miles.
  


 5                  MR. MARTIN:  It's 3.6 miles.
  


 6                  MS. MARTIN:  3.6 miles.
  


 7                  MR. MARTIN:  I don't know.  It's just a lot of
  


 8             things don't add up to me.  I don't know.  We built
  


 9             our house last year because we were told -- we gave
  


10             the address to the school and the school said, "Oh,
  


11             yeah, you're in the school district; no problem."
  


12             And we built a $150,000 house last summer and we put
  


13             them on the bus and we already had them registered
  


14             for 2014-15, already met the teachers, we registered
  


15             for school.  The day, Monday, school started we went
  


16             to school to take them the first day of school,
  


17             instead of riding the bus.  And the bus barn says
  


18             that "they don't ride our bus."  We're 800 feet south
  


19             of the line; "you have to go to Mayflower."  So we'd
  


20             already registered in extracurricular activities,
  


21             already met friends, already had everything going
  


22             there, and the bus didn't pick us up, so we had to go
  


23             to Mayflower the day of and register our kids for
  


24             school.  It's a big inconvenience.  On top of that,
  


25             it's just -- our son needs -- I was in special
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 1             resources classes at Vilonia and they helped me in
  


 2             the world today that I live in.  And Mayflower is not
  


 3             offering our son those classes, where Vilonia would.
  


 4             We asked last year if he could get in certain classes
  


 5             and they just kind of shrugged it off like it wasn't
  


 6             a big deal.  I went to Vilonia, like I said, my whole
  


 7             life and didn't have a problem.  I went to resource
  


 8             classes and everything, and I just think it would be
  


 9             a better school for our son and our daughter.  I just
  


10             -- I don't know how many -- like I said, in the
  


11             beginning, how many other people did the school
  


12             choice.  I'm not trying to jump in front of anybody,
  


13             but we were there the first day; so how many people
  


14             got to do school choice and already accepted.  I
  


15             mean, we're here in the last week before school
  


16             started; we don't know what school supplies to buy;
  


17             we don't know if we can -- if our daughter can go do
  


18             the cheerleading thing or our son do the Boy Scout
  


19             thing.  It's just -- and on top of that, we built a
  


20             house that they told us we were -- yes, we were in
  


21             Vilonia School District; no problem.  So we didn't do
  


22             the school choice last year because we were told we
  


23             were in Vilonia, and then we were told we're that far
  


24             over the line on Mayflower.  And no one around us
  


25             goes to Mayflower.  We're on a dead-end road that --
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 1             I mean, there's no one -- the bus won't -- we
  


 2             wouldn't probably have as big a problem as going to
  


 3             Mayflower if the bus might come pick up our kids, but
  


 4             -- and I know that's a privilege to ride the bus at
  


 5             the same time, but they're not allowing our son to
  


 6             have the -- he was expelled three times last year for
  


 7             small things that if he was in resource classes and
  


 8             they had classes at Mayflower they would've
  


 9             understood the things that he did and he wouldn't
  


10             have been expelled.
  


11                  MS. MARTIN:  Well, he also had went to Vilonia
  


12             two years prior --
  


13                  MR. MARTIN:  Before we --
  


14                  MS. MARTIN:  -- and he done great.  He had a
  


15             great experience with Vilonia.  But I think our main
  


16             issue is the safety of our kids having to walk 3.6
  


17             miles to the bus with two registered sex offenders
  


18             and the school is, what, 10 minutes away to Vilonia.
  


19                  MR. MARTIN:  Yeah.
  


20                  MS. MARTI:  It's 30 to Mayflower.  It's just
  


21             closer.
  


22                  MR. MARTIN:  Every time we go into town we go to
  


23             Mayflower -- or go to Vilonia to get lunch or dinner
  


24             or convenience store, gas station, whatever.  We
  


25             don't even go to Mayflower.  I mean, if we go to
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 1             Mayflower it's to take our kids to school.  I mean,
  


 2             it's --
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think your five minutes
  


 4             -- I think we have a --
  


 5                  MR. MARTIN:  I understand.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- picture of what you're
  


 7             saying.  And the issue of capacity is the issue, and
  


 8             so that's encouraging in a sense, you know, based on
  


 9             what has historically happened up until this point
  


10             today.  I think listening to the last presentation
  


11             hopefully that gives you some hope.  So is there a
  


12             pleasure of the Board at this point with a motion
  


13             about the Martin family?
  


14                  DR. BARTH:  I just have a quick question.
  


15                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


16                  DR. BARTH:  And this is for the Vilonia folks
  


17             just so that we're clear on the process y'all
  


18             followed when applications came in.  Were there any
  


19             choice students accepted in these grades?
  


20                  MS. RIGGINS:  To my knowledge, I don't believe
  


21             that we accepted those, based on the number of
  


22             enrollment that we have.
  


23                  DR. BARTH:  You were already at the percentage
  


24             by that time?
  


25                  MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, sir.
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 1                  DR. BARTH:  Okay.  I just wanted clarity on
  


 2             that.
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Saviers has a question.
  


 4                  MS. SAVIERS:  What do you think are the chances
  


 5             that they will be accepted?
  


 6                  MS. RIGGINS:  I'm going to honestly say I think
  


 7             they're pretty good.  But we're having our students
  


 8             pick up their registration packets now, so we just
  


 9             need some time to see if there are students going to
  


10             drop or students that have moved in that we're not
  


11             aware of.  As you know, we had the tornado --
  


12                  MS. SAVIERS:  Right.
  


13                  MS. RIGGINS:  -- and so we have had a lot of new
  


14             homes being built back, and so we're not really sure.
  


15             And so we were in fear that if we accepted students,
  


16             with our capacity being that high, that we might not
  


17             have enough seats the day school started.  So this
  


18             will give us a chance to have a little clearer
  


19             picture.
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?
  


21                  MS. SAVIERS:  This is just kind of a procedural
  


22             question about how district lines are drawn.  And I'm
  


23             wondering if they could apply or request a change in
  


24             the district line?
  


25                  MS. RIGGINS:  Well, Mr. Gray and I have spent
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 1             some time last year -- I actually drove out to the
  


 2             location; we really investigated, tried to do all we
  


 3             could.  We felt like we were, you know, trying to
  


 4             stay within the law.  And so at this point there is
  


 5             some, you know, issues with -- there were some
  


 6             changes made in the district lines at one time, so
  


 7             we've looked at that.  I've looked at that with our
  


 8             transportation department very extensively and we're
  


 9             just trying to follow -- I checked with the county on
  


10             where the taxes are paid and tried to go that length
  


11             to figure out, you know, if there was some kind of a
  


12             stake on lines or if we needed to -- if there was
  


13             something I could do last year.  So it's just kind of
  


14             what it is and we're trying to do the best we can to
  


15             help families and just take care of kids and --
  


16                  MS. SAVIERS:  I appreciate that.
  


17                  MS. RIGGINS:  And we're sorry that it's that
  


18             way, but we want to try and do the right thing and --
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Martin, I saw you raise
  


20             your hand.  Did you have something you wanted to add?
  


21                  MR. MARTIN:  Yes.  And I know I already
  


22             mentioned it, but we were told we were in Vilonia
  


23             before we bought our property, before we built our
  


24             house.  And we built our house where we did because
  


25             we were told we were in Vilonia.  Had we known this
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 1             imaginary line was real and it was 800 feet, we
  


 2             would've bought property a quarter-mile up the road;
  


 3             we wouldn't be standing here today.  But we were told
  


 4             -- we gave our address and we were told, so we
  


 5             shouldn't really have been in school choice; we
  


 6             should've been annexed in, just for the fact that we
  


 7             live in Vilonia.  That's all.
  


 8                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  All right.
  


 9             Yes, ma'am.
  


10                  MS. RIGGINS:  The only thing I can address to
  


11             that is there wasn't an accurate address given to the
  


12             transportation department, and I believe that that
  


13             address was up the street from where the other
  


14             address was.  So we did try to check it out.
  


15                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Any
  


16             other questions?  If not, can we have a motion in
  


17             regard to this matter, A-8?
  


18                  DR. BARTH:  Move to deny the -- sustain the
  


19             denial on the basis of space.
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth has moved to
  


21             sustain the denial of the appeal of the Martin
  


22             family.  Is there a second?
  


23                  MS. DEAN:  Second.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Ms. Dean.  Okay.
  


25             All in favor?
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 1                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  Motion
  


 3             passes.
  


 4                  MS. REITH:  May I ask a question --
  


 5                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Sure.
  


 6                  MS. REITH:  -- of Ms. Davis as a follow-up?  I
  


 7             just -- it's because I do feel for this family and
  


 8             obviously the circumstances around it.  To kind of, I
  


 9             guess, piggyback off my colleague Ms. Saviers'
  


10             question, in terms of re-drawing district lines are
  


11             there not opportunities to do that around the census?
  


12             Or, I mean, there is -- those are revisited, right?
  


13                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.
  


14                  MS. REITH:  I mean, and I just want to make sure
  


15             the family feels like -- I mean, one will remain
  


16             hopeful, right, that Vilonia will have space and that
  


17             they will be able to accommodate this year.  But if
  


18             for some reason not, I just want to make sure the
  


19             family feels like they have some resource or recourse
  


20             that they can take, right, in terms of next steps.
  


21                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
  


22                  MS. REITH:  So is that done every 10 years -- is
  


23             that correct? -- the census?
  


24                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes, I believe so.
  


25                  MS. REITH:  So there might be some opportunities
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 1             there?  Is that -- okay.
  


 2                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.
  


 3                  MS. REITH:  Okay.
  


 4                  MS. DAVIS:  I don't know where we're at in the
  


 5             10-year mark, but yes.
  


 6                  MS. REITH:  I think it's with the decade.
  


 7             Correct?  So then the next one would be -- five,
  


 8             yeah.  So, five more years.
  


 9                  MS. ZOOK:  Unless they request a special census.
  


10                  MS. REITH:  And would that -- is that something
  


11             that they could solicit to the school board?  Is that
  


12             the local school board's --
  


13                  MS. DAVIS:  I'm not positive.
  


14                  MS. REITH:  Okay.
  


15                  MS. DAVIS:  I think that would be more in with
  


16             the county, I think --
  


17                  MS. ZOOK:  Right.
  


18                  MS. DAVIS:  -- in conjunction with possibly the
  


19             school district.  But I think it's more of a county
  


20             decision, as far as where those things are drawn,
  


21             rather than the school district, in saying, "We want
  


22             our line here."
  


23                  MS. REITH:  Okay.  But that would be your
  


24             recommendation to the family?
  


25                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.
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 1                  MS. REITH:  Okay.
  


 2                  MS. DAVIS:  And, you know, while there are other
  


 3             ways that, you know, children can transfer, you know,
  


 4             unfortunately, they're all kind of subject to the
  


 5             capacity issue or the pleasure of the board.  I know
  


 6             that there is a state statute that allows if you're
  


 7             closer to one school or within so many miles from a
  


 8             nonresident school versus so many miles away from,
  


 9             you know, the other school that there are ways.  But,
  


10             again, it's subject to the boards of those schools
  


11             allowing it, which are always going to be subject
  


12             probably to the capacity issue.  So --
  


13                  DR. BARTH:  We may have some confusion here.
  


14             Re-drawing district lines is not about this board,
  


15             although it can -- they opt -- can be -- if two
  


16             boards -- if two districts came together and said,
  


17             "We agree," then it would be done in a more peaceful
  


18             manner.  But I think we're maybe confusing zoning --
  


19                  MS. REITH:  Zones for -- yes.
  


20                  DR. BARTH:  -- zones versus district lines.
  


21                  MS. REITH:  That's what I was -- right.
  


22                  MS. DAVIS:  And, I mean, honestly, I'd have to
  


23             probably look that up to find out the exact process
  


24             if a parent feels like they -- you know -- there are
  


25             some statutes that deal with, you know, residency
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 1             disputes and how to handle those.  But I'd have to
  


 2             look that up.
  


 3                  DR. BARTH:  And I think oftentimes, you know, a
  


 4             lot of this does happen through legal transfers,
  


 5             especially where there's not space issues.
  


 6                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.
  


 7                  DR. BARTH:  You know, that if two districts will
  


 8             agree that it's in the best interest of the child for
  


 9             a legal transfer to happen, but --
  


10                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And, again, it does sound
  


11             like Vilonia is, you know, willing to work with the
  


12             family, you know, subject to capacity.  But the
  


13             capacity is just purely the issue and, you know,
  


14             under the law they don't have to add staff in order
  


15             to take these children.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.
  


17   A-9:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
  


18   APPLICATION - PEARSON
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We'll move on to A-9,
  


20             Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice
  


21             Application, Pearson.
  


22                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And this is also a capacity
  


23             issue, as well.  The family resides in the Rogers
  


24             School District and they were denied an opportunity
  


25             to choice into the Bentonville School District.  And
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 1             I know that Bentonville and the parent are both here
  


 2             today.  Dr. Darr from the Rogers School District, she
  


 3             contacted me and she is not here but she said that
  


 4             she does not have any objections to the child
  


 5             transferring should Bentonville decide that their
  


 6             capacity would allow it.  So she has no objection and
  


 7             would not want that.  But I do know that
  


 8             Superintendent Michael Poore is here to talk on
  


 9             behalf of Bentonville.
  


10                  SUPT. POORE:  Do you need an oath first?
  


11                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
  


12                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you raise your right
  


13             hand to be sworn?  Do you solemnly swear or affirm
  


14             that the testimony you're about to give is the truth,
  


15             the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
  


16                  SUPT. POORE:  I do.
  


17                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And what was your name
  


18             again, sir?
  


19                  SUPT. POORE:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  My name
  


20             is Mike Poore; I'm the superintendent of Bentonville
  


21             Schools.  And we're very aware of the choice policy.
  


22             It's interesting that Bentonville doesn't get that
  


23             many applications to come into the district because I
  


24             think people are aware of our issue in terms of our
  


25             capacity situation.  This year we did have eight of
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 1             eleven folks that asked to be able to choice into the
  


 2             district.  We were able to accommodate that.  We had
  


 3             three junior high students that were accepted in and
  


 4             five high school students.  We did deny three total
  


 5             elementary students.  At the time that we made our
  


 6             decision to deny this choice appeal -- and I hope you
  


 7             have that paperwork -- we were at a capacity at the
  


 8             elementary level and at that grade level of 98%.
  


 9             That number right now is 100% and growing.  Day-in,
  


10             day-out, we're getting more and more students.  As to
  


11             give you an idea, right now we have over 1300
  


12             students at the kindergarten level; at the time this
  


13             request was made it was at 1280.  And we've been very
  


14             diligent about cleaning out our numbers as they go,
  


15             but we are growing and in fact anticipate that we're
  


16             going to have to add additional staff.  One other
  


17             factor that I think that the Board would probably be
  


18             interested in is that we have so many of our
  


19             elementary schools and grade levels, kindergarten
  


20             being one grade level, where we're at capacity, that
  


21             we are making families travel across four different
  


22             schools, elementary schools, before they get to a
  


23             zoned school that's for overflow.  The school that
  


24             Ms. Davis would like to get into, Cooper, it is over
  


25             capacity right now in terms of the number of students
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 1             and we will be moving those students to another
  


 2             elementary.  And we anticipate additional students
  


 3             registering still for kindergarten throughout this
  


 4             fall actually.  Thank you.
  


 5                  MS. ZOOK:  So if you have to add additional
  


 6             classes, will that open up additional spaces for your
  


 7             choice-in?
  


 8                  SUPT. POORE:  Well, obviously, it does create
  


 9             that, but we would still -- even if we right now --
  


10             if we opened up an additional kindergarten section,
  


11             which I anticipate me making a request to the board
  


12             this coming Monday, our board, that will move us from
  


13             100% capacity down to 98% capacity.
  


14                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.
  


15                  SUPT. POORE:  So we're still well above the 90%
  


16             number.
  


17                  MS. ZOOK:  Yeah.  Because the chart that you
  


18             submitted shows that you had 120 seats and 104
  


19             students, which would be 86%.  So that has changed,
  


20             is what you're telling us?
  


21                  SUPT. POORE:  Correct.  Our current number at
  


22             Cooper Elementary is -- we have 121 students
  


23             currently enrolled at Cooper Elementary as of this
  


24             morning.
  


25                  MS. ZOOK:  But -- and no room?  I mean, a
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 1             literal room, not space but a literal room to -- so
  


 2             those kids, if you open a new kindergarten, will have
  


 3             to go to a different elementary.  Is that --
  


 4                  SUPT. POORE:  That's correct.
  


 5                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Any questions?
  


 7             Any more questions?  Okay.  Go ahead.
  


 8                  MS. SAVIERS:  I know this is so stressful for
  


 9             you, but it is so wonderful to hear a superintendent
  


10             come and talk about all the kids that want to go to
  


11             his school, the schools in his district.  So
  


12             congratulations.
  


13                  SUPT. POORE:  It's been an interesting morning
  


14             for me to listen along with all of you today and hear
  


15             some of the challenges.  I will share -- as members
  


16             of the State Board, I hope you understand and have
  


17             never heard me challenge any choice opportunity for
  


18             our district in terms of charter schools, as well as
  


19             opportunities even for private school.  I've tried to
  


20             stand by all those folks and actually go to their
  


21             grand openings and attend different events that they
  


22             have.  I think there is that opportunity.  I would
  


23             love to have more students have the opportunity to
  


24             join us in Bentonville.  We simply just don't have
  


25             the space.
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Okay.  Would
  


 2             you give your name, please?
  


 3                  MS. PEARSON:  My name is Maryann Pearson.  And
  


 4             Mr. Poore is correct; Bentonville is a phenomenal
  


 5             school district.  And I know that because this is my
  


 6             third year working at Cooper Elementary.  I provide
  


 7             mental health services; I'm a therapist.  So this is
  


 8             my third academic year there.  So my oldest child is
  


 9             now starting kindergarten and we were zoned in
  


10             Rogers.  Bentonville, Cooper, performs better.  Where
  


11             we're zoned at there is a 38% language deficiency, so
  


12             there's a chance a third of her classmates she'll
  


13             have difficulty communicating with.  So working at
  


14             Cooper, knowing the staff, knowing how phenomenal
  


15             Bentonville School District is, that's the reason
  


16             which I put in for school choice.  We're not willing
  


17             to take our child where we're zoned at in Rogers.  We
  


18             are willing to private school or charter school, but
  


19             we're not willing to go where we're zoned at in
  


20             Rogers.  So Bentonville is a choice for us.  And like
  


21             I said, nothing but wonderful things to say about
  


22             Bentonville schools.  As a therapist, I've been
  


23             working with school systems for almost seven years,
  


24             most of those being in Fort Smith.  And the
  


25             transition to Bentonville and the services they
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 1             provide and how diligently they work with parents and
  


 2             students, it's a great thing to see.  So we were just
  


 3             applying to try to be part of that.  So Monday when I
  


 4             was at work we did have spots open at Cooper.  That
  


 5             very well could have changed, as Mr. Poore said.  But
  


 6             there's just that comfort as a parent of knowing that
  


 7             your child is with people that you know and in an
  


 8             environment you think that they'll grow in and
  


 9             they'll succeed in.  So I'll be quiet.
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Any questions from
  


11             the Board?
  


12                  MS. REITH:  Just as a -- just to make sure I
  


13             understand your argument, so the language
  


14             deficiencies, are you referring to English Language
  


15             Learners?  Is that what you're referring to?
  


16                  MS. PEARSON:  Well, when I was looking at state
  


17             report cards overall, test scores are higher at
  


18             Cooper; child growth is higher at Cooper; there's
  


19             lots of factors that are higher at Cooper.  So just
  


20             not with the language deficiency; it might be --
  


21             sorry -- ESL.  I'm not sure.
  


22                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  Okay.
  


23             Do we have a motion?  Ms. Saviers.
  


24                  MS. SAVIERS:  I move to sustain the denial.
  


25                  MS. REITH:  Second.
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Any discussion?
  


 2             It's been moved by Ms. Saviers and seconded by Ms.
  


 3             Reith -- okay -- to sustain the denial.  All in
  


 4             favor?
  


 5                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  The motion
  


 7             carries.
  


 8                  I think we're at a point that we might break for
  


 9             lunch, 12:40 -- 12:20 to 12:50 and come back.  I see
  


10             Little Rock has the next few.
  


11                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  They'll have the rest of
  


12             them.  And just before we break, back to the boundary
  


13             lines -- and like I say, I know that the family and
  


14             the district are both no longer here, but it is
  


15             Statute 6-13-1414 that can allow the district to
  


16             petition the board for a re-draw of the boundary
  


17             lines, and then dependent upon your decision of when
  


18             you would work with the county clerk and it sets the
  


19             procedures for that.  So I don't know if we want to
  


20             let the district know that or somehow pass that
  


21             along, but it is 6-13-1414.
  


22                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think we should pass that
  


23             information on to the district and to the family.
  


24                  MS. DAVIS:  Okay.
  


25                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Because that's not the
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 1             first case we've heard where, if what the gentleman
  


 2             said is correct, that they've given them bad
  


 3             information or wrong information by the assessor's
  


 4             office or whoever does that, so --
  


 5                  MS. DAVIS:  Okay.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  So we'll break for
  


 7             lunch and reconvene at 12:50.
  


 8                   (LUNCH BREAK:  12:21-1:00 P.M.)
  


 9                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  If I can have your
  


10             attention, we're about to reconvene our meeting.  And
  


11             the Commissioner has an announcement to make.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Thank you, Madam Chair,
  


13             Members.  As of 30 minutes ago, it became officially
  


14             announced that Arkansas has received a one-year
  


15             flexibility waiver from the U.S. Department of
  


16             Education.
  


17                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Congratulations to the
  


18             Department, to Commissioner Key, to Ms. Barnes and
  


19             that shop, and all of -- you know -- all those folks
  


20             down there by you; I can't see, calling names.
  


21                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Madam Chair, let me say that
  


22             --
  


23                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I heard "waiver" about one
  


24             million and two times from Ms. Barnes --
  


25                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yes.
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and "flexibility" about
  


 2             that many times too.  So, congratulations.  I know
  


 3             that was a tremendous accomplishment.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Barnes, Mr. Harvey, Dr.
  


 5             Jones, Ms. Pfeffer, you know, the folks in their
  


 6             units, they all were very involved in making this
  


 7             happen, all involved, and at times very sometimes
  


 8             shall we say frustrating efforts in trying to make
  


 9             sure we got everything just right, but very
  


10             professional in the way they went about it and their
  


11             interactions with the U.S. Department of Education
  


12             staff.  And I can't say enough about how -- you know
  


13             -- how effective they have been in this process and
  


14             looking out for the interest of Arkansas students at
  


15             the same time.  It's been a pleasure to work with
  


16             them through this process.  One of the first things I
  


17             had the opportunity to do when I took this job was to
  


18             read about 200-and-something pages in one of the
  


19             initial submissions.  Is that about right, Ms.
  


20             Barnes?
  


21                  MS. BARNES:  Actually, it was 300.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Oh, 300.  Okay.
  


23                  MS. ZOOK:  It sounds like our agendas.
  


24                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  So anyway, as Commissioner, I
  


25             want to just express my thanks for their work on this
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 1             effort.
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think it's a stellar
  


 3             staff that we have at the Department and I know that,
  


 4             you know, we fluctuated with being staffed more
  


 5             completely than we've been lately.  But I marvel at
  


 6             the level of dedication and commitment that the staff
  


 7             has and we certainly appreciate all that you do.  And
  


 8             I don't see Kevin and Gail back there, but I think
  


 9             from the back door all the way to the front should
  


10             get a raise.
  


11                              [APPLAUSE]
  


12                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  For what it's worth, that's
  


13             what Toyce thinks, but that doesn't go very far.
  


14   A-10:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY
  


15   SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - WOOLDRIDGE
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So we're now at action item
  


17             A-10, Consideration of Appeal from Denial of
  


18             Opportunity School Choice Application, Wooldridge.
  


19                  MS. DAVIS:  All right.  And real quickly, before
  


20             we get started with Ms. Wooldridge, just to kind of
  


21             let you know, since we're switching gears a little
  


22             bit from the public school choice to the opportunity
  


23             school choice, it is a little different.  An
  


24             opportunity school choice gives parents the ability
  


25             to apply for a transfer either to a different
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 1             district or a different school within their district
  


 2             that is not in distress.  And it's generally
  


 3             available to only those students who are either
  


 4             assigned or enrolled to a distressed district or
  


 5             school.  So all of these that we have for the rest of
  


 6             the agenda are going to be Little Rock School
  


 7             District, so -- and I believe Little Rock is here.
  


 8             So the first one is Ms. Wooldridge, and their family
  


 9             is zoned to attend McClellan High School and they
  


10             have requested a transfer to Parkview.  And all of
  


11             these that we will be hearing for the rest of the day
  


12             were all denied by Little Rock on the basis of
  


13             capacity at the requested school.
  


14                  So the hearing procedures will be the same.  The
  


15             district will have an opportunity to go first,
  


16             followed by the parent.  And, again, it will be 5
  


17             minutes, 5 minutes, and then 20 minutes, and 20
  


18             minutes, you know, and you'll have the ability to
  


19             extend that at your leisure.
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I saw Dr. Guess here
  


21             earlier.  Is he representing the Little Rock School
  


22             District?
  


23                  MS. ZOOK:  He's county.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Oh, he's county.  I'm
  


25             sorry.
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 1                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Then, is someone here from
  


 3             Little Rock School District?
  


 4                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes.  Yes, we do have someone.
  


 5                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  If you'll stand,
  


 6             along with Ms. Wooldridge -- anyone expecting to
  


 7             testify, if you'll raise your -- stand and raise your
  


 8             right hand.  Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the
  


 9             testimony you're about to give will be the truth, and
  


10             nothing but the truth?
  


11                (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  


12                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Then we will ask the
  


13             district representative to come forward.
  


14                  MS. CRAWFORD:  Hi.  My name is Andrea Crawford.
  


15             I work for Little Rock School District.  I'm one of
  


16             the individuals handling the distress applications.
  


17             I'm going to explain how we do this process.  The
  


18             state has identified one elementary (Baseline), two
  


19             middle schools (Henderson and Cloverdale), and three
  


20             high schools (J.A. Fair, McClellan, and Hall) as in
  


21             distress.  We have a lot of parents that come in and
  


22             apply only if they're assigned to a distressed school
  


23             to start school this year, 15-16 school year.  We
  


24             have the parents to log in; we have the date, time,
  


25             parent's information, email address.  They can apply
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 1             for one school.  Now some of the parents put two
  


 2             schools on that application; we only recognize one
  


 3             choice.  It's strictly first-come, first-serve basis.
  


 4             When we receive the applications we look to see
  


 5             availability.  We tell the parents it's first-come,
  


 6             first-serve basis, strictly based on seat
  


 7             availability.  Once we review the applications, we do
  


 8             send the parents a letter, in writing, stating the
  


 9             reason for denial for their request, because of lack
  


10             of seat availability.  So that is the process that we
  


11             use for the distress applications.  We start the
  


12             process May 1st and end it July 30th.  So, again,
  


13             it's strictly based on seat availability and first-
  


14             come, first-serve basis.  We tell the parents we'll
  


15             give them a response within 30 days.  We accepted 401
  


16             applications; that's from elementary through high
  


17             school.  They received a response within a two-week
  


18             time span.  So we've worked hard to get a response to
  


19             the parents because we know they want to know where
  


20             their students will be placed prior to check-in and
  


21             school starting on the 17th.  Any questions?
  


22                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.
  


23                  MS. CRAWFORD:  You're welcome.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Wooldridge.
  


25                  MS. WOOLDRIDGE:  Hi, my name is Pam Wooldridge.
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You have five minutes to
  


 2             make an opening statement, and then you'll have
  


 3             rebuttal.
  


 4                  MS. WOOLDRIDGE:  Okay.  I was there day-one to
  


 5             register my daughter; we were number 62 in line.
  


 6             She's coming from a distressed school that she's been
  


 7             at for three years, a junior high, and is assigned to
  


 8             a distressed high school.  And I'm trying to get my
  


 9             daughter out of that to give her at least a very good
  


10             education, because she was in a distressed already.
  


11             I know -- like I said, we were number 62.  We had
  


12             applied before for a school change, back in March,
  


13             and were denied.  And then we filled out this to have
  


14             her transferred from McClellan to Parkview.  And like
  


15             I said, we were there the first day, mid-day, and we
  


16             were denied by letter two weeks later.  That's all.
  


17             Thank you.
  


18                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Ms. Crawford, do you
  


19             have any other comments?
  


20                  MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes, ma'am.
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


22                  MS. CRAWFORD:  I just want to let you know Ms.
  


23             Wooldridge did come in on May 1st; she was number 62,
  


24             she was the 62nd person that applied; she applied for
  


25             Parkview for 9th grade.  So, and I'll come back up
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 1             with the others as they -- you know -- as you call
  


 2             them up --
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


 4                  MS. CRAWFORD:  -- to give you that number.
  


 5                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think Ms. Saviers has a
  


 6             question on that.
  


 7                  MS. SAVIERS:  I have a question.  So she was
  


 8             denied on the basis of no capacity.  Is that correct?
  


 9                  MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes, ma'am.  Lack of seat
  


10             availability.  Yes, ma'am.
  


11                  MS. SAVIERS:  And what is capacity currently at
  


12             Parkview?
  


13                  MS. CRAWFORD:  I'm going to ask Dr. Fields; he's
  


14             the director, so --
  


15                  MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.
  


16                  MS. CRAWFORD:  I want to add one more thing.
  


17             When these parents are denied, as they apply for
  


18             Parkview -- because Parkview is strictly a magnet
  


19             program; the only way you can enter that program is
  


20             if you apply.  I do ask the parents to go ahead and
  


21             fill out an opportunity enrollment form because as
  


22             school starts, sometimes, those students don't show
  


23             up.  I only assign at Parkview at the beginning of
  


24             semester and the second semester because it's
  


25             secondary and those students won't lose credit.  So I
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 1             do inform them that there is also another opportunity
  


 2             later on maybe to be placed in Parkview.
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Sir, would you raise your
  


 4             right hand to be sworn?
  


 5                  DR. FIELDS:  Yes.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Do you solemnly swear or
  


 7             affirm that the testimony you're about to give is the
  


 8             truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
  


 9                  DR. FIELDS:  Yes, I do.
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  State your name.
  


11                  DR. FIELDS:  I'm Dr. Frederick Fields, Senior
  


12             Director of Student Services, Little Rock School
  


13             District.
  


14                  MS. SAVIERS:  Dr. Fields, I think the question
  


15             was the current capacity at Parkview.
  


16                  DR. FIELDS:  Parkview's current capacity, as we
  


17             have it listed, is 1,150, if I'm not mistaken.  I
  


18             have to -- that is a guesstimate.  We have -- Ms.
  


19             Crawford has the numbers based on how many is in each
  


20             department.  So when we looked at the distress
  


21             status, we looked at the number of students that had
  


22             been assigned.  And when we look at the number of
  


23             students that have been assigned, we then see how
  


24             many is left, how many seats are left.  We looked --
  


25             and then we try to get to that 90% capacity, and then
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 1             we determine how many distress seats we can offer at
  


 2             that time.  And then if at that time we know that,
  


 3             okay, if we are at 950 seats and then we said we want
  


 4             to do a 90% or what-have-you, we know that we may be
  


 5             able to only offer -- when we did the math we could
  


 6             only offer like maybe 10 seats or 15 seats.  We have
  


 7             that number set aside and that's why we want to make
  


 8             sure that the integrity of our assignment process is
  


 9             100% accurate.  That's why we have the sign-in; we
  


10             want them to be time/date-stamped so that we don't
  


11             have any preferences.  We have a lot of people that
  


12             work and we want to make sure that when we look at
  


13             this list the first 10 or 15 or 20 -- if it's 20
  


14             seats that we're allotted for distress status, those
  


15             students will be the ones that are assigned.  It's
  


16             not based on favoritism; it's not based -- we don't
  


17             make race-based assignments.  It's based on strictly
  


18             who came first and who requested the seats and the
  


19             seats that are available.
  


20                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  So the enrollment for -- in
  


21             May, when you rejected this, was in excess of 90%.  I
  


22             don't know for sure the 90% applies on academic
  


23             distress; I don't think it does.  And what is the
  


24             enrollment now that it's August?
  


25                  DR. FIELDS:  Well, the enrollment at this
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 1             particular point is basically fluid.  We have
  


 2             students that we've offered seats to, and that's in
  


 3             Ms. Crawford's area; she takes care of Parkview.  And
  


 4             what we do is we offer seats and then parents have to
  


 5             accept those seats.  Once they accept those seats,
  


 6             then we know exactly where we are.  However, with the
  


 7             distress status we have a -- the seats that we
  


 8             identify for distress status, if that number -- and
  


 9             I'm just hypothetic -- if that number is 20, those 20
  


10             seats are distress seats and they remain distress
  


11             seats.  If 10 of those parents fail to show up, that
  


12             were the first 20 on the list, we then go to the next
  


13             10 that was on the list and we afford them an
  


14             opportunity.  And it keeps going on and on and on, so
  


15             they will be afforded an opportunity to continue to
  


16             get a seat for distress status.
  


17                  MS. ZOOK:  But on this list you've got all of
  


18             the kids that have -- or parents who have applied,
  


19             and you've mixed up Parkview and Henderson and
  


20             Central.  So they were number 62 on the full list,
  


21             but not number 62 on the Parkview list.
  


22                  MS. CRAWFORD:  That was the 62nd parent that
  


23             applied for a high school seat.
  


24                  MS. ZOOK:  Right.  But not Parkview High School
  


25             seat?
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 1                  MS. CRAWFORD:  She indicated she wanted
  


 2             Parkview.
  


 3                  MS. ZOOK:  I know that.  But number 61 wants to
  


 4             go to Bryant and number 63 wants to go to Pulaski
  


 5             Heights.  So I want to know what number she was on
  


 6             the people who wanted to go to Parkview, not the 400-
  


 7             and-something that wanted to go to any district and
  


 8             that were all mixed up.
  


 9                  MS. CRAWFORD:  I want to bring some clarity to
  


10             those seats also.  When we make our initial
  


11             assignment for the 15-16 school year, those letters
  


12             goes out in March, the first weekend in March.  The
  


13             Parkview, if those seats are open we fill those seats
  


14             up.  So those students -- those parents get their
  


15             initial assignment for 15-16 school year in March for
  


16             the next school year.
  


17                  MS. ZOOK:  So where was Ms. Wooldridge in
  


18             sequence of people who wanted to go to Parkview?
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Fields, we have a
  


20             question for you while she looks for that.
  


21                  DR. FIELD:  Yes.
  


22                  MS. SAVIERS:  How many seats were available at
  


23             Central?  And for those of you who aren't from Little
  


24             Rock, there are five high schools in Little Rock
  


25             School District, three of which are in academic
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 1             distress, two of which are not.  We're talking about
  


 2             Parkview and Central now as the schools who aren't,
  


 3             so --
  


 4                  DR. FIELDS:  I'll have to go back and look that
  


 5             up to tell you exactly how many were available at
  


 6             each site.  I can't get that because --
  


 7                  MS. SAVIERS:  I know they're always over-
  


 8             subscribed.
  


 9                  DR. FIELDS:  Right.
  


10                  MS. SAVIERS:  I guess my point, and along with
  


11             my question, is: is it -- are we really serving these
  


12             parents in these schools in academic distress if
  


13             there actually aren't seats, enough seats but just
  


14             for a fraction of those students?
  


15                  DR. FIELDS:  There are only a few seats, and
  


16             that's true.  For instance, what we did -- again,
  


17             what we did is at the time that we began the distress
  


18             process we pulled Central up and we looked at 9th
  


19             grade; we know what the capacity is, and then we
  


20             looked at the capacity.  Okay, we have a 10% rule;
  


21             we've got to stay away from the 10% rule because of
  


22             the school zone.
  


23                  MS. SAVIERS:  Now, wait a minute.
  


24                  MS. ZOOK:  No.
  


25                  MS. SAVIERS:  Do we have the 20% -- I mean, the
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 1             90% --
  


 2                  MS. ZOOK:  No, it's 95.
  


 3                  MS. DAVIS:  No.  According to the rules it's 95%
  


 4             capacity at the grade level and that's anything over
  


 5             that --
  


 6                  MS. SAVIERS:  Yeah.  So it's not 90%; it's 95.
  


 7                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.
  


 8                  DR. FIELDS:  Right.  It's 95.  It's 95 but we --
  


 9             in the district we have to stay 10% of the capacity
  


10             in order to accommodate people that move into the
  


11             zone.  So what we did is we looked at the numbers and
  


12             we said, "Okay, on the 9th grade we'd be able to
  


13             offer this many seats; 10th grade, we can offer this
  


14             many seats," based on who had already registered.
  


15             And then when we've determined that, then that was
  


16             the number that we afforded Ms. Crawford so that when
  


17             they began to apply for distress seats she knew
  


18             exactly how many distress seats she had.
  


19                  MS. ZOOK:  So what number was Ms. Wooldridge at
  


20             Parkview, at the grade level?  While she's looking
  


21             for that, is there some reason why at Parkview you
  


22             wouldn't go over capacity?  Because I know at Central
  


23             you're somewhere between 134 and 150 percent capacity
  


24             there.  So at Parkview, is there some reason that you
  


25             are unwilling to go over capacity at Parkview?
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 1                  MS. CRAWFORD:  We have to consider retention
  


 2             also.  We also have to consider retention.  We don't
  


 3             know how many students are going to be held back in
  


 4             those grade levels.  That also knocks us over the
  


 5             numbers for those grade levels.  So --
  


 6                  MS. ZOOK:  But what about portables, like you
  


 7             have at Central?
  


 8                  MS. CRAWFORD:  I can't answer that question.
  


 9                  DR. FIELDS:  The district is trying to move away
  


10             from portables and we have an agreement with the city
  


11             that we will not add any more portables to our sites
  


12             at this point.  So as it relates to our capacities,
  


13             the capacities that we have in the system are set by
  


14             Plan Services, and then that's what we operate under,
  


15             under those capacities.  And then when we have a --
  


16             for instance, Central -- if you say Central is 2500
  


17             capacity, then you may have 2550 on the list.  We
  


18             know that some of those are not going to show back up
  


19             and so we have -- and then we have a no-show ratio in
  


20             there.  So it balances out to where we still don't
  


21             have to hire additional staff.  Now we -- as it
  


22             relates to parents, if they have extenuating
  


23             circumstances -- and I think I just shared that with
  


24             the parent back here -- you know -- we do it through
  


25             appeals.  We have appeals.  And we do appeals.  Once
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 1             seats open up in an area, other than capacity, other
  


 2             than distress, if a seat opens up and you have an
  


 3             appeal, you filled an appeal out, for at least
  


 4             Central -- now we don't do that for Parkview;
  


 5             Parkview is one of our magnet schools, we don't do
  


 6             that for that one.  But if the appeal is there, the
  


 7             appeals committee meets, they discuss it, and then if
  


 8             it is granted then -- if there's a seat available, we
  


 9             will offer it, because our ultimate goal is to try to
  


10             meet the needs of our patrons.  We want the parents
  


11             to have seats where they desire, although we know
  


12             that we can't put every student in Parkview and
  


13             Central.  But we do try to work with them to the best
  


14             of our ability and keep it fair and consistent across
  


15             the board.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth.
  


17                  MS. CRAWFORD:  She's number 12.  There was 11
  


18             parents that applied strictly for Parkview, for 9th
  


19             grade seats, in front of Ms. Wooldridge's student,
  


20             and those seats were filled with those letters that
  


21             went out the first weekend in March.  Because we have
  


22             to do what we call a scramble, like a lottery, for
  


23             those seats because the number of parents that apply
  


24             over-exceeds the number of seats that we have at
  


25             Parkview.  And that's every area.  We have seven
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 1             different areas; they're arts and science.
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth has a question.
  


 3                  DR. BARTH:  My question is for Ms. Davis in
  


 4             terms of -- you've heard the description of the way
  


 5             the threshold is calculated at LRSD.  Does that sound
  


 6             like it is in sync with the rule that has been
  


 7             established?
  


 8                  MS. DAVIS:  Well, without really having an
  


 9             opportunity to really look at it a little bit more
  


10             I'm not certain that I can necessarily say.  You
  


11             know, my understanding is while they may earmark
  


12             seats specifically for distress status, you know,
  


13             there I guess theoretically may be a lot more seats
  


14             available that aren't earmarked for distress status.
  


15             While there are always some that are for the schools
  


16             that are in distress, if it's not, I mean, there
  


17             technically could be more seats available.  But
  


18             without really looking at their enrollment and, you
  


19             know, how they work that, you know, a little bit
  


20             more, I couldn't say for certain.  But, I mean, if
  


21             it's under the 95% then, regardless of what they hold
  


22             the seats for, I mean, the rules say clearly that it
  


23             is -- a district can claim a lack of capacity if as
  


24             of the date of the application for the opportunity
  


25             school choice is made 95% or more of the seats at the
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 1             grade level at their nonresident school are filled.
  


 2             It doesn't say 95% or only those seats that are
  


 3             earmarked for distress status.  So without really
  


 4             fully, you know, speaking with them to really
  


 5             understand their process, I mean, the rules just
  


 6             state 95% flat, so --
  


 7                  DR. BARTH:  Thanks.
  


 8                  MS. ZOOK:  Have you worked with these parents to
  


 9             find a seat in North Little Rock or Bryant or Benton
  


10             or Cabot or some other place?
  


11                  DR. FIELDS:  No, we have not worked with those
  


12             parents on that.  When they come in we talk -- we
  


13             share with them what their options are.  And, of
  


14             course, with the distress status all of the
  


15             requirements as it relates to the state and in terms
  


16             of communicating with them and letting them know what
  


17             their options are have been fulfilled.  Now in our
  


18             office we don't encourage but we have told parents,
  


19             you know, "You might want to" -- especially even this
  


20             week parents say, "So I just have to take a distress
  


21             school?"  And I say, "No, ma'am, you don't have to
  


22             take a distress school; legal transfer, there are
  


23             other choice options that you have, Benton, Bryant,
  


24             North Little Rock," and we do make that comment to
  


25             them.  Again, we don't practice trying to send
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 1             students out, but we do give them that information so
  


 2             that they will know that they can do that.
  


 3                  MS. ZOOK:  And they do know that there will be a
  


 4             portion of their transportation paid for if they make
  


 5             that choice?
  


 6                  DR. FIELDS:  Right.  Four hundred dollars.
  


 7                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth.
  


 8                  DR. BARTH:  So, Dr. Fields, what are the
  


 9             implications for a school if it exceeds capacity?
  


10             What impact does that have on the school if it
  


11             exceeds capacity?
  


12                  DR. FIELDS:  If a school exceeds capacity, what
  


13             -- the first implication is financial in terms of
  


14             having to hire more staff.  And then the other piece
  


15             is will that school have the ability to accommodate
  


16             those students, the classrooms, so then that's a huge
  


17             one.  And so when the capacity is set by Plan
  


18             Services, we do the best that we can to adhere to
  


19             those capacities, even with some of the limited
  


20             information that we have.  As Ms. Crawford stated, at
  


21             the time that we do our distress schools, legal
  


22             transfers, those particular areas, we are in the
  


23             midst of starting summer school.  We have retentions.
  


24             We have no way of knowing how many students are going
  


25             to be retained.  So with that, I say, "Okay, let's
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 1             make sure that we have some allowances for those
  


 2             seats so that we don't go over capacity and then have
  


 3             schools with an abundant number of children that they
  


 4             cannot either schedule or the school cannot
  


 5             accommodate.  So there are a lot of components that
  


 6             have to be considered as we register students.
  


 7                  MS. ZOOK:  So now that summer school is over and
  


 8             you are within 10 days of school starting, what is
  


 9             the -- how many openings do you have at Parkview if
  


10             you don't decide we're only going to have X-number of
  


11             seats for academic distress, but you have X-number of
  


12             seats period?
  


13                  DR. FIELDS:  Okay.  That's a really good
  


14             question that we still will not have the answer to
  


15             because all parents don't do the right thing as it
  


16             relates to checking in and accepting seats the way
  


17             that they should.  They wait until the first day of
  


18             school and then they bombard the office and they show
  


19             up, and then they come and then we have a 10-day drop
  


20             period.  And that's what we tell the parents; we tell
  


21             all the parents, even with distress, we will look at
  


22             it again after check-in.  And then the principals are
  


23             required to call each parent on the 5th and say, "Ms.
  


24             Smith, you are assigned to Parkview; are you going to
  


25             come this year, or have you taken a seat somewhere
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 1             else?  Are you going to take the child somewhere
  


 2             else?"  If Ms. Smith tells the parent, "Without a
  


 3             doubt, yes, I have taken a seat somewhere else," then
  


 4             they will notify the student registration office.  At
  


 5             that time we then purge that student's information
  


 6             from the database to open that seat up for someone
  


 7             else.  Now, in a lot of cases parents' phone numbers
  


 8             are not accurate.  They call -- the administrations
  


 9             call and it's a disconnected number; we have no way
  


10             of contacting them.  So we're back at the reason that
  


11             we can't answer that question, because what happens
  


12             is we've called every number that's on the pupil
  


13             information form, nothing.  And then, on the first
  


14             day of school they show up or they don't show up, and
  


15             then we do a day-one count.  And then when we look at
  


16             that count we look and see how many people we have
  


17             that didn't show up.  Then they get 10 days,
  


18             according to our policy, to show up.  Then we do the
  


19             10-day drop.  At the 10-day drop we then look at
  


20             everything again and we say, "Now, how many distress
  


21             seats can we offer based on what we have offered,
  


22             based on our numbers?  How many seats can we offer?"
  


23             Because we don't ever want to leave those parents who
  


24             desire to transfer somewhere else out of the loop.
  


25             Just because we've closed a window now and we've
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 1             already assigned all the distress seats doesn't mean
  


 2             you won't get a chance later.  We really want to come
  


 3             back and revisit that.  And that's why I said if we
  


 4             had designated 20 seats and only 10 of those kids
  


 5             showed up, then we're going to go back to that
  


 6             distress list and we're going to look and say, "Okay,
  


 7             who are the next 10 people that applied for Parkview
  


 8             on this list?"  We're going to call them and we're
  


 9             going to offer them those distressed seats.  And I
  


10             think that's the only fair way to do it because when
  


11             they apply for a distress seat their desire doesn't
  


12             go away typically; it's there.  So just because we've
  


13             assigned the seats to someone and they don't show up,
  


14             I still want those parents to have an opportunity.
  


15             So we still have those seats available if someone
  


16             doesn't show up.  So that's all the way across, so
  


17             they still have a chance.
  


18                  MS. ZOOK:  Well, I would encourage you, based on
  


19             what Ms. Davis said, to visit with Mr. Kurrus and Mr.
  


20             Key, your superintendent, and your board and revisit
  


21             this concept of distress seats.  I think that is not
  


22             something that you can defend.  I think you're going
  


23             to have to look at that each day, capacity, and not
  


24             are they distress seats or not distress seats.  I
  


25             don't think that's a defendable policy.  I know you
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 1             didn't make the policy.  I'm not fussing at you.  But
  


 2             that's why I suggested that you talk with your board
  


 3             and your superintendent, with advice of Little Rock's
  


 4             counsel and the ADE counsel.  I don't see anywhere in
  


 5             here that that is something that a district can
  


 6             decide based -- because of the academic distress.
  


 7                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions or
  


 8             comments?
  


 9                  MS. SAVIERS:  Just one more question.  And you
  


10             may not have the answer to that today, but I would
  


11             love to know at some point if any student applying
  


12             for Central was able to be placed at Central --
  


13                  DR. FIELDS:  Oh, yes.
  


14                  MS. SAVIERS:  -- from a distress school?
  


15                  DR. FIELDS:  Yes.  Yes.  There were some at
  


16             every grade level.  The exact number is what we --
  


17             that's the information that I would have to get.
  


18                  MS. SAVIERS:  Yeah.
  


19                  DR. FIELDS:  I can't remember it off the top of
  


20             my head.  Because, again, we looked at 9th grade and
  


21             it showed -- if capacity is 250, if it showed that we
  


22             had 245 registered we have to offer some distress
  


23             seats.  We have 245 registered and we only have a
  


24             capacity of 250.  Well, guys, we have to offer at
  


25             least -- to be fair, at least two to three of those
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 1             five remaining seats to distress.  We have to.
  


 2             That's the only ethical thing to do, because they
  


 3             have to have an opportunity.  And then we went to
  


 4             every grade level and did the exact same thing.  We
  


 5             looked at how many children had registered at the
  


 6             time; how many people had gotten assignment letters;
  


 7             and then we looked and we said, "Okay, this is how
  


 8             many we have but we only have six seats."  You have
  


 9             to go back and say, "Okay, well, we've got to give
  


10             half of them, at least, to distress," because we want
  


11             them to have an opportunity.  It's not a lot, because
  


12             at the time -- now if we back that up, then we can
  


13             possibly get a definitive -- more definitive number,
  


14             a larger number.  But because we do it after the
  


15             assignment letters go out, when the assignment
  


16             letters go out, based on where the children live,
  


17             there are no more seats.  We have more students who
  


18             actually live in Central's attendance zone than we do
  


19             seats.  And that has always historically been a
  


20             problem.  And we have way more people who would like
  


21             to go to Parkview who apply and do what they need to
  


22             do and they are assigned seats than we have seats
  


23             available.  So that's why -- and I know what you were
  


24             saying in terms of "go back and find a way to do it;"
  


25             but that was the only way we could do it, based on
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 1             the fact that this is what we have.  The assignment
  


 2             letters have gone out.  There are only five seats
  


 3             here.  I'm not going to say because there are five
  


 4             seats I'm not offering any distress seats.  That is
  


 5             not fair.  The law says we must offer seats; we offer
  


 6             seats, and we try to do it as fair and consistently
  


 7             across the board as possible, and that's where the
  


 8             sign-in came in.  Because I don't want anybody
  


 9             getting preferential treatment; I don't want any --
  


10             if there are allegations of people, I would want to
  


11             make sure I can verify that is not done and it's
  


12             documented.
  


13                  MS. SAVIERS:  Thank you.
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  Okay.
  


15             We're on action item A-10.  What's the pleasure?  Do
  


16             we have a motion?
  


17                  DR. BARTH:  I move to sustain the denial at this
  


18             time, based on space.
  


19                  MR. WILLIAMSON:  Second.
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Motion by Dr. Barth to
  


21             sustain the denial and the second is by Mr.
  


22             Williamson.
  


23                  MS. ZOOK:  Were we going to listen to the
  


24             parent?
  


25                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Oh, I'm sorry.
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 1                  MS. ZOOK:  I mean, isn't that part of the
  


 2             process?
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  It is a part of the
  


 4             process, rebuttal.
  


 5                  MS. REITH:  She spoke for the rebuttal.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  She spoke for the rebuttal.
  


 7                  MS. WOOLDRIDGE:  We applied before assignments
  


 8             to go to Parkview.  We did that first process, and
  


 9             then we were told that the distress, the opportunity,
  


10             we had to come fill it out because it took precedent
  


11             of what we'd already filled out.  So we're trying to
  


12             do everything we can like we're supposed to.
  


13                  MS. ZOOK:  Right.
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And I apologize for getting
  


15             ahead of myself.  But I think, again, we all
  


16             understand the principles of the matter and what's --
  


17             you know -- what the procedures have been.  I don't
  


18             suggest in any way that you haven't followed the
  


19             letter of the law in this process.  So I have a
  


20             motion by Dr. Barth and a second by Mr. Williamson.
  


21             Any further questions?  All in favor?
  


22                      (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
  


23                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  Then the
  


24             motion --
  


25                  MS. ZOOK:  No.
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 1                  MS. SAVIERS:  No.
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  "No" by Ms. Zook --
  


 3                  MS. SAVIERS:  And Ms. Saviers.
  


 4                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and Ms. Saviers.  Okay.
  


 5             Two no's.
  


 6                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  And also I'd like to say the
  


 7             thing that's confusing to me about the lack of seats
  


 8             is every time a charter school wants to come into the
  


 9             Little Rock district the attorneys -- this is in the
  


10             past, Mr. Key; no reflection --
  


11                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.
  


12                  MS. ZOOK:  -- the attorneys would come in and
  


13             say, "We don't want charter schools in our district;
  


14             we need the kids in our school."  But they obviously
  


15             don't have any room in their schools.  So that
  


16             confuses me why they would fight something when they
  


17             don't have room for the kids to begin with.  And
  


18             that's irrelevant to this particular point, but I
  


19             think it's a point that we need to think about in the
  


20             future.
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think it is relevant, you
  


22             know, definitely something that we need to look at
  


23             and ask those questions, you know.
  


24                  MS. SAVIERS:  And to explain myself too, my
  


25             heart is with this mother because her daughter has
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 1             been in a distress school for middle school and maybe
  


 2             even for elementary; I don't know.  And to think that
  


 3             she would go all the way through Little Rock School
  


 4             District not having that opportunity is heartbreaking
  


 5             as a parent.
  


 6                  DR. BARTH:  I'd just like to say that, of
  


 7             course, I'm deeply sympathetic and applaud all
  


 8             parents, especially to take the initial step and then
  


 9             to take this step.  We know how onerous this is for
  


10             parents.  But I think we have to recognize just how
  


11             disruptive having too many kids in a school can be.
  


12             And it happened at Pulaski Heights last year where
  


13             there was an influx of kids at the last minute and it
  


14             created a lot of chaos in that school at the start.
  


15             And I think especially because of the state takeover
  


16             we have extraordinary responsibility to not make
  


17             things even more complicated for the district,
  


18             especially in those schools that are performing well,
  


19             with the hopes that this begins to make -- we don't
  


20             want these academically distressed schools to be
  


21             academically distressed.  And that's what, you know,
  


22             we have to change.
  


23                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And I think we are
  


24             committed to make that change, Dr. Barth, and to the
  


25             rest of the members of the Board.  I think that we
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 1             all are aware of the frustrations around the system
  


 2             and how it perpetuates itself sometimes.  And I think
  


 3             that I'm confident that Commissioner Key and his
  


 4             staff is looking at this; I'm confident that Mr.
  


 5             Kurrus and his staff and the leaders have their ears
  


 6             open to these type of things.  That's the impression
  


 7             I get.  So I don't think it's falling on deaf ears at
  


 8             all.  So I'm hopeful that it echoes from these
  


 9             conversations and will find their way to different
  


10             chambers and different offices and truly be something
  


11             that's heard.  So that's my desire and my
  


12             expectation, if anybody cares about that.  So the
  


13             decision then has been to uphold the decision of the
  


14             Little Rock School District as it relates to this
  


15             matter.
  


16   A-11:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY
  


17   SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - COOPER
  


18                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We'll move on to A-11,
  


19             Consideration of Appeal from Denial of Opportunity
  


20             School Choice Application for the Cooper family.
  


21                  MS. DAVIS:  And the Cooper family called
  


22             yesterday and they are withdrawing their request for
  


23             appeal.
  


24   A-12:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL OF DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL
  


25   CHOICE APPLICATION - SAWA
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moving on to A-12, same
  


 2             description for the Sawa, S-a-w-a, family.
  


 3                  MS. DAVIS:  Yes.  Is there anybody here from
  


 4             that family?
  


 5                      (BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE)
  


 6                  MS. DAVIS:  I didn't think that there was.  So
  


 7             that family is zoned to attend Henderson Middle
  


 8             School and they had requested I think a transfer to
  


 9             Forest Heights, and then the alternative Pulaski
  


10             Heights, Horace Mann, or Dunbar.  And like I say, the
  


11             family is not here but Little Rock has an opportunity
  


12             to respond.
  


13                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So is it Ms. Crawford?
  


14                  MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes, ma'am.
  


15                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


16                  MS. CRAWFORD:  They only requested Pulaski
  


17             Heights for a 6th grade seat; that was the only
  


18             school they requested.  And it was denied based on
  


19             lack of space.
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook, do you contrary
  


21             -- information to the contrary?
  


22                  MS. ZOOK:  Well, based on what was submitted
  


23             with our agenda, it showed that they would go to any
  


24             of the non-distress schools: Forest Heights, Pulaski
  


25             Heights, Dunbar, and Horace Mann.
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 1                  MS. CRAWFORD:  I have a copy of the law, as well
  


 2             as the application here in front of me if you would
  


 3             like to see it.
  


 4                  MS. ZOOK:  Well, no.  I was just going by what
  


 5             was included in our packet.
  


 6                  MS. CRAWFORD:  No, ma'am.  That's not correct.
  


 7                  MS. DAVIS:  And that was in the parent's request
  


 8             for an appeal, is when they said that they had
  


 9             applied and were denied, and that's when they said
  


10             "even if we can't get into that school," they would
  


11             get in -- they would accept any non-distress school,
  


12             and then they listed them in order of preference.
  


13             And it was Forest Heights, Pulaski Heights, Horace
  


14             Mann, and then Dunbar.
  


15                  MS. ZOOK:  So are there any seats in any of
  


16             those schools?
  


17                  MS. CRAWFORD:  Those have all been filled.  I've
  


18             only checked with the one they actually submitted the
  


19             paperwork.  I checked with Pulaski Heights because
  


20             that's what they indicated on their application and
  


21             log.  Those other schools are at capacity.
  


22                  MS. ZOOK:  And what number were they in line for
  


23             Pulaski Heights?
  


24                  DR. BARTH:  Ms. Newton --
  


25                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth.
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 1                  DR. BARTH:  -- I do have a question I guess for
  


 2             Ms. Davis.  In looking -- I am a little concerned; in
  


 3             Little Rock -- it's an irrelevant point at this point
  


 4             because there are no seats in any of these non-
  


 5             distress schools.  I am a little concerned about
  


 6             their requirement that you pick a school, in looking
  


 7             at the -- because it looks like, you know, the law
  


 8             does allow an individual to go to any school that is
  


 9             not in distress.  So I'm a little concerned.  It's
  


10             somewhat irrelevant here, but moving forward
  


11             something feels out of sorts with that part of the
  


12             policy.  I don't have any doubts about the
  


13             percentages, but I do have concerns about that piece.
  


14                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  I mean, like I say, the
  


15             rules and the law doesn't state that you can only
  


16             choose one school.  Otherwise, parents would apply,
  


17             have to wait however long for their denial letter,
  


18             and then go back and reapply and then go back and
  


19             reapply.  And at that point theoretically where they
  


20             would have been offered a seat in one of the other
  


21             schools, you know, by the time they've reapplied to
  


22             get to that school they're way down the list.  So,
  


23             you know, the application itself has one box, but,
  


24             you know, we have seen some of the applications from
  


25             parents who have said, underneath it, you know,
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 1             Parkview or Central or Henderson or this or -- you
  


 2             know -- that they will make that -- so while the
  


 3             application itself just has, you know, where you're
  


 4             at and where you'd like to go, the law doesn't
  


 5             necessarily say that you only get one shot at it.
  


 6                  DR. BARTH:  Yeah.  So I would urge the district
  


 7             to look at that piece of the policy.
  


 8                  MS. CRAWFORD:  Number 17.  There were 16 parents
  


 9             that applied for a 6th grade seat at Pulaski Heights
  


10             in front of that student.
  


11                  MS. ZOOK:  And where would they have been had
  


12             you looked at Forest Heights, Dunbar and Horace Mann?
  


13                  MS. CRAWFORD:  I can't give you that answer.
  


14                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  And if all the kids in 5th
  


15             grade that would love to stay, because Little Rock
  


16             schools are going to be so good, had come and stayed
  


17             in the Little Rock school system, what would you have
  


18             done with them?
  


19                  MS. CRAWFORD:  State that question again.
  


20                  DR. FIELDS:  What was that question?
  


21                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  One of the things I've heard
  


22             most frequently is that Little Rock School District
  


23             loses a lot of kids going into 6th grade because
  


24             Little Rock School District, rightly or wrongly, has
  


25             had a reputation for not having quality -- the same
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 1             quality at 6th grade that they do 5th.  Okay.  So if
  


 2             the parents had said, "Okay, it's a new day, new
  


 3             superintendent, new attitude, new people working
  


 4             together, everything" -- what if those 5th grade kids
  


 5             had stayed and said, "Okay, we're buying into this on
  


 6             the front-end; here we are?"  What would you do with
  


 7             them?
  


 8                  DR. FIELDS:  Ms. Zook, you ask very good
  


 9             questions.  Now, your question is the same comment --
  


10             conversation that I had with Mr. Kurrus as it relates
  


11             to being in the assignment office and being hands-on
  


12             with the assignment process.  We are having people
  


13             return to the Little Rock School District in droves
  


14             now under our present leadership.  We really are.
  


15             And I'm saying to him, "I have a problem now."  The
  


16             problem is I have people coming back; I don't have
  


17             seats for them in the schools that they desire."
  


18                  MS. ZOOK:  Right.
  


19                  DR. FIELDS:  We only have so many seats at Mann;
  


20             we only have so many seats at Pulaski Heights; we
  


21             only have an identified number of seats at Forest
  


22             Heights, and Forest Heights has pulled a number of
  


23             people back.  So when you look at the distress seats
  


24             -- the distress schools that's out there -- and, of
  


25             course, Mabelvale is way out southwest -- yes, some
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 1             of them will take Mabelvale, but the others -- as I
  


 2             said, we have a problem because while we may be
  


 3             pulling one group in we're losing some of the others
  


 4             to some of the charters or some of the other schools.
  


 5             Because if they can't get a distress seat, some of
  


 6             these parents, then they're exercising other choice
  


 7             options.  We have people to try to go to Bryant,
  


 8             North Little Rock.  And, of course, they have been
  


 9             leaving for charter schools.  While I think that our
  


10             numbers may possibly show an increase, we could show
  


11             more of an increase if we had, as you said, the type
  


12             of schools that would attract more people.
  


13                  MS. ZOOK:  Yeah.  And what about Dunbar?
  


14                  DR. FIELDS:  Oh, Dunbar.  Yeah, I left Dunbar
  


15             out.
  


16                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.
  


17                  DR. FIELDS:  Dunbar is fine.  Dunbar is --
  


18             Dunbar was one of the schools that was sort of like
  


19             Pulaski Heights last year; we had that influx.  Well,
  


20             we have made sure that we don't have that influx now.
  


21             We put parent-link calls out from March all the way
  


22             until check-in -- every couple of weeks, parents
  


23             change their addresses -- so we know whether you have
  


24             moved, so that we can have the appropriate
  


25             assignments done.  We have gotten master schedules
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 1             done and then we are updating records on a consistent
  


 2             basis.  And then what we did, as I shared earlier, is
  


 3             those seats -- we knew that there were going to be
  


 4             some retentions; we didn't know how many.  So I had
  


 5             been -- I had -- okay, I have to say let's leave 10
  


 6             seats at every grade level for retentions; assign all
  


 7             the way -- if the capacity is 150 -- 250, assign 240.
  


 8             Leave those 10 seats for uh-oh's, retentions, or
  


 9             unforeseen situations.  And then once we get the
  


10             retentions in and people that moved into those zones
  


11             and we have all the zone kids situated, then let's
  


12             look at where we are now.  And that's what this week
  


13             is all about, keying everything in, because yesterday
  


14             we had at least 400 parents to come in at the drop of
  


15             a dime to change their address.  So we worked eight
  


16             hours collecting information and then we worked six
  


17             to seven hours after we've locked the doors, keying
  


18             information in so that we can update the system to
  


19             see what our true numbers are so that those schools
  


20             can go ahead and tweak those master schedules so that
  


21             we don't have those s4ituations that we had at
  


22             Pulaski Heights last year and at Dunbar.  Because we
  


23             don't want -- and we're encouraging those parents --
  


24             and you'll hear -- if you have children in school,
  


25             you'll hear those parent-link calls going out this
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 1             week, "If you haven't checked in, please check in; if
  


 2             you haven't changed your address, please do so," to
  


 3             avoid these situations.  So we're definitely
  


 4             proactive.  We learned from errors.  We're not
  


 5             operating like Albert Einstein; we're not going to do
  


 6             the same thing the same way and expect a different
  


 7             result.  We're changing; we're making modifications
  


 8             so that it can be better.  But as we do it, we want
  


 9             to make sure that it is user-friendly with the
  


10             parents, that they know that we're on their side.
  


11             When I hear these parents -- as I shared with that
  


12             one back there, I said, "Ma'am, I have the biggest
  


13             heart out."  I said, "I don't know whether it's as
  


14             big as Mr. Kurrus', but he's a man of policy; I can't
  


15             break the rules.  But you've really gotten me back
  


16             there, telling me your story about your child and why
  


17             you wanted your child to go to Parkview."  That's who
  


18             I am.  Before I'm ever Dr. Fields, I'm Freddie, the
  


19             parent of five children, so I understand wanting the
  


20             best of the best for your children.
  


21                  MS. ZOOK:  And I do understand and appreciate
  


22             the position as an administrator.  And, formerly, I
  


23             had to do the very things you're doing and I do
  


24             appreciate how difficult it is.  I had to do it
  


25             before computers and that may help a little.  But,
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 1             you know, what I would like for you to do is go back
  


 2             and look and see if you used the 95% number instead
  


 3             of the 90% number, if that might open up any seats
  


 4             for any of these students, and write these parents'
  


 5             names down and, you know, contact them.  And, as Ms.
  


 6             Davis has indicated, look at all the choices they
  


 7             wrote down, not just a choice, you know.
  


 8                  DR. FIELDS:  Right.
  


 9                  MS. ZOOK:  I can understand everything that --
  


10             we're coming at you hard and you're going to go,
  


11             "Really?  School starts in 12 days.  What are you
  


12             talking about?"
  


13                  DR. FIELDS:  No, I understand what you're
  


14             saying.
  


15                  MS. ZOOK:  Yeah.  And --
  


16                  DR. FIELDS:  And I want to say this -- excuse
  


17             me; I'm sorry -- when you said that, 90% is just what
  


18             is our number that we try to leave what people say,
  


19             for instance, that's -- if we're doing T&T's or we're
  


20             doing anything other than zone seats, we try to keep
  


21             that 90.  That was what I was referring to, not the
  


22             law.  That's our in-house policy, is we keep it at
  


23             90%.  Because if someone buys a house in Forest
  


24             Heights -- Forest Park zone -- and just like that
  


25             parent said, "I bought a house and I thought it was
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 1             in this."  When I buy a house in that zone, I expect
  


 2             my child to be able to walk across the street to that
  


 3             school.  So way before I got there, there were
  


 4             provisions and policies put in place to try to insure
  


 5             that those parents would still have an opportunity to
  


 6             go to their zone school.  But even now, we have
  


 7             issues at Forest Park; it's crowded.  So we're having
  


 8             to alternately assign to Jefferson.  This job is fun
  


 9             but it's fluid, but it never ends; it's constant,
  


10             it's constant.  When you go home you don't get to
  


11             stop working; you have to get on the phone and you
  


12             have to call parents and make them feel better about
  


13             the situation; "Ma'am, we're looking; you're on the
  


14             radar; we haven't forgotten you.  I promise you, I'll
  


15             call you.  Here's my cell phone, my private number,
  


16             just call me; email me."  And my personal pact that
  


17             I've made with myself is do not go to bed without
  


18             responding to every email.  If it's 120 emails from
  


19             parents, they need to know you care.  If you don't
  


20             respond, if you're nonresponsive, then it sends a
  


21             message that you don't care about their situation.
  


22             And that's not who I am and that's not who the staff
  


23             is, because we do care and we do want them to get
  


24             what they want.  We can't always do it, but we want
  


25             to at least share with them all of their options.
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And we thank you for your
  


 2             passion; we certainly feel that here and the
  


 3             frustrations that you face, but at the same time we
  


 4             feel like you're working toward getting to the next
  


 5             step.  So for that we thank you.  The Commissioner
  


 6             has a question.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Dr. Fields, on the capacities
  


 8             in the buildings, are they based on physical space or
  


 9             are they based on staffing ratios, or a combination?
  


10                  DR. FIELDS:  A combination of both because the
  


11             physical space may say that we can accommodate, say,
  


12             700.  But if I have a special needs class in there
  


13             that only allows us to put eight children in there,
  


14             that decreases it.  So it's all situational.
  


15             Everybody -- everything has to come to play, and
  


16             that's why I have to -- our office has to wait until
  


17             the special needs department submits whether they're
  


18             going to have a self-contained class and all these
  


19             other smaller classes.  And then, once they submit
  


20             that then you go back and look at the capacities that
  


21             I said, "Well, has it changed," because we need to
  


22             get to assigning children.  And then that's -- when
  


23             we get those numbers in, that's what we work with.
  


24                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


25                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  I forgot what we
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 1             did.  We did get a vote, so that's -- that ends that,
  


 2             I guess.
  


 3                  MS. REITH:  No, we did.  No, no, we did.  We had
  


 4             two dissenting votes.
  


 5                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yeah.  I was thinking we
  


 6             did, so then we'll move on.
  


 7                  MS. REITH:  Yeah.
  


 8                  COURT REPORTER:  We haven't voted on this one.
  


 9                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I guess we need a motion
  


10             and -- okay.  So we still need to act on A-12.  And
  


11             so can I have a motion with regard to A-12?
  


12                  MS. REITH:  I move to sustain denial.
  


13                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


14                  MR. BLACK:  Second.
  


15                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moved by Ms. Reith and
  


16             seconded by --
  


17                  MR. WILLIAMSON:  Mr. Black.
  


18                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I forgot your name.
  


19             Anyway, any further discussion?  All in favor?
  


20                      (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
  


22                  MS. ZOOK:  No.
  


23                  MS. SAVIERS:  No.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  "No" by Ms. Zook.  Ms.
  


25             Saviers, did you vote?
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 1                  MS. SAVIERS:  I did.
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  She did too.  Ms. Saviers
  


 3             and Ms. Zook voted in opposition.
  


 4   A-13:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY
  


 5   SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - JACKSON
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We're now down to A-
  


 7             13 and that is the Consideration of Appeal from
  


 8             Denial of Opportunity School Choice Application, the
  


 9             Jacksons.
  


10                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And I don't believe --
  


11             there's nobody here from the Jackson family, as well.
  


12             But the Jackson family is zoned to attend J.A. Fair
  


13             and they also wanted to attend Parkview and they were
  


14             denied.  So I'm not sure if -- I mean, the district
  


15             is here if you --
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think we're going to
  


17             basically hear the same thing, so --
  


18                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  That's what I'm saying; do
  


19             you want them --
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- if it's appropriate, I'd
  


21             ask for a motion -- ask for a motion at this time
  


22             relative to A-13.
  


23                  MS. DEAN:  I move that we sustain.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


25                  MS. REITH:  Second.
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moved by Ms. Dean and
  


 2             seconded by Ms. Reith that we uphold the denial.  All
  


 3             in favor?
  


 4                      (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
  


 5                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
  


 6                  MS. ZOOK:  No.
  


 7                  MS. SAVIERS:  No.
  


 8                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The motion carries.
  


 9   A-14:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY
  


10   SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - WILLIAMS
  


11                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We're down to A-14, and the
  


12             same consideration or same item as relates to the
  


13             Williams family; it's Little Rock School District.
  


14                  MS. DAVIS:  Now Ms. Williams is here and she is
  


15             zoned to attend -- her child is zoned to attend Hall
  


16             High School.  And I believe it's your son?
  


17                  MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, ma'am.
  


18                  MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  And I believe they requested
  


19             Parkview primarily, but they would also accept
  


20             Central if a slot was available.  And Ms. Williams is
  


21             here and so I don't know if you want to begin with
  


22             the district again, since it may or may not -- I'm
  


23             assuming the same argument -- or if you want to defer
  


24             to Ms. Williams.
  


25                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I wouldn't like to hear
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 1             anything from them, unless they've got something else
  


 2             -- something different to add.  But I would like to
  


 3             hear from Ms. Williams.
  


 4                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And the district normally
  


 5             would go first but they don't have anything
  


 6             additional --
  


 7                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


 8                  MS. DAVIS:  Oh, wait.  No, they changed their
  


 9             mind now.  They do have something.
  


10                  DR. FIELDS:  I want to -- I don't have anything
  


11             else to say as it relates to it because the situation
  


12             is what it is.  But what I would request,
  


13             respectfully is we don't want to deny anybody the
  


14             opportunity to ask for what they want.  Now that
  


15             school choice -- the distress application, that one
  


16             line told us one choice and we -- that's the choice
  


17             we went with.  So parents that ask for -- when they
  


18             wrote the letters to the State and then they wrote
  


19             letters and said, "I'll take anything" --
  


20                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Right.
  


21                  DR. FIELDS:  -- they were not considered for any
  


22             of the others because the application only had -- so
  


23             I definitely would like some clarity on that, because
  


24             we want to follow the law or the intent of the law.
  


25             So if it's clear that it's okay for them to have more
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 1             than one choice, I just want to know that so I can do
  


 2             the right thing.  Thank you.
  


 3                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Davis can speak to the
  


 4             law, but I think it would be as simple as making a
  


 5             form change from the district to allow second, third,
  


 6             fourth choices, when available.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  If I may, Madam Chair, there
  


 8             is a form in one of these packets that does reflect
  


 9             multiple choices.  Dr. Fields, can you explain --
  


10                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  I think that's the optional
  


11             enrollment form.  But the actual Opportunity Public
  


12             School Choice Act form only has --
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.
  


14                  MS. DAVIS:  -- what school you're in and -- and
  


15             the other one I think is an internal form that the
  


16             Little Rock -- yeah.
  


17                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  Right.
  


18                  MS. DAVIS:  But the rules which, you know,
  


19             reflect the laws of this state that, you know, a
  


20             parent has the right to, you know, transfer to a
  


21             school; it doesn't say that you only get one -- I
  


22             mean, granted, it doesn't say you can apply for all
  


23             that you want.  But I think because it just says that
  


24             you have the opportunity to transfer to a school
  


25             that's not in distress that the spirit would probably
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 1             indicate that a parent, you know, like I say, doesn't
  


 2             just hope you choose the right school the first time.
  


 3                  DR. BARTH:  So, Ms. Davis -- oh, I'm sorry.
  


 4                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Reith.
  


 5                  MS. REITH:  And it may be the same question.  I
  


 6             was just wondering, is this something that we could
  


 7             correct by updating the form for the next cycle?
  


 8                  MS. DAVIS:  We could.  I mean, and I think, you
  


 9             know, we could also update the rules if, you know, we
  


10             want to say -- instead of just saying "a school," we
  


11             could clarify that a parent has an opportunity to
  


12             apply for multiple schools or choose an alternative
  


13             school if their first choice is not available.
  


14                  MS. ZOOK:  And I think in the large districts
  


15             that's almost imperative --
  


16                  MS. DAVIS:  Yeah.
  


17                  MS. ZOOK:  -- because there are often more
  


18             junior highs or high schools and not just "I want to
  


19             go from Brinkley to Forrest City."  And -- but it's
  


20             within the district, like up in your area where
  


21             you've got, you know, Bentonville and Rogers and
  


22             Springdale and lots of choices.
  


23                  MS. REITH:  Uh-huh.
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Commissioner, did you have
  


25             a question?
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 1                  COMMISSIONER KEY:  No.
  


 2                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Williams, we don't want
  


 3             to neglect asking you to make a comment, if you'd
  


 4             like.  You've been here all day.
  


 5                  MS. WILLIAMS:  I have.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes.  So come up --
  


 7                  MS. WILLIAMS:  I really --
  


 8                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Step up to the podium and
  


 9             identify yourself please.
  


10                  MS. WILLIAMS:  My name is Anita Williams.  I
  


11             actually --
  


12                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I'm sorry; could I swear
  


13             you in.  Do you swear or affirm to tell the truth,
  


14             the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
  


15                  MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
  


17                  MS. WILLIAMS:  My name is Anita Williams.  And
  


18             my son actually did get into Parkview for his 9th
  


19             grade year.  I did all the paperwork to make sure
  


20             that he did -- and it is very challenging to get your
  


21             child into Parkview, but he did get in.  But
  


22             therefore on June 9th, which was actually the last
  


23             day of school for 9th grade year, our apartment
  


24             burned.  With that being said, my family lives out-
  


25             of-state and my son went to go stay for the summer.
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 1             And things still weren't right with me here, so I had
  


 2             to stay here.  And I decided to pull him from
  


 3             Parkview because I didn't have a place to stay at
  


 4             that point, so he went to Mesquite to stay with his
  


 5             dad.  And after that, he decided he wanted to come
  


 6             back.  So, in February, I started the process to get
  


 7             him back into Parkview.  I was told that he had to do
  


 8             -- we had to do the scramble; we did all that.
  


 9             March, I got a letter; he didn't -- he got -- they
  


10             were saying that the school would be Hall.  So
  


11             therefore, I went back down there and they told me to
  


12             come back on June 15th.  I did that.  June 19th, I
  


13             got a letter, still Hall.  So that's when I appealed
  


14             it.  But I guess my thing was, my situation was a
  


15             little different than others.  I did ask for Parkview
  


16             but I would've taken Central, and actually I even
  


17             looked into taking J.A. Fair because it was better
  


18             than Hall or McClellan.  I just didn't want Hall.
  


19             And, of course, we didn't get it, but I guess I've
  


20             pulled my son out because we didn't have a place to
  


21             stay, and therefore he had to be in somebody's
  


22             school.  I was living with friends because I still
  


23             work here.  So when things got to where I was able to
  


24             get us a place and we moved -- we are zoned for Hall
  


25             and I don't want him to go there.  But this is his
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 1             11th grade year and he was like, "Wherever I start my
  


 2             11th grade I want to go ahead and finish it out.  I
  


 3             only have two years left," which I understand that.
  


 4             But I did think my situation was a little different,
  


 5             not that I deserve any type of treatment but we did
  


 6             do the paperwork and all the protocol procedures to
  


 7             get into Parkview the first time and we got in, but
  


 8             this time we didn't.
  


 9                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any comments?  Dr. Barth
  


10             has a question.
  


11                  DR. BARTH:  A question for Ms. Davis.  And I'm
  


12             trying to look at the rules.  Once a student is in,
  


13             then do they have to -- they don't have to go through
  


14             -- what process do they have to go through for the
  


15             next year?
  


16                  MS. DAVIS:  Once they're in, then as long as the
  


17             school is still in distress they are allowed to
  


18             continue at that school.
  


19                  DR. BARTH:  Okay.  Do they have to submit a form
  


20             manually or it's just an automatic --
  


21                  MS. DAVIS:  (Nodding head up and down.)
  


22                  DR. BARTH:  Okay.
  


23                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And it says -- it's actually
  


24             under the rules, under Section 4.10; it says that any
  


25             student participating shall remain in attendance
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 1             throughout the school year, so --
  


 2                  DR. BARTH:  They could give up their seat if
  


 3             they --
  


 4                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And I think the rules allow,
  


 5             you know, that as long as it says that there's no
  


 6             extended absence, unless, of course, it says excused
  


 7             by the school for illness or other good cause.  So
  


 8             I'm not sure if, you know, there was an agreement for
  


 9             what would be considered good cause between, you
  


10             know, the parent and the district to say that's why
  


11             they pulled them out or not.  But if the child is in,
  


12             then they get to continue.
  


13                  DR. BARTH:  Okay.  And, Ms. Williams, your son,
  


14             he's going into 11th grade this year?
  


15                  MS. WILLIAMS:  Right.  Uh-huh.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?
  


17                  MS. SAVIERS:  Is Mr. Fields still here?  So she
  


18             said that she would be open to J.A. Fair.
  


19                  DR. FIELDS:  Okay.
  


20                  MS. SAVIERS:  Is that an option for her?
  


21                  DR. FIELDS:  She did say that, and that's the
  


22             first that I've known that.  And now that I've heard
  


23             her, we're going to be best friends when we leave
  


24             here.  I haven't talked with her but now that I know
  


25             that there's a situation, as I shared with this
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 1             parent, we'll work together.
  


 2                  MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.  Good.
  


 3                  DR. FIELDS:  We'll get it taken care of.
  


 4                  MS. SAVIERS:  Thank you.
  


 5                  DR. FIELDS:  We will get it taken care of.
  


 6                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you so much.  Could
  


 7             we get a motion as it relates to action item 14?
  


 8                  MS. ZOOK:  Do we need to amend this request to
  


 9             include J.A. Fair and therefore --
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I don't think so.
  


11                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.
  


12                  DR. BARTH:  And you can't use opportunity school
  


13             choice to go to a different distress school anyway.
  


14                  MS. SAVIERS:  Right.  They'll just be enrolled
  


15             --
  


16                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.  They can make that -- you
  


17             know --
  


18                  DR. BARTH:  But not under this?
  


19                  MS. DAVIS:  That's correct.
  


20                  MS. ZOOK:  That's where the Frederick side will
  


21             come in.
  


22                  MS. DAVIS:  Right.
  


23                  DR. BARTH:  So, Ms. Davis, on this, what's your
  


24             guidance in terms of what to do with this action
  


25             item?
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 1                  MS. DAVIS:  Well, because she originally
  


 2             appealed for her request to go to Parkview, or
  


 3             alternately Central, if those schools are
  


 4             unavailable, then I think that the Board would
  


 5             probably be best in denying that.  And, you know,
  


 6             hopefully, the understanding -- while isn't bound on
  


 7             the Little Rock School District or Dr. Fields,
  


 8             hopefully the understanding is is that they've made
  


 9             an agreement that they can work with the family and
  


10             that they will continue to do so outside of this
  


11             proceeding.
  


12                  DR. BARTH:  So I do move to sustain the original
  


13             denial.
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there a second?
  


15                  MS. SAVIERS:  Second.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Motion by Dr. Barth, second
  


17             by Ms. Saviers.  All in favor?
  


18                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  So it's
  


20             unanimous.  Thank you.
  


21   A-15:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY
  


22   SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - McGRUDER
  


23                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Then we're at A-15,
  


24             Consideration of Appeal from Denial of Opportunity
  


25             School Choice Application, McGruder family.
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 1                  MS. DAVIS:  And this is the same instance.  The
  


 2             McGruder family lives in the Hall High School
  


 3             district and they had applied for Parkview or an
  


 4             alternative of another non-distress school, which
  


 5             would be Central.  And Ms. McGruder is here.  So
  


 6             unless the district has anything in addition --
  


 7                  DR. FIELDS:  No.
  


 8                  MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  Then we're going to go ahead
  


 9             and defer to Ms. McGruder.
  


10                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Ms. McGruder, would
  


11             you step forward and raise your right hand please?
  


12             Do you see we're feeling sorry for you, Dr. Fields?
  


13                  MS. McGRUDER:  My name is Kanetha [ps] McGruder.
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Do you swear or affirm --
  


15                  MS. McGRUDER:  Oh, I'm sorry.
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Do you swear or affirm --
  


17             oh, I'm sorry -- do you swear or affirm the testimony
  


18             you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
  


19             and nothing but the truth?
  


20                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Go ahead.
  


22                  MS. McGRUDER:  Okay.  My name is Kanetha
  


23             McGruder and I'm here to challenge the fact that my
  


24             kid was zoned at Hall, which is a distress school.
  


25             And after hearing all this, I'm not familiar with the
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 1             process, the applications; I didn't know all this.  I
  


 2             thought I was coming to talk to some teachers.  I
  


 3             didn't know it was the State Board; I'll just be
  


 4             honest.  So as I overheard the Little Rock School
  


 5             District talking, I mean, for me, I know they're at
  


 6             capacity.  But the process for them getting to
  


 7             capacity -- I enrolled my daughter; I went and filled
  


 8             out an application.  Nobody talked about -- everybody
  


 9             is talking about this percentage, 90%, 95%, but what
  


10             happened to the radius?  Because we live in walking
  


11             distance.  So not only should we have gotten a
  


12             number, but we should've went up against other kids
  


13             in our district that basically had the same
  


14             qualifications that I did.  So that means that if
  


15             they live in a two-mile radius we should've been
  


16             basically in a lottery with those people.  We
  


17             should've been -- and I'm not for sure how that all
  


18             works because people talk about being fair.  But if
  


19             you have a preference for people to have other
  


20             siblings that are there, people that live within
  


21             walking distance from this school, how are you
  


22             basically saying that these people didn't meet this
  


23             requirement if you're going to put them all together?
  


24             Because it's really not giving each child a
  


25             preference, you know.  You have these different tiers
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 1             of if you're a family member, if you're -- you know
  


 2             -- if you have a sibling here at the school, if you
  


 3             live within this radius; all these things are
  


 4             supposed to be given different preferences.  But it
  


 5             seems like we're all being put in one pot.  So I'd
  


 6             like to know how did I get excluded, you know, in my
  


 7             pot of people or was it just one big pot and really
  


 8             no preferences.
  


 9                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ask Dr. Fields.
  


10                  DR. FIELDS:  You ask almost as good questions as
  


11             Ms. Zook.
  


12                  MS. McGRUDER:  I've got more.
  


13                  DR. FIELDS:  Okay.  Okay.  With the distress
  


14             status, in Little Rock School District we do have all
  


15             those preferences for our initial open enrollment
  


16             process.  During the initial open enrollment process
  


17             we do have shadow zones.  Parkview has a shadow zone.
  


18             And we do assign, according to the shadow zone, a
  


19             certain percentage.  And then after the initial
  


20             registration push, all of those preferences cease.
  


21                  MS. McGRUDER:  But where does it state that?
  


22             Because you think along this -- each line that you're
  


23             going to, that you're going to get these same
  


24             preferences that why don't I get the same preferences
  


25             that I did at the application process at a distress
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 1             process?
  


 2                  DR. FIELDS:  All of our enrollment processes are
  


 3             online and all of that is in there that we have to --
  


 4                  MS. McGRUDER:  It's hard to find online.  It's
  


 5             buried.
  


 6                  DR. FIELDS:  I tell you what, come sit down with
  


 7             me --
  


 8                  MS. McGRUDER:  Okay.
  


 9                  DR. FIELDS:  -- and we'll go over it all,
  


10             because you're going to come anyway, so --
  


11                  MS. McGRUDER:  Absolutely.
  


12                  DR. FIELDS:  And we'll work through it because I
  


13             know your situation; you've explained it.  But that
  


14             is a good question.  To answer your question, the
  


15             radius is only during the open-enrollment process
  


16             when we do our initial push.  Because we do have
  


17             parents that live within walking distance, and call
  


18             it a shadow zone, and then we have to assign those
  


19             children and we do a sibling preference.  And so what
  


20             we did, our former board, is we cleaned all the
  


21             assignment processes up and we have flowcharts
  


22             because a lot of parents don't like to read thick
  


23             paragraphs.  We put a small box; this one is first,
  


24             this one is assigned second, this one is third, this
  


25             one is shadow zone.  And so --
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 1                  MS. McGRUDER:  And I understand that.  But let
  


 2             me just say this: if I'm a distress student, I live
  


 3             and I pay taxes in a community where my child can
  


 4             walk to a school, why should I not get a preference
  


 5             for my kid to go to that school versus a distress
  


 6             school?  Why should somebody who lives 30 miles away
  


 7             from me get a preference that I don't get?
  


 8                  DR. FIELDS:  Well --
  


 9                  MS. McGRUDER:  So we have to go to a school that
  


10             basically that I should have preferential treatment
  


11             and get it.
  


12                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And I think question lives
  


13             to be answered another day probably.
  


14                  MS. McGRUDER:  Okay.  Okay.
  


15                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  It's not unimportant, but
  


16             --
  


17                  MS. McGRUDER:  No, no.
  


18                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- I think that's one of
  


19             the things that I think Mr. Kurrus is committed to
  


20             addressing and resolving because issues like that can
  


21             stand to divide and ultimately have negative impact
  


22             on communities and schools and stopping them from
  


23             getting them where you want them to be.  So I think
  


24             it's a valid question and not dismissing the
  


25             importance of it, but I just think this may not be
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 1             the forum for that at this particular time.  I think
  


 2             Dr. -- you know Dr. Fields' number --
  


 3                  MS. McGRUDER:  Yeah.
  


 4                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and so I don't want to
  


 5             try to push it.  You know, I'm not making light of
  


 6             it, because I remember seeing you first thing this
  


 7             morning and here we are, you're the last one on the
  


 8             agenda.  That doesn't diminish it.  We want to thank
  


 9             you for your commitment and your energy to stay the
  


10             course and to advocate strongly for your daughter.
  


11             She's very fortunate to have a mother that will stand
  


12             up and fight Dr. Fields and the rest of the folks.
  


13                  MS. SAVIERS:  Amen.
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And us and everybody else.
  


15             But so if you have anything to -- in summary --
  


16                  MS. McGRUDER:  I mean, I mean, really I don't
  


17             have anything.  I didn't know that this process is
  


18             what it is and, you know, I don't really have another
  


19             leg to stand on besides my kid is at a distress
  


20             school.  You know, I applied for the school that was
  


21             the closest that could accommodate her.  Because it's
  


22             not just about a formal education of books; it's
  


23             about basically being able to combine that with her
  


24             talent.  She's an artist, she's a photographer.
  


25             There's only one school that really offers the
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 1             ability to be able to do that, and that's within
  


 2             walking distance from our house.  So I don't really
  


 3             have anything else that I can really offer.
  


 4                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You have two solid legs to
  


 5             stand on and I think both of those are in terms of
  


 6             advocacy for not only your daughter, but other
  


 7             children that find themselves in the situation of
  


 8             your daughter that don't have a voice.  So I think
  


 9             that your spirit of activism is going to be
  


10             contagious, I hope, in that realm and keep them
  


11             disturbed.  Thank you.  Anything further before --
  


12             any questions?  Does any board member have any
  


13             questions?  Okay.  Then we are ready for a motion.
  


14                      (BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE)
  


15                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay, this is the last
  


16             action item.  Can we get a motion?
  


17                  MR. WILLIAMSON:  I move to sustain the original
  


18             decision.
  


19                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Mr. Williamson has
  


20             moved to uphold the appeal for denial.  And the
  


21             second is from?
  


22                  MR. BLACK:  Second.
  


23                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Black.  Okay.  All in
  


24             favor?
  


25                      (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
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 1                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
  


 2                  MS. ZOOK:  Aye.
  


 3                  MS. SAVIERS:  No.  Yeah.  No.
  


 4                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We've got two no's; we've
  


 5             got a Ms. Zook no and Ms. Saviers no.  And so that's
  


 6             for the record.  I think at this point we need to get
  


 7             a motion for adjournment.
  


 8                  MR. WILLIAMSON:  Move to adjourn.
  


 9                  MR. BLACK:  Second.
  


10                  MS. ZOOK:  Before -- wait, wait, wait.
  


11                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yeah, we've got a work
  


12             session, but we'll --
  


13                  MS. ZOOK:  Yeah.
  


14                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- we'll adjourn.
  


15                  MS. ZOOK:  May I make a comment to the parents?
  


16                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I don't know.  Yes.
  


17                  MS. ZOOK:  Okay.
  


18                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We've got a motion and a
  


19             second.  We've got a motion from Mr. Williamson to
  


20             adjourn and a second from Mr. Black.  And then we can
  


21             -- hold on.
  


22                  MS. ZOOK:  Oh, okay.  I want to be sure that the
  


23             parents know that if they can't get into the school
  


24             they want to get into in the Little Rock School
  


25             District that Pulaski County is not open for school
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 1             choice but North Little Rock is.  There is a Central
  


 2             Arkansas Transit bus.  Little Rock School District,
  


 3             if they can't accommodate you in a non-academic
  


 4             distress, is obligated to provide up to $400 for the
  


 5             year for that transportation.  I love all these
  


 6             districts and all the kids and the staff in all these
  


 7             districts, so I'm not advocating one over another.
  


 8             But I do want you to know, if you have exhausted
  


 9             within your district, the options that you have
  


10             available to you under opportunity school choice.
  


11             There are other districts that are open for choice.
  


12             And also to the Little Rock School District I would
  


13             say in the future if you will make a list per school,
  


14             not one continuous list, that way we won't put her,
  


15             Andrea, to all this trouble where you have to look
  


16             and count.  And I know it's a lot of stress when
  


17             we're asking questions and trying to find the answer;
  


18             I do appreciate that.  So in the future if you'll add
  


19             all the choices the parents can make and make a list
  


20             per school that will help you and us.
  


21                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  All in
  


22             favor of adjourning say "aye."
  


23                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


24                  CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Motion carries.
  


25               (The meeting was adjourned at 2:10 p.m.)
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              1                       P R O C E E D I N G S 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We're calling to order the 

              3            special State Board meeting, Thursday, August 6, 

              4            2015.  And we'll start with the Chair's Report, and 

              5            the Chair has no report.  And then we'll go to Report 

              6            2, which is the Commissioner's Report. 

              7                 Before Commissioner Key starts, I want to 

              8            announce that two of the board members are en route 

              9            but are delayed because of traffic involving an 

             10            accident.  So they're on their way; the other two 

             11            members are coming. 

             12  REPORT-2:  COMMISSIONER'S REPORT 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Madam Chair, my report 

             14            is simply attached to the packet, was the Attorney 

             15            General's opinion that we were waiting last time, and 

             16            you probably have all had a chance to review that.  

             17            But the relevant issue for us today was Question 3 

             18            and that centered around -- Senator Clark's requests 

             19            centered around what obligation, what authority, what 

             20            power that ADE and then by extension the State Board 

             21            would have to interpret.  And the answer in their 

             22            response was, "As to Question 3, in my opinion, the 

             23            Arkansas Department of Education does not have the 

             24            authority to take the actions about which you have 

             25            inquired," which was determining whether sufficient 
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              1            proof had been submitted from a school district, 

              2            whether a deseg or court-approved desegregation plan 

              3            was still active, or whether a genuine conflict 

              4            exists between the district desegregation order and 

              5            the intra-district school choice provisions in the 

              6            Act, and whether we could require a district to 

              7            provide additional information or deny determination 

              8            of the limitation under the Act.  So that, I think, 

              9            in essence, we are, as a board and as a department, 

             10            in the same status that we were in previously under 

             11            the prior AG's opinion.  That's my report. 

             12                 (WHEREUPON, Exhibit One (1) to the 

             13            Commissioner's Report - the AG's opinion of July 17, 

             14            2015 - was marked for identification and entered into 

             15            evidence.) 

             16  HISTORY OF SCHOOL CHOICE 

             17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  The purpose of the 

             18            special meeting was -- the meeting was scheduled 

             19            giving consideration for the school districts and 

             20            parents and students to be advised of our decision 

             21            today, as opposed to next Thursday, allowing there to 

             22            be time to make preparation based on the decision.  

             23            So that's the relevance of today's meeting and the 

             24            scheduling. 

             25                 We have several items we're going to move 
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              1            through, but we want to have Ms. Jennifer Davis to 

              2            come up and she'll be the presenter on all the school 

              3            choice items.  And we want you to do a couple of 

              4            things for us.  First, we want you to give us a 

              5            history of school choice and how it came about and 

              6            what the relevant points and factors are in the 

              7            regulations as we are guided by, the State Board is 

              8            guided by.  In addition to that, when you finish, if 

              9            you'll give just an overview of the procedures as it 

             10            relates to how much time is allowed for each speaker.  

             11            We do have a list here of some folks that want to -- 

             12            that have signed up to speak.  So, you know, given -- 

             13            when we get to each item we'll acknowledge those 

             14            folks and give them an opportunity.  So, thank you. 

             15                 MS. DAVIS:  Good morning.  Jennifer Davis, 

             16            Department Staff Attorney.  Okay.  Just a real quick 

             17            overview of the school choice.  In 1989, the -- is 

             18            this -- it's on?  Okay.  1989, the school choice was 

             19            enacted and there was a complicated math formula on 

             20            determining student eligibility for transfer.  In 

             21            2013 -- or at the time, in '89, there was no burden 

             22            on the school districts to state whether or not they 

             23            were under a deseg order.  Now, while there was a 

             24            provision that if there was a conflict with the deseg 

             25            order then the deseg order would govern, but there 
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              1            was no burden on the school district to show that.  

              2            In 2013, it did away with the complicated math 

              3            formula, but did allow districts to claim an 

              4            exemption from school choice under the 

              5            desegregations.  And in 2015, it did away with the 

              6            exemption and required more of a burden on school 

              7            districts to actually claim a genuine conflict with 

              8            the deseg order.  So the desegregation provision 

              9            conflict has been in all the school choice acts.  And 

             10            there are students who have transferred, and it's 

             11            either as a result of the district's were either 

             12            unaware that they were under a deseg order or other 

             13            districts were unaware that the resident district was 

             14            under one; they were taken in violation of the deseg 

             15            order or at the time of the deseg order the transfer 

             16            did not conflict with a deseg order.  So the transfer 

             17            could have been done without a genuine conflict or at 

             18            the time, under the '89, the mathematical formula, it 

             19            could have allowed for that transfer.  Are there any 

             20            questions about that?  Okay.  So the hearing -- 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook has a question. 

             22                 MS. DAVIS:  Pardon me. 

             23                 MS. ZOOK:  So it's my understanding that just 

             24            because there is a deseg order a district can choose 

             25            to allow; they're not bound to disallow because 
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              1            they're under a deseg order? 

              2                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, under the '89 provision there 

              3            was within the math formula about allowing the 

              4            transfer, about what the racial balance would end up 

              5            being.  In 2015, because -- I mean, 2013, because 

              6            they did away with that, it just -- the law simply 

              7            states that if there is a conflict with a deseg order 

              8            then the provisions of the deseg order govern.  Now, 

              9            based on the Attorney General's opinion, you know, we 

             10            are not under the authority to determine if there is 

             11            a conflict.  But a district, I guess, under 

             12            consultation of their local counsel, could have 

             13            determined that there was not a conflict and could 

             14            have taken the children. 

             15                 MS. ZOOK:  So they allowed attorneys and boards 

             16            and superintendents at the local level the 

             17            opportunity to interpret whether a genuine conflict, 

             18            but they in fact are not allowing ADE and the State 

             19            Board to do the same? 

             20                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, I don't think that they were 

             21            actually allowed to do so, but it doesn't say that 

             22            they can or they cannot; however, the law just says 

             23            that if there is a conflict with the provision of a 

             24            deseg order.  So they could have taken it upon 

             25            themselves to determine that, or they could have 
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              1            determined that it wouldn't conflict; they could have 

              2            taken them in violation of the conflict, or they were 

              3            unaware of the conflict at the time.  I know that 

              4            there are some districts that are recently aware of 

              5            pending desegregation orders, so if nobody was aware 

              6            of that deseg order at the time. 

              7                 MS. ZOOK:  So we have given parents, for all 

              8            intents and purposes, false hope by saying to them, 

              9            "You have an appeal process to the State Board?" 

             10                 MS. DAVIS:  I wouldn't necessarily say that it's 

             11            false hope because, you know, while the Attorney 

             12            General's opinion says that we don't have the 

             13            authority -- of course, you know, you guys as a board 

             14            are welcome to make whatever decision that you choose 

             15            to make.  And so, you know, I think also that the 

             16            parents have an opportunity to -- the AG's opinion 

             17            says that they can take the matter under advisement 

             18            in a court of competent jurisdiction.  So the parents 

             19            are always welcome to, you know, consult with their 

             20            own counsel and pursue this further. 

             21                 MS. ZOOK:  Which would cost them money to hire 

             22            an attorney? 

             23                 MS. DAVIS:  Unfortunately. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yeah.  I differ with you a 

             25            little bit, Ms. Zook, because, you know, when you say 
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              1            we're giving them false hope, we present the 

              2            procedure.  But I think based on the Attorney 

              3            General's ruling we may be as a board in peril when 

              4            we do something opposite of what the interpretation 

              5            is.  That's my -- 

              6                 MS. DAVIS:  Well -- 

              7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- uninformed opinion. 

              8                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  The Attorney General's 

              9            opinion is not binding but I would caution the Board 

             10            about, you know, forging their own legal opinion 

             11            outside of that of the Attorney General. 

             12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  That was my point. 

             13                 MS. ZOOK:  So even though the Attorney General 

             14            kept all of the opinions directed toward ADE and did 

             15            not mention the State Board at all, you're saying ADE 

             16            and the State Board -- and that was inclusive? 

             17                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, the opinion does say ADE.  

             18            And, you know, as an attorney for the Department of 

             19            Education, you know, we do advise the Board.  And so 

             20            my advice would be that you can do, of course, you 

             21            know, whatever it is that the Board desires to do, 

             22            but we are not under the authority, or it says under 

             23            the obligation either, to interpret them, the 

             24            desegregation orders. 

             25                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  We're going to have cases 
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              1            today where the district, the resident district did 

              2            not send in their desegregation order -- or if they 

              3            did, they did not send in a letter with that from the 

              4            federal court demonstrating a genuine concern.  So if 

              5            they didn't comply with what the law says, does that 

              6            shed a different light on what we can in fact do? 

              7                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, I think that was addressed in 

              8            the AG's opinion, as well.  It said that, you know, 

              9            if they didn't provide a letter or just submitting an 

             10            order is that really considered proof, and I think 

             11            the AG was of the opinion that either way it would 

             12            still require us to interpret the law and interpret 

             13            the desegregation orders of what is actually 

             14            considered proof, what is actually considered a 

             15            genuine conflict.  Either way, I think it puts us 

             16            dangerously close to interpreting. 

             17                 MS. ZOOK:  So if we decided to do something, 

             18            like allow a parent to -- because that way they 

             19            wouldn't have to hire an attorney.  If the school 

             20            district or the federal court wanted to intervene, 

             21            that would be the burden on that resident district? 

             22                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes. 

             23                 MS. ZOOK:  Thank you. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  Okay.  

             25            If not, we'll get started. 
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              1  UN-TABLING OF A-1 THROUGH A-4 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Because A-1, A-2, A-3 and 

              3            A-4 were tabled at our last meeting, the requirement 

              4            is that we have a motion -- we have to have a motion 

              5            to un-table them, with an appropriate second, and we 

              6            have to have a majority vote to un-table those items.  

              7            So I'm asking at this time for consideration of a 

              8            motion to un-table A-1, 2, 3 and 4. 

              9                 MS. SAVIERS:  Move to un-table. 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there a second? 

             11                 DR. BARTH:  Second. 

             12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  All in favor? 

             13                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  

             15                 Then we'll start with A-1; it's Consideration of 

             16            Appeal from Denial of School Choice Application - 

             17            Wilson. 

             18  HEARING PROCEDURES 

             19                 MS. DAVIS:  All right.  And real quick, before 

             20            we get started, I'll go over the hearing procedures 

             21            that will apply to all the appeals today.  After the 

             22            introduction of the agenda item, everybody who does 

             23            wish to testify will need to be placed under oath by 

             24            the chairperson.  And beginning with the nonresident 

             25            district, they will have 5 minutes to open, followed 
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              1            by the parent, as well as 20 minutes to present their 

              2            case.  At any time, of course, you may ask questions 

              3            of either the parent, the resident district, or the 

              4            nonresident district.  And at the end you can either 

              5            sustain or reject, meaning you can either sustain the 

              6            opinion of the nonresident district or grant the 

              7            appeal.  Are there any questions about that before we 

              8            get started? 

              9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The five minutes applies to 

             10            the district and the parent? 

             11                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes. 

             12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And then the 20 minutes -- 

             13                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes. 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- to each?  Okay. 

             15                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So that's cumulative for 

             17            any -- 

             18                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes. 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- anybody.  Okay. 

             20                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes. 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Because we have a couple of 

             22            folks that are signed up to speak -- 

             23                 MS. DAVIS:  Right. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- for item A-1, and that's 

             25            Sam Jones -- 
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              1                 MS. DAVIS:  Right. 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and Whitney Wilson. 

              3                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And the Board, of course, 

              4            has discretion to extend that time should they feel 

              5            it's necessary.  All right.  So the first -- 

              6                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Madame Chair, if I may ask 

              7            Jennifer.  Could you -- we talked about this; I want 

              8            to make sure that everyone understands.  The 

              9            nonresident district, under law, has to submit the 

             10            rejection, if you will. 

             11                 MS. DAVIS:  That's correct. 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  But that is perfunctory and 

             13            administrative; that is not a decision that's made by 

             14            the nonresident district. 

             15                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  Not if it's based on a 

             16            desegregation order. 

             17                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  So they are not 

             18            sitting in a seat of judgment or decision; they're 

             19            simply following the law.  It just happens to be that 

             20            they're the ones issuing the notice of rejection? 

             21                 MS. DAVIS:  That's correct. 

             22                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Thank you. 

             23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Are there any other 

             24            questions? 

             25  A-1:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE 
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              1  APPLICATION - WILSON 

              2                 MS. DAVIS:  And so A-1 is the Wilson appeal.  

              3            The Wilson family resides in the Dollarway School 

              4            District and had filed a school choice application to 

              5            attend the White Hall district. 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook has a question 

              7            before we get started. 

              8                 MS. ZOOK:  I have a question. 

              9                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes, ma'am. 

             10                 MS. ZOOK:  Do these earlier items that you were 

             11            going over on the 2015 -- how does that apply to 

             12            districts or schools that are in academic distress? 

             13                 MS. DAVIS:  The law doesn't make any provisions 

             14            for whether or not -- academic -- well, academic 

             15            distress is under the opportunity school choice.  But 

             16            under the Public School Choice Act there are no 

             17            provisions for transferring or not transferring under 

             18            any kind of distress status.  The later appeals under 

             19            the Opportunity School Choice are only available -- 

             20            that transfer act is only available when the school 

             21            that you're zoned to attend or enrolled in is in 

             22            distress. 

             23                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Is Dollarway district or just 

             24            the one school in academic distress? 

             25                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, this one, I'm uncertain about 
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              1            the academic distress status for that because this 

              2            one is under the public school choice and it was not 

              3            because of distress.  This was just under the Public 

              4            School Choice Act to transfer. 

              5                 MS. ZOOK:  And do these parents still have an 

              6            opportunity for a legal transfer? 

              7                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes, they could.  But, I mean, of 

              8            course, a legal transfer is, you know, purely at the 

              9            pleasure of both of the boards. 

             10                 MS. ZOOK:  Thank you. 

             11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Before we get started, I'm 

             12            going to ask the folks standing in back and in the 

             13            door if you'll step outside.  There is some seating 

             14            area down the hallway, maybe some in the lobby, and 

             15            there's an overflow room down the hallway to the 

             16            left.   

             17                 MS. DAVIS:  So we're ready for White Hall and 

             18            Ms. Wilson. 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Everyone that intends to 

             20            have -- give testimony in A-1/Wilson, would you 

             21            please stand to be sworn?  Would you raise your right 

             22            hands?  Do you swear or affirm that the testimony 

             23            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth, 

             24            and nothing but the truth? 

             25               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY) 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Go ahead. 

              2                 MS. WILSON:  I'm asking the State -- 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you identify 

              4            yourself? 

              5                 MS. WILSON:  Oh, I'm sorry.  My name is LaQuita 

              6            Wilson.  I'm trying to transfer my daughter, which is 

              7            L'Aryanna [ps] Wilson, from the Dollarway School 

              8            District to the White Hall School District.  I 

              9            currently have three children that are already in the 

             10            White Hall School District under the School Choice 

             11            Act.  And this is her first year in kindergarten and 

             12            I am trying to transfer her in, and I was denied by 

             13            the White Hall School District simply because 

             14            Dollarway rejected the transfer.  I was informed 

             15            through the Pine Bluff Commercial that the only 

             16            reason why Dollarway denied her application is 

             17            because only they want the students that are in the 

             18            Dollarway district to stay there so they could 

             19            receive the funding for that particular student. 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?  Okay.  

             21            Thank you.  Mr. Jones. 

             22                 MR. JONES:  I'll wait. 

             23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Oh, you're the Mr. Jones.  

             24            Okay.  There was another gentleman who stood and 

             25            wanted to speak and I don't have his name. 
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              1                 MS. ZOOK:  This is the White Hall 

              2            superintendent. 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Okay.  Dr. Smith.  

              4            Dr. Smith? 

              5                 SUPT. SMITH:  Yes, ma'am. 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you identify 

              7            yourself, please? 

              8                 SUPT. SMITH:  Larry Smith, Superintendent of 

              9            Schools of White Hall School District. 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Proceed. 

             11                 SUPT. SMITH:  We did receive an application from 

             12            the Wilson family.  And as she stated in there, she 

             13            does have siblings that came in under the prior 

             14            School Choice Act that are in our district.  

             15            Dollarway has opted out of this one, so we did deny 

             16            that request based on that opt-out. 

             17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?  Is there 

             18            anyone here from the Dollarway district? 

             19                 MR. BLUME:  Yes. 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you step to the 

             21            podium, please, to be sworn?  Mr. Key has advised me 

             22            that you are an attorney. 

             23                 MR. BLUME:  Yes. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you proceed -- 

             25                 MR. BLUME:  Yes, Madam Chair. 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and you have been sworn 

              2            also. 

              3                 MR. BLUME:  I'm Paul Blume; I'm the lawyer for 

              4            Dollarway School District.  This is Superintendent 

              5            Patsy Hughey.   

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And what's the 

              7            superintendent's name? 

              8                 SUPT. HUGHEY:  Patsy Hughey. 

              9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Proceed. 

             10                 MR. BLUME:  All right.  Madam Chairman, the 

             11            Dollarway School District does not participate in 

             12            school choice, primarily because it is still under 

             13            the jurisdiction of the federal court in a 

             14            longstanding desegregation lawsuit.  In fact, that 

             15            desegregation lawsuit is sufficiently old; it existed 

             16            prior to the enactment of any Public School Choice 

             17            Act.  The district did submit a letter to the 

             18            Department timely, prior to January 1, with 

             19            information to the ADE that that is the reason that 

             20            we are opting out of Public School Choice.  Now, Ms. 

             21            Wilson said that our reason for opting out was 

             22            monetary.  Well, I mean, that's always a 

             23            consideration, but that's not the reason that we opt 

             24            out of Public School Choice but we are still under 

             25            that desegregation order.  Now whether there is a 
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              1            conflict we can find out at some other point.  As the 

              2            AG's opinion pointed out, the ADE apparently -- 

              3            including the State Board, apparently does not have 

              4            jurisdiction to consider such matters but is to be 

              5            referred to, as it puts, as a court of competent 

              6            jurisdiction, which probably is the circuit court in 

              7            the county of the resident district.  That has not 

              8            been done.  Furthermore, since the desegregation 

              9            order predated the Public School Choice Act, and 

             10            certainly predated the amendment requiring a notice 

             11            from the federal court of the actual conflict between 

             12            the deseg order and the Public School Choice Act, 

             13            there has been no opportunity to actually address 

             14            that issue with federal court.  We don't have any 

             15            obligation under the law to do that until January 1, 

             16            2016, regardless.  But we have asserted that we are 

             17            under the jurisdiction of the federal court and that 

             18            we are therefore legitimately opting out of public 

             19            school choice and therefore legitimately refusing 

             20            requests for transfer out of the district.  I know 

             21            that under the law the resident district doesn't have 

             22            any say, all things being equal, in whether that 

             23            student is transferred from the resident to the 

             24            nonresident district.  That's a nonresident district 

             25            decision.  But regardless, I think the issue is 
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              1            whether we legitimately refuse to participate in 

              2            Public School Choice.  And based on the law in effect 

              3            at the time of the presentation of our opt-out letter 

              4            to the Department we legitimately did so.  So I think 

              5            that our refusal in this particular circumstance to 

              6            participate in Public School Choice is one that we 

              7            have in good faith entered into.  So we would request 

              8            that the Department, and the State Board 

              9            particularly, look at that and comply with the 

             10            Attorney General's opinion, which is to say that if 

             11            there is some disagreement on the part of the parent 

             12            that their resort is and must be to court and not to 

             13            this board. 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?  Ms. 

             15            Saviers. 

             16                 MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.  This is going to maybe 

             17            sound really elementary but here we are talking about 

             18            school issues, so it's probably appropriate.  But 

             19            just to clarify: so a desegregation order is 

             20            basically asking a district to do what? 

             21                 MR. BLUME:  Well, to cease to operate in a 

             22            manner that segregates races. 

             23                 MS. SAVIERS:  Okay. 

             24                 MR. BLUME:  And that's what the deseg order in 

             25            this case did.  And it's still in effect.  The court, 
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              1            the federal court retains jurisdiction.  We have not 

              2            been released from that.  We have not been declared 

              3            unitary.  So we still have the federal courts 

              4            ultimately to answer to. 

              5                 MS. SAVIERS:  And this might be for Ms. Hughey.  

              6            What is your percentage of African American students 

              7            in your district? 

              8                 SUPT. HUGHEY:  We're over 90%. 

              9                 MS. SAVIERS:  Over 90%? 

             10                 SUPT. HUGHEY:  Yes. 

             11                 MS. SAVIERS:  And the family asking for the 

             12            transfer is African American.  Right? 

             13                 SUPT. HUGHEY:  Yes. 

             14                 MS. SAVIERS:  So removal of an African American 

             15            family from your district would not -- certainly not, 

             16            I think, affect the desegregation.  I mean, I just -- 

             17            I'm just throwing this out here because I think this 

             18            is probably something we're all wondering about. 

             19                 MR. BLUME:  May I respond? 

             20                 MS. SAVIERS:  Uh-huh. 

             21                 MR. BLUME:  Well, in the first place, the racial 

             22            consideration was the thing that the federal courts 

             23            have said that we may not use as a basis for a 

             24            transfer or not.  That is why the other -- the 

             25            initial Public School Choice Act was changed to get 
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              1            rid of the racial component to that.  So that's not a 

              2            component of the Public School Choice Act anymore.  

              3            It is not a consideration to be taken into account. 

              4                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yeah.  I'm just making the point 

              5            that I think we all -- we're all wondering about, so 

              6            -- 

              7                 MR. BLUME:  Right.  Well, I understand that.  

              8            And the thing is, even at that, your concern is 

              9            something that is -- and this is according to the AG, 

             10            and I think the federal courts would agree with this, 

             11            that that is not a consideration for the Department, 

             12            but that is a consideration for the federal courts as 

             13            to whether participation or not in Public School 

             14            Choice is in violation of the desegregation order. 

             15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook, do you have a 

             16            question? 

             17                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes.  Under the act, law -- I never 

             18            know whether to use the word "act," "law," or 

             19            "statute."  So, pardon my ignorance of the law.  

             20            Under (d)(2)(c), on page 54 of ours, it says, "shall 

             21            include a statement that priority will be given to an 

             22            applicant who has a sibling or step-sibling who 

             23            resides in the same household and is already enrolled 

             24            in the nonresident district by choice."  So it's my 

             25            understanding that three of the siblings of this 
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              1            entering kindergarten student are in the White Hall 

              2            district.  Is that true? 

              3                 MR. BLUME:  That's our understanding.  But at 

              4            the same time, that preference under the law is 

              5            something for the receiving district, the nonresident 

              6            district, to undertake, not for the resident 

              7            district.  And for the resident district, as I've 

              8            been pointing out, Dollarway School District does not 

              9            participate in Public School Choice, so that's really 

             10            not an issue for the Dollarway School District. 

             11                 MS. ZOOK:  So it is your position that because 

             12            you have a law that was -- a deseg order from '59 and 

             13            '68, that had to do with staffing, that you are 

             14            denying a child in 2015, who already has three 

             15            siblings in another district, who's an entering 

             16            kindergarten student that you've never served, you 

             17            choose to stand with that old law to deny an African 

             18            American kindergarten student to leave your district, 

             19            who has never been there? 

             20                 MR. BLUME:  Well, it's really more simple than 

             21            that.  We simply don't participate in Public School 

             22            Choice.  And as I indicated before, we're not per se 

             23            refusing the transfer; we just don't participate.  

             24            It's up to the resident -- or rather, the nonresident 

             25            district to grant or deny the transfer.  And the 
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              1            White Hall School District has deferred to the 

              2            Dollarway School District because we don't 

              3            participate in that, so the issue is fundamentally 

              4            moot. 

              5                 MS. ZOOK:  Ms. Hughey, would there be any point 

              6            in this parent talking to you and your board about a 

              7            legal transfer? 

              8                 MS. HUGHEY:  No, ma'am.  We -- no, ma'am. 

              9                 MS. ZOOK:  Well, basing -- erring on the side of 

             10            a child and a family and a parent's choice, I move to 

             11            grant the parent's request and give priority to 

             12            students who already have siblings attending a 

             13            different district. 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You've heard the motion 

             15            from Ms. Zook.  Is there a second? 

             16                     (BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE) 

             17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Motion failed based on not 

             18            getting a second.  Is there -- or, first of all, any 

             19            other questions?  Dr. Barth, do you have a question? 

             20                 DR. BARTH:  No. 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  Is 

             22            there a motion? 

             23                 DR. BARTH:  I move to sustain the denial of 

             24            School Choice. 

             25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there a second? 
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              1                 MS. SAVIERS:  Second. 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  All in favor?  Any 

              3            questions?  I think the parent is in the back with a 

              4            question before we vote.  Come forward.  Ms. Wilson. 

              5                 MS. WILSON:  My question is under the general 

              6            provisions of the student School Choice Act it does 

              7            state that a present or future sibling of the student 

              8            who continues enrollment in the non-district under 

              9            the School Choice shall enroll if the district has 

             10            the capacity to accept the sibling without adding 

             11            teachers.  And that is so in this case. 

             12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.   

             13                 MR. BLUME:  May I respond? 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I guess I'm going to ask 

             15            Ms. Wilson -- not Ms. Wilson -- Ms. Davis about the 

             16            procedure, where we are now.  Do we undo our motion 

             17            and the second and go back and discuss this 

             18            particular, or do we do it with the motion and the 

             19            second on the table? 

             20                 MS. DAVIS:  You may withdraw the motion that's 

             21            on the table so that way you can continue discussion, 

             22            if you choose. 

             23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And is that the desire of 

             24            the person who made the motion, or the second, to 

             25            withdraw to discuss this particular point that Ms. 
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              1            Wilson has raised? 

              2                 DR. BARTH:  I thought the issue had been 

              3            answered earlier.  I'll withdraw, if it would be the 

              4            preference of my colleagues. 

              5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  It's your call. 

              6                 DR. BARTH:  I will withdraw, if Ms. Saviers -- 

              7                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yes. 

              8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Well, then, Ms. 

              9            Wilson, would you come back and give us that 

             10            information again and we'll start from there. 

             11                 MS. WILSON:  Under the general provisions of 

             12            5.03.1, it says, "A present or future sibling of a 

             13            student who continues enrollment in the non-district 

             14            under section 5.03 of these rules may enroll, if the 

             15            district has the capacity to accept the sibling 

             16            without adding teachers, staff, or classrooms, or 

             17            exceeding the regulations and standards established 

             18            by the law.  A present or future sibling of a student 

             19            who continues enrollment in the non-district and who 

             20            enrolls in a non-district under this section 5.03, 

             21            these rules may apply and complete all remaining 

             22            years at the nonresident district."  I have, like I 

             23            said, three that have been there for the last four 

             24            years, so they are -- she already has present 

             25            siblings there, and I was the third applicant, so 
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              1            that would not affect the school by adding -- having 

              2            to add any teachers or staff. 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Smith, would you step 

              4            forward, please? 

              5                 SUPT. SMITH:  Yes, ma'am. 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Do you have any comment on 

              7            Ms. Wilson's latest addition to her presentation? 

              8                 SUPT. SMITH:  Simply, I think it still goes to 

              9            the point of the district participating in school 

             10            choice, which they are not.  And so that makes that 

             11            point, in my opinion, moot.  I also would state to 

             12            you, as I did last time, that it's going to be a 

             13            little heartbreaking but based on the enrollment 

             14            numbers that we have I don't know that we have 

             15            capacity at kindergarten at this point in time.  We 

             16            have accepted other students from districts who are 

             17            participating in school choice, as well as the 

             18            enrollment projections we have from the state, which 

             19            puts us at least, right now, over capacity.  Now 

             20            until we get kindergartners all in place we don't 

             21            know how many of them for sure will be there.  

             22            Because I can tell you that there will be one or two 

             23            parents who come in and say, "I thought they were 

             24            ready, but they're not ready, so I'm going to take a 

             25            waiver for a year."  But we also may have five that 
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              1            move in, so we can't tell you that definitively at 

              2            this point.  But they still are not participating in 

              3            school choice in that district, so I still do not 

              4            believe that provision would apply.  But Mr. Blume 

              5            may better be able to answer that than I can. 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you like to speak to 

              7            that? 

              8                 MR. BLUME:  Yes, ma'am.  Well, we're aware of 

              9            the language, that language in the School Choice Act.  

             10            In fact, I think we've discussed it during the course 

             11            of this particular presentation.  And the thing about 

             12            that is, where these parents or children have 

             13            preference presupposes that both the resident and the 

             14            nonresident district participate in Public School 

             15            Choice.  Without that participation in Public School 

             16            Choice by one or both of the two school districts 

             17            involved, then that preference simply doesn't apply.  

             18            Because as I said, it presupposes that there may be a 

             19            transfer.  And if one school district does not 

             20            participate in school choice, then there may not be a 

             21            transfer.  So that language doesn't apply in this 

             22            situation. 

             23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Ms. Zook. 

             24                 MS. ZOOK:  Ms. Davis, did you find out whether 

             25            or not this district or one of the schools in this 
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              1            district is in academic distress? 

              2                 MS. DAVIS:  It's just the school. 

              3                 MS. ZOOK:  Thank you. 

              4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Commissioner Key. 

              5                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Blume, is it your -- is 

              6            it the blanket decision of Dollarway that any -- that 

              7            the provisions of school choice in this case, every 

              8            provision is in conflict with the desegregation 

              9            order? 

             10                 MR. BLUME:  Well, I think that's a decision that 

             11            we are not under the -- under the amendment to the 

             12            law that we don't make; that's a federal court's 

             13            decision. 

             14                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay. 

             15                 MR. BLUME:  As it stands now, we're operating 

             16            under the previous law, which is why we submitted our 

             17            letter, opt-out letter to the Department when we did.  

             18            At this point we have to address the question to the 

             19            federal court, which still has jurisdiction over this 

             20            matter.  And even at that, as the Attorney General 

             21            said, the Department isn't the one to decide whether 

             22            or not the level of conflict is adequate to enable 

             23            the district to opt out of Public School Choice.  But 

             24            that would be a question for a court of competent 

             25            jurisdiction, probably the circuit court in Jefferson 
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              1            County. 

              2                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Do y'all -- you talked about 

              3            federal court is the -- does Dollarway intend to 

              4            petition the court to determine what is and what 

              5            isn't in conflict? 

              6                 MR. BLUME:  Well, Your Honor, if we're going to 

              7            continue to opt out of Public School Choice from this 

              8            point forward, I think it's obligatory that we do 

              9            that. 

             10                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  So you're saying yes 

             11            and y'all are going to -- 

             12                 MR. BLUME:  As a lawyer, I'm trying to say yes. 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  And just to point out to the 

             14            Board, as in our research we have found a provision 

             15            in the standards, in our review of standards, that is 

             16            a component that the legislature put into law a few 

             17            years ago that districts -- as part of our standards 

             18            review process the Department is to look and they are 

             19            to be making efforts, if they have a deseg order, to 

             20            pursue unitary status.  We are looking -- Mr. Harvey 

             21            and his unit are in the process of determining how to 

             22            best reach out and get that information from the 

             23            districts as part of our standards review process for 

             24            the purposes of -- in our accountability units. 

             25                 MR. BLUME:  Mr. Key, I think if Dollarway -- I 
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              1            agree with what you say.  And I think if the 

              2            Dollarway School District is declared unitary that 

              3            settles the question. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yes, sir.  Yes, sir. 

              5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Saviers. 

              6                 MS. SAVIERS:  It's really comforting to me to 

              7            know that, because unfortunately for me there are 

              8            occasions -- and I'm not casting aspersions on 

              9            Dollarway necessarily, but it feels like just an 

             10            attempt to keep anyone from transferring out.  I 

             11            think that's what we all don't -- we all want to see 

             12            a process that works better for families, and so -- 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  And Mr. Harvey is here and 

             14            can speak to that at the appropriate time if the 

             15            members of the board wish to hear the work that's 

             16            being done on that. 

             17                 MS. SAVIERS:  Thank you. 

             18                 MS. ZOOK:  It seems like in the law that we are 

             19            given, the public school laws that are passed, under 

             20            6-18-1906 it says a district that has a desegregation 

             21            order can declare exemption or resume participation 

             22            after a period of exemption.  So the way the law is 

             23            written, that we are given to follow, it doesn't 

             24            indicate in any way that a district has to exempt 

             25            them-self just because there's a desegregation order.  
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              1            And, of course, after January of '16, they will have 

              2            to show through a letter from the federal court a 

              3            genuine conflict, which is the attorney's right.  We 

              4            don't have that in place at this point.  But the way 

              5            I read 6-18-1906 there is -- there was never an 

              6            assumption that a district had to exempt themselves, 

              7            but rather that that would be a choice if they felt 

              8            like it was going to pull them back into federal 

              9            court.  It is my position, obviously, that something 

             10            that was done in '58 and '69 -- or '59 and '68, other 

             11            than Brown versus Board of Education, is at this 

             12            point speaking to something that is not at play here. 

             13                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth. 

             14                 DR. BARTH:  No. 

             15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions 

             16            relative to A-1?  Ready for a motion. 

             17                 DR. BARTH:  I will move to sustain the denial of 

             18            school choice in this case. 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there a second? 

             20                 MS. SAVIERS:  Second. 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  All in favor? 

             22                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES) 

             23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed? 

             24                 MS. ZOOK:  I am.  I'm opposed. 

             25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  One opposition.  So the 
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              1            decision is upheld to deny the school choice 

              2            application, the Wilson family. 

              3                 MR. BLUME:  Thank you, Madam Chairman.  May we 

              4            be excused? 

              5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes. 

              6                 MR. BLUME:  Thank you. 

              7                 MS. COFFMAN:  Ms. Newton, could you repeat who 

              8            voted no on the record? 

              9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook voted no.  Dr. 

             10            Barth made the motion, Ms. Saviers seconded.  I'm 

             11            sorry. 

             12                 MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you. 

             13  A-2:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE 

             14  APPLICATION - TEAGUE, MORTON, LLOYD, GREEN, GARDNER, AND 

             15  WHEELINGTON FAMILIES 

             16  A-3:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE 

             17  APPLICATION - BLACK 

             18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Next on the agenda is A-2, 

             19            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice 

             20            Application for Teague, Morton, Lloyd, Green, 

             21            Gardner, and Wheelington Families.  I also have noted 

             22            that Whitney Moore has signed to speak on this one.  

             23            So, Ms. Davis. 

             24                 MS. DAVIS:  Also, at the last board meeting 

             25            agenda item A-3, the Black family, had -- you guys 
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              1            had -- they had requested to be joined in with this 

              2            family's appeal since it's the same resident and 

              3            nonresident district, so -- I don't believe there's 

              4            any opposition today.  So if there's no opposition to 

              5            hear those today from the Board, to join them -- 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We'll add A-3. 

              7                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  But I would ask that when you 

              8            do vote, because they are separate action items, you 

              9            would vote on A-2 and A-3 separately. 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

             11                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  So at this time it's 

             12            Lafayette County; that's where the families reside.  

             13            And they are appealing the decision of Emerson-

             14            Taylor-Bradley to deny their school choice 

             15            application. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Will all the parties 

             17            that intend to offer testimony please stand.  Okay.  

             18            We have four individuals -- three, four.  Would you 

             19            raise your right hands to be sworn?  Do you solemnly 

             20            swear or affirm that the testimony you're about to 

             21            give is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 

             22            the truth? 

             23               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY) 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We're ready to get 

             25            started. 
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              1                 MS. DAVIS:  And I do believe that the families 

              2            also have some additional material that they'd like 

              3            to pass out to you. 

              4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Is there an attorney 

              5            present? 

              6                 MS. DAVIS:  For the families, no.  So we'll 

              7            begin with the -- I guess the nonresident district. 

              8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We're ready to 

              9            receive the materials then. 

             10                 (WHEREUPON, Exhibits One (1), Two (2), Three (3) 

             11            and Four (4) for A-2 and A-3 were marked for 

             12            identification and entered into evidence.) 

             13                 MS. DAVIS:  And then so is there anybody here 

             14            from Emerson-Taylor-Bradley?  If you would, go ahead 

             15            and come on up.  And, like I say, because you have 

             16            it, you can always defer to -- you can always defer 

             17            to the resident district, your time, if you'd like.   

             18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you identify 

             19            yourself, please? 

             20                 SUPT. HINES:  My name is Gary Hines; I'm 

             21            superintendent of Emerson-Taylor-Bradley School 

             22            District.  The families that you have listed on your 

             23            agenda under A-2 and A-3 submitted properly executed 

             24            and timely school choice applications.  Also, prior 

             25            to that I had received a letter from the 
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              1            superintendent of Lafayette County School District, 

              2            Mr. Edwards, informing me that they were exempt from 

              3            the Public School Choice Act due to the order.  I 

              4            confirmed that they were listed by the Department on 

              5            the ADE's website as one of the exempted schools and 

              6            because of that, I rejected all the applications. 

              7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions of Mr. Hines?  

              8            Thank you.  We may call you back.   

              9                 MS. DAVIS:  And the families have elected just 

             10            this gentleman here to go ahead and kind of speak on 

             11            behalf of everyone. 

             12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Sir, would you 

             13            identify yourself? 

             14                 MR. LLOYD:  Yes, ma'am.  My name is Brad Lloyd; 

             15            I'm representing the Lloyd family. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  What's your last name? 

             17                 MR. LLOYD:  Lloyd.  And thank y'all for having 

             18            us today.  The information I just passed out to 

             19            y'all, we're appealing that Lafayette County has 

             20            opted out of a deseg order.  No one has claimed a 

             21            deseg order besides Lafayette County.  What I just 

             22            gave y'all was the actual complaint and the answer.  

             23            They are going against a resolution on the Consent 

             24            Decree that ended back in 1996. 

             25                 MS. ZOOK:  Is that when the districts were -- 
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              1            the two districts joined, in '96? 

              2                 MR. LLOYD:  No, ma'am. 

              3                 MS. ZOOK:  Or it was prior to that? 

              4                 MR. LLOYD:  No.  That was prior.  We -- they 

              5            consolidated in 2003.  On the school -- another 

              6            thing, they filed this on a school district that no 

              7            longer exists.  And, you know, we just think that -- 

              8            I understand what the Commissioner was saying about 

              9            the Attorney General, but in our opinion it's not a 

             10            deseg order. 

             11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And you're basing that on 

             12            the fact that the district no longer exists as it was 

             13            granted -- as it did when it was granted the deseg 

             14            order? 

             15                 MR. LLOYD:  Yes, ma'am. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And what was that?  What 

             17            was that district? 

             18                 MR. LLOYD:  Lewisville School District. 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  It was -- excuse me? 

             20                 MR. LLOYD:  Lewisville School District. 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Lewisville School District.  

             22            Ms. Davis, could you speak to that? 

             23                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, generally, when a school 

             24            district consolidates with another district they 

             25            inherit pretty much all the assets and the 
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              1            liabilities for the district.  I don't think the law 

              2            specifically states -- and I may be wrong -- I don't 

              3            think it specifically states that it inherits any 

              4            desegregation orders.  But typically, it inherits 

              5            everything and they become part of the district as a 

              6            whole. 

              7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth. 

              8                 DR. BARTH:  And if we were to say they didn't, 

              9            we would be engaged in interpretation of the law.  

             10            Right? 

             11                 MS. DAVIS:  I think it would be more of an 

             12            interpretation of our state law.  I mean, it would 

             13            probably run close to interpretation of the 

             14            desegregation order as well, but it would also 

             15            probably put you at interpreting whether or not the 

             16            consolidation laws inherit -- what they do and what 

             17            they do not inherit, as well. 

             18                 DR. BARTH:  Thanks. 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Could you -- you've had a 

             20            chance to review this document that was just passed 

             21            around to us?  And if you have, please comment.  And 

             22            also I'd like to know, based on the gentleman's -- 

             23            Mr. Lloyd's comment about the resolution or the 

             24            Consent Decree in 1996 and obvious impact to the 

             25            case. 
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              1                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, I just saw this actually just 

              2            now, so -- and I know that there are a few board 

              3            members who didn't get a copy, as well as Lafayette 

              4            County, so we do have somebody coming down to make 

              5            some copies for those who didn't get it.  You know, I 

              6            have looked at it and I know that one of the other 

              7            parents had made a -- submitted some documentation 

              8            saying that this case had been closed.  And while I 

              9            applaud the parents' efforts at navigating the 

             10            federal court system, one of the things to remember 

             11            is that even though the docket may be closed on a 

             12            case, the Consent Decree -- unless there is a final 

             13            determination of unitary status from the court, the 

             14            Consent Decree still remains active even after the 

             15            docket is closed.  You know, such as like Pulaski 

             16            County right now, the docket is technically closed on 

             17            that but we all know that there is still an active 

             18            desegregation order.  So I can't say that this 

             19            Consent Decree, especially -- well, I wouldn't be the 

             20            authority on understanding federal law anyway.  But 

             21            in order to make the determination of whether or not 

             22            this Consent Decree is active, I mean, we would 

             23            probably have to interpret. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Lloyd, do you have a 

             25            comment? 
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              1                 MR. LLOYD:  Yes, ma'am.  This Consent Decree 

              2            that they're filing on under their deseg order is -- 

              3            one part of that is what they're filing on.  If you 

              4            read the rest of that Consent Decree, it ended March 

              5            5, 1993, and they would -- the court would give them 

              6            three years, till 1996.  It was filed March 5th.  

              7            It's on the back of -- what Lafayette County actually 

              8            filed their deseg order on was the Consent Decree.  

              9            And if you're going to take all the -- I mean, if 

             10            you're going to take one part of the Consent Decree, 

             11            you need to take it all.  They have not been 

             12            following up on the rest of the stuff that's on that 

             13            Consent Decree as far as -- and the case that they're 

             14            filing on is a discrimination case; it's not a 

             15            decree, a Consent -- a deseg order.   

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Any other comments 

             17            or any questions by board members of Mr. Lloyd or Ms. 

             18            Davis?  Anyone, any questions by any board members?  

             19            If not, then -- 

             20                 MS. DAVIS:  We do have Lafayette County here to 

             21            speak. 

             22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You do have -- what? 

             23                 MS. DAVIS:  Lafayette County is here too. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Lafayette County.  

             25            Okay.  Whitney Moore. 
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              1                 MS. MOORE:  Good morning.  Yes, ma'am.  My name 

              2            is Whitney Moore.  I'm one of the attorneys for 

              3            Lafayette County School District.  I've got our 

              4            superintendent, Robert Edwards, here with me to 

              5            answer any questions, if necessary.  I don't know 

              6            that that will be necessary, but he's available and 

              7            has been sworn.  Madam Chair, Commissioner, Members 

              8            of the Board, the appeals were correctly denied by 

              9            Emerson-Taylor-Bradley, and they were denied 

             10            correctly for three reasons.  The first one is the 

             11            statute does not contemplate further action or 

             12            inaction by the Department of Education or this board 

             13            after the conflict has been declared.  We submitted 

             14            our letter declaring conflict in April; we also 

             15            submitted a Consent Decree.  So that's been done.  

             16            The second point is the rules regarding school choice 

             17            don't even include the resident district as a party 

             18            in an appeal.  So I think that supports the argument 

             19            for the conflict is not appealable.  There's plenty 

             20            of other points about school choice that a parent 

             21            could appeal -- you know -- if they're denied due to 

             22            capacity, due to classroom size, due to lack of 

             23            teachers.  That's what the appeal process was 

             24            intended for.  I don't think it's the purview of this 

             25            board to get into what did a court mean when it 
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              1            approved this Consent Decree or this order.  That's 

              2            for a federal court.  The third reason is the 2003 

              3            Attorney General's opinion makes it clear that only a 

              4            court and the parties involved in the case are the 

              5            most knowledgeable regarding a Consent Decree or a 

              6            desegregation order.  Interpretation of those orders 

              7            is a judicial function and I think the recent opinion 

              8            issued by General Rutledge concurs in that 

              9            assessment.  So for these legal reasons, the choice 

             10            applications have to be denied. 

             11                 I know I get five minutes to start with and then 

             12            20, so I don't know if you want me to keep going now 

             13            or come back up later. 

             14                 To respond to Mr. Lloyd, one thing I'd like to 

             15            point out is that Mr. Lloyd is a former board member 

             16            of ours and he voted for the exemption in 2013 and in 

             17            2014, based on this very Consent Decree.  Now the 

             18            case has been administratively closed; that's 

             19            something the courts tend to do.  Like Ms. Davis 

             20            said, the Pulaski County case was administratively 

             21            closed in 1998, I believe.  But the black plaintiff 

             22            class in this case is still free to come back to 

             23            court, as is the district, for clarification of any 

             24            part of the Consent Decree.  The black plaintiff 

             25            class still exists.  I mean, they're the residents of 
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              1            the former Lewisville School District.  That 

              2            territory was taken by Lafayette County School 

              3            District.  And the Consent Decree obligated both that 

              4            class and the school district defendant.  I mean, if 

              5            you argue that the school district no longer exists, 

              6            then there is no entity responsible for performing 

              7            those obligations that the school district promised 

              8            to perform.  I don't think you can wipe all that away 

              9            by consolidation; I don't think that was the state's 

             10            intent when it approved this consolidation in 2003.  

             11            The Consent Decree does contain student assignment 

             12            provisions.  He mentioned it was a discrimination 

             13            case only.  I think that gets a little dangerously 

             14            close to trying to interpret what the court meant and 

             15            what the Consent Decree means, but there are student 

             16            assignment provisions.  And our participation in 

             17            school choice, in our view, would violate the terms 

             18            of that Consent Decree.  And I'll hold the rest of my 

             19            time for response. 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook has a question. 

             21                 MS. ZOOK:  For the superintendent. 

             22                 SUPT. EDWARDS:  Yes, ma'am. 

             23                 MS. ZOOK:  Would there be -- can these parents 

             24            apply for a legal transfer? 

             25                 SUPT. EDWARDS:  No, ma'am.  We are at 64% Black 
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              1            American.  As you can -- as you noticed, they are all 

              2            white, so it would greatly disrupt our ratio. 

              3                 MS. MOORE:  If I -- 

              4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And your name, sir? 

              5                 SUPT. EDWARDS:  My name is Robert Edwards; I 

              6            apologize. 

              7                 MS. MOORE:  Now if I could clarify that, legal 

              8            transfer based solely on choice -- I think Mr. 

              9            Edwards is correct; if the parents have a genuine 

             10            basis for a legal transfer based on circumstances 

             11            specific to them, such as -- I mean, I don't -- 

             12            there's lots of situations where a legal transfer 

             13            might be approved.  That would be up to the board and 

             14            that would certainly be presented to our board.  If 

             15            one of the -- if the nonresident district offers 

             16            something that we don't, there's some sort of special 

             17            circumstance involving this particular child.  We 

             18            would always consider those.  But none of the parents 

             19            in this case have made any argument like that.  

             20            They've cited to a School Digger website, which 

             21            frankly I think has some arbitrary rankings; that 

             22            site takes into account four categories, for 

             23            instance, and they are: enrollment by race, free and 

             24            reduced lunch, test scores, and teacher/student 

             25            ratio.  Now I believe the teacher/student ratio at 
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              1            Emerson-Taylor is about 12.6 and our ratio is 13.1.  

              2            So statistically that's about the same; it's about 

              3            13-to-1.  Now our test scores I haven't studied 

              4            thoroughly.  I'm not going to stand up here and make 

              5            an argument that our test scores are superior to 

              6            theirs or -- you know -- ours may be a little lower; 

              7            I'm not going to speak on that.  The statistics that 

              8            website is compiled -- we can look into that, if we 

              9            need to.  But I will tell you that Lafayette County, 

             10            when you're ranking them based on race, enrollment by 

             11            race, and free and reduced lunch, we're never going 

             12            to be able to compete in a ranking with a school like 

             13            Emerson-Taylor-Bradley.  Because like Mr. Edwards 

             14            said, our black enrollment is 60%.  The enrollment at 

             15            the Taylor campus of Emerson-Taylor-Bradley is 3.7% 

             16            black.  Our free and reduced lunch enrollment -- and 

             17            this is a 2013 number; this was the latest I could 

             18            find -- at the elementary is 84.8%; at the high 

             19            school it's 77.9%.  Taylor, for instance, Elementary 

             20            is 38.3% and 35.1%.  So you've looking at over 40 

             21            points in both scenarios.  But if you look at the 

             22            School Report Cards, for instance, Lafayette County 

             23            Elementary has a C; Emerson Elementary has a C; 

             24            Taylor Elementary has an A.  Lafayette County High 

             25            School has a B; Taylor High School has a B; and 
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              1            Emerson High School has an A.  So they're pretty 

              2            comparable when you're looking at the state's own 

              3            grading system.  None of these parents have argued 

              4            that poor grades are an issue.  You know, they 

              5            mention safety concerns and cultural differences.  

              6            I'm not sure -- they haven't specified anything; they 

              7            haven't brought anything to our board that their 

              8            child has specifically been involved in any kind of 

              9            safety issue.  And we submitted some documents for 

             10            this board meeting, in particular.  I think if you 

             11            look at the Malvern School District, they're one 

             12            district I know of that has a desegregation court 

             13            case history and they elected not to assert their 

             14            conflict.  They said, "We're going to participate in 

             15            school choice."  They've lost over 100 kids the last 

             16            two years; almost all of them are white.  And I think 

             17            that supports the affidavits we submitted from Dr. 

             18            Jerry Guess and Mr. Bob Watson, the former 

             19            superintendents of Camden-Fairview and El Dorado.  In 

             20            2011, before the new act was enacted, they predicted 

             21            this sort of reaction from districts that have a past 

             22            of desegregation obligations.  Malvern is the only 

             23            one I know of that has that past and has 

             24            participated, and it has experienced negative 

             25            consequences, and I would say they're segregative 
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              1            consequences.  Our concern today is that Lafayette 

              2            County would face a similar outcome if we did not 

              3            assert our conflict, and that's why we did.  I don't 

              4            believe that you all have the authority pursuant to 

              5            Miss -- General Rutledge's opinion to interpret our 

              6            orders, but I would ask that you sustain the 

              7            rejections of the appeals for Lafayette County. 

              8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you. 

              9                 MS. ZOOK:  I have another question for the 

             10            superintendent. 

             11                 SUPT. EDWARDS:  Yes, ma'am. 

             12                 MS. ZOOK:  What percent of your per-pupil 

             13            expenditure is from local as opposed to state monies?  

             14            Not to put you on the spot. 

             15                 SUPT. EDWARDS:  I would say 15%.  We use -- 

             16                 MS. ZOOK:  And you do get to keep that, whether 

             17            you have a child or not, if the parent lives there? 

             18                 SUPT. EDWARDS:  Yes, ma'am.  And the unfortunate 

             19            part about it is we use all of our federal -- all the 

             20            federal funds we can possibly use.  Yes, ma'am. 

             21                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  And, Mr. Key, let me ask you 

             22            this.  There was a court case that she mentioned, the 

             23            Malvern case.  Didn't that get thrown out, that you 

             24            could no longer think in terms of race when you're 

             25            deciding about whether a student can or cannot make a 
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              1            transfer? 

              2                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  I just know that our previous 

              3            school choice prior to 2013 was ruled 

              4            unconstitutional because of its heavy reliance on the 

              5            racial balance -- 

              6                 MS. ZOOK:  Right. 

              7                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  -- component. 

              8                 MS. ZOOK:  Right. 

              9                 MS. MOORE:  May I speak to that, Ms. Zook? 

             10                 MS. ZOOK:  Sure.  Go ahead.  Ask the Chair. 

             11                 MS. MOORE:  Madame Chair, permission to speak, 

             12            please?  The Teague lawsuit -- it's a confusing legal 

             13            status now.  But because the General Assembly enacted 

             14            the 2013 school choice law while the appeal was 

             15            pending, the order declaring the 1989 act 

             16            unconstitutional was vacated.  So it's basically like 

             17            that case never happened, in a weird way, although we 

             18            all know it did.  The original order from Judge 

             19            Dawson, at the district court level, was based on a 

             20            case called Parents Involved versus Seattle Community 

             21            Schools, I think was the full style of the case.  

             22            That case looked at school districts in Seattle, 

             23            Washington and Louisville, Kentucky.  Louisville had 

             24            been declared unitary; Seattle had no desegregation 

             25            history.  And they were using a racial assignment 
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              1            process purely to achieve balance and diversity.  And 

              2            the Supreme Court in Parents Involved said you can't 

              3            use race for the sake of race.  Now there's a 

              4            separate line of cases -- Swann versus Charlotte 

              5            Mecklenburg School Board is the one I'm thinking of 

              6            primarily -- that say when you're in a remedial 

              7            situation and you have a history of segregation and 

              8            separating based on race, you have to take race into 

              9            consideration and you have to take integrative 

             10            measures to remedy the past effects of what's gone 

             11            before.  Now I think that's why the General Assembly 

             12            includes this language, "If you're under a court 

             13            ordered desegregation obligation, you're different."  

             14            Because what they're saying is if there's a district 

             15            in the state that doesn't have a desegregation past 

             16            you can't just say, "Well, we don't want to do this."  

             17            If you're under a court order, you're treated 

             18            differently and you can look at race.  So even though 

             19            the statute doesn't include race anymore, our basis 

             20            for interpreting our court order does and can include 

             21            race. 

             22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  I think we'll 

             23            ask Mr. Lloyd if he has any closing comments before 

             24            we -- 

             25                 MR. LLOYD:  Yes, ma'am. 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- ask for a motion. 

              2                 MR. LLOYD:  I'd just like to state that the 

              3            reason we're wanting to get out of here has nothing 

              4            to do with race at all.  I live in Lafayette County; 

              5            I'm a business owner in Lafayette County; I've 

              6            supported Lafayette County from one end to the other.  

              7            But by the actions that the school has taken and the 

              8            safety issues in that school, at the end of the day 

              9            we're here for the education.  That's what I want for 

             10            my kids is a better education.  I don't -- I do not 

             11            believe that -- sorry, I'm kind of worked up right 

             12            now, so give me just a minute.  With me being on the 

             13            school board -- yes, I did; I voted against these -- 

             14            I was all for Lafayette County, all for it, until I  

             15            -- being on the school board opened my eyes to see 

             16            exactly the things that had been taking place and the 

             17            changes going on.  And at that point I decided to 

             18            step down as a school board member and pull my kids 

             19            out of Lafayette County. 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. 

             21            Lloyd.  We know that it's a passionate and a personal 

             22            issue and we don't make light of that.  And certainly 

             23            it's an onerous position that we're in as a board to 

             24            have to make a decision.  So at this point does 

             25            anyone have a motion in regard to -- we're on A-2 and 
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              1            A-3; they've been put together.  But we'll have to do 

              2            them separately.  So as it relates to Action Item A-

              3            2, is there a motion? 

              4                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  I move to sustain the decision. 

              5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Is there a second?   

              6                 MS. REITH:  Second. 

              7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The motion is by Mr. 

              8            Williamson, second by Ms. Reith.  All in favor? 

              9                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  Then, A-3, 

             11            the same thing as A-2 in terms of the consideration 

             12            for appeal for denial of school choice.  Is there a 

             13            motion? 

             14                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  I'll also move to sustain the 

             15            decision. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moved by Mr. Williamson. 

             17                 MS. REITH:  I'll also second. 

             18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Ms. Reith.  All 

             19            in favor? 

             20                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  All right.  So the A-2 and 

             22            A-3 denials were upheld. 

             23                 MS. ZOOK:  I will point out that Lafayette 

             24            County did not exempt two years ago when they had 

             25            that same court order, in fact, in place. 
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              1  A-4:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE 

              2  APPLICATIONS - VICKERS, DEAN, AND TATOM FAMILIES 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We're ready for A-4, 

              4            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice 

              5            Applications - Vickers, Dean, and Tatom Families.  

              6            Would you give us the background, Ms. Davis? 

              7                 MS. DAVIS:  These families are also from 

              8            Lafayette County, as well, and they were denied 

              9            school choice transfers to the Spring Hill district. 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there anyone here from 

             11            the -- or the people here for action item A-4, 

             12            Vickers, Dean, and Tatom families, or the attorneys 

             13            or representatives of school districts, would you 

             14            please stand to be sworn?  Raise your right hand, 

             15            please.  Do you swear or affirm that the testimony 

             16            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth, 

             17            and nothing but the truth so help you? 

             18               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY) 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you. 

             20                 SUPT. RANEY:  My name is Angie Raney; I'm the 

             21            superintendent of the Spring Hill School District.  

             22            And I just want to say, like the previous 

             23            superintendent, that we did receive six applications 

             24            for school choice from the Lafayette County School 

             25            District.  After the May 1st application deadline was 
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              1            over and receiving notification from the Lafayette 

              2            County School District superintendent, Robert 

              3            Edwards, that they would not be participating in 

              4            school choice, all applications were rejected from 

              5            the Lafayette County School District and parents were 

              6            notified of the rejection, as well as Lafayette 

              7            County Schools.  Had that been a different situation, 

              8            obviously we would have accepted all the students 

              9            into our district. 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think we'll start with 

             11            Ms. Moore or Mr. Edwards.  Do you have any comments? 

             12                 MS. MOORE:  I would just restate our same 

             13            defenses that we had for Emerson-Taylor-Bradley.  To 

             14            answer Ms. Zook's question about why the district 

             15            didn't exempt in 2013, I guess, they didn't really 

             16            think it would be an issue; they thought we could go 

             17            on and participate and it wouldn't affect our 

             18            compliance with the Consent Decree.  We lost I think 

             19            about 28 white, all white children to Spring Hill, 

             20            and so the next year the board decided that this was 

             21            going to negatively impact our future compliance with 

             22            the Consent Decree and they elected to exempt.  The 

             23            only different point I have to make about the Spring 

             24            Hill case is -- I believe the Dean's child is 

             25            currently attending Spring Hill; she's not attending 
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              1            Lafayette County, and that's based on a power-of-

              2            attorney.  Let me see if I can -- 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Based on? 

              4                 MS. MOORE:  It's based on a power-of-attorney 

              5            that the parents, Gary T. Dean, Junior and/or Connie 

              6            A. Dean, gave to Wayne and/or Elsie Halbert to act as 

              7            the lawful attorney-in-fact for the minor child.  And 

              8            they gave consent and permission for enrollment and 

              9            admission to school and to resolve problems arising 

             10            from school attendance and sign any papers necessary 

             11            for such purpose relating to the child's welfare at 

             12            school.  We were operating that the Halbert's were 

             13            acting for this child and not the Dean's, and so now 

             14            the Dean's have filed this application.  I've been 

             15            before this board before about guardianships and 

             16            powers-of-attorney issued solely for enrollment 

             17            purposes.  Those are not in fact valid.  You can't 

             18            get a guardianship just so you can send your child to 

             19            another district as long as the child continues to 

             20            actually reside with you.  Now the Dean child, we 

             21            haven't looked into this; I don't know where she 

             22            lives, who she lives with, but she seems to have two 

             23            parents acting for her, depending on which statute 

             24            they're trying to pursue enrollment under.  And I 

             25            take issue with that, but I don't think that matters 
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              1            before the Board today.  I did just want to point 

              2            that out. 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Representatives 

              4            from the Dean, Tatom and Vickers family, do you -- 

              5            come individually or however you choose to. 

              6                 MS. DEAN:  Madam Chair, I am Connie Dean, and I 

              7            do have the daughter that's in -- currently in Spring 

              8            Hill School District.  And my parents live in the 

              9            Taylor-Emerson-Bradley School District, and I have 

             10            the consent -- if y'all would like a copy -- 

             11            representing them today.  They're elderly; they are 

             12            at home, and there is -- the travel and the undue 

             13            stress, they could not be here today.  And I do have 

             14            that if y'all would like to see it, that they have 

             15            signed.  Would y'all like a copy of it? 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  What are you asserting, Ms. 

             17            Dean? 

             18                 MS. DEAN:  I'm asserting that I am representing 

             19            them on behalf of our daughter and their 

             20            granddaughter. 

             21                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Madam Chair, could we let Ms. 

             22            Davis look at that before it's distributed? 

             23                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes, please. 

             24                 MS. DEAN:  And we did school-choice our daughter 

             25            -- or my parents school-choiced her out because they 
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              1            were -- they lived in the Emerson-Taylor School 

              2            District.  And we did a power-of-attorney to them for 

              3            reasons that I would like to not get into; it doesn't 

              4            have anything to do with this school.  There was 

              5            other issues.  And she is going -- she lives with 

              6            them and she does go to Spring Hill school because we 

              7            did school-choice her out.  But this year we would 

              8            like to take back, revoke that power-of-attorney and 

              9            take her back and school-choice her out from 

             10            Lafayette County, where her resident school district 

             11            is.  Okay?  And I will let Angie speak. 

             12                 MS. VICKERS:  Hi, I'm Angie Vickers and we just 

             13            have like a statement prepared.  Will that be okay 

             14            for me to read?   

             15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes. 

             16                 MS. VICKERS:  Okay.  We do reside in Lafayette 

             17            County and we do wish to attend Spring Hill School 

             18            District through the avenue of the School Choice Act 

             19            of 2015.  The School Choice Act of 2015 is in place 

             20            so that parents are provided greater freedom to 

             21            determine the most effective school for meeting the 

             22            individual education needs of their child.  

             23            Unfortunately, Lafayette School District has declared 

             24            an exemption from the Public School Choice Act of 

             25            2015, due to the provisions of a desegregation court 
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              1            order or plan.  However, upon reading the suit that 

              2            Lafayette County School District has furnished to 

              3            stand for a desegregation order, and upon receiving 

              4            legal advice, it appears that the basis for the opt-

              5            out of the school choice law for Lafayette County 

              6            School District is in fact a Consent Decree in the 

              7            Turner versus Lewisville School District suit.  That 

              8            Consent Decree, in paragraph 18, is referenced in the 

              9            opt-out letter from Lafayette County School 

             10            District's lawyer and upon which they rely as their 

             11            desegregation or mandate.  It states that the federal 

             12            court, and I quote, "shall have continuing 

             13            jurisdiction of this Consent Decree in order to 

             14            insure compliance with the spirit in terms of the 

             15            decree."  However, what the attorney for Lafayette 

             16            County School District does not recite is the 

             17            remainder of paragraph 18 of the Consent Decree, 

             18            because it was not a direct order from the court for 

             19            this.  This Consent Decree was only an 

             20            acknowledgement by a federal judge that the 

             21            plaintiffs, and I quote, "shall seek to resolve their 

             22            differences with the defendants voluntarily and 

             23            promptly."  And, more importantly, if they could not 

             24            resolve their differences then the federal court 

             25            would have jurisdiction to hear the dispute.  But 
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              1            that only lasted for three years.  By legal 

              2            definition terminology, a Consent Decree is a 

              3            settlement of a lawsuit or criminal case in which a 

              4            person or a company agrees to take specific actions 

              5            without admitting fault or guilt for the situation 

              6            that led to that lawsuit.  If the defendant does not 

              7            live up to the terms of the settlement agreement, the 

              8            plaintiff cannot reactivate the old lawsuit.  And 

              9            since paragraph 18 of the Consent Decree only gives 

             10            jurisdiction for three years, the plaintiffs would 

             11            have had to file a new lawsuit in order for there to 

             12            be a standing Consent Decree today -- and that didn't 

             13            happen.  This consent order was so that the 

             14            Lewisville School District could implement a policy, 

             15            but there was no order directing the school district 

             16            on what that policy would be.  Therefore, there was 

             17            no ruling by a federal judge that would allow this to 

             18            be considered a desegregation order for the 

             19            Lewisville School District, let alone Lafayette 

             20            County School District.  In fact, the Honorable Jim 

             21            Hendren dismissed the case subject to terms of the 

             22            Consent Decree on March 5, 1993.  And, on March 7, 

             23            1994, the same judge ordered the motion over the 

             24            court costs moot as parties have settled the issue.  

             25            If they've settled the issue that to me means it's 
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              1            done.  The current Attorney General Leslie Rutledge 

              2            approved the opinion of Assistant Attorney General 

              3            Ray Pierce on July 17, 2015.  This approval states, 

              4            and I quote, "A court's desegregation order to a 

              5            school district remains in place as written until 

              6            it's lifted, modified, or by its own terms comes to 

              7            an end."  The civil docket for the case of Turner 

              8            versus Lewisville School District, the date filed for 

              9            the case was April 16, 1992, and the date filed for 

             10            the termination of the case was March 5, 1993, so it 

             11            by its own terms has not come to an end.  Act 560 

             12            mandates that a school district must submit proof of 

             13            an active court-approved desegregation plan.  The 

             14            Attorney General's opinion of this proof is that the 

             15            law is silent on what the ADE is supposed to do with 

             16            that proof and does not charge the ADE to undertake 

             17            to verify a school district's claim of exemption.  

             18            However, in this case the ADE would not have to 

             19            verify the proof.  This case was terminated by a 

             20            federal judge in 1993, and a consent -- jurisdiction 

             21            ended in 1996.  So how can this proof be considered 

             22            active today?  We're sure the Board has read the 

             23            concerns -- 

             24                 CHAIRERSON NEWTON:  That's your first five 

             25            minutes.  Are you kind of coming to an end with that? 
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              1                 MS. VICKERS:  I'm just about finished. 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

              3                 MS. VICKERS:  Can I finish? 

              4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes. 

              5                 MS. VICKERS:  Okay.  We're sure the Board has 

              6            read the concerns we submitted through our appeal 

              7            letters and the additional materials we've submitted 

              8            via fax to Jeremy Lasiter and Kendra Clay.  These 

              9            materials deal with the reasons we want our children 

             10            in a different school district.  We believe we as 

             11            parents are more prepared and vested in our own 

             12            children and know what's best for them.  That's why 

             13            we respectfully ask -- and I'd like to add, it 

             14            absolutely has nothing to do with race.  And in fact, 

             15            that offends me because I'm a teacher and I teach all 

             16            races the same.  Thank you much -- so much for your 

             17            time and consideration. 

             18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Is there 

             19            anyone else who would like to speak from the 

             20            families?  If not, any questions from board members?  

             21            Okay.  If not, are we ready for a motion? 

             22                 MS. ZOOK:  I wanted to make a statement before 

             23            there's a motion.  You know, one of the things we 

             24            want to do as a state board is provide terrific 

             25            traditional public schools, and so we would like for 
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              1            all children to have that opportunity, and I think 

              2            the Legislature tried to help us with this by giving 

              3            parents choice.  So if I live in this district I can 

              4            choose to home-school and I don't have to come to the 

              5            State Board; I can choose to go to a charter school 

              6            and I don't have to go to the State Board; I can 

              7            choose to go to a private school and I don't have to.  

              8            So are we going to continue to vote, particularly in 

              9            this instance, that she so eloquently laid out, to 

             10            say you have to continue in this district when the 

             11            whole thing seems to be moot as far as whether or not 

             12            the case is still active.  And I would also caution 

             13            or encourage the superintendents of the districts 

             14            where people are asking to go to a different district 

             15            to sort of self-examine; like, if you think it's 

             16            race, then sit down with the people and talk about 

             17            that; if you think it's the teachers, the academics, 

             18            the offerings, whatever it is -- because we want 

             19            parents to want to go to our schools, and when they 

             20            don't we need to examine why in fact they do not want 

             21            to. 

             22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We need to allow 

             23            responses for, you know, the 20 minutes.  Hopefully, 

             24            you won't take 20 minutes. 

             25                 MS. MOORE:  I promise I won't. 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  But that's an opportunity. 

              2                 MS. MOORE:  I just want to respond to a couple 

              3            of things that Ms. Dean and Ms. Vickers said.  The 

              4            Dean's situation with the parents and the guardians 

              5            and the grandparents, we just want to know where they 

              6            stand and what they're asking for.  It seems that the 

              7            child is already enrolled in Spring Hill and will 

              8            continue to be if the school choice application is 

              9            denied.  But as the resident district we want to know 

             10            where our resident child is going and on what basis 

             11            she's going there.  With respect to Ms. Vickers, I 

             12            don't know these applicants personally.  I'm not 

             13            making any accusations of racism specifically to them 

             14            or anyone; I'm simply saying we have this past and 

             15            it's unfortunate.  Previously, years ago, we operated 

             16            dual school systems, a white school and a black 

             17            school.  We are still working to remedy that.  For 

             18            that reason, when we talk about our Consent Decree we 

             19            have to look at is this an integrative movement, is 

             20            this a segregative movement, does this conflict.  So 

             21            my elusions to race were not meant to offend; they're 

             22            just the fact of the matter.  And the only other 

             23            point I wanted to make was about her references to 

             24            the Consent Decree having a three-year expiration 

             25            date.  That, again, I think ventures closely to her 
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              1            trying to interpret a federal court order, which I 

              2            don't think is appropriate, but it's also incorrect.  

              3            There was a three-year reporting requirement that the 

              4            school had to provide the plaintiffs with reports on 

              5            its progress for three years.  The court didn't 

              6            require us to report after 1996, but we're still 

              7            bound by the terms of the Consent Decree.  The only 

              8            thing that's going to release Lafayette County from 

              9            responsibility for meeting its obligations under the 

             10            Consent Decree is a declaration of unitary status, 

             11            and we have not gotten that yet.  The case was 

             12            administratively closed, so has the Pulaski County 

             13            case.  I mean, that doesn't mean that we're unitary 

             14            or that we're finished with the work we have to do. 

             15                 MS. ZOOK:  Have you requested unitary status? 

             16                 MS. SAVIERS:  That was my question. 

             17                 MS. MOORE:  We have not. 

             18                 MS. ZOOK:  Is there some reason? 

             19                 MS. MOORE:  I have only begun representing 

             20            Lafayette County this year.  We'll need to look into 

             21            that.  I also represent Pulaski County; I'm one of 

             22            their attorneys, and I can tell you it's a difficult 

             23            road to hoe.  There are multiple areas you have to 

             24            look at.  I know we can look at our staffing, we can 

             25            look at our student assignments.  Being that we are 
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              1            surrounded by racially identifiable white schools, 

              2            and we are a racially identifiable black school, I 

              3            don't know that we can make that argument as far as 

              4            student assignment.  But it's always something that 

              5            if their board requests that we do that -- I mean, I 

              6            unfortunately can't go out and incur legal fees 

              7            without their authority.  But it's certainly not off 

              8            the table. 

              9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions? 

             10                 MS. DEAN:  Can I say something? 

             11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We're going to have you 

             12            come back to close. 

             13                 MS. DEAN:  Okay. 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So are there any other 

             15            questions of Ms. Whitney Moore?  If not -- yes, Ms.  

             16            -- 

             17                 MS. DEAN:  Dean. 

             18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- Dean. 

             19                 MS. DEAN:  Regarding the Consent Decree, 

             20            Lewisville and Stamps consolidated back in 2003.  And 

             21            when you consolidate two or more school districts, 

             22            the two school districts that you consolidate are 

             23            dissolved.  That's quoted right here in Arkansas 

             24            SB896, and it says, "Annexation or consolidation not 

             25            to negatively impact state-assisted desegregation.  
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              1            The State Board of Education shall not order any 

              2            annexation or consolidation under this subchapter or 

              3            any other act or any combination under any act which 

              4            hampers, delays, or in any manner negatively affects 

              5            the desegregation efforts of a school district or 

              6            districts in this state.  Prior to the entry of an 

              7            order under this subchapter, the State Board of 

              8            Education shall seek an advisory opinion from the 

              9            Attorney General concerning the impact of the 

             10            proposed annexation or consolidation on the effort of 

             11            the state to assist a district or districts in 

             12            desegregation of public schools of this state.  Any 

             13            order for annexation or consolidation or combination 

             14            thereof which violates provisions of this section 

             15            shall be null and void." 

             16                 The way we interpret that, this was faxed in and 

             17            when Lewisville and Stamps consolidated they didn't 

             18            consolidate because we -- to integrate schools; we 

             19            were already integrated.  We were -- Lewisville and 

             20            Stamps were merged together due to whatever reason.  

             21            It was put to a vote and we and the Stamps and 

             22            Lewisville School District voted to consolidate.  

             23            There was never mention to bring forth a 

             24            desegregation plan because there was one never 

             25            needed.  So the way I see it as a parent, Lafayette 
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              1            County does not have a desegregation plan.  Lafayette 

              2            County has -- was supposed to get counsel and the 

              3            schools to start getting advisement for a 

              4            desegregation plan.  They're going under a consent 

              5            order that was for Lewisville School District that 

              6            has not been in existence since 2003, let alone the 

              7            Consent Decree dates.  So Lafayette County is 

              8            governing a desegregation plan that we as parents see 

              9            as false and absurd.  Thank you. 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other closing remarks 

             11            by a parent in this matter?  If not, we'll ask for a 

             12            motion relative to A-4. 

             13                 DR. BARTH:  I move to sustain the denial of 

             14            school choice in the cases of Vickers, Dean, and 

             15            Tatom. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  A motion by Dr. 

             17            Barth to sustain the denial of A-4.  Is there a 

             18            second? 

             19                 MS. CHARISSE DEAN:  Second. 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Ms. Dean.  All in 

             21            favor? 

             22                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES) 

             23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed? 

             24                 MS. ZOOK:  Aye. 

             25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  One opposed; Ms. Zook 
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              1            opposes.  Thank you. 

              2                 I think it's time for a break.  We're going to 

              3            break for 10 minutes.  Come back at 11:35. 

              4                     (BREAK:  11:25-11:36 A.M.) 

              5  A-5:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE 

              6  APPLICATION - WILKISON 

              7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We will reconvene our 

              8            meeting.  And the next item on the -- Ms. Saviers -- 

              9            the next item on the agenda is A-5.  And A-5 will be 

             10            pulled today and moved to next week, on Thursday, the 

             11            13th.  It will be added to the agenda on the 13th. 

             12  A-6:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE 

             13  APPLICATION - BASHAW 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So we're now down to item 

             15            A-6, Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School 

             16            Choice Application - Bashaw.   

             17                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And the Bashaw family 

             18            resides in the Forrest City School District and they 

             19            have been denied a school choice transfer to the 

             20            Wynne School District. 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The Forrest City district 

             22            and any families represented in this case would you 

             23            please stand -- either district, both districts, and 

             24            anyone that intends to give testimony, would you 

             25            please stand to be sworn?  Okay.  Would you raise 
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              1            your right hand, sir?   

              2                 MR. BEAVERS:  I'm an attorney for Forrest City. 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  I figured that, sir; 

              4            you kind of look like an attorney.   

              5                 MR. BEAVERS:  I don't. 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I know you don't, and 

              7            that's okay.   

              8                 MR. BEAVERS:  Thank you. 

              9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You won't talk as long.  Do 

             10            you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony 

             11            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth, 

             12            and nothing but the truth? 

             13               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY) 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes, ma'am.  Thank you.  

             15            Please step forward and -- 

             16                 MS. DAVIS:  The nonresident district should have 

             17            that opportunity first. 

             18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  So you're here -- 

             19            the attorney, sir, what's your name? 

             20                 MR. BEAVERS:  My name is Brad Beavers.  I 

             21            represent Forrest City, the resident district. 

             22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The resident district? 

             23                 MR. BEAVERS:  Yes, ma'am. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Absent the family -- is the 

             25            family here? 
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              1                 MS. DAVIS:  The family is here. 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You're the family.  Okay. 

              3                 MS. DAVIS:  Anyone from Wynne?  Wynne is the 

              4            nonresident district -- 

              5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

              6                 MS. DAVIS:  -- and it does not appear that there 

              7            is anyone here from the Wynne School District. 

              8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  So who do you 

              9            suggest goes first? 

             10                 MS. DAVIS:  I would go ahead and let the -- 

             11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

             12                 MS. DAVIS:  I'd let the family go -- 

             13                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

             14                 MS. DAVIS:  -- and then I would give the 

             15            resident district an opportunity to respond. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Come forward, sir.  How do 

             17            you pronounce your name? 

             18                 MR. BASHAW:  Bashaw. 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Bashaw. 

             20                 MR. BASHAW:  I have some documents here, ma'am, 

             21            that I'd like to present. 

             22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Give them to Ms. Davis. 

             23                 MS. DAVIS:  And just as a note, these documents 

             24            were submitted by the family prior to.  But because 

             25            they're legal documents we felt it was not necessary 
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              1            to put them in the agenda packet but we'll make 

              2            copies for you. 

              3                 (WHEREUPON, Exhibit One (1) to agenda item A-6 

              4            was marked for identification and entered into 

              5            evidence.) 

              6                 MR. BASHAW:  Good morning, Members of the Board, 

              7            Chairman, Madam Chair -- or Commissioner; sorry.  My 

              8            name is Glen J. Bashaw.  I'm the father of my 

              9            daughter who is eight years old and will be going 

             10            into third grade in the Wynne School District.  She's 

             11            already in the Wynne School District, has been in the 

             12            Wynne School District since kindergarten.  Now her 

             13            mother and I have joint legal custody; we both are 

             14            primary.  Mr. Beavers is going to get up here and 

             15            talk about the desegregation order.  My daughter does 

             16            not fall under that desegregation order.  He's going 

             17            to insist that she does.  By his testimony that he's 

             18            going to give, if she falls under that desegregation 

             19            order she should be spending half her time in Forrest 

             20            City School District when she's with me and half her 

             21            time in the Wynne School District when she's with her 

             22            mother.  We all know that commonsense is going to 

             23            prevail on that and we cannot do that to a child.  

             24            This is not anything at all to do with the 

             25            desegregation order.  What is currently happening 
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              1            with my case is my ex-wife remarried; she's 

              2            challenging, because in our decree we have to stay 

              3            within St. Francis and Cross County.  She's wanting 

              4            to move to Mississippi.  If that happens and she gets 

              5            custody on a separate legal issue, my issue here 

              6            today is moot; it has no bearing.  However, if I 

              7            indeed get custody all I'm trying to do is keep 

              8            stability for my child, psychologically, emotionally 

              9            and everything else.  I've stayed in the same home; 

             10            I've done everything I can do.  We all know that 

             11            divorce is a chaotic time for a young child's life.  

             12            That's why I'm here.  This has nothing to do with the 

             13            education she'll receive in Forrest City versus 

             14            Wynne.  This has nothing to do with race.  This has 

             15            nothing to do with anything like that.  This is for 

             16            my child and my child only.  This puts me out of the 

             17            way, having to drive an extra 15 miles to take her to 

             18            school, 15 miles back to my home, and 15 miles to 

             19            work.  I have no issue with that.  I'm here fighting 

             20            for my child, to keep stability.  That's it. 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Will the school 

             22            representative step forward, I guess in the form of 

             23            the attorney.  Sir, would you step forward and 

             24            identify yourself? 

             25                 MR. BEAVERS:  Thank you.  My name is Brad 
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              1            Beavers; I represent the Forrest City School 

              2            District.  And I believe that you should have 

              3            received a response that we filed that sets forth our 

              4            response in full.  And I'm not going to try to go 

              5            through that all and beat that dead horse for you.  

              6            But I do want to tell that, first point -- our points 

              7            are two-fold here, and the first is that this whole 

              8            appeal is deficient and it's premature.  And the 

              9            reason is that Mr. Bashaw in his appeal letter 

             10            concedes that the child is already residing in the 

             11            Wynne School District and is attending the Wynne 

             12            schools.  And this whole appeal is based on that he 

             13            is in the middle of a custody battle and if he loses 

             14            -- I mean, if he wins and his wife moves away and he 

             15            gets full custody and the child then is living and is 

             16            a resident of the Forrest City School District, then 

             17            he wants to have a transfer.  That may or may not 

             18            happen, and it has not happened yet.  And we don't 

             19            contest that the child is at this point a resident of 

             20            the Wynne School District and is legally attending 

             21            the Wynne School District.  There's no problem with 

             22            that.  This is all about something that may happen in 

             23            the future.  And as recently as this week, I looked 

             24            at the docket sheet in his case, that he presented 

             25            you these documents about, and there's not even a 
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              1            hearing set on that matter yet; it's still in 

              2            discovery.  It may be months before that hearing 

              3            occurs.  I spend the bulk of my time practicing in 

              4            the First Judicial District, and in that particular 

              5            court I've tried to get a hearing within the last few 

              6            months and I've been told that, "You want a hearing, 

              7            fine; sometime in December, January or February."  So 

              8            we don't even know when that hearing is going to come 

              9            up.  So this issue is way premature.  And he tells 

             10            you he's trying to be proactive, and I admire that; 

             11            I've got no problem with it.  But what I'm telling 

             12            you is that we're here on an issue that is not yet 

             13            ripe.  He filed his application before it was 

             14            necessary, before it could be filed, because that 

             15            child is a qualified resident of the Wynne School 

             16            District at this point in time.  There is no need for 

             17            a transfer at all; there may be one in the future.  

             18            But how can we act on one, how can Wynne School 

             19            District act on one, and how can you act on an appeal 

             20            of an issue that is not yet properly before anybody?  

             21            So that's the first issue; there are competing 

             22            custody issues between these two people.  And, 

             23            frankly, what we may have here is an effort to get 

             24            ahead of that by one side or the other and maybe 

             25            interference with that custody issue.  Now I don't 
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              1            know and that's not my point to be making.  But the 

              2            status quo may not change at all, or he may lose and 

              3            it may not ever be an issue, but it's not yet an 

              4            issue that's ripe for a decision.   

              5                 Now, the second thing that's happened is that we 

              6            got a little confused about this and so you may see 

              7            more submissions from us because he's also filed a 

              8            request for a legal transfer between the two school 

              9            districts; it's not ripe either and it hadn't been 

             10            acted on by either school district.  Again, how can 

             11            we act on a legal transfer when the child is already 

             12            there properly?  So we've got that issue. 

             13                 Now, then he says that I'm going to get up and 

             14            talk about the desegregation order.  Well, what I'm 

             15            going to talk about is what the lawyers in here 

             16            previously have talked about, which is that we did -- 

             17            Forrest City did properly and timely file to say that 

             18            we were not going to participate and filed for the 

             19            exemption.  We did what we were supposed to do, and 

             20            so we have told you about that.  We are in current 

             21            litigation to determine whether or not we -- for 

             22            declaratory judgment as to exemptions in the federal 

             23            court.  We're doing everything that we are -- we have 

             24            done what we are supposed to do with the ADE, 

             25            declared the exemption.  We are doing everything that 
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              1            we can in terms of taking action on that.  And we 

              2            believe that even if this were an appeal that were 

              3            ripe, even if this were an application that were 

              4            timely, that based -- that the Wynne School District 

              5            did the proper thing by denying the application based 

              6            upon the exemption that the Forrest City School 

              7            District properly filed, for the reasons that have 

              8            been set forth by these other districts but based 

              9            upon our own desegregation order. 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. 

             11            Bashaw, do you want to respond? 

             12                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.  Mr. Beavers makes some 

             13            very valid points.  He calls my actions of pro-

             14            activity premature.  In order to be proactive, you 

             15            have to be premature.  If it comes out on the 

             16            positive -- 

             17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I have a question. 

             18                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am. 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Aren't you challenging 

             20            something that hasn't happened yet or is not relevant 

             21            at this point, is my question. 

             22                 MR. BASHAW:  To an extent, yes, ma'am.  And I 

             23            will give -- concede that much to him.  However, he 

             24            will not concede back to me that I have legal 

             25            custody, the same as my ex-wife.  She lives with me 
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              1            half the time, same as she lives with my ex-wife.  So 

              2            by his own rationale and his own testimony she is 

              3            also a student of the Forrest City School District 

              4            because she is 50/50 between my ex-wife and I. 

              5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  But she doesn't split 

              6            districts, does she, when she -- 

              7                 MR. BASHAW:  No, ma'am.  That's what I was 

              8            saying. 

              9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And she's presently in the 

             10            Wynne district? 

             11                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.  And all I'm trying to 

             12            do is keep the status quo, as Mr. Beavers said.  But 

             13            he's calling my actions premature, without conceding 

             14            to me that I have just as much legal custody now as 

             15            my ex-wife.  That's the issue with me. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Reith has a question. 

             17                 MS. REITH:  I'm sorry; just to seek further 

             18            clarity. 

             19                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am. 

             20                 MS. REITH:  Is your daughter actually registered 

             21            in the Wynne School District for this fall semester? 

             22                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am. 

             23                 MS. REITH:  Okay.  So, she is? 

             24                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am. 

             25                 MS. REITH:  So when you say that she's in the 
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              1            wind [sic], what do you mean? 

              2                 MR. BASHAW:  She's in Wynne School District. 

              3                 MS. REITH:  Oh, in Wynne.  Sorry.  

              4                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.  

              5                 MS. REITH:  I understood -- 

              6                 MR. BASHAW:  I'm sorry. 

              7                 MS. REITH:  I apologize. 

              8                 MR. BASHAW:  And she has been -- 

              9                 MS. REITH:  I haven't had enough caffeine this 

             10            morning.  I apologize.  Thank you.  That's all.  For 

             11            a second there, I was concerned that maybe she was 

             12            not. 

             13                 MR. BASHAW:  That's what I'm stressing is she's 

             14            already there and she lives half the time with me as 

             15            it is.  So by his statements, should thus therefore 

             16            she would have to split districts?  Because he's 

             17            called my actions premature, where they're not. 

             18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I don't understand it like 

             19            that.  I think you may be raising an issue that's not 

             20            an issue, is what he's saying, at this point and 

             21            calling attention to something that isn't -- that may 

             22            not be. 

             23                 MR. BASHAW:  I've exhausted every means, ma'am, 

             24            by being proactive.  And what he's saying -- what 

             25            he's saying, my daughter does not fit within the 
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              1            perimeters of the desegregation order right now, that 

              2            I should wait until the court deems that I -- if I 

              3            get custody -- by his own rationale, if I get custody 

              4            then is when I should come up and do everything that 

              5            I'm doing.  All I'm trying to do is at that point she 

              6            falls within the desegregation order and then they 

              7            can say, "Well, no, we claim exemption."  I'm trying 

              8            to keep that from happening and keep my daughter from 

              9            being -- her world being in turmoil.  Her family, her 

             10            extended family, her immediate family is in Wynne.  

             11            After school, preschool, daycare, everything is 

             12            already established in Wynne; social activities are 

             13            established in Wynne.  I've explained all the 

             14            psychological and social parameters that I can 

             15            explain.  I'm just trying not to cause any more chaos 

             16            for her world. 

             17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook has a question. 

             18                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes. 

             19                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am. 

             20                 MS. ZOOK:  I don't -- I can't speak for those 

             21            districts, but I can't imagine the circumstance where 

             22            if the case were in February that the Forrest City 

             23            people would come and say, "Okay, now you have to 

             24            transfer your young daughter in the middle of the 

             25            year."  I don't -- 
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              1                 MR. BASHAW:  No, I don't believe that either. 

              2                 MS. ZOOK:  I do understand your concern about 

              3            looking at everything and trying to make sure that 

              4            your daughter is not disrupted -- 

              5                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am. 

              6                 MS. ZOOK:  -- over things that you can control, 

              7            because she is being disrupted over things that are 

              8            beyond her control. 

              9                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am. 

             10                 MS. ZOOK:  So I do appreciate that.  And I think 

             11            you and he are both making similar points.  And 

             12            there's an old saying in sales, "If you've made the 

             13            sale, you need to stop talking." 

             14                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am. 

             15                 MS. ZOOK:  So with that said, I'm finished. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So the question is, Ms. 

             17            Davis, if you would, there appears not to have been a 

             18            denial.  So the appeal is for -- to do away with the 

             19            denial, when the denial hasn't happened.  Is that 

             20            what I'm understanding? 

             21                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, I mean, they did deny but they 

             22            denied it on the basis that she's already a member of 

             23            the school district.  And, unfortunately, the law 

             24            doesn't necessarily take into account things that may 

             25            happen in the middle of a school district [sic].  But 
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              1            because there is a deadline, that -- if in the event 

              2            custody was to transfer and the child was going to be 

              3            in a different school district at any point in time 

              4            after the deadline for school choice applications, 

              5            then they would have to wait until the next year to 

              6            reapply for the next school year.  So there's really 

              7            no provision in the School Choice Act to kind of 

              8            handle these situations that happen in the middle of 

              9            the year. 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Unless 

             11            Mr. Beavers has rebuttal, then we can move on and ask 

             12            for a motion. 

             13                 MR. BEAVERS:  The only thing I would say is I 

             14            understood what Wynne denied was simply a transfer if 

             15            one was ever needed in the future.  But there's no 

             16            transfer at issue right now. 

             17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?  Is that 

             18            clear?  If so, we'll ask for a motion. 

             19                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  I move to sustain the decision. 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  That's the motion 

             21            from Mr. Williamson to uphold the decision of denial. 

             22                 DR. BARTH:  Second. 

             23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Dr. Barth.  All 

             24            in favor? 

             25                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES) 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed? 

              2                 MS. ZOOK:  I have a question before I vote.  

              3            Does that mean the child gets to stay at Wynne now? 

              4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes. 

              5                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  Yes. 

              6                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Just clarification. 

              7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And so how do you vote? 

              8                 MS. ZOOK:  I vote to -- with the child. 

              9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  So that 

             10            concludes that case. 

             11  A-7:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE 

             12  APPLICATION - JUSTICE 

             13                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moving on to A-7, 

             14            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice 

             15            Application, the Justice family. 

             16                 MS. DAVIS:  This denial, the family lives in the 

             17            Cabot School District and had requested school choice 

             18            application into Vilonia, and it was denied on a 

             19            capacity issue.  I believe Vilonia said that they 

             20            have reached their capacity.  So at this time -- is 

             21            Vilonia here?  Okay.  So we have the resident 

             22            district, non resident.  Is Cabot here?  Perfect.  So 

             23            we do have both districts and the family here.  So at 

             24            this time if we want to go ahead and -- 

             25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  If you'll stand to be 
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              1            sworn; Cabot District, Vilonia District, and the 

              2            parents, please raise your right hand.  Do you 

              3            solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony you're 

              4            about to give is the truth, the whole truth, and 

              5            nothing but the truth? 

              6               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY) 

              7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you. 

              8                 MS. DAVIS:  So we're going to go ahead and let 

              9            Cabot -- I mean, Vilonia go ahead and come up. 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Five minutes. 

             11                 MS. RIGGINS:  We did receive a request from the 

             12            Justice family and the request for one of their 

             13            students, I believe it was Bret, was denied based on 

             14            a policy of over 90% capacity in our district. 

             15                 MS. ZOOK:  You had said -- or the superintendent 

             16            had said that, after August 10th when they know 

             17            better the numbers, that they would be letting the 

             18            parent know if in fact they did.  So you're receptive 

             19            if it doesn't hurt your numbers? 

             20                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am.  We wanted to check 

             21            those numbers -- 

             22                 MS. ZOOK:  Sure. 

             23                 MS. RIGGINS:  -- to make sure, but we are 

             24            receptive; we have no problem at all with that.  It's 

             25            just that our capacity was over the policy. 
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              1                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay, I understand.  Thank you. 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Anyone here from the Cabot 

              3            District? 

              4                 MS. TUCKER:  Yes, ma'am. 

              5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Please give us your name? 

              6                 MS. TUCKER:  My name is Tammy Tucker.  We did 

              7            receive the copies of the applications for two 

              8            students, Colton Dean Justice and Bret Wade Justice, 

              9            to transfer to the Vilonia School District.  And that 

             10            district [sic] was denied by the Vilonia District, 

             11            not by the Cabot District. 

             12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Anyone from the Justice 

             13            family, any comments? 

             14                 MS. JUSTICE:  My name is Alisha Justice. 

             15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  What is your first name? 

             16                 MS. JUSTICE:  Alisha. 

             17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Alisha. 

             18                 MS. JUSTICE:  I just want to say I'm not here to 

             19            argue against the Cabot School District.  It's just 

             20            since we do have that School Choice Act in place that 

             21            for our family -- all of our family support that will 

             22            be providing like afterschool care is in the Vilonia 

             23            area.  I was a work-at-home before; now I'm not, I'm 

             24            working outside the home.  So just as a preference we 

             25            would like to attend the Vilonia School District.  My 
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              1            oldest one did get accepted and has been enrolled 

              2            into the Vilonia School District. 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Any rebuttal 

              4            from the district?  It just appears to be a case of 

              5            capacity at the Vilonia school, is what I understand. 

              6                 MS. DAVIS:  Are you asking -- I didn't hear. 

              7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I said it appears to be 

              8            just a question of whether or not Vilonia has 

              9            capacity. 

             10                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am. 

             11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

             12                 MS. RIGGINS:  That is the issue.  And we will 

             13            check those numbers. 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Ms. 

             15            Davis, do you have anything to add? 

             16                 MS. DAVIS:  No. 

             17                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Madam Chair, I have a 

             18            question for Ms. Davis so we can clarify.  The school 

             19            choice law provides the 90% but has a "may include."  

             20            So we make sure that each district is responsible for 

             21            setting a board policy? 

             22                 MS. DAVIS:  That's correct. 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  And that was done.  We 

             24            don't know if districts actually pass board policies 

             25            until we get a situation like this? 
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              1                 MS. DAVIS:  That's correct. 

              2                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.   

              3                 MS. ZOOK:  So, did they? 

              4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions? 

              5                 MS. ZOOK:  Was there a board policy passed by 

              6            the Vilonia school board? 

              7                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am. 

              8                 MS. ZOOK:  And you have one child and don't have 

              9            the other.  Is that correct? 

             10                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am. 

             11                 MS. ZOOK:  As an educator -- are you an educator 

             12            or an attorney? 

             13                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am.  I'm an educator; I'm 

             14            the assistant superintendent. 

             15                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  I'm sorry; I can't recognize 

             16            all of you, as hard as I try. 

             17                 MS. RIGGINS:  I understand.   

             18                 MS. ZOOK:  If it was 92%, what do you think 

             19            would be in the best interest of this family? 

             20                 MS. RIGGINS:  Well, it is my understanding that 

             21            if we have room for this child based on -- you know, 

             22            we never know exactly how many kids are going to move 

             23            in, how many -- 

             24                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes, I do. 

             25                 MS. RIGGINS:  If we have room, we will accept, 
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              1            because I think it would be best that both children 

              2            are at the same place.  That's our feeling. 

              3                 MS. ZOOK:  I appreciate that.  Do you know, are 

              4            the parents willing to transport? 

              5                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, I believe. 

              6                 MS. JUSTICE:  Yes. 

              7                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Thank you. 

              8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  If 

              9            not, do we have a motion? 

             10                 DR. BARTH:  I move to sustain the denial. 

             11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Dr. Barth has moved 

             12            to sustain the denial.  Is there a second? 

             13                 MS. REITH:  Second. 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Ms. Reith.  Any 

             15            further discussion?  All in favor? 

             16                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  Then the 

             18            motion carries. 

             19  A-8:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE 

             20  APPLICATION - MARTIN 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We'll move on to action 

             22            item A-8, Consideration of Appeal from Denial of 

             23            School Choice, the Martin family. 

             24                 MS. DAVIS:  This is also dealing with the 

             25            Vilonia School District.  They were at capacity when 
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              1            the Martin's had applied for school choice, and they 

              2            actually reside in the Mayflower School District.  Is 

              3            there anyone from Mayflower? 

              4                 SUPT. GRAY:  Yes. 

              5                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  So we have Mayflower and 

              6            Vilonia and the family here.  So at this point we'll 

              7            go ahead and probably turn it over to Vilonia as the 

              8            nonresident district and go from there. 

              9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We ask that all of you 

             10            raise your right hand to be sworn.  Do you solemnly 

             11            swear or affirm the testimony you're about to give is 

             12            the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 

             13            truth? 

             14               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY) 

             15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Vilonia. 

             16                 MS. RIGGINS:  This would be the same situation.  

             17            These students are in a grade level with us at over 

             18            90% capacity and we're strictly just following the 

             19            policy.  And we have offered the same option to check 

             20            the numbers; we'll check on August 10th to see if 

             21            there are any seats available. 

             22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mayflower, is there anyone 

             23            here from Mayflower District? 

             24                 SUPT. GRAY:  I've really got nothing to add.  

             25            We're happy for them to transfer. 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And your name is? 

              2                 SUPT. GRAY:  John Gray, superintendent. 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Martin, Ms. Martin, do 

              4            you have any comments? 

              5                 MR. MARTIN:  I was just going to go over a 

              6            couple of things.  We applied for the school choice 

              7            the first day it came out, so I don't know how many 

              8            other kids got in or didn't get in on school choice.  

              9            But we were there the first day to fill out the 

             10            application it was available.  And we -- 

             11                 MS. MARTIN:  It's more of a safety issue as far 

             12            as Mayflower and Vilonia.  We're right on the line of 

             13            where -- the Mayflower district, but Vilonia is like 

             14            just down the road school district. 

             15                 MR. MARTIN:  Yeah.  Vilonia is less than 10 

             16            minutes from where we live and Mayflower is 30 

             17            minutes from where we live.  Our kids ride the bus 

             18            for an hour and 20, 30 minutes going to school and 

             19            coming from school.  We have to take our kids almost 

             20            four miles to meet the bus at Mayflower versus 

             21            Vilonia drives 100 feet from our house.  All of our 

             22            kids' friends go to Vilonia.  I went to Vilonia K 

             23            through 12.  Ms. Riggins was my 6th grade social 

             24            studies teacher at the time.  I didn't ever have a 

             25            problem in Vilonia.  Mayflower, I don't know; if our 
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              1            kids were to walk to the bus like they want us to 

              2            there's two registered sex offenders that they would 

              3            have to walk past their house to get to the bus.   

              4                 MS. MARTIN:  It's three miles. 

              5                 MR. MARTIN:  It's 3.6 miles. 

              6                 MS. MARTIN:  3.6 miles. 

              7                 MR. MARTIN:  I don't know.  It's just a lot of 

              8            things don't add up to me.  I don't know.  We built 

              9            our house last year because we were told -- we gave 

             10            the address to the school and the school said, "Oh, 

             11            yeah, you're in the school district; no problem."  

             12            And we built a $150,000 house last summer and we put 

             13            them on the bus and we already had them registered 

             14            for 2014-15, already met the teachers, we registered 

             15            for school.  The day, Monday, school started we went 

             16            to school to take them the first day of school, 

             17            instead of riding the bus.  And the bus barn says 

             18            that "they don't ride our bus."  We're 800 feet south 

             19            of the line; "you have to go to Mayflower."  So we'd 

             20            already registered in extracurricular activities, 

             21            already met friends, already had everything going 

             22            there, and the bus didn't pick us up, so we had to go 

             23            to Mayflower the day of and register our kids for 

             24            school.  It's a big inconvenience.  On top of that, 

             25            it's just -- our son needs -- I was in special 
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              1            resources classes at Vilonia and they helped me in 

              2            the world today that I live in.  And Mayflower is not 

              3            offering our son those classes, where Vilonia would.  

              4            We asked last year if he could get in certain classes 

              5            and they just kind of shrugged it off like it wasn't 

              6            a big deal.  I went to Vilonia, like I said, my whole 

              7            life and didn't have a problem.  I went to resource 

              8            classes and everything, and I just think it would be 

              9            a better school for our son and our daughter.  I just 

             10            -- I don't know how many -- like I said, in the 

             11            beginning, how many other people did the school 

             12            choice.  I'm not trying to jump in front of anybody, 

             13            but we were there the first day; so how many people 

             14            got to do school choice and already accepted.  I 

             15            mean, we're here in the last week before school 

             16            started; we don't know what school supplies to buy; 

             17            we don't know if we can -- if our daughter can go do 

             18            the cheerleading thing or our son do the Boy Scout 

             19            thing.  It's just -- and on top of that, we built a 

             20            house that they told us we were -- yes, we were in 

             21            Vilonia School District; no problem.  So we didn't do 

             22            the school choice last year because we were told we 

             23            were in Vilonia, and then we were told we're that far 

             24            over the line on Mayflower.  And no one around us 

             25            goes to Mayflower.  We're on a dead-end road that -- 
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              1            I mean, there's no one -- the bus won't -- we 

              2            wouldn't probably have as big a problem as going to 

              3            Mayflower if the bus might come pick up our kids, but 

              4            -- and I know that's a privilege to ride the bus at 

              5            the same time, but they're not allowing our son to 

              6            have the -- he was expelled three times last year for 

              7            small things that if he was in resource classes and 

              8            they had classes at Mayflower they would've 

              9            understood the things that he did and he wouldn't 

             10            have been expelled. 

             11                 MS. MARTIN:  Well, he also had went to Vilonia 

             12            two years prior -- 

             13                 MR. MARTIN:  Before we -- 

             14                 MS. MARTIN:  -- and he done great.  He had a 

             15            great experience with Vilonia.  But I think our main 

             16            issue is the safety of our kids having to walk 3.6 

             17            miles to the bus with two registered sex offenders 

             18            and the school is, what, 10 minutes away to Vilonia. 

             19                 MR. MARTIN:  Yeah.   

             20                 MS. MARTI:  It's 30 to Mayflower.  It's just 

             21            closer. 

             22                 MR. MARTIN:  Every time we go into town we go to 

             23            Mayflower -- or go to Vilonia to get lunch or dinner 

             24            or convenience store, gas station, whatever.  We 

             25            don't even go to Mayflower.  I mean, if we go to 
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              1            Mayflower it's to take our kids to school.  I mean, 

              2            it's -- 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think your five minutes  

              4            -- I think we have a -- 

              5                 MR. MARTIN:  I understand. 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- picture of what you're 

              7            saying.  And the issue of capacity is the issue, and 

              8            so that's encouraging in a sense, you know, based on 

              9            what has historically happened up until this point 

             10            today.  I think listening to the last presentation 

             11            hopefully that gives you some hope.  So is there a 

             12            pleasure of the Board at this point with a motion 

             13            about the Martin family? 

             14                 DR. BARTH:  I just have a quick question. 

             15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

             16                 DR. BARTH:  And this is for the Vilonia folks 

             17            just so that we're clear on the process y'all 

             18            followed when applications came in.  Were there any 

             19            choice students accepted in these grades? 

             20                 MS. RIGGINS:  To my knowledge, I don't believe 

             21            that we accepted those, based on the number of 

             22            enrollment that we have. 

             23                 DR. BARTH:  You were already at the percentage 

             24            by that time? 

             25                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, sir. 
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              1                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.  I just wanted clarity on 

              2            that. 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Saviers has a question. 

              4                 MS. SAVIERS:  What do you think are the chances 

              5            that they will be accepted? 

              6                 MS. RIGGINS:  I'm going to honestly say I think 

              7            they're pretty good.  But we're having our students 

              8            pick up their registration packets now, so we just 

              9            need some time to see if there are students going to 

             10            drop or students that have moved in that we're not 

             11            aware of.  As you know, we had the tornado -- 

             12                 MS. SAVIERS:  Right. 

             13                 MS. RIGGINS:  -- and so we have had a lot of new 

             14            homes being built back, and so we're not really sure.  

             15            And so we were in fear that if we accepted students, 

             16            with our capacity being that high, that we might not 

             17            have enough seats the day school started.  So this 

             18            will give us a chance to have a little clearer 

             19            picture. 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions? 

             21                 MS. SAVIERS:  This is just kind of a procedural 

             22            question about how district lines are drawn.  And I'm 

             23            wondering if they could apply or request a change in 

             24            the district line? 

             25                 MS. RIGGINS:  Well, Mr. Gray and I have spent 
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              1            some time last year -- I actually drove out to the 

              2            location; we really investigated, tried to do all we 

              3            could.  We felt like we were, you know, trying to 

              4            stay within the law.  And so at this point there is 

              5            some, you know, issues with -- there were some 

              6            changes made in the district lines at one time, so 

              7            we've looked at that.  I've looked at that with our 

              8            transportation department very extensively and we're 

              9            just trying to follow -- I checked with the county on 

             10            where the taxes are paid and tried to go that length 

             11            to figure out, you know, if there was some kind of a 

             12            stake on lines or if we needed to -- if there was 

             13            something I could do last year.  So it's just kind of 

             14            what it is and we're trying to do the best we can to 

             15            help families and just take care of kids and -- 

             16                 MS. SAVIERS:  I appreciate that. 

             17                 MS. RIGGINS:  And we're sorry that it's that 

             18            way, but we want to try and do the right thing and -- 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Martin, I saw you raise 

             20            your hand.  Did you have something you wanted to add? 

             21                 MR. MARTIN:  Yes.  And I know I already 

             22            mentioned it, but we were told we were in Vilonia 

             23            before we bought our property, before we built our 

             24            house.  And we built our house where we did because 

             25            we were told we were in Vilonia.  Had we known this 
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              1            imaginary line was real and it was 800 feet, we 

              2            would've bought property a quarter-mile up the road; 

              3            we wouldn't be standing here today.  But we were told 

              4            -- we gave our address and we were told, so we 

              5            shouldn't really have been in school choice; we 

              6            should've been annexed in, just for the fact that we 

              7            live in Vilonia.  That's all. 

              8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  All right.  

              9            Yes, ma'am. 

             10                 MS. RIGGINS:  The only thing I can address to 

             11            that is there wasn't an accurate address given to the 

             12            transportation department, and I believe that that 

             13            address was up the street from where the other 

             14            address was.  So we did try to check it out. 

             15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Any 

             16            other questions?  If not, can we have a motion in 

             17            regard to this matter, A-8? 

             18                 DR. BARTH:  Move to deny the -- sustain the 

             19            denial on the basis of space. 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth has moved to 

             21            sustain the denial of the appeal of the Martin 

             22            family.  Is there a second? 

             23                 MS. DEAN:  Second. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Ms. Dean.  Okay.  

             25            All in favor? 
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              1                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  Motion 

              3            passes. 

              4                 MS. REITH:  May I ask a question -- 

              5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Sure. 

              6                 MS. REITH:  -- of Ms. Davis as a follow-up?  I 

              7            just -- it's because I do feel for this family and 

              8            obviously the circumstances around it.  To kind of, I 

              9            guess, piggyback off my colleague Ms. Saviers' 

             10            question, in terms of re-drawing district lines are 

             11            there not opportunities to do that around the census?  

             12            Or, I mean, there is -- those are revisited, right? 

             13                 MS. DAVIS:  Right. 

             14                 MS. REITH:  I mean, and I just want to make sure 

             15            the family feels like -- I mean, one will remain 

             16            hopeful, right, that Vilonia will have space and that 

             17            they will be able to accommodate this year.  But if 

             18            for some reason not, I just want to make sure the 

             19            family feels like they have some resource or recourse 

             20            that they can take, right, in terms of next steps. 

             21                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes. 

             22                 MS. REITH:  So is that done every 10 years -- is 

             23            that correct? -- the census? 

             24                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes, I believe so. 

             25                 MS. REITH:  So there might be some opportunities 
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              1            there?  Is that -- okay. 

              2                 MS. DAVIS:  Right. 

              3                 MS. REITH:  Okay. 

              4                 MS. DAVIS:  I don't know where we're at in the 

              5            10-year mark, but yes. 

              6                 MS. REITH:  I think it's with the decade.  

              7            Correct?  So then the next one would be -- five, 

              8            yeah.  So, five more years. 

              9                 MS. ZOOK:  Unless they request a special census. 

             10                 MS. REITH:  And would that -- is that something 

             11            that they could solicit to the school board?  Is that 

             12            the local school board's -- 

             13                 MS. DAVIS:  I'm not positive. 

             14                 MS. REITH:  Okay. 

             15                 MS. DAVIS:  I think that would be more in with 

             16            the county, I think -- 

             17                 MS. ZOOK:  Right. 

             18                 MS. DAVIS:  -- in conjunction with possibly the 

             19            school district.  But I think it's more of a county 

             20            decision, as far as where those things are drawn, 

             21            rather than the school district, in saying, "We want 

             22            our line here." 

             23                 MS. REITH:  Okay.  But that would be your 

             24            recommendation to the family? 

             25                 MS. DAVIS:  Right. 
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              1                 MS. REITH:  Okay. 

              2                 MS. DAVIS:  And, you know, while there are other 

              3            ways that, you know, children can transfer, you know, 

              4            unfortunately, they're all kind of subject to the 

              5            capacity issue or the pleasure of the board.  I know 

              6            that there is a state statute that allows if you're 

              7            closer to one school or within so many miles from a 

              8            nonresident school versus so many miles away from, 

              9            you know, the other school that there are ways.  But, 

             10            again, it's subject to the boards of those schools 

             11            allowing it, which are always going to be subject 

             12            probably to the capacity issue.  So -- 

             13                 DR. BARTH:  We may have some confusion here.  

             14            Re-drawing district lines is not about this board, 

             15            although it can -- they opt -- can be -- if two 

             16            boards -- if two districts came together and said, 

             17            "We agree," then it would be done in a more peaceful 

             18            manner.  But I think we're maybe confusing zoning -- 

             19                 MS. REITH:  Zones for -- yes. 

             20                 DR. BARTH:  -- zones versus district lines. 

             21                 MS. REITH:  That's what I was -- right. 

             22                 MS. DAVIS:  And, I mean, honestly, I'd have to 

             23            probably look that up to find out the exact process 

             24            if a parent feels like they -- you know -- there are 

             25            some statutes that deal with, you know, residency 
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              1            disputes and how to handle those.  But I'd have to 

              2            look that up. 

              3                 DR. BARTH:  And I think oftentimes, you know, a 

              4            lot of this does happen through legal transfers, 

              5            especially where there's not space issues. 

              6                 MS. DAVIS:  Right. 

              7                 DR. BARTH:  You know, that if two districts will 

              8            agree that it's in the best interest of the child for 

              9            a legal transfer to happen, but -- 

             10                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And, again, it does sound 

             11            like Vilonia is, you know, willing to work with the 

             12            family, you know, subject to capacity.  But the 

             13            capacity is just purely the issue and, you know, 

             14            under the law they don't have to add staff in order 

             15            to take these children. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you. 

             17  A-9:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE 

             18  APPLICATION - PEARSON 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We'll move on to A-9, 

             20            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice 

             21            Application, Pearson. 

             22                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And this is also a capacity 

             23            issue, as well.  The family resides in the Rogers 

             24            School District and they were denied an opportunity 

             25            to choice into the Bentonville School District.  And 
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              1            I know that Bentonville and the parent are both here 

              2            today.  Dr. Darr from the Rogers School District, she 

              3            contacted me and she is not here but she said that 

              4            she does not have any objections to the child 

              5            transferring should Bentonville decide that their 

              6            capacity would allow it.  So she has no objection and 

              7            would not want that.  But I do know that 

              8            Superintendent Michael Poore is here to talk on 

              9            behalf of Bentonville. 

             10                 SUPT. POORE:  Do you need an oath first? 

             11                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes. 

             12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you raise your right 

             13            hand to be sworn?  Do you solemnly swear or affirm 

             14            that the testimony you're about to give is the truth, 

             15            the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? 

             16                 SUPT. POORE:  I do. 

             17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And what was your name 

             18            again, sir? 

             19                 SUPT. POORE:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  My name 

             20            is Mike Poore; I'm the superintendent of Bentonville 

             21            Schools.  And we're very aware of the choice policy.  

             22            It's interesting that Bentonville doesn't get that 

             23            many applications to come into the district because I 

             24            think people are aware of our issue in terms of our 

             25            capacity situation.  This year we did have eight of 
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              1            eleven folks that asked to be able to choice into the 

              2            district.  We were able to accommodate that.  We had 

              3            three junior high students that were accepted in and 

              4            five high school students.  We did deny three total 

              5            elementary students.  At the time that we made our 

              6            decision to deny this choice appeal -- and I hope you 

              7            have that paperwork -- we were at a capacity at the 

              8            elementary level and at that grade level of 98%.  

              9            That number right now is 100% and growing.  Day-in, 

             10            day-out, we're getting more and more students.  As to 

             11            give you an idea, right now we have over 1300 

             12            students at the kindergarten level; at the time this 

             13            request was made it was at 1280.  And we've been very 

             14            diligent about cleaning out our numbers as they go, 

             15            but we are growing and in fact anticipate that we're 

             16            going to have to add additional staff.  One other 

             17            factor that I think that the Board would probably be 

             18            interested in is that we have so many of our 

             19            elementary schools and grade levels, kindergarten 

             20            being one grade level, where we're at capacity, that 

             21            we are making families travel across four different 

             22            schools, elementary schools, before they get to a 

             23            zoned school that's for overflow.  The school that 

             24            Ms. Davis would like to get into, Cooper, it is over 

             25            capacity right now in terms of the number of students 
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              1            and we will be moving those students to another 

              2            elementary.  And we anticipate additional students 

              3            registering still for kindergarten throughout this 

              4            fall actually.  Thank you. 

              5                 MS. ZOOK:  So if you have to add additional 

              6            classes, will that open up additional spaces for your 

              7            choice-in? 

              8                 SUPT. POORE:  Well, obviously, it does create 

              9            that, but we would still -- even if we right now -- 

             10            if we opened up an additional kindergarten section, 

             11            which I anticipate me making a request to the board 

             12            this coming Monday, our board, that will move us from 

             13            100% capacity down to 98% capacity. 

             14                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay. 

             15                 SUPT. POORE:  So we're still well above the 90% 

             16            number. 

             17                 MS. ZOOK:  Yeah.  Because the chart that you 

             18            submitted shows that you had 120 seats and 104 

             19            students, which would be 86%.  So that has changed, 

             20            is what you're telling us? 

             21                 SUPT. POORE:  Correct.  Our current number at 

             22            Cooper Elementary is -- we have 121 students 

             23            currently enrolled at Cooper Elementary as of this 

             24            morning. 

             25                 MS. ZOOK:  But -- and no room?  I mean, a 
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              1            literal room, not space but a literal room to -- so 

              2            those kids, if you open a new kindergarten, will have 

              3            to go to a different elementary.  Is that -- 

              4                 SUPT. POORE:  That's correct. 

              5                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Thank you. 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Any questions?  

              7            Any more questions?  Okay.  Go ahead.   

              8                 MS. SAVIERS:  I know this is so stressful for 

              9            you, but it is so wonderful to hear a superintendent 

             10            come and talk about all the kids that want to go to 

             11            his school, the schools in his district.  So 

             12            congratulations. 

             13                 SUPT. POORE:  It's been an interesting morning 

             14            for me to listen along with all of you today and hear 

             15            some of the challenges.  I will share -- as members 

             16            of the State Board, I hope you understand and have 

             17            never heard me challenge any choice opportunity for 

             18            our district in terms of charter schools, as well as 

             19            opportunities even for private school.  I've tried to 

             20            stand by all those folks and actually go to their 

             21            grand openings and attend different events that they 

             22            have.  I think there is that opportunity.  I would 

             23            love to have more students have the opportunity to 

             24            join us in Bentonville.  We simply just don't have 

             25            the space. 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Okay.  Would 

              2            you give your name, please? 

              3                 MS. PEARSON:  My name is Maryann Pearson.  And 

              4            Mr. Poore is correct; Bentonville is a phenomenal 

              5            school district.  And I know that because this is my 

              6            third year working at Cooper Elementary.  I provide 

              7            mental health services; I'm a therapist.  So this is 

              8            my third academic year there.  So my oldest child is 

              9            now starting kindergarten and we were zoned in 

             10            Rogers.  Bentonville, Cooper, performs better.  Where 

             11            we're zoned at there is a 38% language deficiency, so 

             12            there's a chance a third of her classmates she'll 

             13            have difficulty communicating with.  So working at 

             14            Cooper, knowing the staff, knowing how phenomenal 

             15            Bentonville School District is, that's the reason 

             16            which I put in for school choice.  We're not willing 

             17            to take our child where we're zoned at in Rogers.  We 

             18            are willing to private school or charter school, but 

             19            we're not willing to go where we're zoned at in 

             20            Rogers.  So Bentonville is a choice for us.  And like 

             21            I said, nothing but wonderful things to say about 

             22            Bentonville schools.  As a therapist, I've been 

             23            working with school systems for almost seven years, 

             24            most of those being in Fort Smith.  And the 

             25            transition to Bentonville and the services they 
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              1            provide and how diligently they work with parents and 

              2            students, it's a great thing to see.  So we were just 

              3            applying to try to be part of that.  So Monday when I 

              4            was at work we did have spots open at Cooper.  That 

              5            very well could have changed, as Mr. Poore said.  But 

              6            there's just that comfort as a parent of knowing that 

              7            your child is with people that you know and in an 

              8            environment you think that they'll grow in and 

              9            they'll succeed in.  So I'll be quiet.   

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Any questions from 

             11            the Board? 

             12                 MS. REITH:  Just as a -- just to make sure I 

             13            understand your argument, so the language 

             14            deficiencies, are you referring to English Language 

             15            Learners?  Is that what you're referring to? 

             16                 MS. PEARSON:  Well, when I was looking at state 

             17            report cards overall, test scores are higher at 

             18            Cooper; child growth is higher at Cooper; there's 

             19            lots of factors that are higher at Cooper.  So just 

             20            not with the language deficiency; it might be -- 

             21            sorry -- ESL.  I'm not sure. 

             22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  Okay.  

             23            Do we have a motion?  Ms. Saviers. 

             24                 MS. SAVIERS:  I move to sustain the denial. 

             25                 MS. REITH:  Second. 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Any discussion?  

              2            It's been moved by Ms. Saviers and seconded by Ms. 

              3            Reith -- okay -- to sustain the denial.  All in 

              4            favor? 

              5                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  The motion 

              7            carries. 

              8                 I think we're at a point that we might break for 

              9            lunch, 12:40 -- 12:20 to 12:50 and come back.  I see 

             10            Little Rock has the next few. 

             11                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  They'll have the rest of 

             12            them.  And just before we break, back to the boundary 

             13            lines -- and like I say, I know that the family and 

             14            the district are both no longer here, but it is 

             15            Statute 6-13-1414 that can allow the district to 

             16            petition the board for a re-draw of the boundary 

             17            lines, and then dependent upon your decision of when 

             18            you would work with the county clerk and it sets the 

             19            procedures for that.  So I don't know if we want to 

             20            let the district know that or somehow pass that 

             21            along, but it is 6-13-1414. 

             22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think we should pass that 

             23            information on to the district and to the family. 

             24                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay. 

             25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Because that's not the 
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              1            first case we've heard where, if what the gentleman 

              2            said is correct, that they've given them bad 

              3            information or wrong information by the assessor's 

              4            office or whoever does that, so -- 

              5                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay. 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  So we'll break for 

              7            lunch and reconvene at 12:50. 

              8                  (LUNCH BREAK:  12:21-1:00 P.M.) 

              9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  If I can have your 

             10            attention, we're about to reconvene our meeting.  And 

             11            the Commissioner has an announcement to make. 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Thank you, Madam Chair, 

             13            Members.  As of 30 minutes ago, it became officially 

             14            announced that Arkansas has received a one-year 

             15            flexibility waiver from the U.S. Department of 

             16            Education. 

             17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Congratulations to the 

             18            Department, to Commissioner Key, to Ms. Barnes and 

             19            that shop, and all of -- you know -- all those folks 

             20            down there by you; I can't see, calling names. 

             21                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Madam Chair, let me say that 

             22            -- 

             23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I heard "waiver" about one 

             24            million and two times from Ms. Barnes -- 

             25                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yes. 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and "flexibility" about 

              2            that many times too.  So, congratulations.  I know 

              3            that was a tremendous accomplishment. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Barnes, Mr. Harvey, Dr. 

              5            Jones, Ms. Pfeffer, you know, the folks in their 

              6            units, they all were very involved in making this 

              7            happen, all involved, and at times very sometimes 

              8            shall we say frustrating efforts in trying to make 

              9            sure we got everything just right, but very 

             10            professional in the way they went about it and their 

             11            interactions with the U.S. Department of Education 

             12            staff.  And I can't say enough about how -- you know 

             13            -- how effective they have been in this process and 

             14            looking out for the interest of Arkansas students at 

             15            the same time.  It's been a pleasure to work with 

             16            them through this process.  One of the first things I 

             17            had the opportunity to do when I took this job was to 

             18            read about 200-and-something pages in one of the 

             19            initial submissions.  Is that about right, Ms. 

             20            Barnes? 

             21                 MS. BARNES:  Actually, it was 300. 

             22                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Oh, 300.  Okay. 

             23                 MS. ZOOK:  It sounds like our agendas. 

             24                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  So anyway, as Commissioner, I 

             25            want to just express my thanks for their work on this 
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              1            effort. 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think it's a stellar 

              3            staff that we have at the Department and I know that, 

              4            you know, we fluctuated with being staffed more 

              5            completely than we've been lately.  But I marvel at 

              6            the level of dedication and commitment that the staff 

              7            has and we certainly appreciate all that you do.  And 

              8            I don't see Kevin and Gail back there, but I think 

              9            from the back door all the way to the front should 

             10            get a raise.   

             11                             [APPLAUSE] 

             12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  For what it's worth, that's 

             13            what Toyce thinks, but that doesn't go very far. 

             14  A-10:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY 

             15  SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - WOOLDRIDGE 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So we're now at action item 

             17            A-10, Consideration of Appeal from Denial of 

             18            Opportunity School Choice Application, Wooldridge. 

             19                 MS. DAVIS:  All right.  And real quickly, before 

             20            we get started with Ms. Wooldridge, just to kind of 

             21            let you know, since we're switching gears a little 

             22            bit from the public school choice to the opportunity 

             23            school choice, it is a little different.  An 

             24            opportunity school choice gives parents the ability 

             25            to apply for a transfer either to a different 
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              1            district or a different school within their district 

              2            that is not in distress.  And it's generally 

              3            available to only those students who are either 

              4            assigned or enrolled to a distressed district or 

              5            school.  So all of these that we have for the rest of 

              6            the agenda are going to be Little Rock School 

              7            District, so -- and I believe Little Rock is here.  

              8            So the first one is Ms. Wooldridge, and their family 

              9            is zoned to attend McClellan High School and they 

             10            have requested a transfer to Parkview.  And all of 

             11            these that we will be hearing for the rest of the day 

             12            were all denied by Little Rock on the basis of 

             13            capacity at the requested school. 

             14                 So the hearing procedures will be the same.  The 

             15            district will have an opportunity to go first, 

             16            followed by the parent.  And, again, it will be 5 

             17            minutes, 5 minutes, and then 20 minutes, and 20 

             18            minutes, you know, and you'll have the ability to 

             19            extend that at your leisure. 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I saw Dr. Guess here 

             21            earlier.  Is he representing the Little Rock School 

             22            District? 

             23                 MS. ZOOK:  He's county. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Oh, he's county.  I'm 

             25            sorry. 
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              1                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes. 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Then, is someone here from 

              3            Little Rock School District? 

              4                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.  Yes, we do have someone. 

              5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  If you'll stand, 

              6            along with Ms. Wooldridge -- anyone expecting to 

              7            testify, if you'll raise your -- stand and raise your 

              8            right hand.  Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the 

              9            testimony you're about to give will be the truth, and 

             10            nothing but the truth? 

             11               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY) 

             12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Then we will ask the 

             13            district representative to come forward. 

             14                 MS. CRAWFORD:  Hi.  My name is Andrea Crawford.  

             15            I work for Little Rock School District.  I'm one of 

             16            the individuals handling the distress applications.  

             17            I'm going to explain how we do this process.  The 

             18            state has identified one elementary (Baseline), two 

             19            middle schools (Henderson and Cloverdale), and three 

             20            high schools (J.A. Fair, McClellan, and Hall) as in 

             21            distress.  We have a lot of parents that come in and 

             22            apply only if they're assigned to a distressed school 

             23            to start school this year, 15-16 school year.  We 

             24            have the parents to log in; we have the date, time, 

             25            parent's information, email address.  They can apply 
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              1            for one school.  Now some of the parents put two 

              2            schools on that application; we only recognize one 

              3            choice.  It's strictly first-come, first-serve basis.  

              4            When we receive the applications we look to see 

              5            availability.  We tell the parents it's first-come, 

              6            first-serve basis, strictly based on seat 

              7            availability.  Once we review the applications, we do 

              8            send the parents a letter, in writing, stating the 

              9            reason for denial for their request, because of lack 

             10            of seat availability.  So that is the process that we 

             11            use for the distress applications.  We start the 

             12            process May 1st and end it July 30th.  So, again, 

             13            it's strictly based on seat availability and first-

             14            come, first-serve basis.  We tell the parents we'll 

             15            give them a response within 30 days.  We accepted 401 

             16            applications; that's from elementary through high 

             17            school.  They received a response within a two-week 

             18            time span.  So we've worked hard to get a response to 

             19            the parents because we know they want to know where 

             20            their students will be placed prior to check-in and 

             21            school starting on the 17th.  Any questions? 

             22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you. 

             23                 MS. CRAWFORD:  You're welcome. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Wooldridge. 

             25                 MS. WOOLDRIDGE:  Hi, my name is Pam Wooldridge.   
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You have five minutes to 

              2            make an opening statement, and then you'll have 

              3            rebuttal. 

              4                 MS. WOOLDRIDGE:  Okay.  I was there day-one to 

              5            register my daughter; we were number 62 in line.  

              6            She's coming from a distressed school that she's been 

              7            at for three years, a junior high, and is assigned to 

              8            a distressed high school.  And I'm trying to get my 

              9            daughter out of that to give her at least a very good 

             10            education, because she was in a distressed already.  

             11            I know -- like I said, we were number 62.  We had 

             12            applied before for a school change, back in March, 

             13            and were denied.  And then we filled out this to have 

             14            her transferred from McClellan to Parkview.  And like 

             15            I said, we were there the first day, mid-day, and we 

             16            were denied by letter two weeks later.  That's all.  

             17            Thank you. 

             18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Ms. Crawford, do you 

             19            have any other comments? 

             20                 MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes, ma'am.  

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

             22                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I just want to let you know Ms. 

             23            Wooldridge did come in on May 1st; she was number 62, 

             24            she was the 62nd person that applied; she applied for 

             25            Parkview for 9th grade.  So, and I'll come back up 
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              1            with the others as they -- you know -- as you call 

              2            them up -- 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.   

              4                 MS. CRAWFORD:  -- to give you that number. 

              5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think Ms. Saviers has a 

              6            question on that. 

              7                 MS. SAVIERS:  I have a question.  So she was 

              8            denied on the basis of no capacity.  Is that correct? 

              9                 MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes, ma'am.  Lack of seat 

             10            availability.  Yes, ma'am. 

             11                 MS. SAVIERS:  And what is capacity currently at 

             12            Parkview? 

             13                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I'm going to ask Dr. Fields; he's 

             14            the director, so -- 

             15                 MS. SAVIERS:  Okay. 

             16                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I want to add one more thing.  

             17            When these parents are denied, as they apply for 

             18            Parkview -- because Parkview is strictly a magnet 

             19            program; the only way you can enter that program is 

             20            if you apply.  I do ask the parents to go ahead and 

             21            fill out an opportunity enrollment form because as 

             22            school starts, sometimes, those students don't show 

             23            up.  I only assign at Parkview at the beginning of 

             24            semester and the second semester because it's 

             25            secondary and those students won't lose credit.  So I 
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              1            do inform them that there is also another opportunity 

              2            later on maybe to be placed in Parkview.   

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Sir, would you raise your 

              4            right hand to be sworn?   

              5                 DR. FIELDS:  Yes. 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Do you solemnly swear or 

              7            affirm that the testimony you're about to give is the 

              8            truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? 

              9                 DR. FIELDS:  Yes, I do. 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  State your name. 

             11                 DR. FIELDS:  I'm Dr. Frederick Fields, Senior 

             12            Director of Student Services, Little Rock School 

             13            District. 

             14                 MS. SAVIERS:  Dr. Fields, I think the question 

             15            was the current capacity at Parkview. 

             16                 DR. FIELDS:  Parkview's current capacity, as we 

             17            have it listed, is 1,150, if I'm not mistaken.  I 

             18            have to -- that is a guesstimate.  We have -- Ms. 

             19            Crawford has the numbers based on how many is in each 

             20            department.  So when we looked at the distress 

             21            status, we looked at the number of students that had 

             22            been assigned.  And when we look at the number of 

             23            students that have been assigned, we then see how 

             24            many is left, how many seats are left.  We looked -- 

             25            and then we try to get to that 90% capacity, and then 
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              1            we determine how many distress seats we can offer at 

              2            that time.  And then if at that time we know that, 

              3            okay, if we are at 950 seats and then we said we want 

              4            to do a 90% or what-have-you, we know that we may be 

              5            able to only offer -- when we did the math we could 

              6            only offer like maybe 10 seats or 15 seats.  We have 

              7            that number set aside and that's why we want to make 

              8            sure that the integrity of our assignment process is 

              9            100% accurate.  That's why we have the sign-in; we 

             10            want them to be time/date-stamped so that we don't 

             11            have any preferences.  We have a lot of people that 

             12            work and we want to make sure that when we look at 

             13            this list the first 10 or 15 or 20 -- if it's 20 

             14            seats that we're allotted for distress status, those 

             15            students will be the ones that are assigned.  It's 

             16            not based on favoritism; it's not based -- we don't 

             17            make race-based assignments.  It's based on strictly 

             18            who came first and who requested the seats and the 

             19            seats that are available. 

             20                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  So the enrollment for -- in 

             21            May, when you rejected this, was in excess of 90%.  I 

             22            don't know for sure the 90% applies on academic 

             23            distress; I don't think it does.  And what is the 

             24            enrollment now that it's August? 

             25                 DR. FIELDS:  Well, the enrollment at this 
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              1            particular point is basically fluid.  We have 

              2            students that we've offered seats to, and that's in 

              3            Ms. Crawford's area; she takes care of Parkview.  And 

              4            what we do is we offer seats and then parents have to 

              5            accept those seats.  Once they accept those seats, 

              6            then we know exactly where we are.  However, with the 

              7            distress status we have a -- the seats that we 

              8            identify for distress status, if that number -- and 

              9            I'm just hypothetic -- if that number is 20, those 20 

             10            seats are distress seats and they remain distress 

             11            seats.  If 10 of those parents fail to show up, that 

             12            were the first 20 on the list, we then go to the next 

             13            10 that was on the list and we afford them an 

             14            opportunity.  And it keeps going on and on and on, so 

             15            they will be afforded an opportunity to continue to 

             16            get a seat for distress status. 

             17                 MS. ZOOK:  But on this list you've got all of 

             18            the kids that have -- or parents who have applied, 

             19            and you've mixed up Parkview and Henderson and 

             20            Central.  So they were number 62 on the full list, 

             21            but not number 62 on the Parkview list. 

             22                 MS. CRAWFORD:  That was the 62nd parent that 

             23            applied for a high school seat. 

             24                 MS. ZOOK:  Right.  But not Parkview High School 

             25            seat? 
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              1                 MS. CRAWFORD:  She indicated she wanted 

              2            Parkview. 

              3                 MS. ZOOK:  I know that.  But number 61 wants to 

              4            go to Bryant and number 63 wants to go to Pulaski 

              5            Heights.  So I want to know what number she was on 

              6            the people who wanted to go to Parkview, not the 400-

              7            and-something that wanted to go to any district and 

              8            that were all mixed up. 

              9                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I want to bring some clarity to 

             10            those seats also.  When we make our initial 

             11            assignment for the 15-16 school year, those letters 

             12            goes out in March, the first weekend in March.  The 

             13            Parkview, if those seats are open we fill those seats 

             14            up.  So those students -- those parents get their 

             15            initial assignment for 15-16 school year in March for 

             16            the next school year.   

             17                 MS. ZOOK:  So where was Ms. Wooldridge in 

             18            sequence of people who wanted to go to Parkview? 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Fields, we have a 

             20            question for you while she looks for that. 

             21                 DR. FIELD:  Yes. 

             22                 MS. SAVIERS:  How many seats were available at 

             23            Central?  And for those of you who aren't from Little 

             24            Rock, there are five high schools in Little Rock 

             25            School District, three of which are in academic 
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              1            distress, two of which are not.  We're talking about 

              2            Parkview and Central now as the schools who aren't, 

              3            so -- 

              4                 DR. FIELDS:  I'll have to go back and look that 

              5            up to tell you exactly how many were available at 

              6            each site.  I can't get that because -- 

              7                 MS. SAVIERS:  I know they're always over-

              8            subscribed. 

              9                 DR. FIELDS:  Right. 

             10                 MS. SAVIERS:  I guess my point, and along with 

             11            my question, is: is it -- are we really serving these 

             12            parents in these schools in academic distress if 

             13            there actually aren't seats, enough seats but just 

             14            for a fraction of those students? 

             15                 DR. FIELDS:  There are only a few seats, and 

             16            that's true.  For instance, what we did -- again, 

             17            what we did is at the time that we began the distress 

             18            process we pulled Central up and we looked at 9th 

             19            grade; we know what the capacity is, and then we 

             20            looked at the capacity.  Okay, we have a 10% rule; 

             21            we've got to stay away from the 10% rule because of 

             22            the school zone. 

             23                 MS. SAVIERS:  Now, wait a minute. 

             24                 MS. ZOOK:  No. 

             25                 MS. SAVIERS:  Do we have the 20% -- I mean, the 
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              1            90% -- 

              2                 MS. ZOOK:  No, it's 95. 

              3                 MS. DAVIS:  No.  According to the rules it's 95% 

              4            capacity at the grade level and that's anything over 

              5            that -- 

              6                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yeah.  So it's not 90%; it's 95. 

              7                 MS. DAVIS:  Right. 

              8                 DR. FIELDS:  Right.  It's 95.  It's 95 but we -- 

              9            in the district we have to stay 10% of the capacity 

             10            in order to accommodate people that move into the 

             11            zone.  So what we did is we looked at the numbers and 

             12            we said, "Okay, on the 9th grade we'd be able to 

             13            offer this many seats; 10th grade, we can offer this 

             14            many seats," based on who had already registered.  

             15            And then when we've determined that, then that was 

             16            the number that we afforded Ms. Crawford so that when 

             17            they began to apply for distress seats she knew 

             18            exactly how many distress seats she had. 

             19                 MS. ZOOK:  So what number was Ms. Wooldridge at 

             20            Parkview, at the grade level?  While she's looking 

             21            for that, is there some reason why at Parkview you 

             22            wouldn't go over capacity?  Because I know at Central 

             23            you're somewhere between 134 and 150 percent capacity 

             24            there.  So at Parkview, is there some reason that you 

             25            are unwilling to go over capacity at Parkview? 
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              1                 MS. CRAWFORD:  We have to consider retention 

              2            also.  We also have to consider retention.  We don't 

              3            know how many students are going to be held back in 

              4            those grade levels.  That also knocks us over the 

              5            numbers for those grade levels.  So -- 

              6                 MS. ZOOK:  But what about portables, like you 

              7            have at Central? 

              8                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I can't answer that question. 

              9                 DR. FIELDS:  The district is trying to move away 

             10            from portables and we have an agreement with the city 

             11            that we will not add any more portables to our sites 

             12            at this point.  So as it relates to our capacities, 

             13            the capacities that we have in the system are set by 

             14            Plan Services, and then that's what we operate under, 

             15            under those capacities.  And then when we have a -- 

             16            for instance, Central -- if you say Central is 2500 

             17            capacity, then you may have 2550 on the list.  We 

             18            know that some of those are not going to show back up 

             19            and so we have -- and then we have a no-show ratio in 

             20            there.  So it balances out to where we still don't 

             21            have to hire additional staff.  Now we -- as it 

             22            relates to parents, if they have extenuating 

             23            circumstances -- and I think I just shared that with 

             24            the parent back here -- you know -- we do it through 

             25            appeals.  We have appeals.  And we do appeals.  Once 
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              1            seats open up in an area, other than capacity, other 

              2            than distress, if a seat opens up and you have an 

              3            appeal, you filled an appeal out, for at least 

              4            Central -- now we don't do that for Parkview; 

              5            Parkview is one of our magnet schools, we don't do 

              6            that for that one.  But if the appeal is there, the 

              7            appeals committee meets, they discuss it, and then if 

              8            it is granted then -- if there's a seat available, we 

              9            will offer it, because our ultimate goal is to try to 

             10            meet the needs of our patrons.  We want the parents 

             11            to have seats where they desire, although we know 

             12            that we can't put every student in Parkview and 

             13            Central.  But we do try to work with them to the best 

             14            of our ability and keep it fair and consistent across 

             15            the board. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth. 

             17                 MS. CRAWFORD:  She's number 12.  There was 11 

             18            parents that applied strictly for Parkview, for 9th 

             19            grade seats, in front of Ms. Wooldridge's student, 

             20            and those seats were filled with those letters that 

             21            went out the first weekend in March.  Because we have 

             22            to do what we call a scramble, like a lottery, for 

             23            those seats because the number of parents that apply 

             24            over-exceeds the number of seats that we have at 

             25            Parkview.  And that's every area.  We have seven 
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              1            different areas; they're arts and science. 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth has a question. 

              3                 DR. BARTH:  My question is for Ms. Davis in 

              4            terms of -- you've heard the description of the way 

              5            the threshold is calculated at LRSD.  Does that sound 

              6            like it is in sync with the rule that has been 

              7            established? 

              8                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, without really having an 

              9            opportunity to really look at it a little bit more 

             10            I'm not certain that I can necessarily say.  You 

             11            know, my understanding is while they may earmark 

             12            seats specifically for distress status, you know, 

             13            there I guess theoretically may be a lot more seats 

             14            available that aren't earmarked for distress status.  

             15            While there are always some that are for the schools 

             16            that are in distress, if it's not, I mean, there 

             17            technically could be more seats available.  But 

             18            without really looking at their enrollment and, you 

             19            know, how they work that, you know, a little bit 

             20            more, I couldn't say for certain.  But, I mean, if 

             21            it's under the 95% then, regardless of what they hold 

             22            the seats for, I mean, the rules say clearly that it 

             23            is -- a district can claim a lack of capacity if as 

             24            of the date of the application for the opportunity 

             25            school choice is made 95% or more of the seats at the 
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              1            grade level at their nonresident school are filled.  

              2            It doesn't say 95% or only those seats that are 

              3            earmarked for distress status.  So without really 

              4            fully, you know, speaking with them to really 

              5            understand their process, I mean, the rules just 

              6            state 95% flat, so -- 

              7                 DR. BARTH:  Thanks. 

              8                 MS. ZOOK:  Have you worked with these parents to 

              9            find a seat in North Little Rock or Bryant or Benton 

             10            or Cabot or some other place? 

             11                 DR. FIELDS:  No, we have not worked with those 

             12            parents on that.  When they come in we talk -- we 

             13            share with them what their options are.  And, of 

             14            course, with the distress status all of the 

             15            requirements as it relates to the state and in terms 

             16            of communicating with them and letting them know what 

             17            their options are have been fulfilled.  Now in our 

             18            office we don't encourage but we have told parents, 

             19            you know, "You might want to" -- especially even this 

             20            week parents say, "So I just have to take a distress 

             21            school?"  And I say, "No, ma'am, you don't have to 

             22            take a distress school; legal transfer, there are 

             23            other choice options that you have, Benton, Bryant, 

             24            North Little Rock," and we do make that comment to 

             25            them.  Again, we don't practice trying to send 
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              1            students out, but we do give them that information so 

              2            that they will know that they can do that. 

              3                 MS. ZOOK:  And they do know that there will be a 

              4            portion of their transportation paid for if they make 

              5            that choice? 

              6                 DR. FIELDS:  Right.  Four hundred dollars. 

              7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth. 

              8                 DR. BARTH:  So, Dr. Fields, what are the 

              9            implications for a school if it exceeds capacity?  

             10            What impact does that have on the school if it 

             11            exceeds capacity? 

             12                 DR. FIELDS:  If a school exceeds capacity, what 

             13            -- the first implication is financial in terms of 

             14            having to hire more staff.  And then the other piece 

             15            is will that school have the ability to accommodate 

             16            those students, the classrooms, so then that's a huge 

             17            one.  And so when the capacity is set by Plan 

             18            Services, we do the best that we can to adhere to 

             19            those capacities, even with some of the limited 

             20            information that we have.  As Ms. Crawford stated, at 

             21            the time that we do our distress schools, legal 

             22            transfers, those particular areas, we are in the 

             23            midst of starting summer school.  We have retentions.  

             24            We have no way of knowing how many students are going 

             25            to be retained.  So with that, I say, "Okay, let's 
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              1            make sure that we have some allowances for those 

              2            seats so that we don't go over capacity and then have 

              3            schools with an abundant number of children that they 

              4            cannot either schedule or the school cannot 

              5            accommodate.  So there are a lot of components that 

              6            have to be considered as we register students. 

              7                 MS. ZOOK:  So now that summer school is over and 

              8            you are within 10 days of school starting, what is 

              9            the -- how many openings do you have at Parkview if 

             10            you don't decide we're only going to have X-number of 

             11            seats for academic distress, but you have X-number of 

             12            seats period? 

             13                 DR. FIELDS:  Okay.  That's a really good 

             14            question that we still will not have the answer to 

             15            because all parents don't do the right thing as it 

             16            relates to checking in and accepting seats the way 

             17            that they should.  They wait until the first day of 

             18            school and then they bombard the office and they show 

             19            up, and then they come and then we have a 10-day drop 

             20            period.  And that's what we tell the parents; we tell 

             21            all the parents, even with distress, we will look at 

             22            it again after check-in.  And then the principals are 

             23            required to call each parent on the 5th and say, "Ms. 

             24            Smith, you are assigned to Parkview; are you going to 

             25            come this year, or have you taken a seat somewhere 
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              1            else?  Are you going to take the child somewhere 

              2            else?"  If Ms. Smith tells the parent, "Without a 

              3            doubt, yes, I have taken a seat somewhere else," then 

              4            they will notify the student registration office.  At 

              5            that time we then purge that student's information 

              6            from the database to open that seat up for someone 

              7            else.  Now, in a lot of cases parents' phone numbers 

              8            are not accurate.  They call -- the administrations 

              9            call and it's a disconnected number; we have no way 

             10            of contacting them.  So we're back at the reason that 

             11            we can't answer that question, because what happens 

             12            is we've called every number that's on the pupil 

             13            information form, nothing.  And then, on the first 

             14            day of school they show up or they don't show up, and 

             15            then we do a day-one count.  And then when we look at 

             16            that count we look and see how many people we have 

             17            that didn't show up.  Then they get 10 days, 

             18            according to our policy, to show up.  Then we do the 

             19            10-day drop.  At the 10-day drop we then look at 

             20            everything again and we say, "Now, how many distress 

             21            seats can we offer based on what we have offered, 

             22            based on our numbers?  How many seats can we offer?"  

             23            Because we don't ever want to leave those parents who 

             24            desire to transfer somewhere else out of the loop.  

             25            Just because we've closed a window now and we've 
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              1            already assigned all the distress seats doesn't mean 

              2            you won't get a chance later.  We really want to come 

              3            back and revisit that.  And that's why I said if we 

              4            had designated 20 seats and only 10 of those kids 

              5            showed up, then we're going to go back to that 

              6            distress list and we're going to look and say, "Okay, 

              7            who are the next 10 people that applied for Parkview 

              8            on this list?"  We're going to call them and we're 

              9            going to offer them those distressed seats.  And I 

             10            think that's the only fair way to do it because when 

             11            they apply for a distress seat their desire doesn't 

             12            go away typically; it's there.  So just because we've 

             13            assigned the seats to someone and they don't show up, 

             14            I still want those parents to have an opportunity.  

             15            So we still have those seats available if someone 

             16            doesn't show up.  So that's all the way across, so 

             17            they still have a chance. 

             18                 MS. ZOOK:  Well, I would encourage you, based on 

             19            what Ms. Davis said, to visit with Mr. Kurrus and Mr. 

             20            Key, your superintendent, and your board and revisit 

             21            this concept of distress seats.  I think that is not 

             22            something that you can defend.  I think you're going 

             23            to have to look at that each day, capacity, and not 

             24            are they distress seats or not distress seats.  I 

             25            don't think that's a defendable policy.  I know you 
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              1            didn't make the policy.  I'm not fussing at you.  But 

              2            that's why I suggested that you talk with your board 

              3            and your superintendent, with advice of Little Rock's 

              4            counsel and the ADE counsel.  I don't see anywhere in 

              5            here that that is something that a district can 

              6            decide based -- because of the academic distress. 

              7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions or 

              8            comments?   

              9                 MS. SAVIERS:  Just one more question.  And you 

             10            may not have the answer to that today, but I would 

             11            love to know at some point if any student applying 

             12            for Central was able to be placed at Central -- 

             13                 DR. FIELDS:  Oh, yes. 

             14                 MS. SAVIERS:  -- from a distress school? 

             15                 DR. FIELDS:  Yes.  Yes.  There were some at 

             16            every grade level.  The exact number is what we -- 

             17            that's the information that I would have to get. 

             18                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yeah. 

             19                 DR. FIELDS:  I can't remember it off the top of 

             20            my head.  Because, again, we looked at 9th grade and 

             21            it showed -- if capacity is 250, if it showed that we 

             22            had 245 registered we have to offer some distress 

             23            seats.  We have 245 registered and we only have a 

             24            capacity of 250.  Well, guys, we have to offer at 

             25            least -- to be fair, at least two to three of those 
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              1            five remaining seats to distress.  We have to.  

              2            That's the only ethical thing to do, because they 

              3            have to have an opportunity.  And then we went to 

              4            every grade level and did the exact same thing.  We 

              5            looked at how many children had registered at the 

              6            time; how many people had gotten assignment letters; 

              7            and then we looked and we said, "Okay, this is how 

              8            many we have but we only have six seats."  You have 

              9            to go back and say, "Okay, well, we've got to give 

             10            half of them, at least, to distress," because we want 

             11            them to have an opportunity.  It's not a lot, because 

             12            at the time -- now if we back that up, then we can 

             13            possibly get a definitive -- more definitive number, 

             14            a larger number.  But because we do it after the 

             15            assignment letters go out, when the assignment 

             16            letters go out, based on where the children live, 

             17            there are no more seats.  We have more students who 

             18            actually live in Central's attendance zone than we do 

             19            seats.  And that has always historically been a 

             20            problem.  And we have way more people who would like 

             21            to go to Parkview who apply and do what they need to 

             22            do and they are assigned seats than we have seats 

             23            available.  So that's why -- and I know what you were 

             24            saying in terms of "go back and find a way to do it;" 

             25            but that was the only way we could do it, based on 
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              1            the fact that this is what we have.  The assignment 

              2            letters have gone out.  There are only five seats 

              3            here.  I'm not going to say because there are five 

              4            seats I'm not offering any distress seats.  That is 

              5            not fair.  The law says we must offer seats; we offer 

              6            seats, and we try to do it as fair and consistently 

              7            across the board as possible, and that's where the 

              8            sign-in came in.  Because I don't want anybody 

              9            getting preferential treatment; I don't want any -- 

             10            if there are allegations of people, I would want to 

             11            make sure I can verify that is not done and it's 

             12            documented. 

             13                 MS. SAVIERS:  Thank you. 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  Okay.  

             15            We're on action item A-10.  What's the pleasure?  Do 

             16            we have a motion? 

             17                 DR. BARTH:  I move to sustain the denial at this 

             18            time, based on space. 

             19                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  Second. 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Motion by Dr. Barth to 

             21            sustain the denial and the second is by Mr. 

             22            Williamson. 

             23                 MS. ZOOK:  Were we going to listen to the 

             24            parent? 

             25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Oh, I'm sorry.   
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              1                 MS. ZOOK:  I mean, isn't that part of the 

              2            process? 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  It is a part of the 

              4            process, rebuttal. 

              5                 MS. REITH:  She spoke for the rebuttal. 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  She spoke for the rebuttal. 

              7                 MS. WOOLDRIDGE:  We applied before assignments 

              8            to go to Parkview.  We did that first process, and 

              9            then we were told that the distress, the opportunity, 

             10            we had to come fill it out because it took precedent 

             11            of what we'd already filled out.  So we're trying to 

             12            do everything we can like we're supposed to. 

             13                 MS. ZOOK:  Right. 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And I apologize for getting 

             15            ahead of myself.  But I think, again, we all 

             16            understand the principles of the matter and what's -- 

             17            you know -- what the procedures have been.  I don't 

             18            suggest in any way that you haven't followed the 

             19            letter of the law in this process.  So I have a 

             20            motion by Dr. Barth and a second by Mr. Williamson.  

             21            Any further questions?  All in favor? 

             22                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES) 

             23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  Then the 

             24            motion -- 

             25                 MS. ZOOK:  No. 
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              1                 MS. SAVIERS:  No. 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  "No" by Ms. Zook -- 

              3                 MS. SAVIERS:  And Ms. Saviers. 

              4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and Ms. Saviers.  Okay.  

              5            Two no's. 

              6                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  And also I'd like to say the 

              7            thing that's confusing to me about the lack of seats 

              8            is every time a charter school wants to come into the 

              9            Little Rock district the attorneys -- this is in the 

             10            past, Mr. Key; no reflection -- 

             11                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay. 

             12                 MS. ZOOK:  -- the attorneys would come in and 

             13            say, "We don't want charter schools in our district; 

             14            we need the kids in our school."  But they obviously 

             15            don't have any room in their schools.  So that 

             16            confuses me why they would fight something when they 

             17            don't have room for the kids to begin with.  And 

             18            that's irrelevant to this particular point, but I 

             19            think it's a point that we need to think about in the 

             20            future. 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think it is relevant, you 

             22            know, definitely something that we need to look at 

             23            and ask those questions, you know. 

             24                 MS. SAVIERS:  And to explain myself too, my 

             25            heart is with this mother because her daughter has 
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              1            been in a distress school for middle school and maybe 

              2            even for elementary; I don't know.  And to think that 

              3            she would go all the way through Little Rock School 

              4            District not having that opportunity is heartbreaking 

              5            as a parent. 

              6                 DR. BARTH:  I'd just like to say that, of 

              7            course, I'm deeply sympathetic and applaud all 

              8            parents, especially to take the initial step and then 

              9            to take this step.  We know how onerous this is for 

             10            parents.  But I think we have to recognize just how 

             11            disruptive having too many kids in a school can be.  

             12            And it happened at Pulaski Heights last year where 

             13            there was an influx of kids at the last minute and it 

             14            created a lot of chaos in that school at the start.  

             15            And I think especially because of the state takeover 

             16            we have extraordinary responsibility to not make 

             17            things even more complicated for the district, 

             18            especially in those schools that are performing well, 

             19            with the hopes that this begins to make -- we don't 

             20            want these academically distressed schools to be 

             21            academically distressed.  And that's what, you know, 

             22            we have to change. 

             23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And I think we are 

             24            committed to make that change, Dr. Barth, and to the 

             25            rest of the members of the Board.  I think that we 
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              1            all are aware of the frustrations around the system 

              2            and how it perpetuates itself sometimes.  And I think 

              3            that I'm confident that Commissioner Key and his 

              4            staff is looking at this; I'm confident that Mr. 

              5            Kurrus and his staff and the leaders have their ears 

              6            open to these type of things.  That's the impression 

              7            I get.  So I don't think it's falling on deaf ears at 

              8            all.  So I'm hopeful that it echoes from these 

              9            conversations and will find their way to different 

             10            chambers and different offices and truly be something 

             11            that's heard.  So that's my desire and my 

             12            expectation, if anybody cares about that.  So the 

             13            decision then has been to uphold the decision of the 

             14            Little Rock School District as it relates to this 

             15            matter. 

             16  A-11:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY 

             17  SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - COOPER 

             18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We'll move on to A-11, 

             19            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of Opportunity 

             20            School Choice Application for the Cooper family. 

             21                 MS. DAVIS:  And the Cooper family called 

             22            yesterday and they are withdrawing their request for 

             23            appeal. 

             24  A-12:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL OF DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL 

             25  CHOICE APPLICATION - SAWA 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moving on to A-12, same 

              2            description for the Sawa, S-a-w-a, family. 

              3                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.  Is there anybody here from 

              4            that family? 

              5                     (BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE) 

              6                 MS. DAVIS:  I didn't think that there was.  So 

              7            that family is zoned to attend Henderson Middle 

              8            School and they had requested I think a transfer to 

              9            Forest Heights, and then the alternative Pulaski 

             10            Heights, Horace Mann, or Dunbar.  And like I say, the 

             11            family is not here but Little Rock has an opportunity 

             12            to respond. 

             13                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So is it Ms. Crawford? 

             14                 MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes, ma'am. 

             15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

             16                 MS. CRAWFORD:  They only requested Pulaski 

             17            Heights for a 6th grade seat; that was the only 

             18            school they requested.  And it was denied based on 

             19            lack of space. 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook, do you contrary  

             21            -- information to the contrary? 

             22                 MS. ZOOK:  Well, based on what was submitted 

             23            with our agenda, it showed that they would go to any 

             24            of the non-distress schools: Forest Heights, Pulaski 

             25            Heights, Dunbar, and Horace Mann. 
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              1                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I have a copy of the law, as well 

              2            as the application here in front of me if you would 

              3            like to see it. 

              4                 MS. ZOOK:  Well, no.  I was just going by what 

              5            was included in our packet. 

              6                 MS. CRAWFORD:  No, ma'am.  That's not correct. 

              7                 MS. DAVIS:  And that was in the parent's request 

              8            for an appeal, is when they said that they had 

              9            applied and were denied, and that's when they said 

             10            "even if we can't get into that school," they would 

             11            get in -- they would accept any non-distress school, 

             12            and then they listed them in order of preference.  

             13            And it was Forest Heights, Pulaski Heights, Horace 

             14            Mann, and then Dunbar. 

             15                 MS. ZOOK:  So are there any seats in any of 

             16            those schools? 

             17                 MS. CRAWFORD:  Those have all been filled.  I've 

             18            only checked with the one they actually submitted the 

             19            paperwork.  I checked with Pulaski Heights because 

             20            that's what they indicated on their application and 

             21            log.  Those other schools are at capacity.   

             22                 MS. ZOOK:  And what number were they in line for 

             23            Pulaski Heights? 

             24                 DR. BARTH:  Ms. Newton -- 

             25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth. 
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              1                 DR. BARTH:  -- I do have a question I guess for 

              2            Ms. Davis.  In looking -- I am a little concerned; in 

              3            Little Rock -- it's an irrelevant point at this point 

              4            because there are no seats in any of these non-

              5            distress schools.  I am a little concerned about 

              6            their requirement that you pick a school, in looking 

              7            at the -- because it looks like, you know, the law 

              8            does allow an individual to go to any school that is 

              9            not in distress.  So I'm a little concerned.  It's 

             10            somewhat irrelevant here, but moving forward 

             11            something feels out of sorts with that part of the 

             12            policy.  I don't have any doubts about the 

             13            percentages, but I do have concerns about that piece. 

             14                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  I mean, like I say, the 

             15            rules and the law doesn't state that you can only 

             16            choose one school.  Otherwise, parents would apply, 

             17            have to wait however long for their denial letter, 

             18            and then go back and reapply and then go back and 

             19            reapply.  And at that point theoretically where they 

             20            would have been offered a seat in one of the other 

             21            schools, you know, by the time they've reapplied to 

             22            get to that school they're way down the list.  So, 

             23            you know, the application itself has one box, but, 

             24            you know, we have seen some of the applications from 

             25            parents who have said, underneath it, you know, 
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              1            Parkview or Central or Henderson or this or -- you 

              2            know -- that they will make that -- so while the 

              3            application itself just has, you know, where you're 

              4            at and where you'd like to go, the law doesn't 

              5            necessarily say that you only get one shot at it. 

              6                 DR. BARTH:  Yeah.  So I would urge the district 

              7            to look at that piece of the policy. 

              8                 MS. CRAWFORD:  Number 17.  There were 16 parents 

              9            that applied for a 6th grade seat at Pulaski Heights 

             10            in front of that student. 

             11                 MS. ZOOK:  And where would they have been had 

             12            you looked at Forest Heights, Dunbar and Horace Mann? 

             13                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I can't give you that answer. 

             14                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  And if all the kids in 5th 

             15            grade that would love to stay, because Little Rock 

             16            schools are going to be so good, had come and stayed 

             17            in the Little Rock school system, what would you have 

             18            done with them? 

             19                 MS. CRAWFORD:  State that question again. 

             20                 DR. FIELDS:  What was that question? 

             21                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  One of the things I've heard 

             22            most frequently is that Little Rock School District 

             23            loses a lot of kids going into 6th grade because 

             24            Little Rock School District, rightly or wrongly, has 

             25            had a reputation for not having quality -- the same 
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              1            quality at 6th grade that they do 5th.  Okay.  So if 

              2            the parents had said, "Okay, it's a new day, new 

              3            superintendent, new attitude, new people working 

              4            together, everything" -- what if those 5th grade kids 

              5            had stayed and said, "Okay, we're buying into this on 

              6            the front-end; here we are?"  What would you do with 

              7            them? 

              8                 DR. FIELDS:  Ms. Zook, you ask very good 

              9            questions.  Now, your question is the same comment -- 

             10            conversation that I had with Mr. Kurrus as it relates 

             11            to being in the assignment office and being hands-on 

             12            with the assignment process.  We are having people 

             13            return to the Little Rock School District in droves 

             14            now under our present leadership.  We really are.  

             15            And I'm saying to him, "I have a problem now."  The 

             16            problem is I have people coming back; I don't have 

             17            seats for them in the schools that they desire." 

             18                 MS. ZOOK:  Right. 

             19                 DR. FIELDS:  We only have so many seats at Mann; 

             20            we only have so many seats at Pulaski Heights; we 

             21            only have an identified number of seats at Forest 

             22            Heights, and Forest Heights has pulled a number of 

             23            people back.  So when you look at the distress seats 

             24            -- the distress schools that's out there -- and, of 

             25            course, Mabelvale is way out southwest -- yes, some 
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              1            of them will take Mabelvale, but the others -- as I 

              2            said, we have a problem because while we may be 

              3            pulling one group in we're losing some of the others 

              4            to some of the charters or some of the other schools.  

              5            Because if they can't get a distress seat, some of 

              6            these parents, then they're exercising other choice 

              7            options.  We have people to try to go to Bryant, 

              8            North Little Rock.  And, of course, they have been 

              9            leaving for charter schools.  While I think that our 

             10            numbers may possibly show an increase, we could show 

             11            more of an increase if we had, as you said, the type 

             12            of schools that would attract more people.   

             13                 MS. ZOOK:  Yeah.  And what about Dunbar? 

             14                 DR. FIELDS:  Oh, Dunbar.  Yeah, I left Dunbar 

             15            out. 

             16                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay. 

             17                 DR. FIELDS:  Dunbar is fine.  Dunbar is -- 

             18            Dunbar was one of the schools that was sort of like 

             19            Pulaski Heights last year; we had that influx.  Well, 

             20            we have made sure that we don't have that influx now.  

             21            We put parent-link calls out from March all the way 

             22            until check-in -- every couple of weeks, parents 

             23            change their addresses -- so we know whether you have 

             24            moved, so that we can have the appropriate 

             25            assignments done.  We have gotten master schedules 
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              1            done and then we are updating records on a consistent 

              2            basis.  And then what we did, as I shared earlier, is 

              3            those seats -- we knew that there were going to be 

              4            some retentions; we didn't know how many.  So I had 

              5            been -- I had -- okay, I have to say let's leave 10 

              6            seats at every grade level for retentions; assign all 

              7            the way -- if the capacity is 150 -- 250, assign 240.  

              8            Leave those 10 seats for uh-oh's, retentions, or 

              9            unforeseen situations.  And then once we get the 

             10            retentions in and people that moved into those zones 

             11            and we have all the zone kids situated, then let's 

             12            look at where we are now.  And that's what this week 

             13            is all about, keying everything in, because yesterday 

             14            we had at least 400 parents to come in at the drop of 

             15            a dime to change their address.  So we worked eight 

             16            hours collecting information and then we worked six 

             17            to seven hours after we've locked the doors, keying 

             18            information in so that we can update the system to 

             19            see what our true numbers are so that those schools 

             20            can go ahead and tweak those master schedules so that 

             21            we don't have those s4ituations that we had at 

             22            Pulaski Heights last year and at Dunbar.  Because we 

             23            don't want -- and we're encouraging those parents -- 

             24            and you'll hear -- if you have children in school, 

             25            you'll hear those parent-link calls going out this 
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              1            week, "If you haven't checked in, please check in; if 

              2            you haven't changed your address, please do so," to 

              3            avoid these situations.  So we're definitely 

              4            proactive.  We learned from errors.  We're not 

              5            operating like Albert Einstein; we're not going to do 

              6            the same thing the same way and expect a different 

              7            result.  We're changing; we're making modifications 

              8            so that it can be better.  But as we do it, we want 

              9            to make sure that it is user-friendly with the 

             10            parents, that they know that we're on their side.  

             11            When I hear these parents -- as I shared with that 

             12            one back there, I said, "Ma'am, I have the biggest 

             13            heart out."  I said, "I don't know whether it's as 

             14            big as Mr. Kurrus', but he's a man of policy; I can't 

             15            break the rules.  But you've really gotten me back 

             16            there, telling me your story about your child and why 

             17            you wanted your child to go to Parkview."  That's who 

             18            I am.  Before I'm ever Dr. Fields, I'm Freddie, the 

             19            parent of five children, so I understand wanting the 

             20            best of the best for your children. 

             21                 MS. ZOOK:  And I do understand and appreciate 

             22            the position as an administrator.  And, formerly, I 

             23            had to do the very things you're doing and I do 

             24            appreciate how difficult it is.  I had to do it 

             25            before computers and that may help a little.  But, 
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              1            you know, what I would like for you to do is go back 

              2            and look and see if you used the 95% number instead 

              3            of the 90% number, if that might open up any seats 

              4            for any of these students, and write these parents' 

              5            names down and, you know, contact them.  And, as Ms. 

              6            Davis has indicated, look at all the choices they 

              7            wrote down, not just a choice, you know. 

              8                 DR. FIELDS:  Right. 

              9                 MS. ZOOK:  I can understand everything that -- 

             10            we're coming at you hard and you're going to go, 

             11            "Really?  School starts in 12 days.  What are you 

             12            talking about?"   

             13                 DR. FIELDS:  No, I understand what you're 

             14            saying. 

             15                 MS. ZOOK:  Yeah.  And -- 

             16                 DR. FIELDS:  And I want to say this -- excuse 

             17            me; I'm sorry -- when you said that, 90% is just what 

             18            is our number that we try to leave what people say, 

             19            for instance, that's -- if we're doing T&T's or we're 

             20            doing anything other than zone seats, we try to keep 

             21            that 90.  That was what I was referring to, not the 

             22            law.  That's our in-house policy, is we keep it at 

             23            90%.  Because if someone buys a house in Forest 

             24            Heights -- Forest Park zone -- and just like that 

             25            parent said, "I bought a house and I thought it was 
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              1            in this."  When I buy a house in that zone, I expect 

              2            my child to be able to walk across the street to that 

              3            school.  So way before I got there, there were 

              4            provisions and policies put in place to try to insure 

              5            that those parents would still have an opportunity to 

              6            go to their zone school.  But even now, we have 

              7            issues at Forest Park; it's crowded.  So we're having 

              8            to alternately assign to Jefferson.  This job is fun 

              9            but it's fluid, but it never ends; it's constant, 

             10            it's constant.  When you go home you don't get to 

             11            stop working; you have to get on the phone and you 

             12            have to call parents and make them feel better about 

             13            the situation; "Ma'am, we're looking; you're on the 

             14            radar; we haven't forgotten you.  I promise you, I'll 

             15            call you.  Here's my cell phone, my private number, 

             16            just call me; email me."  And my personal pact that 

             17            I've made with myself is do not go to bed without 

             18            responding to every email.  If it's 120 emails from 

             19            parents, they need to know you care.  If you don't 

             20            respond, if you're nonresponsive, then it sends a 

             21            message that you don't care about their situation.  

             22            And that's not who I am and that's not who the staff 

             23            is, because we do care and we do want them to get 

             24            what they want.  We can't always do it, but we want 

             25            to at least share with them all of their options. 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And we thank you for your 

              2            passion; we certainly feel that here and the 

              3            frustrations that you face, but at the same time we 

              4            feel like you're working toward getting to the next 

              5            step.  So for that we thank you.  The Commissioner 

              6            has a question. 

              7                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Dr. Fields, on the capacities 

              8            in the buildings, are they based on physical space or 

              9            are they based on staffing ratios, or a combination? 

             10                 DR. FIELDS:  A combination of both because the 

             11            physical space may say that we can accommodate, say, 

             12            700.  But if I have a special needs class in there 

             13            that only allows us to put eight children in there, 

             14            that decreases it.  So it's all situational.  

             15            Everybody -- everything has to come to play, and 

             16            that's why I have to -- our office has to wait until 

             17            the special needs department submits whether they're 

             18            going to have a self-contained class and all these 

             19            other smaller classes.  And then, once they submit 

             20            that then you go back and look at the capacities that 

             21            I said, "Well, has it changed," because we need to 

             22            get to assigning children.  And then that's -- when 

             23            we get those numbers in, that's what we work with.   

             24                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Thank you. 

             25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  I forgot what we 
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              1            did.  We did get a vote, so that's -- that ends that, 

              2            I guess. 

              3                 MS. REITH:  No, we did.  No, no, we did.  We had 

              4            two dissenting votes. 

              5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yeah.  I was thinking we 

              6            did, so then we'll move on. 

              7                 MS. REITH:  Yeah. 

              8                 COURT REPORTER:  We haven't voted on this one. 

              9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I guess we need a motion 

             10            and -- okay.  So we still need to act on A-12.  And 

             11            so can I have a motion with regard to A-12? 

             12                 MS. REITH:  I move to sustain denial. 

             13                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

             14                 MR. BLACK:  Second. 

             15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moved by Ms. Reith and 

             16            seconded by -- 

             17                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  Mr. Black. 

             18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I forgot your name.  

             19            Anyway, any further discussion?  All in favor? 

             20                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES) 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed? 

             22                 MS. ZOOK:  No. 

             23                 MS. SAVIERS:  No. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  "No" by Ms. Zook.  Ms. 

             25            Saviers, did you vote? 
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              1                 MS. SAVIERS:  I did. 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  She did too.  Ms. Saviers 

              3            and Ms. Zook voted in opposition.  

              4  A-13:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY 

              5  SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - JACKSON 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We're now down to A-

              7            13 and that is the Consideration of Appeal from 

              8            Denial of Opportunity School Choice Application, the 

              9            Jacksons. 

             10                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And I don't believe -- 

             11            there's nobody here from the Jackson family, as well.  

             12            But the Jackson family is zoned to attend J.A. Fair 

             13            and they also wanted to attend Parkview and they were 

             14            denied.  So I'm not sure if -- I mean, the district 

             15            is here if you -- 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think we're going to 

             17            basically hear the same thing, so -- 

             18                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  That's what I'm saying; do 

             19            you want them -- 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- if it's appropriate, I'd 

             21            ask for a motion -- ask for a motion at this time 

             22            relative to A-13. 

             23                 MS. DEAN:  I move that we sustain. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

             25                 MS. REITH:  Second. 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moved by Ms. Dean and 

              2            seconded by Ms. Reith that we uphold the denial.  All 

              3            in favor? 

              4                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES) 

              5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed? 

              6                 MS. ZOOK:  No. 

              7                 MS. SAVIERS:  No. 

              8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The motion carries. 

              9  A-14:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY 

             10  SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - WILLIAMS 

             11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We're down to A-14, and the 

             12            same consideration or same item as relates to the 

             13            Williams family; it's Little Rock School District. 

             14                 MS. DAVIS:  Now Ms. Williams is here and she is 

             15            zoned to attend -- her child is zoned to attend Hall 

             16            High School.  And I believe it's your son? 

             17                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, ma'am. 

             18                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  And I believe they requested 

             19            Parkview primarily, but they would also accept 

             20            Central if a slot was available.  And Ms. Williams is 

             21            here and so I don't know if you want to begin with 

             22            the district again, since it may or may not -- I'm 

             23            assuming the same argument -- or if you want to defer 

             24            to Ms. Williams. 

             25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I wouldn't like to hear 
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              1            anything from them, unless they've got something else 

              2            -- something different to add.  But I would like to 

              3            hear from Ms. Williams. 

              4                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And the district normally 

              5            would go first but they don't have anything 

              6            additional -- 

              7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

              8                 MS. DAVIS:  Oh, wait.  No, they changed their 

              9            mind now.  They do have something. 

             10                 DR. FIELDS:  I want to -- I don't have anything 

             11            else to say as it relates to it because the situation 

             12            is what it is.  But what I would request, 

             13            respectfully is we don't want to deny anybody the 

             14            opportunity to ask for what they want.  Now that 

             15            school choice -- the distress application, that one 

             16            line told us one choice and we -- that's the choice 

             17            we went with.  So parents that ask for -- when they 

             18            wrote the letters to the State and then they wrote 

             19            letters and said, "I'll take anything" -- 

             20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Right. 

             21                 DR. FIELDS:  -- they were not considered for any 

             22            of the others because the application only had -- so 

             23            I definitely would like some clarity on that, because 

             24            we want to follow the law or the intent of the law.  

             25            So if it's clear that it's okay for them to have more 
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              1            than one choice, I just want to know that so I can do 

              2            the right thing.  Thank you. 

              3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Davis can speak to the 

              4            law, but I think it would be as simple as making a 

              5            form change from the district to allow second, third, 

              6            fourth choices, when available. 

              7                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  If I may, Madam Chair, there 

              8            is a form in one of these packets that does reflect 

              9            multiple choices.  Dr. Fields, can you explain -- 

             10                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  I think that's the optional 

             11            enrollment form.  But the actual Opportunity Public 

             12            School Choice Act form only has -- 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay. 

             14                 MS. DAVIS:  -- what school you're in and -- and 

             15            the other one I think is an internal form that the 

             16            Little Rock -- yeah. 

             17                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Right. 

             18                 MS. DAVIS:  But the rules which, you know, 

             19            reflect the laws of this state that, you know, a 

             20            parent has the right to, you know, transfer to a 

             21            school; it doesn't say that you only get one -- I 

             22            mean, granted, it doesn't say you can apply for all 

             23            that you want.  But I think because it just says that 

             24            you have the opportunity to transfer to a school 

             25            that's not in distress that the spirit would probably 
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              1            indicate that a parent, you know, like I say, doesn't 

              2            just hope you choose the right school the first time. 

              3                 DR. BARTH:  So, Ms. Davis -- oh, I'm sorry. 

              4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Reith. 

              5                 MS. REITH:  And it may be the same question.  I 

              6            was just wondering, is this something that we could 

              7            correct by updating the form for the next cycle? 

              8                 MS. DAVIS:  We could.  I mean, and I think, you 

              9            know, we could also update the rules if, you know, we 

             10            want to say -- instead of just saying "a school," we 

             11            could clarify that a parent has an opportunity to 

             12            apply for multiple schools or choose an alternative 

             13            school if their first choice is not available. 

             14                 MS. ZOOK:  And I think in the large districts 

             15            that's almost imperative -- 

             16                 MS. DAVIS:  Yeah. 

             17                 MS. ZOOK:  -- because there are often more 

             18            junior highs or high schools and not just "I want to 

             19            go from Brinkley to Forrest City."  And -- but it's 

             20            within the district, like up in your area where 

             21            you've got, you know, Bentonville and Rogers and 

             22            Springdale and lots of choices. 

             23                 MS. REITH:  Uh-huh. 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Commissioner, did you have 

             25            a question? 
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              1                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  No. 

              2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Williams, we don't want 

              3            to neglect asking you to make a comment, if you'd 

              4            like.  You've been here all day. 

              5                 MS. WILLIAMS:  I have. 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes.  So come up -- 

              7                 MS. WILLIAMS:  I really -- 

              8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Step up to the podium and 

              9            identify yourself please. 

             10                 MS. WILLIAMS:  My name is Anita Williams.  I 

             11            actually -- 

             12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I'm sorry; could I swear 

             13            you in.  Do you swear or affirm to tell the truth, 

             14            the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? 

             15                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay. 

             17                 MS. WILLIAMS:  My name is Anita Williams.  And 

             18            my son actually did get into Parkview for his 9th 

             19            grade year.  I did all the paperwork to make sure 

             20            that he did -- and it is very challenging to get your 

             21            child into Parkview, but he did get in.  But 

             22            therefore on June 9th, which was actually the last 

             23            day of school for 9th grade year, our apartment 

             24            burned.  With that being said, my family lives out-

             25            of-state and my son went to go stay for the summer.  
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              1            And things still weren't right with me here, so I had 

              2            to stay here.  And I decided to pull him from 

              3            Parkview because I didn't have a place to stay at 

              4            that point, so he went to Mesquite to stay with his 

              5            dad.  And after that, he decided he wanted to come 

              6            back.  So, in February, I started the process to get 

              7            him back into Parkview.  I was told that he had to do 

              8            -- we had to do the scramble; we did all that.  

              9            March, I got a letter; he didn't -- he got -- they 

             10            were saying that the school would be Hall.  So 

             11            therefore, I went back down there and they told me to 

             12            come back on June 15th.  I did that.  June 19th, I 

             13            got a letter, still Hall.  So that's when I appealed 

             14            it.  But I guess my thing was, my situation was a 

             15            little different than others.  I did ask for Parkview 

             16            but I would've taken Central, and actually I even 

             17            looked into taking J.A. Fair because it was better 

             18            than Hall or McClellan.  I just didn't want Hall.  

             19            And, of course, we didn't get it, but I guess I've 

             20            pulled my son out because we didn't have a place to 

             21            stay, and therefore he had to be in somebody's 

             22            school.  I was living with friends because I still 

             23            work here.  So when things got to where I was able to 

             24            get us a place and we moved -- we are zoned for Hall 

             25            and I don't want him to go there.  But this is his 
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              1            11th grade year and he was like, "Wherever I start my 

              2            11th grade I want to go ahead and finish it out.  I 

              3            only have two years left," which I understand that.  

              4            But I did think my situation was a little different, 

              5            not that I deserve any type of treatment but we did 

              6            do the paperwork and all the protocol procedures to 

              7            get into Parkview the first time and we got in, but 

              8            this time we didn't. 

              9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any comments?  Dr. Barth 

             10            has a question. 

             11                 DR. BARTH:  A question for Ms. Davis.  And I'm 

             12            trying to look at the rules.  Once a student is in, 

             13            then do they have to -- they don't have to go through 

             14            -- what process do they have to go through for the 

             15            next year? 

             16                 MS. DAVIS:  Once they're in, then as long as the 

             17            school is still in distress they are allowed to 

             18            continue at that school. 

             19                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.  Do they have to submit a form 

             20            manually or it's just an automatic -- 

             21                 MS. DAVIS:  (Nodding head up and down.) 

             22                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.   

             23                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And it says -- it's actually 

             24            under the rules, under Section 4.10; it says that any 

             25            student participating shall remain in attendance 
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              1            throughout the school year, so -- 

              2                 DR. BARTH:  They could give up their seat if 

              3            they -- 

              4                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And I think the rules allow, 

              5            you know, that as long as it says that there's no 

              6            extended absence, unless, of course, it says excused 

              7            by the school for illness or other good cause.  So 

              8            I'm not sure if, you know, there was an agreement for 

              9            what would be considered good cause between, you 

             10            know, the parent and the district to say that's why 

             11            they pulled them out or not.  But if the child is in, 

             12            then they get to continue. 

             13                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.  And, Ms. Williams, your son, 

             14            he's going into 11th grade this year? 

             15                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Right.  Uh-huh. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions? 

             17                 MS. SAVIERS:  Is Mr. Fields still here?  So she 

             18            said that she would be open to J.A. Fair. 

             19                 DR. FIELDS:  Okay. 

             20                 MS. SAVIERS:  Is that an option for her? 

             21                 DR. FIELDS:  She did say that, and that's the 

             22            first that I've known that.  And now that I've heard 

             23            her, we're going to be best friends when we leave 

             24            here.  I haven't talked with her but now that I know 

             25            that there's a situation, as I shared with this 
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              1            parent, we'll work together. 

              2                 MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.  Good. 

              3                 DR. FIELDS:  We'll get it taken care of. 

              4                 MS. SAVIERS:  Thank you. 

              5                 DR. FIELDS:  We will get it taken care of. 

              6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you so much.  Could 

              7            we get a motion as it relates to action item 14? 

              8                 MS. ZOOK:  Do we need to amend this request to 

              9            include J.A. Fair and therefore -- 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I don't think so. 

             11                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay. 

             12                 DR. BARTH:  And you can't use opportunity school 

             13            choice to go to a different distress school anyway. 

             14                 MS. SAVIERS:  Right.  They'll just be enrolled  

             15            -- 

             16                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  They can make that -- you 

             17            know --  

             18                 DR. BARTH:  But not under this? 

             19                 MS. DAVIS:  That's correct. 

             20                 MS. ZOOK:  That's where the Frederick side will 

             21            come in. 

             22                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.   

             23                 DR. BARTH:  So, Ms. Davis, on this, what's your 

             24            guidance in terms of what to do with this action 

             25            item? 
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              1                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, because she originally 

              2            appealed for her request to go to Parkview, or 

              3            alternately Central, if those schools are 

              4            unavailable, then I think that the Board would 

              5            probably be best in denying that.  And, you know, 

              6            hopefully, the understanding -- while isn't bound on 

              7            the Little Rock School District or Dr. Fields, 

              8            hopefully the understanding is is that they've made 

              9            an agreement that they can work with the family and 

             10            that they will continue to do so outside of this 

             11            proceeding. 

             12                 DR. BARTH:  So I do move to sustain the original 

             13            denial. 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there a second? 

             15                 MS. SAVIERS:  Second. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Motion by Dr. Barth, second 

             17            by Ms. Saviers.  All in favor? 

             18                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  So it's 

             20            unanimous.  Thank you. 

             21  A-15:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY 

             22  SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - McGRUDER 

             23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Then we're at A-15, 

             24            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of Opportunity 

             25            School Choice Application, McGruder family. 
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              1                 MS. DAVIS:  And this is the same instance.  The 

              2            McGruder family lives in the Hall High School 

              3            district and they had applied for Parkview or an 

              4            alternative of another non-distress school, which 

              5            would be Central.  And Ms. McGruder is here.  So 

              6            unless the district has anything in addition -- 

              7                 DR. FIELDS:  No. 

              8                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  Then we're going to go ahead 

              9            and defer to Ms. McGruder. 

             10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Ms. McGruder, would 

             11            you step forward and raise your right hand please?  

             12            Do you see we're feeling sorry for you, Dr. Fields?   

             13                 MS. McGRUDER:  My name is Kanetha [ps] McGruder. 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Do you swear or affirm --  

             15                 MS. McGRUDER:  Oh, I'm sorry. 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Do you swear or affirm -- 

             17            oh, I'm sorry -- do you swear or affirm the testimony 

             18            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth, 

             19            and nothing but the truth? 

             20                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Go ahead.   

             22                 MS. McGRUDER:  Okay.  My name is Kanetha 

             23            McGruder and I'm here to challenge the fact that my 

             24            kid was zoned at Hall, which is a distress school.  

             25            And after hearing all this, I'm not familiar with the 
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              1            process, the applications; I didn't know all this.  I 

              2            thought I was coming to talk to some teachers.  I 

              3            didn't know it was the State Board; I'll just be 

              4            honest.  So as I overheard the Little Rock School 

              5            District talking, I mean, for me, I know they're at 

              6            capacity.  But the process for them getting to 

              7            capacity -- I enrolled my daughter; I went and filled 

              8            out an application.  Nobody talked about -- everybody 

              9            is talking about this percentage, 90%, 95%, but what 

             10            happened to the radius?  Because we live in walking 

             11            distance.  So not only should we have gotten a 

             12            number, but we should've went up against other kids 

             13            in our district that basically had the same 

             14            qualifications that I did.  So that means that if 

             15            they live in a two-mile radius we should've been 

             16            basically in a lottery with those people.  We 

             17            should've been -- and I'm not for sure how that all 

             18            works because people talk about being fair.  But if 

             19            you have a preference for people to have other 

             20            siblings that are there, people that live within 

             21            walking distance from this school, how are you 

             22            basically saying that these people didn't meet this 

             23            requirement if you're going to put them all together?  

             24            Because it's really not giving each child a 

             25            preference, you know.  You have these different tiers 
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              1            of if you're a family member, if you're -- you know  

              2            -- if you have a sibling here at the school, if you 

              3            live within this radius; all these things are 

              4            supposed to be given different preferences.  But it 

              5            seems like we're all being put in one pot.  So I'd 

              6            like to know how did I get excluded, you know, in my 

              7            pot of people or was it just one big pot and really 

              8            no preferences. 

              9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ask Dr. Fields. 

             10                 DR. FIELDS:  You ask almost as good questions as 

             11            Ms. Zook. 

             12                 MS. McGRUDER:  I've got more. 

             13                 DR. FIELDS:  Okay.  Okay.  With the distress 

             14            status, in Little Rock School District we do have all 

             15            those preferences for our initial open enrollment 

             16            process.  During the initial open enrollment process 

             17            we do have shadow zones.  Parkview has a shadow zone.  

             18            And we do assign, according to the shadow zone, a 

             19            certain percentage.  And then after the initial 

             20            registration push, all of those preferences cease. 

             21                 MS. McGRUDER:  But where does it state that?  

             22            Because you think along this -- each line that you're 

             23            going to, that you're going to get these same 

             24            preferences that why don't I get the same preferences 

             25            that I did at the application process at a distress 
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              1            process? 

              2                 DR. FIELDS:  All of our enrollment processes are 

              3            online and all of that is in there that we have to -- 

              4                 MS. McGRUDER:  It's hard to find online.  It's 

              5            buried. 

              6                 DR. FIELDS:  I tell you what, come sit down with 

              7            me -- 

              8                 MS. McGRUDER:  Okay. 

              9                 DR. FIELDS:  -- and we'll go over it all, 

             10            because you're going to come anyway, so -- 

             11                 MS. McGRUDER:  Absolutely. 

             12                 DR. FIELDS:  And we'll work through it because I 

             13            know your situation; you've explained it.  But that 

             14            is a good question.  To answer your question, the 

             15            radius is only during the open-enrollment process 

             16            when we do our initial push.  Because we do have 

             17            parents that live within walking distance, and call 

             18            it a shadow zone, and then we have to assign those 

             19            children and we do a sibling preference.  And so what 

             20            we did, our former board, is we cleaned all the 

             21            assignment processes up and we have flowcharts 

             22            because a lot of parents don't like to read thick 

             23            paragraphs.  We put a small box; this one is first, 

             24            this one is assigned second, this one is third, this 

             25            one is shadow zone.  And so -- 
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              1                 MS. McGRUDER:  And I understand that.  But let 

              2            me just say this: if I'm a distress student, I live 

              3            and I pay taxes in a community where my child can 

              4            walk to a school, why should I not get a preference 

              5            for my kid to go to that school versus a distress 

              6            school?  Why should somebody who lives 30 miles away 

              7            from me get a preference that I don't get? 

              8                 DR. FIELDS:  Well -- 

              9                 MS. McGRUDER:  So we have to go to a school that 

             10            basically that I should have preferential treatment 

             11            and get it. 

             12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And I think question lives 

             13            to be answered another day probably. 

             14                 MS. McGRUDER:  Okay.  Okay. 

             15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  It's not unimportant, but  

             16            -- 

             17                 MS. McGRUDER:  No, no. 

             18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- I think that's one of 

             19            the things that I think Mr. Kurrus is committed to 

             20            addressing and resolving because issues like that can 

             21            stand to divide and ultimately have negative impact 

             22            on communities and schools and stopping them from 

             23            getting them where you want them to be.  So I think 

             24            it's a valid question and not dismissing the 

             25            importance of it, but I just think this may not be 
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              1            the forum for that at this particular time.  I think 

              2            Dr. -- you know Dr. Fields' number -- 

              3                 MS. McGRUDER:  Yeah. 

              4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and so I don't want to 

              5            try to push it.  You know, I'm not making light of 

              6            it, because I remember seeing you first thing this 

              7            morning and here we are, you're the last one on the 

              8            agenda.  That doesn't diminish it.  We want to thank 

              9            you for your commitment and your energy to stay the 

             10            course and to advocate strongly for your daughter.  

             11            She's very fortunate to have a mother that will stand 

             12            up and fight Dr. Fields and the rest of the folks.      

             13                 MS. SAVIERS:  Amen. 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And us and everybody else.  

             15            But so if you have anything to -- in summary -- 

             16                 MS. McGRUDER:  I mean, I mean, really I don't 

             17            have anything.  I didn't know that this process is 

             18            what it is and, you know, I don't really have another 

             19            leg to stand on besides my kid is at a distress 

             20            school.  You know, I applied for the school that was 

             21            the closest that could accommodate her.  Because it's 

             22            not just about a formal education of books; it's 

             23            about basically being able to combine that with her 

             24            talent.  She's an artist, she's a photographer.  

             25            There's only one school that really offers the 
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              1            ability to be able to do that, and that's within 

              2            walking distance from our house.  So I don't really 

              3            have anything else that I can really offer. 

              4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You have two solid legs to 

              5            stand on and I think both of those are in terms of 

              6            advocacy for not only your daughter, but other 

              7            children that find themselves in the situation of 

              8            your daughter that don't have a voice.  So I think 

              9            that your spirit of activism is going to be 

             10            contagious, I hope, in that realm and keep them 

             11            disturbed.  Thank you.  Anything further before -- 

             12            any questions?  Does any board member have any 

             13            questions?  Okay.  Then we are ready for a motion.   

             14                     (BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE) 

             15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay, this is the last 

             16            action item.  Can we get a motion? 

             17                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  I move to sustain the original 

             18            decision. 

             19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Mr. Williamson has 

             20            moved to uphold the appeal for denial.  And the 

             21            second is from? 

             22                 MR. BLACK:  Second. 

             23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Black.  Okay.  All in 

             24            favor? 

             25                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES) 
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              1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed? 

              2                 MS. ZOOK:  Aye. 

              3                 MS. SAVIERS:  No.  Yeah.  No. 

              4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We've got two no's; we've 

              5            got a Ms. Zook no and Ms. Saviers no.  And so that's 

              6            for the record.  I think at this point we need to get 

              7            a motion for adjournment. 

              8                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  Move to adjourn. 

              9                 MR. BLACK:  Second. 

             10                 MS. ZOOK:  Before -- wait, wait, wait. 

             11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yeah, we've got a work 

             12            session, but we'll -- 

             13                 MS. ZOOK:  Yeah. 

             14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- we'll adjourn. 

             15                 MS. ZOOK:  May I make a comment to the parents? 

             16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I don't know.  Yes. 

             17                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.   

             18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We've got a motion and a 

             19            second.  We've got a motion from Mr. Williamson to 

             20            adjourn and a second from Mr. Black.  And then we can 

             21            -- hold on. 

             22                 MS. ZOOK:  Oh, okay.  I want to be sure that the 

             23            parents know that if they can't get into the school 

             24            they want to get into in the Little Rock School 

             25            District that Pulaski County is not open for school 
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              1            choice but North Little Rock is.  There is a Central 

              2            Arkansas Transit bus.  Little Rock School District, 

              3            if they can't accommodate you in a non-academic 

              4            distress, is obligated to provide up to $400 for the 

              5            year for that transportation.  I love all these 

              6            districts and all the kids and the staff in all these 

              7            districts, so I'm not advocating one over another.  

              8            But I do want you to know, if you have exhausted 

              9            within your district, the options that you have 

             10            available to you under opportunity school choice.  

             11            There are other districts that are open for choice.  

             12            And also to the Little Rock School District I would 

             13            say in the future if you will make a list per school, 

             14            not one continuous list, that way we won't put her, 

             15            Andrea, to all this trouble where you have to look 

             16            and count.  And I know it's a lot of stress when 

             17            we're asking questions and trying to find the answer; 

             18            I do appreciate that.  So in the future if you'll add 

             19            all the choices the parents can make and make a list 

             20            per school that will help you and us. 

             21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  All in 

             22            favor of adjourning say "aye." 

             23                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Motion carries.   

             25              (The meeting was adjourned at 2:10 p.m.) 
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 1                       P R O C E E D I N G S
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We're calling to order the
 3            special State Board meeting, Thursday, August 6,
 4            2015.  And we'll start with the Chair's Report, and
 5            the Chair has no report.  And then we'll go to Report
 6            2, which is the Commissioner's Report.
 7                 Before Commissioner Key starts, I want to
 8            announce that two of the board members are en route
 9            but are delayed because of traffic involving an
10            accident.  So they're on their way; the other two
11            members are coming.
12  REPORT-2:  COMMISSIONER'S REPORT
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Madam Chair, my report
14            is simply attached to the packet, was the Attorney
15            General's opinion that we were waiting last time, and
16            you probably have all had a chance to review that.
17            But the relevant issue for us today was Question 3
18            and that centered around -- Senator Clark's requests
19            centered around what obligation, what authority, what
20            power that ADE and then by extension the State Board
21            would have to interpret.  And the answer in their
22            response was, "As to Question 3, in my opinion, the
23            Arkansas Department of Education does not have the
24            authority to take the actions about which you have
25            inquired," which was determining whether sufficient
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 1            proof had been submitted from a school district,
 2            whether a deseg or court-approved desegregation plan
 3            was still active, or whether a genuine conflict
 4            exists between the district desegregation order and
 5            the intra-district school choice provisions in the
 6            Act, and whether we could require a district to
 7            provide additional information or deny determination
 8            of the limitation under the Act.  So that, I think,
 9            in essence, we are, as a board and as a department,
10            in the same status that we were in previously under
11            the prior AG's opinion.  That's my report.
12                 (WHEREUPON, Exhibit One (1) to the
13            Commissioner's Report - the AG's opinion of July 17,
14            2015 - was marked for identification and entered into
15            evidence.)
16  HISTORY OF SCHOOL CHOICE
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  The purpose of the
18            special meeting was -- the meeting was scheduled
19            giving consideration for the school districts and
20            parents and students to be advised of our decision
21            today, as opposed to next Thursday, allowing there to
22            be time to make preparation based on the decision.
23            So that's the relevance of today's meeting and the
24            scheduling.
25                 We have several items we're going to move
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 1            through, but we want to have Ms. Jennifer Davis to
 2            come up and she'll be the presenter on all the school
 3            choice items.  And we want you to do a couple of
 4            things for us.  First, we want you to give us a
 5            history of school choice and how it came about and
 6            what the relevant points and factors are in the
 7            regulations as we are guided by, the State Board is
 8            guided by.  In addition to that, when you finish, if
 9            you'll give just an overview of the procedures as it
10            relates to how much time is allowed for each speaker.
11            We do have a list here of some folks that want to --
12            that have signed up to speak.  So, you know, given --
13            when we get to each item we'll acknowledge those
14            folks and give them an opportunity.  So, thank you.
15                 MS. DAVIS:  Good morning.  Jennifer Davis,
16            Department Staff Attorney.  Okay.  Just a real quick
17            overview of the school choice.  In 1989, the -- is
18            this -- it's on?  Okay.  1989, the school choice was
19            enacted and there was a complicated math formula on
20            determining student eligibility for transfer.  In
21            2013 -- or at the time, in '89, there was no burden
22            on the school districts to state whether or not they
23            were under a deseg order.  Now, while there was a
24            provision that if there was a conflict with the deseg
25            order then the deseg order would govern, but there
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 1            was no burden on the school district to show that.
 2            In 2013, it did away with the complicated math
 3            formula, but did allow districts to claim an
 4            exemption from school choice under the
 5            desegregations.  And in 2015, it did away with the
 6            exemption and required more of a burden on school
 7            districts to actually claim a genuine conflict with
 8            the deseg order.  So the desegregation provision
 9            conflict has been in all the school choice acts.  And
10            there are students who have transferred, and it's
11            either as a result of the district's were either
12            unaware that they were under a deseg order or other
13            districts were unaware that the resident district was
14            under one; they were taken in violation of the deseg
15            order or at the time of the deseg order the transfer
16            did not conflict with a deseg order.  So the transfer
17            could have been done without a genuine conflict or at
18            the time, under the '89, the mathematical formula, it
19            could have allowed for that transfer.  Are there any
20            questions about that?  Okay.  So the hearing --
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook has a question.
22                 MS. DAVIS:  Pardon me.
23                 MS. ZOOK:  So it's my understanding that just
24            because there is a deseg order a district can choose
25            to allow; they're not bound to disallow because
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 1            they're under a deseg order?
 2                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, under the '89 provision there
 3            was within the math formula about allowing the
 4            transfer, about what the racial balance would end up
 5            being.  In 2015, because -- I mean, 2013, because
 6            they did away with that, it just -- the law simply
 7            states that if there is a conflict with a deseg order
 8            then the provisions of the deseg order govern.  Now,
 9            based on the Attorney General's opinion, you know, we
10            are not under the authority to determine if there is
11            a conflict.  But a district, I guess, under
12            consultation of their local counsel, could have
13            determined that there was not a conflict and could
14            have taken the children.
15                 MS. ZOOK:  So they allowed attorneys and boards
16            and superintendents at the local level the
17            opportunity to interpret whether a genuine conflict,
18            but they in fact are not allowing ADE and the State
19            Board to do the same?
20                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, I don't think that they were
21            actually allowed to do so, but it doesn't say that
22            they can or they cannot; however, the law just says
23            that if there is a conflict with the provision of a
24            deseg order.  So they could have taken it upon
25            themselves to determine that, or they could have
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 1            determined that it wouldn't conflict; they could have
 2            taken them in violation of the conflict, or they were
 3            unaware of the conflict at the time.  I know that
 4            there are some districts that are recently aware of
 5            pending desegregation orders, so if nobody was aware
 6            of that deseg order at the time.
 7                 MS. ZOOK:  So we have given parents, for all
 8            intents and purposes, false hope by saying to them,
 9            "You have an appeal process to the State Board?"
10                 MS. DAVIS:  I wouldn't necessarily say that it's
11            false hope because, you know, while the Attorney
12            General's opinion says that we don't have the
13            authority -- of course, you know, you guys as a board
14            are welcome to make whatever decision that you choose
15            to make.  And so, you know, I think also that the
16            parents have an opportunity to -- the AG's opinion
17            says that they can take the matter under advisement
18            in a court of competent jurisdiction.  So the parents
19            are always welcome to, you know, consult with their
20            own counsel and pursue this further.
21                 MS. ZOOK:  Which would cost them money to hire
22            an attorney?
23                 MS. DAVIS:  Unfortunately.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yeah.  I differ with you a
25            little bit, Ms. Zook, because, you know, when you say
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 1            we're giving them false hope, we present the
 2            procedure.  But I think based on the Attorney
 3            General's ruling we may be as a board in peril when
 4            we do something opposite of what the interpretation
 5            is.  That's my --
 6                 MS. DAVIS:  Well --
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- uninformed opinion.
 8                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  The Attorney General's
 9            opinion is not binding but I would caution the Board
10            about, you know, forging their own legal opinion
11            outside of that of the Attorney General.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  That was my point.
13                 MS. ZOOK:  So even though the Attorney General
14            kept all of the opinions directed toward ADE and did
15            not mention the State Board at all, you're saying ADE
16            and the State Board -- and that was inclusive?
17                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, the opinion does say ADE.
18            And, you know, as an attorney for the Department of
19            Education, you know, we do advise the Board.  And so
20            my advice would be that you can do, of course, you
21            know, whatever it is that the Board desires to do,
22            but we are not under the authority, or it says under
23            the obligation either, to interpret them, the
24            desegregation orders.
25                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  We're going to have cases
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 1            today where the district, the resident district did
 2            not send in their desegregation order -- or if they
 3            did, they did not send in a letter with that from the
 4            federal court demonstrating a genuine concern.  So if
 5            they didn't comply with what the law says, does that
 6            shed a different light on what we can in fact do?
 7                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, I think that was addressed in
 8            the AG's opinion, as well.  It said that, you know,
 9            if they didn't provide a letter or just submitting an
10            order is that really considered proof, and I think
11            the AG was of the opinion that either way it would
12            still require us to interpret the law and interpret
13            the desegregation orders of what is actually
14            considered proof, what is actually considered a
15            genuine conflict.  Either way, I think it puts us
16            dangerously close to interpreting.
17                 MS. ZOOK:  So if we decided to do something,
18            like allow a parent to -- because that way they
19            wouldn't have to hire an attorney.  If the school
20            district or the federal court wanted to intervene,
21            that would be the burden on that resident district?
22                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
23                 MS. ZOOK:  Thank you.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  Okay.
25            If not, we'll get started.
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 1  UN-TABLING OF A-1 THROUGH A-4
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Because A-1, A-2, A-3 and
 3            A-4 were tabled at our last meeting, the requirement
 4            is that we have a motion -- we have to have a motion
 5            to un-table them, with an appropriate second, and we
 6            have to have a majority vote to un-table those items.
 7            So I'm asking at this time for consideration of a
 8            motion to un-table A-1, 2, 3 and 4.
 9                 MS. SAVIERS:  Move to un-table.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there a second?
11                 DR. BARTH:  Second.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  All in favor?
13                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
15                 Then we'll start with A-1; it's Consideration of
16            Appeal from Denial of School Choice Application -
17            Wilson.
18  HEARING PROCEDURES
19                 MS. DAVIS:  All right.  And real quick, before
20            we get started, I'll go over the hearing procedures
21            that will apply to all the appeals today.  After the
22            introduction of the agenda item, everybody who does
23            wish to testify will need to be placed under oath by
24            the chairperson.  And beginning with the nonresident
25            district, they will have 5 minutes to open, followed
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 1            by the parent, as well as 20 minutes to present their
 2            case.  At any time, of course, you may ask questions
 3            of either the parent, the resident district, or the
 4            nonresident district.  And at the end you can either
 5            sustain or reject, meaning you can either sustain the
 6            opinion of the nonresident district or grant the
 7            appeal.  Are there any questions about that before we
 8            get started?
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The five minutes applies to
10            the district and the parent?
11                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And then the 20 minutes --
13                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- to each?  Okay.
15                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So that's cumulative for
17            any --
18                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- anybody.  Okay.
20                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Because we have a couple of
22            folks that are signed up to speak --
23                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- for item A-1, and that's
25            Sam Jones --
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 1                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and Whitney Wilson.
 3                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And the Board, of course,
 4            has discretion to extend that time should they feel
 5            it's necessary.  All right.  So the first --
 6                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Madame Chair, if I may ask
 7            Jennifer.  Could you -- we talked about this; I want
 8            to make sure that everyone understands.  The
 9            nonresident district, under law, has to submit the
10            rejection, if you will.
11                 MS. DAVIS:  That's correct.
12                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  But that is perfunctory and
13            administrative; that is not a decision that's made by
14            the nonresident district.
15                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  Not if it's based on a
16            desegregation order.
17                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  So they are not
18            sitting in a seat of judgment or decision; they're
19            simply following the law.  It just happens to be that
20            they're the ones issuing the notice of rejection?
21                 MS. DAVIS:  That's correct.
22                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Thank you.
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Are there any other
24            questions?
25  A-1:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
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 1  APPLICATION - WILSON
 2                 MS. DAVIS:  And so A-1 is the Wilson appeal.
 3            The Wilson family resides in the Dollarway School
 4            District and had filed a school choice application to
 5            attend the White Hall district.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook has a question
 7            before we get started.
 8                 MS. ZOOK:  I have a question.
 9                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes, ma'am.
10                 MS. ZOOK:  Do these earlier items that you were
11            going over on the 2015 -- how does that apply to
12            districts or schools that are in academic distress?
13                 MS. DAVIS:  The law doesn't make any provisions
14            for whether or not -- academic -- well, academic
15            distress is under the opportunity school choice.  But
16            under the Public School Choice Act there are no
17            provisions for transferring or not transferring under
18            any kind of distress status.  The later appeals under
19            the Opportunity School Choice are only available --
20            that transfer act is only available when the school
21            that you're zoned to attend or enrolled in is in
22            distress.
23                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Is Dollarway district or just
24            the one school in academic distress?
25                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, this one, I'm uncertain about
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 1            the academic distress status for that because this
 2            one is under the public school choice and it was not
 3            because of distress.  This was just under the Public
 4            School Choice Act to transfer.
 5                 MS. ZOOK:  And do these parents still have an
 6            opportunity for a legal transfer?
 7                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes, they could.  But, I mean, of
 8            course, a legal transfer is, you know, purely at the
 9            pleasure of both of the boards.
10                 MS. ZOOK:  Thank you.
11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Before we get started, I'm
12            going to ask the folks standing in back and in the
13            door if you'll step outside.  There is some seating
14            area down the hallway, maybe some in the lobby, and
15            there's an overflow room down the hallway to the
16            left.
17                 MS. DAVIS:  So we're ready for White Hall and
18            Ms. Wilson.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Everyone that intends to
20            have -- give testimony in A-1/Wilson, would you
21            please stand to be sworn?  Would you raise your right
22            hands?  Do you swear or affirm that the testimony
23            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
24            and nothing but the truth?
25               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Go ahead.
 2                 MS. WILSON:  I'm asking the State --
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you identify
 4            yourself?
 5                 MS. WILSON:  Oh, I'm sorry.  My name is LaQuita
 6            Wilson.  I'm trying to transfer my daughter, which is
 7            L'Aryanna [ps] Wilson, from the Dollarway School
 8            District to the White Hall School District.  I
 9            currently have three children that are already in the
10            White Hall School District under the School Choice
11            Act.  And this is her first year in kindergarten and
12            I am trying to transfer her in, and I was denied by
13            the White Hall School District simply because
14            Dollarway rejected the transfer.  I was informed
15            through the Pine Bluff Commercial that the only
16            reason why Dollarway denied her application is
17            because only they want the students that are in the
18            Dollarway district to stay there so they could
19            receive the funding for that particular student.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?  Okay.
21            Thank you.  Mr. Jones.
22                 MR. JONES:  I'll wait.
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Oh, you're the Mr. Jones.
24            Okay.  There was another gentleman who stood and
25            wanted to speak and I don't have his name.
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 1                 MS. ZOOK:  This is the White Hall
 2            superintendent.
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Okay.  Dr. Smith.
 4            Dr. Smith?
 5                 SUPT. SMITH:  Yes, ma'am.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you identify
 7            yourself, please?
 8                 SUPT. SMITH:  Larry Smith, Superintendent of
 9            Schools of White Hall School District.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Proceed.
11                 SUPT. SMITH:  We did receive an application from
12            the Wilson family.  And as she stated in there, she
13            does have siblings that came in under the prior
14            School Choice Act that are in our district.
15            Dollarway has opted out of this one, so we did deny
16            that request based on that opt-out.
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?  Is there
18            anyone here from the Dollarway district?
19                 MR. BLUME:  Yes.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you step to the
21            podium, please, to be sworn?  Mr. Key has advised me
22            that you are an attorney.
23                 MR. BLUME:  Yes.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you proceed --
25                 MR. BLUME:  Yes, Madam Chair.
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and you have been sworn
 2            also.
 3                 MR. BLUME:  I'm Paul Blume; I'm the lawyer for
 4            Dollarway School District.  This is Superintendent
 5            Patsy Hughey.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And what's the
 7            superintendent's name?
 8                 SUPT. HUGHEY:  Patsy Hughey.
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Proceed.
10                 MR. BLUME:  All right.  Madam Chairman, the
11            Dollarway School District does not participate in
12            school choice, primarily because it is still under
13            the jurisdiction of the federal court in a
14            longstanding desegregation lawsuit.  In fact, that
15            desegregation lawsuit is sufficiently old; it existed
16            prior to the enactment of any Public School Choice
17            Act.  The district did submit a letter to the
18            Department timely, prior to January 1, with
19            information to the ADE that that is the reason that
20            we are opting out of Public School Choice.  Now, Ms.
21            Wilson said that our reason for opting out was
22            monetary.  Well, I mean, that's always a
23            consideration, but that's not the reason that we opt
24            out of Public School Choice but we are still under
25            that desegregation order.  Now whether there is a
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 1            conflict we can find out at some other point.  As the
 2            AG's opinion pointed out, the ADE apparently --
 3            including the State Board, apparently does not have
 4            jurisdiction to consider such matters but is to be
 5            referred to, as it puts, as a court of competent
 6            jurisdiction, which probably is the circuit court in
 7            the county of the resident district.  That has not
 8            been done.  Furthermore, since the desegregation
 9            order predated the Public School Choice Act, and
10            certainly predated the amendment requiring a notice
11            from the federal court of the actual conflict between
12            the deseg order and the Public School Choice Act,
13            there has been no opportunity to actually address
14            that issue with federal court.  We don't have any
15            obligation under the law to do that until January 1,
16            2016, regardless.  But we have asserted that we are
17            under the jurisdiction of the federal court and that
18            we are therefore legitimately opting out of public
19            school choice and therefore legitimately refusing
20            requests for transfer out of the district.  I know
21            that under the law the resident district doesn't have
22            any say, all things being equal, in whether that
23            student is transferred from the resident to the
24            nonresident district.  That's a nonresident district
25            decision.  But regardless, I think the issue is
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 1            whether we legitimately refuse to participate in
 2            Public School Choice.  And based on the law in effect
 3            at the time of the presentation of our opt-out letter
 4            to the Department we legitimately did so.  So I think
 5            that our refusal in this particular circumstance to
 6            participate in Public School Choice is one that we
 7            have in good faith entered into.  So we would request
 8            that the Department, and the State Board
 9            particularly, look at that and comply with the
10            Attorney General's opinion, which is to say that if
11            there is some disagreement on the part of the parent
12            that their resort is and must be to court and not to
13            this board.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?  Ms.
15            Saviers.
16                 MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.  This is going to maybe
17            sound really elementary but here we are talking about
18            school issues, so it's probably appropriate.  But
19            just to clarify: so a desegregation order is
20            basically asking a district to do what?
21                 MR. BLUME:  Well, to cease to operate in a
22            manner that segregates races.
23                 MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.
24                 MR. BLUME:  And that's what the deseg order in
25            this case did.  And it's still in effect.  The court,
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 1            the federal court retains jurisdiction.  We have not
 2            been released from that.  We have not been declared
 3            unitary.  So we still have the federal courts
 4            ultimately to answer to.
 5                 MS. SAVIERS:  And this might be for Ms. Hughey.
 6            What is your percentage of African American students
 7            in your district?
 8                 SUPT. HUGHEY:  We're over 90%.
 9                 MS. SAVIERS:  Over 90%?
10                 SUPT. HUGHEY:  Yes.
11                 MS. SAVIERS:  And the family asking for the
12            transfer is African American.  Right?
13                 SUPT. HUGHEY:  Yes.
14                 MS. SAVIERS:  So removal of an African American
15            family from your district would not -- certainly not,
16            I think, affect the desegregation.  I mean, I just --
17            I'm just throwing this out here because I think this
18            is probably something we're all wondering about.
19                 MR. BLUME:  May I respond?
20                 MS. SAVIERS:  Uh-huh.
21                 MR. BLUME:  Well, in the first place, the racial
22            consideration was the thing that the federal courts
23            have said that we may not use as a basis for a
24            transfer or not.  That is why the other -- the
25            initial Public School Choice Act was changed to get
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 1            rid of the racial component to that.  So that's not a
 2            component of the Public School Choice Act anymore.
 3            It is not a consideration to be taken into account.
 4                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yeah.  I'm just making the point
 5            that I think we all -- we're all wondering about, so
 6            --
 7                 MR. BLUME:  Right.  Well, I understand that.
 8            And the thing is, even at that, your concern is
 9            something that is -- and this is according to the AG,
10            and I think the federal courts would agree with this,
11            that that is not a consideration for the Department,
12            but that is a consideration for the federal courts as
13            to whether participation or not in Public School
14            Choice is in violation of the desegregation order.
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook, do you have a
16            question?
17                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes.  Under the act, law -- I never
18            know whether to use the word "act," "law," or
19            "statute."  So, pardon my ignorance of the law.
20            Under (d)(2)(c), on page 54 of ours, it says, "shall
21            include a statement that priority will be given to an
22            applicant who has a sibling or step-sibling who
23            resides in the same household and is already enrolled
24            in the nonresident district by choice."  So it's my
25            understanding that three of the siblings of this
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 1            entering kindergarten student are in the White Hall
 2            district.  Is that true?
 3                 MR. BLUME:  That's our understanding.  But at
 4            the same time, that preference under the law is
 5            something for the receiving district, the nonresident
 6            district, to undertake, not for the resident
 7            district.  And for the resident district, as I've
 8            been pointing out, Dollarway School District does not
 9            participate in Public School Choice, so that's really
10            not an issue for the Dollarway School District.
11                 MS. ZOOK:  So it is your position that because
12            you have a law that was -- a deseg order from '59 and
13            '68, that had to do with staffing, that you are
14            denying a child in 2015, who already has three
15            siblings in another district, who's an entering
16            kindergarten student that you've never served, you
17            choose to stand with that old law to deny an African
18            American kindergarten student to leave your district,
19            who has never been there?
20                 MR. BLUME:  Well, it's really more simple than
21            that.  We simply don't participate in Public School
22            Choice.  And as I indicated before, we're not per se
23            refusing the transfer; we just don't participate.
24            It's up to the resident -- or rather, the nonresident
25            district to grant or deny the transfer.  And the
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 1            White Hall School District has deferred to the
 2            Dollarway School District because we don't
 3            participate in that, so the issue is fundamentally
 4            moot.
 5                 MS. ZOOK:  Ms. Hughey, would there be any point
 6            in this parent talking to you and your board about a
 7            legal transfer?
 8                 MS. HUGHEY:  No, ma'am.  We -- no, ma'am.
 9                 MS. ZOOK:  Well, basing -- erring on the side of
10            a child and a family and a parent's choice, I move to
11            grant the parent's request and give priority to
12            students who already have siblings attending a
13            different district.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You've heard the motion
15            from Ms. Zook.  Is there a second?
16                     (BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE)
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Motion failed based on not
18            getting a second.  Is there -- or, first of all, any
19            other questions?  Dr. Barth, do you have a question?
20                 DR. BARTH:  No.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  Is
22            there a motion?
23                 DR. BARTH:  I move to sustain the denial of
24            School Choice.
25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there a second?
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 1                 MS. SAVIERS:  Second.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  All in favor?  Any
 3            questions?  I think the parent is in the back with a
 4            question before we vote.  Come forward.  Ms. Wilson.
 5                 MS. WILSON:  My question is under the general
 6            provisions of the student School Choice Act it does
 7            state that a present or future sibling of the student
 8            who continues enrollment in the non-district under
 9            the School Choice shall enroll if the district has
10            the capacity to accept the sibling without adding
11            teachers.  And that is so in this case.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
13                 MR. BLUME:  May I respond?
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I guess I'm going to ask
15            Ms. Wilson -- not Ms. Wilson -- Ms. Davis about the
16            procedure, where we are now.  Do we undo our motion
17            and the second and go back and discuss this
18            particular, or do we do it with the motion and the
19            second on the table?
20                 MS. DAVIS:  You may withdraw the motion that's
21            on the table so that way you can continue discussion,
22            if you choose.
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And is that the desire of
24            the person who made the motion, or the second, to
25            withdraw to discuss this particular point that Ms.
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 1            Wilson has raised?
 2                 DR. BARTH:  I thought the issue had been
 3            answered earlier.  I'll withdraw, if it would be the
 4            preference of my colleagues.
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  It's your call.
 6                 DR. BARTH:  I will withdraw, if Ms. Saviers --
 7                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yes.
 8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Well, then, Ms.
 9            Wilson, would you come back and give us that
10            information again and we'll start from there.
11                 MS. WILSON:  Under the general provisions of
12            5.03.1, it says, "A present or future sibling of a
13            student who continues enrollment in the non-district
14            under section 5.03 of these rules may enroll, if the
15            district has the capacity to accept the sibling
16            without adding teachers, staff, or classrooms, or
17            exceeding the regulations and standards established
18            by the law.  A present or future sibling of a student
19            who continues enrollment in the non-district and who
20            enrolls in a non-district under this section 5.03,
21            these rules may apply and complete all remaining
22            years at the nonresident district."  I have, like I
23            said, three that have been there for the last four
24            years, so they are -- she already has present
25            siblings there, and I was the third applicant, so
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 1            that would not affect the school by adding -- having
 2            to add any teachers or staff.
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Smith, would you step
 4            forward, please?
 5                 SUPT. SMITH:  Yes, ma'am.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Do you have any comment on
 7            Ms. Wilson's latest addition to her presentation?
 8                 SUPT. SMITH:  Simply, I think it still goes to
 9            the point of the district participating in school
10            choice, which they are not.  And so that makes that
11            point, in my opinion, moot.  I also would state to
12            you, as I did last time, that it's going to be a
13            little heartbreaking but based on the enrollment
14            numbers that we have I don't know that we have
15            capacity at kindergarten at this point in time.  We
16            have accepted other students from districts who are
17            participating in school choice, as well as the
18            enrollment projections we have from the state, which
19            puts us at least, right now, over capacity.  Now
20            until we get kindergartners all in place we don't
21            know how many of them for sure will be there.
22            Because I can tell you that there will be one or two
23            parents who come in and say, "I thought they were
24            ready, but they're not ready, so I'm going to take a
25            waiver for a year."  But we also may have five that
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 1            move in, so we can't tell you that definitively at
 2            this point.  But they still are not participating in
 3            school choice in that district, so I still do not
 4            believe that provision would apply.  But Mr. Blume
 5            may better be able to answer that than I can.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you like to speak to
 7            that?
 8                 MR. BLUME:  Yes, ma'am.  Well, we're aware of
 9            the language, that language in the School Choice Act.
10            In fact, I think we've discussed it during the course
11            of this particular presentation.  And the thing about
12            that is, where these parents or children have
13            preference presupposes that both the resident and the
14            nonresident district participate in Public School
15            Choice.  Without that participation in Public School
16            Choice by one or both of the two school districts
17            involved, then that preference simply doesn't apply.
18            Because as I said, it presupposes that there may be a
19            transfer.  And if one school district does not
20            participate in school choice, then there may not be a
21            transfer.  So that language doesn't apply in this
22            situation.
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Ms. Zook.
24                 MS. ZOOK:  Ms. Davis, did you find out whether
25            or not this district or one of the schools in this
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 1            district is in academic distress?
 2                 MS. DAVIS:  It's just the school.
 3                 MS. ZOOK:  Thank you.
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Commissioner Key.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Mr. Blume, is it your -- is
 6            it the blanket decision of Dollarway that any -- that
 7            the provisions of school choice in this case, every
 8            provision is in conflict with the desegregation
 9            order?
10                 MR. BLUME:  Well, I think that's a decision that
11            we are not under the -- under the amendment to the
12            law that we don't make; that's a federal court's
13            decision.
14                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.
15                 MR. BLUME:  As it stands now, we're operating
16            under the previous law, which is why we submitted our
17            letter, opt-out letter to the Department when we did.
18            At this point we have to address the question to the
19            federal court, which still has jurisdiction over this
20            matter.  And even at that, as the Attorney General
21            said, the Department isn't the one to decide whether
22            or not the level of conflict is adequate to enable
23            the district to opt out of Public School Choice.  But
24            that would be a question for a court of competent
25            jurisdiction, probably the circuit court in Jefferson
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 1            County.
 2                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Do y'all -- you talked about
 3            federal court is the -- does Dollarway intend to
 4            petition the court to determine what is and what
 5            isn't in conflict?
 6                 MR. BLUME:  Well, Your Honor, if we're going to
 7            continue to opt out of Public School Choice from this
 8            point forward, I think it's obligatory that we do
 9            that.
10                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  So you're saying yes
11            and y'all are going to --
12                 MR. BLUME:  As a lawyer, I'm trying to say yes.
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  And just to point out to the
14            Board, as in our research we have found a provision
15            in the standards, in our review of standards, that is
16            a component that the legislature put into law a few
17            years ago that districts -- as part of our standards
18            review process the Department is to look and they are
19            to be making efforts, if they have a deseg order, to
20            pursue unitary status.  We are looking -- Mr. Harvey
21            and his unit are in the process of determining how to
22            best reach out and get that information from the
23            districts as part of our standards review process for
24            the purposes of -- in our accountability units.
25                 MR. BLUME:  Mr. Key, I think if Dollarway -- I
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 1            agree with what you say.  And I think if the
 2            Dollarway School District is declared unitary that
 3            settles the question.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yes, sir.  Yes, sir.
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Saviers.
 6                 MS. SAVIERS:  It's really comforting to me to
 7            know that, because unfortunately for me there are
 8            occasions -- and I'm not casting aspersions on
 9            Dollarway necessarily, but it feels like just an
10            attempt to keep anyone from transferring out.  I
11            think that's what we all don't -- we all want to see
12            a process that works better for families, and so --
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  And Mr. Harvey is here and
14            can speak to that at the appropriate time if the
15            members of the board wish to hear the work that's
16            being done on that.
17                 MS. SAVIERS:  Thank you.
18                 MS. ZOOK:  It seems like in the law that we are
19            given, the public school laws that are passed, under
20            6-18-1906 it says a district that has a desegregation
21            order can declare exemption or resume participation
22            after a period of exemption.  So the way the law is
23            written, that we are given to follow, it doesn't
24            indicate in any way that a district has to exempt
25            them-self just because there's a desegregation order.
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 1            And, of course, after January of '16, they will have
 2            to show through a letter from the federal court a
 3            genuine conflict, which is the attorney's right.  We
 4            don't have that in place at this point.  But the way
 5            I read 6-18-1906 there is -- there was never an
 6            assumption that a district had to exempt themselves,
 7            but rather that that would be a choice if they felt
 8            like it was going to pull them back into federal
 9            court.  It is my position, obviously, that something
10            that was done in '58 and '69 -- or '59 and '68, other
11            than Brown versus Board of Education, is at this
12            point speaking to something that is not at play here.
13                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth.
14                 DR. BARTH:  No.
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions
16            relative to A-1?  Ready for a motion.
17                 DR. BARTH:  I will move to sustain the denial of
18            school choice in this case.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there a second?
20                 MS. SAVIERS:  Second.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  All in favor?
22                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
24                 MS. ZOOK:  I am.  I'm opposed.
25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  One opposition.  So the
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 1            decision is upheld to deny the school choice
 2            application, the Wilson family.
 3                 MR. BLUME:  Thank you, Madam Chairman.  May we
 4            be excused?
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes.
 6                 MR. BLUME:  Thank you.
 7                 MS. COFFMAN:  Ms. Newton, could you repeat who
 8            voted no on the record?
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook voted no.  Dr.
10            Barth made the motion, Ms. Saviers seconded.  I'm
11            sorry.
12                 MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.
13  A-2:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
14  APPLICATION - TEAGUE, MORTON, LLOYD, GREEN, GARDNER, AND
15  WHEELINGTON FAMILIES
16  A-3:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
17  APPLICATION - BLACK
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Next on the agenda is A-2,
19            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice
20            Application for Teague, Morton, Lloyd, Green,
21            Gardner, and Wheelington Families.  I also have noted
22            that Whitney Moore has signed to speak on this one.
23            So, Ms. Davis.
24                 MS. DAVIS:  Also, at the last board meeting
25            agenda item A-3, the Black family, had -- you guys
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 1            had -- they had requested to be joined in with this
 2            family's appeal since it's the same resident and
 3            nonresident district, so -- I don't believe there's
 4            any opposition today.  So if there's no opposition to
 5            hear those today from the Board, to join them --
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We'll add A-3.
 7                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  But I would ask that when you
 8            do vote, because they are separate action items, you
 9            would vote on A-2 and A-3 separately.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
11                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  So at this time it's
12            Lafayette County; that's where the families reside.
13            And they are appealing the decision of Emerson-
14            Taylor-Bradley to deny their school choice
15            application.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Will all the parties
17            that intend to offer testimony please stand.  Okay.
18            We have four individuals -- three, four.  Would you
19            raise your right hands to be sworn?  Do you solemnly
20            swear or affirm that the testimony you're about to
21            give is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
22            the truth?
23               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We're ready to get
25            started.
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 1                 MS. DAVIS:  And I do believe that the families
 2            also have some additional material that they'd like
 3            to pass out to you.
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Is there an attorney
 5            present?
 6                 MS. DAVIS:  For the families, no.  So we'll
 7            begin with the -- I guess the nonresident district.
 8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We're ready to
 9            receive the materials then.
10                 (WHEREUPON, Exhibits One (1), Two (2), Three (3)
11            and Four (4) for A-2 and A-3 were marked for
12            identification and entered into evidence.)
13                 MS. DAVIS:  And then so is there anybody here
14            from Emerson-Taylor-Bradley?  If you would, go ahead
15            and come on up.  And, like I say, because you have
16            it, you can always defer to -- you can always defer
17            to the resident district, your time, if you'd like.
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you identify
19            yourself, please?
20                 SUPT. HINES:  My name is Gary Hines; I'm
21            superintendent of Emerson-Taylor-Bradley School
22            District.  The families that you have listed on your
23            agenda under A-2 and A-3 submitted properly executed
24            and timely school choice applications.  Also, prior
25            to that I had received a letter from the
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 1            superintendent of Lafayette County School District,
 2            Mr. Edwards, informing me that they were exempt from
 3            the Public School Choice Act due to the order.  I
 4            confirmed that they were listed by the Department on
 5            the ADE's website as one of the exempted schools and
 6            because of that, I rejected all the applications.
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions of Mr. Hines?
 8            Thank you.  We may call you back.
 9                 MS. DAVIS:  And the families have elected just
10            this gentleman here to go ahead and kind of speak on
11            behalf of everyone.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Sir, would you
13            identify yourself?
14                 MR. LLOYD:  Yes, ma'am.  My name is Brad Lloyd;
15            I'm representing the Lloyd family.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  What's your last name?
17                 MR. LLOYD:  Lloyd.  And thank y'all for having
18            us today.  The information I just passed out to
19            y'all, we're appealing that Lafayette County has
20            opted out of a deseg order.  No one has claimed a
21            deseg order besides Lafayette County.  What I just
22            gave y'all was the actual complaint and the answer.
23            They are going against a resolution on the Consent
24            Decree that ended back in 1996.
25                 MS. ZOOK:  Is that when the districts were --
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 1            the two districts joined, in '96?
 2                 MR. LLOYD:  No, ma'am.
 3                 MS. ZOOK:  Or it was prior to that?
 4                 MR. LLOYD:  No.  That was prior.  We -- they
 5            consolidated in 2003.  On the school -- another
 6            thing, they filed this on a school district that no
 7            longer exists.  And, you know, we just think that --
 8            I understand what the Commissioner was saying about
 9            the Attorney General, but in our opinion it's not a
10            deseg order.
11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And you're basing that on
12            the fact that the district no longer exists as it was
13            granted -- as it did when it was granted the deseg
14            order?
15                 MR. LLOYD:  Yes, ma'am.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And what was that?  What
17            was that district?
18                 MR. LLOYD:  Lewisville School District.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  It was -- excuse me?
20                 MR. LLOYD:  Lewisville School District.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Lewisville School District.
22            Ms. Davis, could you speak to that?
23                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, generally, when a school
24            district consolidates with another district they
25            inherit pretty much all the assets and the
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 1            liabilities for the district.  I don't think the law
 2            specifically states -- and I may be wrong -- I don't
 3            think it specifically states that it inherits any
 4            desegregation orders.  But typically, it inherits
 5            everything and they become part of the district as a
 6            whole.
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth.
 8                 DR. BARTH:  And if we were to say they didn't,
 9            we would be engaged in interpretation of the law.
10            Right?
11                 MS. DAVIS:  I think it would be more of an
12            interpretation of our state law.  I mean, it would
13            probably run close to interpretation of the
14            desegregation order as well, but it would also
15            probably put you at interpreting whether or not the
16            consolidation laws inherit -- what they do and what
17            they do not inherit, as well.
18                 DR. BARTH:  Thanks.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Could you -- you've had a
20            chance to review this document that was just passed
21            around to us?  And if you have, please comment.  And
22            also I'd like to know, based on the gentleman's --
23            Mr. Lloyd's comment about the resolution or the
24            Consent Decree in 1996 and obvious impact to the
25            case.
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 1                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, I just saw this actually just
 2            now, so -- and I know that there are a few board
 3            members who didn't get a copy, as well as Lafayette
 4            County, so we do have somebody coming down to make
 5            some copies for those who didn't get it.  You know, I
 6            have looked at it and I know that one of the other
 7            parents had made a -- submitted some documentation
 8            saying that this case had been closed.  And while I
 9            applaud the parents' efforts at navigating the
10            federal court system, one of the things to remember
11            is that even though the docket may be closed on a
12            case, the Consent Decree -- unless there is a final
13            determination of unitary status from the court, the
14            Consent Decree still remains active even after the
15            docket is closed.  You know, such as like Pulaski
16            County right now, the docket is technically closed on
17            that but we all know that there is still an active
18            desegregation order.  So I can't say that this
19            Consent Decree, especially -- well, I wouldn't be the
20            authority on understanding federal law anyway.  But
21            in order to make the determination of whether or not
22            this Consent Decree is active, I mean, we would
23            probably have to interpret.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Lloyd, do you have a
25            comment?
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 1                 MR. LLOYD:  Yes, ma'am.  This Consent Decree
 2            that they're filing on under their deseg order is --
 3            one part of that is what they're filing on.  If you
 4            read the rest of that Consent Decree, it ended March
 5            5, 1993, and they would -- the court would give them
 6            three years, till 1996.  It was filed March 5th.
 7            It's on the back of -- what Lafayette County actually
 8            filed their deseg order on was the Consent Decree.
 9            And if you're going to take all the -- I mean, if
10            you're going to take one part of the Consent Decree,
11            you need to take it all.  They have not been
12            following up on the rest of the stuff that's on that
13            Consent Decree as far as -- and the case that they're
14            filing on is a discrimination case; it's not a
15            decree, a Consent -- a deseg order.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Any other comments
17            or any questions by board members of Mr. Lloyd or Ms.
18            Davis?  Anyone, any questions by any board members?
19            If not, then --
20                 MS. DAVIS:  We do have Lafayette County here to
21            speak.
22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You do have -- what?
23                 MS. DAVIS:  Lafayette County is here too.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Lafayette County.
25            Okay.  Whitney Moore.
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 1                 MS. MOORE:  Good morning.  Yes, ma'am.  My name
 2            is Whitney Moore.  I'm one of the attorneys for
 3            Lafayette County School District.  I've got our
 4            superintendent, Robert Edwards, here with me to
 5            answer any questions, if necessary.  I don't know
 6            that that will be necessary, but he's available and
 7            has been sworn.  Madam Chair, Commissioner, Members
 8            of the Board, the appeals were correctly denied by
 9            Emerson-Taylor-Bradley, and they were denied
10            correctly for three reasons.  The first one is the
11            statute does not contemplate further action or
12            inaction by the Department of Education or this board
13            after the conflict has been declared.  We submitted
14            our letter declaring conflict in April; we also
15            submitted a Consent Decree.  So that's been done.
16            The second point is the rules regarding school choice
17            don't even include the resident district as a party
18            in an appeal.  So I think that supports the argument
19            for the conflict is not appealable.  There's plenty
20            of other points about school choice that a parent
21            could appeal -- you know -- if they're denied due to
22            capacity, due to classroom size, due to lack of
23            teachers.  That's what the appeal process was
24            intended for.  I don't think it's the purview of this
25            board to get into what did a court mean when it
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 1            approved this Consent Decree or this order.  That's
 2            for a federal court.  The third reason is the 2003
 3            Attorney General's opinion makes it clear that only a
 4            court and the parties involved in the case are the
 5            most knowledgeable regarding a Consent Decree or a
 6            desegregation order.  Interpretation of those orders
 7            is a judicial function and I think the recent opinion
 8            issued by General Rutledge concurs in that
 9            assessment.  So for these legal reasons, the choice
10            applications have to be denied.
11                 I know I get five minutes to start with and then
12            20, so I don't know if you want me to keep going now
13            or come back up later.
14                 To respond to Mr. Lloyd, one thing I'd like to
15            point out is that Mr. Lloyd is a former board member
16            of ours and he voted for the exemption in 2013 and in
17            2014, based on this very Consent Decree.  Now the
18            case has been administratively closed; that's
19            something the courts tend to do.  Like Ms. Davis
20            said, the Pulaski County case was administratively
21            closed in 1998, I believe.  But the black plaintiff
22            class in this case is still free to come back to
23            court, as is the district, for clarification of any
24            part of the Consent Decree.  The black plaintiff
25            class still exists.  I mean, they're the residents of
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 1            the former Lewisville School District.  That
 2            territory was taken by Lafayette County School
 3            District.  And the Consent Decree obligated both that
 4            class and the school district defendant.  I mean, if
 5            you argue that the school district no longer exists,
 6            then there is no entity responsible for performing
 7            those obligations that the school district promised
 8            to perform.  I don't think you can wipe all that away
 9            by consolidation; I don't think that was the state's
10            intent when it approved this consolidation in 2003.
11            The Consent Decree does contain student assignment
12            provisions.  He mentioned it was a discrimination
13            case only.  I think that gets a little dangerously
14            close to trying to interpret what the court meant and
15            what the Consent Decree means, but there are student
16            assignment provisions.  And our participation in
17            school choice, in our view, would violate the terms
18            of that Consent Decree.  And I'll hold the rest of my
19            time for response.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook has a question.
21                 MS. ZOOK:  For the superintendent.
22                 SUPT. EDWARDS:  Yes, ma'am.
23                 MS. ZOOK:  Would there be -- can these parents
24            apply for a legal transfer?
25                 SUPT. EDWARDS:  No, ma'am.  We are at 64% Black
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 1            American.  As you can -- as you noticed, they are all
 2            white, so it would greatly disrupt our ratio.
 3                 MS. MOORE:  If I --
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And your name, sir?
 5                 SUPT. EDWARDS:  My name is Robert Edwards; I
 6            apologize.
 7                 MS. MOORE:  Now if I could clarify that, legal
 8            transfer based solely on choice -- I think Mr.
 9            Edwards is correct; if the parents have a genuine
10            basis for a legal transfer based on circumstances
11            specific to them, such as -- I mean, I don't --
12            there's lots of situations where a legal transfer
13            might be approved.  That would be up to the board and
14            that would certainly be presented to our board.  If
15            one of the -- if the nonresident district offers
16            something that we don't, there's some sort of special
17            circumstance involving this particular child.  We
18            would always consider those.  But none of the parents
19            in this case have made any argument like that.
20            They've cited to a School Digger website, which
21            frankly I think has some arbitrary rankings; that
22            site takes into account four categories, for
23            instance, and they are: enrollment by race, free and
24            reduced lunch, test scores, and teacher/student
25            ratio.  Now I believe the teacher/student ratio at
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 1            Emerson-Taylor is about 12.6 and our ratio is 13.1.
 2            So statistically that's about the same; it's about
 3            13-to-1.  Now our test scores I haven't studied
 4            thoroughly.  I'm not going to stand up here and make
 5            an argument that our test scores are superior to
 6            theirs or -- you know -- ours may be a little lower;
 7            I'm not going to speak on that.  The statistics that
 8            website is compiled -- we can look into that, if we
 9            need to.  But I will tell you that Lafayette County,
10            when you're ranking them based on race, enrollment by
11            race, and free and reduced lunch, we're never going
12            to be able to compete in a ranking with a school like
13            Emerson-Taylor-Bradley.  Because like Mr. Edwards
14            said, our black enrollment is 60%.  The enrollment at
15            the Taylor campus of Emerson-Taylor-Bradley is 3.7%
16            black.  Our free and reduced lunch enrollment -- and
17            this is a 2013 number; this was the latest I could
18            find -- at the elementary is 84.8%; at the high
19            school it's 77.9%.  Taylor, for instance, Elementary
20            is 38.3% and 35.1%.  So you've looking at over 40
21            points in both scenarios.  But if you look at the
22            School Report Cards, for instance, Lafayette County
23            Elementary has a C; Emerson Elementary has a C;
24            Taylor Elementary has an A.  Lafayette County High
25            School has a B; Taylor High School has a B; and
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 1            Emerson High School has an A.  So they're pretty
 2            comparable when you're looking at the state's own
 3            grading system.  None of these parents have argued
 4            that poor grades are an issue.  You know, they
 5            mention safety concerns and cultural differences.
 6            I'm not sure -- they haven't specified anything; they
 7            haven't brought anything to our board that their
 8            child has specifically been involved in any kind of
 9            safety issue.  And we submitted some documents for
10            this board meeting, in particular.  I think if you
11            look at the Malvern School District, they're one
12            district I know of that has a desegregation court
13            case history and they elected not to assert their
14            conflict.  They said, "We're going to participate in
15            school choice."  They've lost over 100 kids the last
16            two years; almost all of them are white.  And I think
17            that supports the affidavits we submitted from Dr.
18            Jerry Guess and Mr. Bob Watson, the former
19            superintendents of Camden-Fairview and El Dorado.  In
20            2011, before the new act was enacted, they predicted
21            this sort of reaction from districts that have a past
22            of desegregation obligations.  Malvern is the only
23            one I know of that has that past and has
24            participated, and it has experienced negative
25            consequences, and I would say they're segregative
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 1            consequences.  Our concern today is that Lafayette
 2            County would face a similar outcome if we did not
 3            assert our conflict, and that's why we did.  I don't
 4            believe that you all have the authority pursuant to
 5            Miss -- General Rutledge's opinion to interpret our
 6            orders, but I would ask that you sustain the
 7            rejections of the appeals for Lafayette County.
 8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.
 9                 MS. ZOOK:  I have another question for the
10            superintendent.
11                 SUPT. EDWARDS:  Yes, ma'am.
12                 MS. ZOOK:  What percent of your per-pupil
13            expenditure is from local as opposed to state monies?
14            Not to put you on the spot.
15                 SUPT. EDWARDS:  I would say 15%.  We use --
16                 MS. ZOOK:  And you do get to keep that, whether
17            you have a child or not, if the parent lives there?
18                 SUPT. EDWARDS:  Yes, ma'am.  And the unfortunate
19            part about it is we use all of our federal -- all the
20            federal funds we can possibly use.  Yes, ma'am.
21                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  And, Mr. Key, let me ask you
22            this.  There was a court case that she mentioned, the
23            Malvern case.  Didn't that get thrown out, that you
24            could no longer think in terms of race when you're
25            deciding about whether a student can or cannot make a
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 1            transfer?
 2                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  I just know that our previous
 3            school choice prior to 2013 was ruled
 4            unconstitutional because of its heavy reliance on the
 5            racial balance --
 6                 MS. ZOOK:  Right.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  -- component.
 8                 MS. ZOOK:  Right.
 9                 MS. MOORE:  May I speak to that, Ms. Zook?
10                 MS. ZOOK:  Sure.  Go ahead.  Ask the Chair.
11                 MS. MOORE:  Madame Chair, permission to speak,
12            please?  The Teague lawsuit -- it's a confusing legal
13            status now.  But because the General Assembly enacted
14            the 2013 school choice law while the appeal was
15            pending, the order declaring the 1989 act
16            unconstitutional was vacated.  So it's basically like
17            that case never happened, in a weird way, although we
18            all know it did.  The original order from Judge
19            Dawson, at the district court level, was based on a
20            case called Parents Involved versus Seattle Community
21            Schools, I think was the full style of the case.
22            That case looked at school districts in Seattle,
23            Washington and Louisville, Kentucky.  Louisville had
24            been declared unitary; Seattle had no desegregation
25            history.  And they were using a racial assignment
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 1            process purely to achieve balance and diversity.  And
 2            the Supreme Court in Parents Involved said you can't
 3            use race for the sake of race.  Now there's a
 4            separate line of cases -- Swann versus Charlotte
 5            Mecklenburg School Board is the one I'm thinking of
 6            primarily -- that say when you're in a remedial
 7            situation and you have a history of segregation and
 8            separating based on race, you have to take race into
 9            consideration and you have to take integrative
10            measures to remedy the past effects of what's gone
11            before.  Now I think that's why the General Assembly
12            includes this language, "If you're under a court
13            ordered desegregation obligation, you're different."
14            Because what they're saying is if there's a district
15            in the state that doesn't have a desegregation past
16            you can't just say, "Well, we don't want to do this."
17            If you're under a court order, you're treated
18            differently and you can look at race.  So even though
19            the statute doesn't include race anymore, our basis
20            for interpreting our court order does and can include
21            race.
22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  I think we'll
23            ask Mr. Lloyd if he has any closing comments before
24            we --
25                 MR. LLOYD:  Yes, ma'am.
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- ask for a motion.
 2                 MR. LLOYD:  I'd just like to state that the
 3            reason we're wanting to get out of here has nothing
 4            to do with race at all.  I live in Lafayette County;
 5            I'm a business owner in Lafayette County; I've
 6            supported Lafayette County from one end to the other.
 7            But by the actions that the school has taken and the
 8            safety issues in that school, at the end of the day
 9            we're here for the education.  That's what I want for
10            my kids is a better education.  I don't -- I do not
11            believe that -- sorry, I'm kind of worked up right
12            now, so give me just a minute.  With me being on the
13            school board -- yes, I did; I voted against these --
14            I was all for Lafayette County, all for it, until I
15            -- being on the school board opened my eyes to see
16            exactly the things that had been taking place and the
17            changes going on.  And at that point I decided to
18            step down as a school board member and pull my kids
19            out of Lafayette County.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr.
21            Lloyd.  We know that it's a passionate and a personal
22            issue and we don't make light of that.  And certainly
23            it's an onerous position that we're in as a board to
24            have to make a decision.  So at this point does
25            anyone have a motion in regard to -- we're on A-2 and
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 1            A-3; they've been put together.  But we'll have to do
 2            them separately.  So as it relates to Action Item A-
 3            2, is there a motion?
 4                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  I move to sustain the decision.
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Is there a second?
 6                 MS. REITH:  Second.
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The motion is by Mr.
 8            Williamson, second by Ms. Reith.  All in favor?
 9                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  Then, A-3,
11            the same thing as A-2 in terms of the consideration
12            for appeal for denial of school choice.  Is there a
13            motion?
14                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  I'll also move to sustain the
15            decision.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moved by Mr. Williamson.
17                 MS. REITH:  I'll also second.
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Ms. Reith.  All
19            in favor?
20                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  All right.  So the A-2 and
22            A-3 denials were upheld.
23                 MS. ZOOK:  I will point out that Lafayette
24            County did not exempt two years ago when they had
25            that same court order, in fact, in place.
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 1  A-4:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
 2  APPLICATIONS - VICKERS, DEAN, AND TATOM FAMILIES
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We're ready for A-4,
 4            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice
 5            Applications - Vickers, Dean, and Tatom Families.
 6            Would you give us the background, Ms. Davis?
 7                 MS. DAVIS:  These families are also from
 8            Lafayette County, as well, and they were denied
 9            school choice transfers to the Spring Hill district.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there anyone here from
11            the -- or the people here for action item A-4,
12            Vickers, Dean, and Tatom families, or the attorneys
13            or representatives of school districts, would you
14            please stand to be sworn?  Raise your right hand,
15            please.  Do you swear or affirm that the testimony
16            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
17            and nothing but the truth so help you?
18               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.
20                 SUPT. RANEY:  My name is Angie Raney; I'm the
21            superintendent of the Spring Hill School District.
22            And I just want to say, like the previous
23            superintendent, that we did receive six applications
24            for school choice from the Lafayette County School
25            District.  After the May 1st application deadline was
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 1            over and receiving notification from the Lafayette
 2            County School District superintendent, Robert
 3            Edwards, that they would not be participating in
 4            school choice, all applications were rejected from
 5            the Lafayette County School District and parents were
 6            notified of the rejection, as well as Lafayette
 7            County Schools.  Had that been a different situation,
 8            obviously we would have accepted all the students
 9            into our district.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think we'll start with
11            Ms. Moore or Mr. Edwards.  Do you have any comments?
12                 MS. MOORE:  I would just restate our same
13            defenses that we had for Emerson-Taylor-Bradley.  To
14            answer Ms. Zook's question about why the district
15            didn't exempt in 2013, I guess, they didn't really
16            think it would be an issue; they thought we could go
17            on and participate and it wouldn't affect our
18            compliance with the Consent Decree.  We lost I think
19            about 28 white, all white children to Spring Hill,
20            and so the next year the board decided that this was
21            going to negatively impact our future compliance with
22            the Consent Decree and they elected to exempt.  The
23            only different point I have to make about the Spring
24            Hill case is -- I believe the Dean's child is
25            currently attending Spring Hill; she's not attending
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 1            Lafayette County, and that's based on a power-of-
 2            attorney.  Let me see if I can --
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Based on?
 4                 MS. MOORE:  It's based on a power-of-attorney
 5            that the parents, Gary T. Dean, Junior and/or Connie
 6            A. Dean, gave to Wayne and/or Elsie Halbert to act as
 7            the lawful attorney-in-fact for the minor child.  And
 8            they gave consent and permission for enrollment and
 9            admission to school and to resolve problems arising
10            from school attendance and sign any papers necessary
11            for such purpose relating to the child's welfare at
12            school.  We were operating that the Halbert's were
13            acting for this child and not the Dean's, and so now
14            the Dean's have filed this application.  I've been
15            before this board before about guardianships and
16            powers-of-attorney issued solely for enrollment
17            purposes.  Those are not in fact valid.  You can't
18            get a guardianship just so you can send your child to
19            another district as long as the child continues to
20            actually reside with you.  Now the Dean child, we
21            haven't looked into this; I don't know where she
22            lives, who she lives with, but she seems to have two
23            parents acting for her, depending on which statute
24            they're trying to pursue enrollment under.  And I
25            take issue with that, but I don't think that matters
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 1            before the Board today.  I did just want to point
 2            that out.
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Representatives
 4            from the Dean, Tatom and Vickers family, do you --
 5            come individually or however you choose to.
 6                 MS. DEAN:  Madam Chair, I am Connie Dean, and I
 7            do have the daughter that's in -- currently in Spring
 8            Hill School District.  And my parents live in the
 9            Taylor-Emerson-Bradley School District, and I have
10            the consent -- if y'all would like a copy --
11            representing them today.  They're elderly; they are
12            at home, and there is -- the travel and the undue
13            stress, they could not be here today.  And I do have
14            that if y'all would like to see it, that they have
15            signed.  Would y'all like a copy of it?
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  What are you asserting, Ms.
17            Dean?
18                 MS. DEAN:  I'm asserting that I am representing
19            them on behalf of our daughter and their
20            granddaughter.
21                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Madam Chair, could we let Ms.
22            Davis look at that before it's distributed?
23                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes, please.
24                 MS. DEAN:  And we did school-choice our daughter
25            -- or my parents school-choiced her out because they
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 1            were -- they lived in the Emerson-Taylor School
 2            District.  And we did a power-of-attorney to them for
 3            reasons that I would like to not get into; it doesn't
 4            have anything to do with this school.  There was
 5            other issues.  And she is going -- she lives with
 6            them and she does go to Spring Hill school because we
 7            did school-choice her out.  But this year we would
 8            like to take back, revoke that power-of-attorney and
 9            take her back and school-choice her out from
10            Lafayette County, where her resident school district
11            is.  Okay?  And I will let Angie speak.
12                 MS. VICKERS:  Hi, I'm Angie Vickers and we just
13            have like a statement prepared.  Will that be okay
14            for me to read?
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes.
16                 MS. VICKERS:  Okay.  We do reside in Lafayette
17            County and we do wish to attend Spring Hill School
18            District through the avenue of the School Choice Act
19            of 2015.  The School Choice Act of 2015 is in place
20            so that parents are provided greater freedom to
21            determine the most effective school for meeting the
22            individual education needs of their child.
23            Unfortunately, Lafayette School District has declared
24            an exemption from the Public School Choice Act of
25            2015, due to the provisions of a desegregation court
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 1            order or plan.  However, upon reading the suit that
 2            Lafayette County School District has furnished to
 3            stand for a desegregation order, and upon receiving
 4            legal advice, it appears that the basis for the opt-
 5            out of the school choice law for Lafayette County
 6            School District is in fact a Consent Decree in the
 7            Turner versus Lewisville School District suit.  That
 8            Consent Decree, in paragraph 18, is referenced in the
 9            opt-out letter from Lafayette County School
10            District's lawyer and upon which they rely as their
11            desegregation or mandate.  It states that the federal
12            court, and I quote, "shall have continuing
13            jurisdiction of this Consent Decree in order to
14            insure compliance with the spirit in terms of the
15            decree."  However, what the attorney for Lafayette
16            County School District does not recite is the
17            remainder of paragraph 18 of the Consent Decree,
18            because it was not a direct order from the court for
19            this.  This Consent Decree was only an
20            acknowledgement by a federal judge that the
21            plaintiffs, and I quote, "shall seek to resolve their
22            differences with the defendants voluntarily and
23            promptly."  And, more importantly, if they could not
24            resolve their differences then the federal court
25            would have jurisdiction to hear the dispute.  But
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 1            that only lasted for three years.  By legal
 2            definition terminology, a Consent Decree is a
 3            settlement of a lawsuit or criminal case in which a
 4            person or a company agrees to take specific actions
 5            without admitting fault or guilt for the situation
 6            that led to that lawsuit.  If the defendant does not
 7            live up to the terms of the settlement agreement, the
 8            plaintiff cannot reactivate the old lawsuit.  And
 9            since paragraph 18 of the Consent Decree only gives
10            jurisdiction for three years, the plaintiffs would
11            have had to file a new lawsuit in order for there to
12            be a standing Consent Decree today -- and that didn't
13            happen.  This consent order was so that the
14            Lewisville School District could implement a policy,
15            but there was no order directing the school district
16            on what that policy would be.  Therefore, there was
17            no ruling by a federal judge that would allow this to
18            be considered a desegregation order for the
19            Lewisville School District, let alone Lafayette
20            County School District.  In fact, the Honorable Jim
21            Hendren dismissed the case subject to terms of the
22            Consent Decree on March 5, 1993.  And, on March 7,
23            1994, the same judge ordered the motion over the
24            court costs moot as parties have settled the issue.
25            If they've settled the issue that to me means it's
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 1            done.  The current Attorney General Leslie Rutledge
 2            approved the opinion of Assistant Attorney General
 3            Ray Pierce on July 17, 2015.  This approval states,
 4            and I quote, "A court's desegregation order to a
 5            school district remains in place as written until
 6            it's lifted, modified, or by its own terms comes to
 7            an end."  The civil docket for the case of Turner
 8            versus Lewisville School District, the date filed for
 9            the case was April 16, 1992, and the date filed for
10            the termination of the case was March 5, 1993, so it
11            by its own terms has not come to an end.  Act 560
12            mandates that a school district must submit proof of
13            an active court-approved desegregation plan.  The
14            Attorney General's opinion of this proof is that the
15            law is silent on what the ADE is supposed to do with
16            that proof and does not charge the ADE to undertake
17            to verify a school district's claim of exemption.
18            However, in this case the ADE would not have to
19            verify the proof.  This case was terminated by a
20            federal judge in 1993, and a consent -- jurisdiction
21            ended in 1996.  So how can this proof be considered
22            active today?  We're sure the Board has read the
23            concerns --
24                 CHAIRERSON NEWTON:  That's your first five
25            minutes.  Are you kind of coming to an end with that?
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 1                 MS. VICKERS:  I'm just about finished.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
 3                 MS. VICKERS:  Can I finish?
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes.
 5                 MS. VICKERS:  Okay.  We're sure the Board has
 6            read the concerns we submitted through our appeal
 7            letters and the additional materials we've submitted
 8            via fax to Jeremy Lasiter and Kendra Clay.  These
 9            materials deal with the reasons we want our children
10            in a different school district.  We believe we as
11            parents are more prepared and vested in our own
12            children and know what's best for them.  That's why
13            we respectfully ask -- and I'd like to add, it
14            absolutely has nothing to do with race.  And in fact,
15            that offends me because I'm a teacher and I teach all
16            races the same.  Thank you much -- so much for your
17            time and consideration.
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Is there
19            anyone else who would like to speak from the
20            families?  If not, any questions from board members?
21            Okay.  If not, are we ready for a motion?
22                 MS. ZOOK:  I wanted to make a statement before
23            there's a motion.  You know, one of the things we
24            want to do as a state board is provide terrific
25            traditional public schools, and so we would like for
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 1            all children to have that opportunity, and I think
 2            the Legislature tried to help us with this by giving
 3            parents choice.  So if I live in this district I can
 4            choose to home-school and I don't have to come to the
 5            State Board; I can choose to go to a charter school
 6            and I don't have to go to the State Board; I can
 7            choose to go to a private school and I don't have to.
 8            So are we going to continue to vote, particularly in
 9            this instance, that she so eloquently laid out, to
10            say you have to continue in this district when the
11            whole thing seems to be moot as far as whether or not
12            the case is still active.  And I would also caution
13            or encourage the superintendents of the districts
14            where people are asking to go to a different district
15            to sort of self-examine; like, if you think it's
16            race, then sit down with the people and talk about
17            that; if you think it's the teachers, the academics,
18            the offerings, whatever it is -- because we want
19            parents to want to go to our schools, and when they
20            don't we need to examine why in fact they do not want
21            to.
22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We need to allow
23            responses for, you know, the 20 minutes.  Hopefully,
24            you won't take 20 minutes.
25                 MS. MOORE:  I promise I won't.
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  But that's an opportunity.
 2                 MS. MOORE:  I just want to respond to a couple
 3            of things that Ms. Dean and Ms. Vickers said.  The
 4            Dean's situation with the parents and the guardians
 5            and the grandparents, we just want to know where they
 6            stand and what they're asking for.  It seems that the
 7            child is already enrolled in Spring Hill and will
 8            continue to be if the school choice application is
 9            denied.  But as the resident district we want to know
10            where our resident child is going and on what basis
11            she's going there.  With respect to Ms. Vickers, I
12            don't know these applicants personally.  I'm not
13            making any accusations of racism specifically to them
14            or anyone; I'm simply saying we have this past and
15            it's unfortunate.  Previously, years ago, we operated
16            dual school systems, a white school and a black
17            school.  We are still working to remedy that.  For
18            that reason, when we talk about our Consent Decree we
19            have to look at is this an integrative movement, is
20            this a segregative movement, does this conflict.  So
21            my elusions to race were not meant to offend; they're
22            just the fact of the matter.  And the only other
23            point I wanted to make was about her references to
24            the Consent Decree having a three-year expiration
25            date.  That, again, I think ventures closely to her
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 1            trying to interpret a federal court order, which I
 2            don't think is appropriate, but it's also incorrect.
 3            There was a three-year reporting requirement that the
 4            school had to provide the plaintiffs with reports on
 5            its progress for three years.  The court didn't
 6            require us to report after 1996, but we're still
 7            bound by the terms of the Consent Decree.  The only
 8            thing that's going to release Lafayette County from
 9            responsibility for meeting its obligations under the
10            Consent Decree is a declaration of unitary status,
11            and we have not gotten that yet.  The case was
12            administratively closed, so has the Pulaski County
13            case.  I mean, that doesn't mean that we're unitary
14            or that we're finished with the work we have to do.
15                 MS. ZOOK:  Have you requested unitary status?
16                 MS. SAVIERS:  That was my question.
17                 MS. MOORE:  We have not.
18                 MS. ZOOK:  Is there some reason?
19                 MS. MOORE:  I have only begun representing
20            Lafayette County this year.  We'll need to look into
21            that.  I also represent Pulaski County; I'm one of
22            their attorneys, and I can tell you it's a difficult
23            road to hoe.  There are multiple areas you have to
24            look at.  I know we can look at our staffing, we can
25            look at our student assignments.  Being that we are
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 1            surrounded by racially identifiable white schools,
 2            and we are a racially identifiable black school, I
 3            don't know that we can make that argument as far as
 4            student assignment.  But it's always something that
 5            if their board requests that we do that -- I mean, I
 6            unfortunately can't go out and incur legal fees
 7            without their authority.  But it's certainly not off
 8            the table.
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?
10                 MS. DEAN:  Can I say something?
11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We're going to have you
12            come back to close.
13                 MS. DEAN:  Okay.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So are there any other
15            questions of Ms. Whitney Moore?  If not -- yes, Ms.
16            --
17                 MS. DEAN:  Dean.
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- Dean.
19                 MS. DEAN:  Regarding the Consent Decree,
20            Lewisville and Stamps consolidated back in 2003.  And
21            when you consolidate two or more school districts,
22            the two school districts that you consolidate are
23            dissolved.  That's quoted right here in Arkansas
24            SB896, and it says, "Annexation or consolidation not
25            to negatively impact state-assisted desegregation.
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 1            The State Board of Education shall not order any
 2            annexation or consolidation under this subchapter or
 3            any other act or any combination under any act which
 4            hampers, delays, or in any manner negatively affects
 5            the desegregation efforts of a school district or
 6            districts in this state.  Prior to the entry of an
 7            order under this subchapter, the State Board of
 8            Education shall seek an advisory opinion from the
 9            Attorney General concerning the impact of the
10            proposed annexation or consolidation on the effort of
11            the state to assist a district or districts in
12            desegregation of public schools of this state.  Any
13            order for annexation or consolidation or combination
14            thereof which violates provisions of this section
15            shall be null and void."
16                 The way we interpret that, this was faxed in and
17            when Lewisville and Stamps consolidated they didn't
18            consolidate because we -- to integrate schools; we
19            were already integrated.  We were -- Lewisville and
20            Stamps were merged together due to whatever reason.
21            It was put to a vote and we and the Stamps and
22            Lewisville School District voted to consolidate.
23            There was never mention to bring forth a
24            desegregation plan because there was one never
25            needed.  So the way I see it as a parent, Lafayette
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 1            County does not have a desegregation plan.  Lafayette
 2            County has -- was supposed to get counsel and the
 3            schools to start getting advisement for a
 4            desegregation plan.  They're going under a consent
 5            order that was for Lewisville School District that
 6            has not been in existence since 2003, let alone the
 7            Consent Decree dates.  So Lafayette County is
 8            governing a desegregation plan that we as parents see
 9            as false and absurd.  Thank you.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other closing remarks
11            by a parent in this matter?  If not, we'll ask for a
12            motion relative to A-4.
13                 DR. BARTH:  I move to sustain the denial of
14            school choice in the cases of Vickers, Dean, and
15            Tatom.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  A motion by Dr.
17            Barth to sustain the denial of A-4.  Is there a
18            second?
19                 MS. CHARISSE DEAN:  Second.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Ms. Dean.  All in
21            favor?
22                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
24                 MS. ZOOK:  Aye.
25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  One opposed; Ms. Zook
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 1            opposes.  Thank you.
 2                 I think it's time for a break.  We're going to
 3            break for 10 minutes.  Come back at 11:35.
 4                     (BREAK:  11:25-11:36 A.M.)
 5  A-5:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
 6  APPLICATION - WILKISON
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We will reconvene our
 8            meeting.  And the next item on the -- Ms. Saviers --
 9            the next item on the agenda is A-5.  And A-5 will be
10            pulled today and moved to next week, on Thursday, the
11            13th.  It will be added to the agenda on the 13th.
12  A-6:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
13  APPLICATION - BASHAW
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So we're now down to item
15            A-6, Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School
16            Choice Application - Bashaw.
17                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And the Bashaw family
18            resides in the Forrest City School District and they
19            have been denied a school choice transfer to the
20            Wynne School District.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The Forrest City district
22            and any families represented in this case would you
23            please stand -- either district, both districts, and
24            anyone that intends to give testimony, would you
25            please stand to be sworn?  Okay.  Would you raise
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 1            your right hand, sir?
 2                 MR. BEAVERS:  I'm an attorney for Forrest City.
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  I figured that, sir;
 4            you kind of look like an attorney.
 5                 MR. BEAVERS:  I don't.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I know you don't, and
 7            that's okay.
 8                 MR. BEAVERS:  Thank you.
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You won't talk as long.  Do
10            you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony
11            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
12            and nothing but the truth?
13               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes, ma'am.  Thank you.
15            Please step forward and --
16                 MS. DAVIS:  The nonresident district should have
17            that opportunity first.
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  So you're here --
19            the attorney, sir, what's your name?
20                 MR. BEAVERS:  My name is Brad Beavers.  I
21            represent Forrest City, the resident district.
22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The resident district?
23                 MR. BEAVERS:  Yes, ma'am.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Absent the family -- is the
25            family here?
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 1                 MS. DAVIS:  The family is here.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You're the family.  Okay.
 3                 MS. DAVIS:  Anyone from Wynne?  Wynne is the
 4            nonresident district --
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
 6                 MS. DAVIS:  -- and it does not appear that there
 7            is anyone here from the Wynne School District.
 8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  So who do you
 9            suggest goes first?
10                 MS. DAVIS:  I would go ahead and let the --
11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
12                 MS. DAVIS:  I'd let the family go --
13                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
14                 MS. DAVIS:  -- and then I would give the
15            resident district an opportunity to respond.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Come forward, sir.  How do
17            you pronounce your name?
18                 MR. BASHAW:  Bashaw.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Bashaw.
20                 MR. BASHAW:  I have some documents here, ma'am,
21            that I'd like to present.
22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Give them to Ms. Davis.
23                 MS. DAVIS:  And just as a note, these documents
24            were submitted by the family prior to.  But because
25            they're legal documents we felt it was not necessary
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 1            to put them in the agenda packet but we'll make
 2            copies for you.
 3                 (WHEREUPON, Exhibit One (1) to agenda item A-6
 4            was marked for identification and entered into
 5            evidence.)
 6                 MR. BASHAW:  Good morning, Members of the Board,
 7            Chairman, Madam Chair -- or Commissioner; sorry.  My
 8            name is Glen J. Bashaw.  I'm the father of my
 9            daughter who is eight years old and will be going
10            into third grade in the Wynne School District.  She's
11            already in the Wynne School District, has been in the
12            Wynne School District since kindergarten.  Now her
13            mother and I have joint legal custody; we both are
14            primary.  Mr. Beavers is going to get up here and
15            talk about the desegregation order.  My daughter does
16            not fall under that desegregation order.  He's going
17            to insist that she does.  By his testimony that he's
18            going to give, if she falls under that desegregation
19            order she should be spending half her time in Forrest
20            City School District when she's with me and half her
21            time in the Wynne School District when she's with her
22            mother.  We all know that commonsense is going to
23            prevail on that and we cannot do that to a child.
24            This is not anything at all to do with the
25            desegregation order.  What is currently happening
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 1            with my case is my ex-wife remarried; she's
 2            challenging, because in our decree we have to stay
 3            within St. Francis and Cross County.  She's wanting
 4            to move to Mississippi.  If that happens and she gets
 5            custody on a separate legal issue, my issue here
 6            today is moot; it has no bearing.  However, if I
 7            indeed get custody all I'm trying to do is keep
 8            stability for my child, psychologically, emotionally
 9            and everything else.  I've stayed in the same home;
10            I've done everything I can do.  We all know that
11            divorce is a chaotic time for a young child's life.
12            That's why I'm here.  This has nothing to do with the
13            education she'll receive in Forrest City versus
14            Wynne.  This has nothing to do with race.  This has
15            nothing to do with anything like that.  This is for
16            my child and my child only.  This puts me out of the
17            way, having to drive an extra 15 miles to take her to
18            school, 15 miles back to my home, and 15 miles to
19            work.  I have no issue with that.  I'm here fighting
20            for my child, to keep stability.  That's it.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Will the school
22            representative step forward, I guess in the form of
23            the attorney.  Sir, would you step forward and
24            identify yourself?
25                 MR. BEAVERS:  Thank you.  My name is Brad
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 1            Beavers; I represent the Forrest City School
 2            District.  And I believe that you should have
 3            received a response that we filed that sets forth our
 4            response in full.  And I'm not going to try to go
 5            through that all and beat that dead horse for you.
 6            But I do want to tell that, first point -- our points
 7            are two-fold here, and the first is that this whole
 8            appeal is deficient and it's premature.  And the
 9            reason is that Mr. Bashaw in his appeal letter
10            concedes that the child is already residing in the
11            Wynne School District and is attending the Wynne
12            schools.  And this whole appeal is based on that he
13            is in the middle of a custody battle and if he loses
14            -- I mean, if he wins and his wife moves away and he
15            gets full custody and the child then is living and is
16            a resident of the Forrest City School District, then
17            he wants to have a transfer.  That may or may not
18            happen, and it has not happened yet.  And we don't
19            contest that the child is at this point a resident of
20            the Wynne School District and is legally attending
21            the Wynne School District.  There's no problem with
22            that.  This is all about something that may happen in
23            the future.  And as recently as this week, I looked
24            at the docket sheet in his case, that he presented
25            you these documents about, and there's not even a
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 1            hearing set on that matter yet; it's still in
 2            discovery.  It may be months before that hearing
 3            occurs.  I spend the bulk of my time practicing in
 4            the First Judicial District, and in that particular
 5            court I've tried to get a hearing within the last few
 6            months and I've been told that, "You want a hearing,
 7            fine; sometime in December, January or February."  So
 8            we don't even know when that hearing is going to come
 9            up.  So this issue is way premature.  And he tells
10            you he's trying to be proactive, and I admire that;
11            I've got no problem with it.  But what I'm telling
12            you is that we're here on an issue that is not yet
13            ripe.  He filed his application before it was
14            necessary, before it could be filed, because that
15            child is a qualified resident of the Wynne School
16            District at this point in time.  There is no need for
17            a transfer at all; there may be one in the future.
18            But how can we act on one, how can Wynne School
19            District act on one, and how can you act on an appeal
20            of an issue that is not yet properly before anybody?
21            So that's the first issue; there are competing
22            custody issues between these two people.  And,
23            frankly, what we may have here is an effort to get
24            ahead of that by one side or the other and maybe
25            interference with that custody issue.  Now I don't
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 1            know and that's not my point to be making.  But the
 2            status quo may not change at all, or he may lose and
 3            it may not ever be an issue, but it's not yet an
 4            issue that's ripe for a decision.
 5                 Now, the second thing that's happened is that we
 6            got a little confused about this and so you may see
 7            more submissions from us because he's also filed a
 8            request for a legal transfer between the two school
 9            districts; it's not ripe either and it hadn't been
10            acted on by either school district.  Again, how can
11            we act on a legal transfer when the child is already
12            there properly?  So we've got that issue.
13                 Now, then he says that I'm going to get up and
14            talk about the desegregation order.  Well, what I'm
15            going to talk about is what the lawyers in here
16            previously have talked about, which is that we did --
17            Forrest City did properly and timely file to say that
18            we were not going to participate and filed for the
19            exemption.  We did what we were supposed to do, and
20            so we have told you about that.  We are in current
21            litigation to determine whether or not we -- for
22            declaratory judgment as to exemptions in the federal
23            court.  We're doing everything that we are -- we have
24            done what we are supposed to do with the ADE,
25            declared the exemption.  We are doing everything that
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 1            we can in terms of taking action on that.  And we
 2            believe that even if this were an appeal that were
 3            ripe, even if this were an application that were
 4            timely, that based -- that the Wynne School District
 5            did the proper thing by denying the application based
 6            upon the exemption that the Forrest City School
 7            District properly filed, for the reasons that have
 8            been set forth by these other districts but based
 9            upon our own desegregation order.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr.
11            Bashaw, do you want to respond?
12                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.  Mr. Beavers makes some
13            very valid points.  He calls my actions of pro-
14            activity premature.  In order to be proactive, you
15            have to be premature.  If it comes out on the
16            positive --
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I have a question.
18                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Aren't you challenging
20            something that hasn't happened yet or is not relevant
21            at this point, is my question.
22                 MR. BASHAW:  To an extent, yes, ma'am.  And I
23            will give -- concede that much to him.  However, he
24            will not concede back to me that I have legal
25            custody, the same as my ex-wife.  She lives with me
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 1            half the time, same as she lives with my ex-wife.  So
 2            by his own rationale and his own testimony she is
 3            also a student of the Forrest City School District
 4            because she is 50/50 between my ex-wife and I.
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  But she doesn't split
 6            districts, does she, when she --
 7                 MR. BASHAW:  No, ma'am.  That's what I was
 8            saying.
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And she's presently in the
10            Wynne district?
11                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.  And all I'm trying to
12            do is keep the status quo, as Mr. Beavers said.  But
13            he's calling my actions premature, without conceding
14            to me that I have just as much legal custody now as
15            my ex-wife.  That's the issue with me.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Reith has a question.
17                 MS. REITH:  I'm sorry; just to seek further
18            clarity.
19                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
20                 MS. REITH:  Is your daughter actually registered
21            in the Wynne School District for this fall semester?
22                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
23                 MS. REITH:  Okay.  So, she is?
24                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
25                 MS. REITH:  So when you say that she's in the
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 1            wind [sic], what do you mean?
 2                 MR. BASHAW:  She's in Wynne School District.
 3                 MS. REITH:  Oh, in Wynne.  Sorry.
 4                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
 5                 MS. REITH:  I understood --
 6                 MR. BASHAW:  I'm sorry.
 7                 MS. REITH:  I apologize.
 8                 MR. BASHAW:  And she has been --
 9                 MS. REITH:  I haven't had enough caffeine this
10            morning.  I apologize.  Thank you.  That's all.  For
11            a second there, I was concerned that maybe she was
12            not.
13                 MR. BASHAW:  That's what I'm stressing is she's
14            already there and she lives half the time with me as
15            it is.  So by his statements, should thus therefore
16            she would have to split districts?  Because he's
17            called my actions premature, where they're not.
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I don't understand it like
19            that.  I think you may be raising an issue that's not
20            an issue, is what he's saying, at this point and
21            calling attention to something that isn't -- that may
22            not be.
23                 MR. BASHAW:  I've exhausted every means, ma'am,
24            by being proactive.  And what he's saying -- what
25            he's saying, my daughter does not fit within the
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 1            perimeters of the desegregation order right now, that
 2            I should wait until the court deems that I -- if I
 3            get custody -- by his own rationale, if I get custody
 4            then is when I should come up and do everything that
 5            I'm doing.  All I'm trying to do is at that point she
 6            falls within the desegregation order and then they
 7            can say, "Well, no, we claim exemption."  I'm trying
 8            to keep that from happening and keep my daughter from
 9            being -- her world being in turmoil.  Her family, her
10            extended family, her immediate family is in Wynne.
11            After school, preschool, daycare, everything is
12            already established in Wynne; social activities are
13            established in Wynne.  I've explained all the
14            psychological and social parameters that I can
15            explain.  I'm just trying not to cause any more chaos
16            for her world.
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook has a question.
18                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes.
19                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
20                 MS. ZOOK:  I don't -- I can't speak for those
21            districts, but I can't imagine the circumstance where
22            if the case were in February that the Forrest City
23            people would come and say, "Okay, now you have to
24            transfer your young daughter in the middle of the
25            year."  I don't --
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 1                 MR. BASHAW:  No, I don't believe that either.
 2                 MS. ZOOK:  I do understand your concern about
 3            looking at everything and trying to make sure that
 4            your daughter is not disrupted --
 5                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
 6                 MS. ZOOK:  -- over things that you can control,
 7            because she is being disrupted over things that are
 8            beyond her control.
 9                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
10                 MS. ZOOK:  So I do appreciate that.  And I think
11            you and he are both making similar points.  And
12            there's an old saying in sales, "If you've made the
13            sale, you need to stop talking."
14                 MR. BASHAW:  Yes, ma'am.
15                 MS. ZOOK:  So with that said, I'm finished.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So the question is, Ms.
17            Davis, if you would, there appears not to have been a
18            denial.  So the appeal is for -- to do away with the
19            denial, when the denial hasn't happened.  Is that
20            what I'm understanding?
21                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, I mean, they did deny but they
22            denied it on the basis that she's already a member of
23            the school district.  And, unfortunately, the law
24            doesn't necessarily take into account things that may
25            happen in the middle of a school district [sic].  But
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 1            because there is a deadline, that -- if in the event
 2            custody was to transfer and the child was going to be
 3            in a different school district at any point in time
 4            after the deadline for school choice applications,
 5            then they would have to wait until the next year to
 6            reapply for the next school year.  So there's really
 7            no provision in the School Choice Act to kind of
 8            handle these situations that happen in the middle of
 9            the year.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Unless
11            Mr. Beavers has rebuttal, then we can move on and ask
12            for a motion.
13                 MR. BEAVERS:  The only thing I would say is I
14            understood what Wynne denied was simply a transfer if
15            one was ever needed in the future.  But there's no
16            transfer at issue right now.
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?  Is that
18            clear?  If so, we'll ask for a motion.
19                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  I move to sustain the decision.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  That's the motion
21            from Mr. Williamson to uphold the decision of denial.
22                 DR. BARTH:  Second.
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Dr. Barth.  All
24            in favor?
25                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
 2                 MS. ZOOK:  I have a question before I vote.
 3            Does that mean the child gets to stay at Wynne now?
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes.
 5                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  Yes.
 6                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Just clarification.
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And so how do you vote?
 8                 MS. ZOOK:  I vote to -- with the child.
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  So that
10            concludes that case.
11  A-7:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
12  APPLICATION - JUSTICE
13                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moving on to A-7,
14            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice
15            Application, the Justice family.
16                 MS. DAVIS:  This denial, the family lives in the
17            Cabot School District and had requested school choice
18            application into Vilonia, and it was denied on a
19            capacity issue.  I believe Vilonia said that they
20            have reached their capacity.  So at this time -- is
21            Vilonia here?  Okay.  So we have the resident
22            district, non resident.  Is Cabot here?  Perfect.  So
23            we do have both districts and the family here.  So at
24            this time if we want to go ahead and --
25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  If you'll stand to be
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 1            sworn; Cabot District, Vilonia District, and the
 2            parents, please raise your right hand.  Do you
 3            solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony you're
 4            about to give is the truth, the whole truth, and
 5            nothing but the truth?
 6               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.
 8                 MS. DAVIS:  So we're going to go ahead and let
 9            Cabot -- I mean, Vilonia go ahead and come up.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Five minutes.
11                 MS. RIGGINS:  We did receive a request from the
12            Justice family and the request for one of their
13            students, I believe it was Bret, was denied based on
14            a policy of over 90% capacity in our district.
15                 MS. ZOOK:  You had said -- or the superintendent
16            had said that, after August 10th when they know
17            better the numbers, that they would be letting the
18            parent know if in fact they did.  So you're receptive
19            if it doesn't hurt your numbers?
20                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am.  We wanted to check
21            those numbers --
22                 MS. ZOOK:  Sure.
23                 MS. RIGGINS:  -- to make sure, but we are
24            receptive; we have no problem at all with that.  It's
25            just that our capacity was over the policy.
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 1                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay, I understand.  Thank you.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Anyone here from the Cabot
 3            District?
 4                 MS. TUCKER:  Yes, ma'am.
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Please give us your name?
 6                 MS. TUCKER:  My name is Tammy Tucker.  We did
 7            receive the copies of the applications for two
 8            students, Colton Dean Justice and Bret Wade Justice,
 9            to transfer to the Vilonia School District.  And that
10            district [sic] was denied by the Vilonia District,
11            not by the Cabot District.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Anyone from the Justice
13            family, any comments?
14                 MS. JUSTICE:  My name is Alisha Justice.
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  What is your first name?
16                 MS. JUSTICE:  Alisha.
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Alisha.
18                 MS. JUSTICE:  I just want to say I'm not here to
19            argue against the Cabot School District.  It's just
20            since we do have that School Choice Act in place that
21            for our family -- all of our family support that will
22            be providing like afterschool care is in the Vilonia
23            area.  I was a work-at-home before; now I'm not, I'm
24            working outside the home.  So just as a preference we
25            would like to attend the Vilonia School District.  My
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 1            oldest one did get accepted and has been enrolled
 2            into the Vilonia School District.
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Any rebuttal
 4            from the district?  It just appears to be a case of
 5            capacity at the Vilonia school, is what I understand.
 6                 MS. DAVIS:  Are you asking -- I didn't hear.
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I said it appears to be
 8            just a question of whether or not Vilonia has
 9            capacity.
10                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am.
11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
12                 MS. RIGGINS:  That is the issue.  And we will
13            check those numbers.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Ms.
15            Davis, do you have anything to add?
16                 MS. DAVIS:  No.
17                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Madam Chair, I have a
18            question for Ms. Davis so we can clarify.  The school
19            choice law provides the 90% but has a "may include."
20            So we make sure that each district is responsible for
21            setting a board policy?
22                 MS. DAVIS:  That's correct.
23                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  And that was done.  We
24            don't know if districts actually pass board policies
25            until we get a situation like this?
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 1                 MS. DAVIS:  That's correct.
 2                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.
 3                 MS. ZOOK:  So, did they?
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any questions?
 5                 MS. ZOOK:  Was there a board policy passed by
 6            the Vilonia school board?
 7                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am.
 8                 MS. ZOOK:  And you have one child and don't have
 9            the other.  Is that correct?
10                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am.
11                 MS. ZOOK:  As an educator -- are you an educator
12            or an attorney?
13                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, ma'am.  I'm an educator; I'm
14            the assistant superintendent.
15                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  I'm sorry; I can't recognize
16            all of you, as hard as I try.
17                 MS. RIGGINS:  I understand.
18                 MS. ZOOK:  If it was 92%, what do you think
19            would be in the best interest of this family?
20                 MS. RIGGINS:  Well, it is my understanding that
21            if we have room for this child based on -- you know,
22            we never know exactly how many kids are going to move
23            in, how many --
24                 MS. ZOOK:  Yes, I do.
25                 MS. RIGGINS:  If we have room, we will accept,
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 1            because I think it would be best that both children
 2            are at the same place.  That's our feeling.
 3                 MS. ZOOK:  I appreciate that.  Do you know, are
 4            the parents willing to transport?
 5                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, I believe.
 6                 MS. JUSTICE:  Yes.
 7                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Thank you.
 8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  If
 9            not, do we have a motion?
10                 DR. BARTH:  I move to sustain the denial.
11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Dr. Barth has moved
12            to sustain the denial.  Is there a second?
13                 MS. REITH:  Second.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Ms. Reith.  Any
15            further discussion?  All in favor?
16                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  Then the
18            motion carries.
19  A-8:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
20  APPLICATION - MARTIN
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We'll move on to action
22            item A-8, Consideration of Appeal from Denial of
23            School Choice, the Martin family.
24                 MS. DAVIS:  This is also dealing with the
25            Vilonia School District.  They were at capacity when
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 1            the Martin's had applied for school choice, and they
 2            actually reside in the Mayflower School District.  Is
 3            there anyone from Mayflower?
 4                 SUPT. GRAY:  Yes.
 5                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  So we have Mayflower and
 6            Vilonia and the family here.  So at this point we'll
 7            go ahead and probably turn it over to Vilonia as the
 8            nonresident district and go from there.
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We ask that all of you
10            raise your right hand to be sworn.  Do you solemnly
11            swear or affirm the testimony you're about to give is
12            the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
13            truth?
14               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Vilonia.
16                 MS. RIGGINS:  This would be the same situation.
17            These students are in a grade level with us at over
18            90% capacity and we're strictly just following the
19            policy.  And we have offered the same option to check
20            the numbers; we'll check on August 10th to see if
21            there are any seats available.
22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mayflower, is there anyone
23            here from Mayflower District?
24                 SUPT. GRAY:  I've really got nothing to add.
25            We're happy for them to transfer.
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And your name is?
 2                 SUPT. GRAY:  John Gray, superintendent.
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Martin, Ms. Martin, do
 4            you have any comments?
 5                 MR. MARTIN:  I was just going to go over a
 6            couple of things.  We applied for the school choice
 7            the first day it came out, so I don't know how many
 8            other kids got in or didn't get in on school choice.
 9            But we were there the first day to fill out the
10            application it was available.  And we --
11                 MS. MARTIN:  It's more of a safety issue as far
12            as Mayflower and Vilonia.  We're right on the line of
13            where -- the Mayflower district, but Vilonia is like
14            just down the road school district.
15                 MR. MARTIN:  Yeah.  Vilonia is less than 10
16            minutes from where we live and Mayflower is 30
17            minutes from where we live.  Our kids ride the bus
18            for an hour and 20, 30 minutes going to school and
19            coming from school.  We have to take our kids almost
20            four miles to meet the bus at Mayflower versus
21            Vilonia drives 100 feet from our house.  All of our
22            kids' friends go to Vilonia.  I went to Vilonia K
23            through 12.  Ms. Riggins was my 6th grade social
24            studies teacher at the time.  I didn't ever have a
25            problem in Vilonia.  Mayflower, I don't know; if our
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 1            kids were to walk to the bus like they want us to
 2            there's two registered sex offenders that they would
 3            have to walk past their house to get to the bus.
 4                 MS. MARTIN:  It's three miles.
 5                 MR. MARTIN:  It's 3.6 miles.
 6                 MS. MARTIN:  3.6 miles.
 7                 MR. MARTIN:  I don't know.  It's just a lot of
 8            things don't add up to me.  I don't know.  We built
 9            our house last year because we were told -- we gave
10            the address to the school and the school said, "Oh,
11            yeah, you're in the school district; no problem."
12            And we built a $150,000 house last summer and we put
13            them on the bus and we already had them registered
14            for 2014-15, already met the teachers, we registered
15            for school.  The day, Monday, school started we went
16            to school to take them the first day of school,
17            instead of riding the bus.  And the bus barn says
18            that "they don't ride our bus."  We're 800 feet south
19            of the line; "you have to go to Mayflower."  So we'd
20            already registered in extracurricular activities,
21            already met friends, already had everything going
22            there, and the bus didn't pick us up, so we had to go
23            to Mayflower the day of and register our kids for
24            school.  It's a big inconvenience.  On top of that,
25            it's just -- our son needs -- I was in special
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 1            resources classes at Vilonia and they helped me in
 2            the world today that I live in.  And Mayflower is not
 3            offering our son those classes, where Vilonia would.
 4            We asked last year if he could get in certain classes
 5            and they just kind of shrugged it off like it wasn't
 6            a big deal.  I went to Vilonia, like I said, my whole
 7            life and didn't have a problem.  I went to resource
 8            classes and everything, and I just think it would be
 9            a better school for our son and our daughter.  I just
10            -- I don't know how many -- like I said, in the
11            beginning, how many other people did the school
12            choice.  I'm not trying to jump in front of anybody,
13            but we were there the first day; so how many people
14            got to do school choice and already accepted.  I
15            mean, we're here in the last week before school
16            started; we don't know what school supplies to buy;
17            we don't know if we can -- if our daughter can go do
18            the cheerleading thing or our son do the Boy Scout
19            thing.  It's just -- and on top of that, we built a
20            house that they told us we were -- yes, we were in
21            Vilonia School District; no problem.  So we didn't do
22            the school choice last year because we were told we
23            were in Vilonia, and then we were told we're that far
24            over the line on Mayflower.  And no one around us
25            goes to Mayflower.  We're on a dead-end road that --
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 1            I mean, there's no one -- the bus won't -- we
 2            wouldn't probably have as big a problem as going to
 3            Mayflower if the bus might come pick up our kids, but
 4            -- and I know that's a privilege to ride the bus at
 5            the same time, but they're not allowing our son to
 6            have the -- he was expelled three times last year for
 7            small things that if he was in resource classes and
 8            they had classes at Mayflower they would've
 9            understood the things that he did and he wouldn't
10            have been expelled.
11                 MS. MARTIN:  Well, he also had went to Vilonia
12            two years prior --
13                 MR. MARTIN:  Before we --
14                 MS. MARTIN:  -- and he done great.  He had a
15            great experience with Vilonia.  But I think our main
16            issue is the safety of our kids having to walk 3.6
17            miles to the bus with two registered sex offenders
18            and the school is, what, 10 minutes away to Vilonia.
19                 MR. MARTIN:  Yeah.
20                 MS. MARTI:  It's 30 to Mayflower.  It's just
21            closer.
22                 MR. MARTIN:  Every time we go into town we go to
23            Mayflower -- or go to Vilonia to get lunch or dinner
24            or convenience store, gas station, whatever.  We
25            don't even go to Mayflower.  I mean, if we go to
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 1            Mayflower it's to take our kids to school.  I mean,
 2            it's --
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think your five minutes
 4            -- I think we have a --
 5                 MR. MARTIN:  I understand.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- picture of what you're
 7            saying.  And the issue of capacity is the issue, and
 8            so that's encouraging in a sense, you know, based on
 9            what has historically happened up until this point
10            today.  I think listening to the last presentation
11            hopefully that gives you some hope.  So is there a
12            pleasure of the Board at this point with a motion
13            about the Martin family?
14                 DR. BARTH:  I just have a quick question.
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
16                 DR. BARTH:  And this is for the Vilonia folks
17            just so that we're clear on the process y'all
18            followed when applications came in.  Were there any
19            choice students accepted in these grades?
20                 MS. RIGGINS:  To my knowledge, I don't believe
21            that we accepted those, based on the number of
22            enrollment that we have.
23                 DR. BARTH:  You were already at the percentage
24            by that time?
25                 MS. RIGGINS:  Yes, sir.
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 1                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.  I just wanted clarity on
 2            that.
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Saviers has a question.
 4                 MS. SAVIERS:  What do you think are the chances
 5            that they will be accepted?
 6                 MS. RIGGINS:  I'm going to honestly say I think
 7            they're pretty good.  But we're having our students
 8            pick up their registration packets now, so we just
 9            need some time to see if there are students going to
10            drop or students that have moved in that we're not
11            aware of.  As you know, we had the tornado --
12                 MS. SAVIERS:  Right.
13                 MS. RIGGINS:  -- and so we have had a lot of new
14            homes being built back, and so we're not really sure.
15            And so we were in fear that if we accepted students,
16            with our capacity being that high, that we might not
17            have enough seats the day school started.  So this
18            will give us a chance to have a little clearer
19            picture.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?
21                 MS. SAVIERS:  This is just kind of a procedural
22            question about how district lines are drawn.  And I'm
23            wondering if they could apply or request a change in
24            the district line?
25                 MS. RIGGINS:  Well, Mr. Gray and I have spent
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 1            some time last year -- I actually drove out to the
 2            location; we really investigated, tried to do all we
 3            could.  We felt like we were, you know, trying to
 4            stay within the law.  And so at this point there is
 5            some, you know, issues with -- there were some
 6            changes made in the district lines at one time, so
 7            we've looked at that.  I've looked at that with our
 8            transportation department very extensively and we're
 9            just trying to follow -- I checked with the county on
10            where the taxes are paid and tried to go that length
11            to figure out, you know, if there was some kind of a
12            stake on lines or if we needed to -- if there was
13            something I could do last year.  So it's just kind of
14            what it is and we're trying to do the best we can to
15            help families and just take care of kids and --
16                 MS. SAVIERS:  I appreciate that.
17                 MS. RIGGINS:  And we're sorry that it's that
18            way, but we want to try and do the right thing and --
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Martin, I saw you raise
20            your hand.  Did you have something you wanted to add?
21                 MR. MARTIN:  Yes.  And I know I already
22            mentioned it, but we were told we were in Vilonia
23            before we bought our property, before we built our
24            house.  And we built our house where we did because
25            we were told we were in Vilonia.  Had we known this
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 1            imaginary line was real and it was 800 feet, we
 2            would've bought property a quarter-mile up the road;
 3            we wouldn't be standing here today.  But we were told
 4            -- we gave our address and we were told, so we
 5            shouldn't really have been in school choice; we
 6            should've been annexed in, just for the fact that we
 7            live in Vilonia.  That's all.
 8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  All right.
 9            Yes, ma'am.
10                 MS. RIGGINS:  The only thing I can address to
11            that is there wasn't an accurate address given to the
12            transportation department, and I believe that that
13            address was up the street from where the other
14            address was.  So we did try to check it out.
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Any
16            other questions?  If not, can we have a motion in
17            regard to this matter, A-8?
18                 DR. BARTH:  Move to deny the -- sustain the
19            denial on the basis of space.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth has moved to
21            sustain the denial of the appeal of the Martin
22            family.  Is there a second?
23                 MS. DEAN:  Second.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Second by Ms. Dean.  Okay.
25            All in favor?
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 1                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  Motion
 3            passes.
 4                 MS. REITH:  May I ask a question --
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Sure.
 6                 MS. REITH:  -- of Ms. Davis as a follow-up?  I
 7            just -- it's because I do feel for this family and
 8            obviously the circumstances around it.  To kind of, I
 9            guess, piggyback off my colleague Ms. Saviers'
10            question, in terms of re-drawing district lines are
11            there not opportunities to do that around the census?
12            Or, I mean, there is -- those are revisited, right?
13                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.
14                 MS. REITH:  I mean, and I just want to make sure
15            the family feels like -- I mean, one will remain
16            hopeful, right, that Vilonia will have space and that
17            they will be able to accommodate this year.  But if
18            for some reason not, I just want to make sure the
19            family feels like they have some resource or recourse
20            that they can take, right, in terms of next steps.
21                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
22                 MS. REITH:  So is that done every 10 years -- is
23            that correct? -- the census?
24                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes, I believe so.
25                 MS. REITH:  So there might be some opportunities
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 1            there?  Is that -- okay.
 2                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.
 3                 MS. REITH:  Okay.
 4                 MS. DAVIS:  I don't know where we're at in the
 5            10-year mark, but yes.
 6                 MS. REITH:  I think it's with the decade.
 7            Correct?  So then the next one would be -- five,
 8            yeah.  So, five more years.
 9                 MS. ZOOK:  Unless they request a special census.
10                 MS. REITH:  And would that -- is that something
11            that they could solicit to the school board?  Is that
12            the local school board's --
13                 MS. DAVIS:  I'm not positive.
14                 MS. REITH:  Okay.
15                 MS. DAVIS:  I think that would be more in with
16            the county, I think --
17                 MS. ZOOK:  Right.
18                 MS. DAVIS:  -- in conjunction with possibly the
19            school district.  But I think it's more of a county
20            decision, as far as where those things are drawn,
21            rather than the school district, in saying, "We want
22            our line here."
23                 MS. REITH:  Okay.  But that would be your
24            recommendation to the family?
25                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.
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 1                 MS. REITH:  Okay.
 2                 MS. DAVIS:  And, you know, while there are other
 3            ways that, you know, children can transfer, you know,
 4            unfortunately, they're all kind of subject to the
 5            capacity issue or the pleasure of the board.  I know
 6            that there is a state statute that allows if you're
 7            closer to one school or within so many miles from a
 8            nonresident school versus so many miles away from,
 9            you know, the other school that there are ways.  But,
10            again, it's subject to the boards of those schools
11            allowing it, which are always going to be subject
12            probably to the capacity issue.  So --
13                 DR. BARTH:  We may have some confusion here.
14            Re-drawing district lines is not about this board,
15            although it can -- they opt -- can be -- if two
16            boards -- if two districts came together and said,
17            "We agree," then it would be done in a more peaceful
18            manner.  But I think we're maybe confusing zoning --
19                 MS. REITH:  Zones for -- yes.
20                 DR. BARTH:  -- zones versus district lines.
21                 MS. REITH:  That's what I was -- right.
22                 MS. DAVIS:  And, I mean, honestly, I'd have to
23            probably look that up to find out the exact process
24            if a parent feels like they -- you know -- there are
25            some statutes that deal with, you know, residency
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 1            disputes and how to handle those.  But I'd have to
 2            look that up.
 3                 DR. BARTH:  And I think oftentimes, you know, a
 4            lot of this does happen through legal transfers,
 5            especially where there's not space issues.
 6                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.
 7                 DR. BARTH:  You know, that if two districts will
 8            agree that it's in the best interest of the child for
 9            a legal transfer to happen, but --
10                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And, again, it does sound
11            like Vilonia is, you know, willing to work with the
12            family, you know, subject to capacity.  But the
13            capacity is just purely the issue and, you know,
14            under the law they don't have to add staff in order
15            to take these children.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.
17  A-9:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF SCHOOL CHOICE
18  APPLICATION - PEARSON
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We'll move on to A-9,
20            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of School Choice
21            Application, Pearson.
22                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And this is also a capacity
23            issue, as well.  The family resides in the Rogers
24            School District and they were denied an opportunity
25            to choice into the Bentonville School District.  And
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 1            I know that Bentonville and the parent are both here
 2            today.  Dr. Darr from the Rogers School District, she
 3            contacted me and she is not here but she said that
 4            she does not have any objections to the child
 5            transferring should Bentonville decide that their
 6            capacity would allow it.  So she has no objection and
 7            would not want that.  But I do know that
 8            Superintendent Michael Poore is here to talk on
 9            behalf of Bentonville.
10                 SUPT. POORE:  Do you need an oath first?
11                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Would you raise your right
13            hand to be sworn?  Do you solemnly swear or affirm
14            that the testimony you're about to give is the truth,
15            the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
16                 SUPT. POORE:  I do.
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And what was your name
18            again, sir?
19                 SUPT. POORE:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  My name
20            is Mike Poore; I'm the superintendent of Bentonville
21            Schools.  And we're very aware of the choice policy.
22            It's interesting that Bentonville doesn't get that
23            many applications to come into the district because I
24            think people are aware of our issue in terms of our
25            capacity situation.  This year we did have eight of
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 1            eleven folks that asked to be able to choice into the
 2            district.  We were able to accommodate that.  We had
 3            three junior high students that were accepted in and
 4            five high school students.  We did deny three total
 5            elementary students.  At the time that we made our
 6            decision to deny this choice appeal -- and I hope you
 7            have that paperwork -- we were at a capacity at the
 8            elementary level and at that grade level of 98%.
 9            That number right now is 100% and growing.  Day-in,
10            day-out, we're getting more and more students.  As to
11            give you an idea, right now we have over 1300
12            students at the kindergarten level; at the time this
13            request was made it was at 1280.  And we've been very
14            diligent about cleaning out our numbers as they go,
15            but we are growing and in fact anticipate that we're
16            going to have to add additional staff.  One other
17            factor that I think that the Board would probably be
18            interested in is that we have so many of our
19            elementary schools and grade levels, kindergarten
20            being one grade level, where we're at capacity, that
21            we are making families travel across four different
22            schools, elementary schools, before they get to a
23            zoned school that's for overflow.  The school that
24            Ms. Davis would like to get into, Cooper, it is over
25            capacity right now in terms of the number of students
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 1            and we will be moving those students to another
 2            elementary.  And we anticipate additional students
 3            registering still for kindergarten throughout this
 4            fall actually.  Thank you.
 5                 MS. ZOOK:  So if you have to add additional
 6            classes, will that open up additional spaces for your
 7            choice-in?
 8                 SUPT. POORE:  Well, obviously, it does create
 9            that, but we would still -- even if we right now --
10            if we opened up an additional kindergarten section,
11            which I anticipate me making a request to the board
12            this coming Monday, our board, that will move us from
13            100% capacity down to 98% capacity.
14                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.
15                 SUPT. POORE:  So we're still well above the 90%
16            number.
17                 MS. ZOOK:  Yeah.  Because the chart that you
18            submitted shows that you had 120 seats and 104
19            students, which would be 86%.  So that has changed,
20            is what you're telling us?
21                 SUPT. POORE:  Correct.  Our current number at
22            Cooper Elementary is -- we have 121 students
23            currently enrolled at Cooper Elementary as of this
24            morning.
25                 MS. ZOOK:  But -- and no room?  I mean, a
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 1            literal room, not space but a literal room to -- so
 2            those kids, if you open a new kindergarten, will have
 3            to go to a different elementary.  Is that --
 4                 SUPT. POORE:  That's correct.
 5                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  Thank you.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Any questions?
 7            Any more questions?  Okay.  Go ahead.
 8                 MS. SAVIERS:  I know this is so stressful for
 9            you, but it is so wonderful to hear a superintendent
10            come and talk about all the kids that want to go to
11            his school, the schools in his district.  So
12            congratulations.
13                 SUPT. POORE:  It's been an interesting morning
14            for me to listen along with all of you today and hear
15            some of the challenges.  I will share -- as members
16            of the State Board, I hope you understand and have
17            never heard me challenge any choice opportunity for
18            our district in terms of charter schools, as well as
19            opportunities even for private school.  I've tried to
20            stand by all those folks and actually go to their
21            grand openings and attend different events that they
22            have.  I think there is that opportunity.  I would
23            love to have more students have the opportunity to
24            join us in Bentonville.  We simply just don't have
25            the space.
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.  Okay.  Would
 2            you give your name, please?
 3                 MS. PEARSON:  My name is Maryann Pearson.  And
 4            Mr. Poore is correct; Bentonville is a phenomenal
 5            school district.  And I know that because this is my
 6            third year working at Cooper Elementary.  I provide
 7            mental health services; I'm a therapist.  So this is
 8            my third academic year there.  So my oldest child is
 9            now starting kindergarten and we were zoned in
10            Rogers.  Bentonville, Cooper, performs better.  Where
11            we're zoned at there is a 38% language deficiency, so
12            there's a chance a third of her classmates she'll
13            have difficulty communicating with.  So working at
14            Cooper, knowing the staff, knowing how phenomenal
15            Bentonville School District is, that's the reason
16            which I put in for school choice.  We're not willing
17            to take our child where we're zoned at in Rogers.  We
18            are willing to private school or charter school, but
19            we're not willing to go where we're zoned at in
20            Rogers.  So Bentonville is a choice for us.  And like
21            I said, nothing but wonderful things to say about
22            Bentonville schools.  As a therapist, I've been
23            working with school systems for almost seven years,
24            most of those being in Fort Smith.  And the
25            transition to Bentonville and the services they
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 1            provide and how diligently they work with parents and
 2            students, it's a great thing to see.  So we were just
 3            applying to try to be part of that.  So Monday when I
 4            was at work we did have spots open at Cooper.  That
 5            very well could have changed, as Mr. Poore said.  But
 6            there's just that comfort as a parent of knowing that
 7            your child is with people that you know and in an
 8            environment you think that they'll grow in and
 9            they'll succeed in.  So I'll be quiet.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Any questions from
11            the Board?
12                 MS. REITH:  Just as a -- just to make sure I
13            understand your argument, so the language
14            deficiencies, are you referring to English Language
15            Learners?  Is that what you're referring to?
16                 MS. PEARSON:  Well, when I was looking at state
17            report cards overall, test scores are higher at
18            Cooper; child growth is higher at Cooper; there's
19            lots of factors that are higher at Cooper.  So just
20            not with the language deficiency; it might be --
21            sorry -- ESL.  I'm not sure.
22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  Okay.
23            Do we have a motion?  Ms. Saviers.
24                 MS. SAVIERS:  I move to sustain the denial.
25                 MS. REITH:  Second.
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Any discussion?
 2            It's been moved by Ms. Saviers and seconded by Ms.
 3            Reith -- okay -- to sustain the denial.  All in
 4            favor?
 5                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  The motion
 7            carries.
 8                 I think we're at a point that we might break for
 9            lunch, 12:40 -- 12:20 to 12:50 and come back.  I see
10            Little Rock has the next few.
11                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  They'll have the rest of
12            them.  And just before we break, back to the boundary
13            lines -- and like I say, I know that the family and
14            the district are both no longer here, but it is
15            Statute 6-13-1414 that can allow the district to
16            petition the board for a re-draw of the boundary
17            lines, and then dependent upon your decision of when
18            you would work with the county clerk and it sets the
19            procedures for that.  So I don't know if we want to
20            let the district know that or somehow pass that
21            along, but it is 6-13-1414.
22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think we should pass that
23            information on to the district and to the family.
24                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay.
25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Because that's not the
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 1            first case we've heard where, if what the gentleman
 2            said is correct, that they've given them bad
 3            information or wrong information by the assessor's
 4            office or whoever does that, so --
 5                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  So we'll break for
 7            lunch and reconvene at 12:50.
 8                  (LUNCH BREAK:  12:21-1:00 P.M.)
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  If I can have your
10            attention, we're about to reconvene our meeting.  And
11            the Commissioner has an announcement to make.
12                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Thank you, Madam Chair,
13            Members.  As of 30 minutes ago, it became officially
14            announced that Arkansas has received a one-year
15            flexibility waiver from the U.S. Department of
16            Education.
17                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Congratulations to the
18            Department, to Commissioner Key, to Ms. Barnes and
19            that shop, and all of -- you know -- all those folks
20            down there by you; I can't see, calling names.
21                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Madam Chair, let me say that
22            --
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I heard "waiver" about one
24            million and two times from Ms. Barnes --
25                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Yes.
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and "flexibility" about
 2            that many times too.  So, congratulations.  I know
 3            that was a tremendous accomplishment.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Ms. Barnes, Mr. Harvey, Dr.
 5            Jones, Ms. Pfeffer, you know, the folks in their
 6            units, they all were very involved in making this
 7            happen, all involved, and at times very sometimes
 8            shall we say frustrating efforts in trying to make
 9            sure we got everything just right, but very
10            professional in the way they went about it and their
11            interactions with the U.S. Department of Education
12            staff.  And I can't say enough about how -- you know
13            -- how effective they have been in this process and
14            looking out for the interest of Arkansas students at
15            the same time.  It's been a pleasure to work with
16            them through this process.  One of the first things I
17            had the opportunity to do when I took this job was to
18            read about 200-and-something pages in one of the
19            initial submissions.  Is that about right, Ms.
20            Barnes?
21                 MS. BARNES:  Actually, it was 300.
22                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Oh, 300.  Okay.
23                 MS. ZOOK:  It sounds like our agendas.
24                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  So anyway, as Commissioner, I
25            want to just express my thanks for their work on this
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 1            effort.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think it's a stellar
 3            staff that we have at the Department and I know that,
 4            you know, we fluctuated with being staffed more
 5            completely than we've been lately.  But I marvel at
 6            the level of dedication and commitment that the staff
 7            has and we certainly appreciate all that you do.  And
 8            I don't see Kevin and Gail back there, but I think
 9            from the back door all the way to the front should
10            get a raise.
11                             [APPLAUSE]
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  For what it's worth, that's
13            what Toyce thinks, but that doesn't go very far.
14  A-10:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY
15  SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - WOOLDRIDGE
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So we're now at action item
17            A-10, Consideration of Appeal from Denial of
18            Opportunity School Choice Application, Wooldridge.
19                 MS. DAVIS:  All right.  And real quickly, before
20            we get started with Ms. Wooldridge, just to kind of
21            let you know, since we're switching gears a little
22            bit from the public school choice to the opportunity
23            school choice, it is a little different.  An
24            opportunity school choice gives parents the ability
25            to apply for a transfer either to a different
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 1            district or a different school within their district
 2            that is not in distress.  And it's generally
 3            available to only those students who are either
 4            assigned or enrolled to a distressed district or
 5            school.  So all of these that we have for the rest of
 6            the agenda are going to be Little Rock School
 7            District, so -- and I believe Little Rock is here.
 8            So the first one is Ms. Wooldridge, and their family
 9            is zoned to attend McClellan High School and they
10            have requested a transfer to Parkview.  And all of
11            these that we will be hearing for the rest of the day
12            were all denied by Little Rock on the basis of
13            capacity at the requested school.
14                 So the hearing procedures will be the same.  The
15            district will have an opportunity to go first,
16            followed by the parent.  And, again, it will be 5
17            minutes, 5 minutes, and then 20 minutes, and 20
18            minutes, you know, and you'll have the ability to
19            extend that at your leisure.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I saw Dr. Guess here
21            earlier.  Is he representing the Little Rock School
22            District?
23                 MS. ZOOK:  He's county.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Oh, he's county.  I'm
25            sorry.
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 1                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Then, is someone here from
 3            Little Rock School District?
 4                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.  Yes, we do have someone.
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  If you'll stand,
 6            along with Ms. Wooldridge -- anyone expecting to
 7            testify, if you'll raise your -- stand and raise your
 8            right hand.  Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the
 9            testimony you're about to give will be the truth, and
10            nothing but the truth?
11               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Then we will ask the
13            district representative to come forward.
14                 MS. CRAWFORD:  Hi.  My name is Andrea Crawford.
15            I work for Little Rock School District.  I'm one of
16            the individuals handling the distress applications.
17            I'm going to explain how we do this process.  The
18            state has identified one elementary (Baseline), two
19            middle schools (Henderson and Cloverdale), and three
20            high schools (J.A. Fair, McClellan, and Hall) as in
21            distress.  We have a lot of parents that come in and
22            apply only if they're assigned to a distressed school
23            to start school this year, 15-16 school year.  We
24            have the parents to log in; we have the date, time,
25            parent's information, email address.  They can apply
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 1            for one school.  Now some of the parents put two
 2            schools on that application; we only recognize one
 3            choice.  It's strictly first-come, first-serve basis.
 4            When we receive the applications we look to see
 5            availability.  We tell the parents it's first-come,
 6            first-serve basis, strictly based on seat
 7            availability.  Once we review the applications, we do
 8            send the parents a letter, in writing, stating the
 9            reason for denial for their request, because of lack
10            of seat availability.  So that is the process that we
11            use for the distress applications.  We start the
12            process May 1st and end it July 30th.  So, again,
13            it's strictly based on seat availability and first-
14            come, first-serve basis.  We tell the parents we'll
15            give them a response within 30 days.  We accepted 401
16            applications; that's from elementary through high
17            school.  They received a response within a two-week
18            time span.  So we've worked hard to get a response to
19            the parents because we know they want to know where
20            their students will be placed prior to check-in and
21            school starting on the 17th.  Any questions?
22                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you.
23                 MS. CRAWFORD:  You're welcome.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Wooldridge.
25                 MS. WOOLDRIDGE:  Hi, my name is Pam Wooldridge.
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You have five minutes to
 2            make an opening statement, and then you'll have
 3            rebuttal.
 4                 MS. WOOLDRIDGE:  Okay.  I was there day-one to
 5            register my daughter; we were number 62 in line.
 6            She's coming from a distressed school that she's been
 7            at for three years, a junior high, and is assigned to
 8            a distressed high school.  And I'm trying to get my
 9            daughter out of that to give her at least a very good
10            education, because she was in a distressed already.
11            I know -- like I said, we were number 62.  We had
12            applied before for a school change, back in March,
13            and were denied.  And then we filled out this to have
14            her transferred from McClellan to Parkview.  And like
15            I said, we were there the first day, mid-day, and we
16            were denied by letter two weeks later.  That's all.
17            Thank you.
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Ms. Crawford, do you
19            have any other comments?
20                 MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes, ma'am.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
22                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I just want to let you know Ms.
23            Wooldridge did come in on May 1st; she was number 62,
24            she was the 62nd person that applied; she applied for
25            Parkview for 9th grade.  So, and I'll come back up
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 1            with the others as they -- you know -- as you call
 2            them up --
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
 4                 MS. CRAWFORD:  -- to give you that number.
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think Ms. Saviers has a
 6            question on that.
 7                 MS. SAVIERS:  I have a question.  So she was
 8            denied on the basis of no capacity.  Is that correct?
 9                 MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes, ma'am.  Lack of seat
10            availability.  Yes, ma'am.
11                 MS. SAVIERS:  And what is capacity currently at
12            Parkview?
13                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I'm going to ask Dr. Fields; he's
14            the director, so --
15                 MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.
16                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I want to add one more thing.
17            When these parents are denied, as they apply for
18            Parkview -- because Parkview is strictly a magnet
19            program; the only way you can enter that program is
20            if you apply.  I do ask the parents to go ahead and
21            fill out an opportunity enrollment form because as
22            school starts, sometimes, those students don't show
23            up.  I only assign at Parkview at the beginning of
24            semester and the second semester because it's
25            secondary and those students won't lose credit.  So I
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 1            do inform them that there is also another opportunity
 2            later on maybe to be placed in Parkview.
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Sir, would you raise your
 4            right hand to be sworn?
 5                 DR. FIELDS:  Yes.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Do you solemnly swear or
 7            affirm that the testimony you're about to give is the
 8            truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
 9                 DR. FIELDS:  Yes, I do.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  State your name.
11                 DR. FIELDS:  I'm Dr. Frederick Fields, Senior
12            Director of Student Services, Little Rock School
13            District.
14                 MS. SAVIERS:  Dr. Fields, I think the question
15            was the current capacity at Parkview.
16                 DR. FIELDS:  Parkview's current capacity, as we
17            have it listed, is 1,150, if I'm not mistaken.  I
18            have to -- that is a guesstimate.  We have -- Ms.
19            Crawford has the numbers based on how many is in each
20            department.  So when we looked at the distress
21            status, we looked at the number of students that had
22            been assigned.  And when we look at the number of
23            students that have been assigned, we then see how
24            many is left, how many seats are left.  We looked --
25            and then we try to get to that 90% capacity, and then
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 1            we determine how many distress seats we can offer at
 2            that time.  And then if at that time we know that,
 3            okay, if we are at 950 seats and then we said we want
 4            to do a 90% or what-have-you, we know that we may be
 5            able to only offer -- when we did the math we could
 6            only offer like maybe 10 seats or 15 seats.  We have
 7            that number set aside and that's why we want to make
 8            sure that the integrity of our assignment process is
 9            100% accurate.  That's why we have the sign-in; we
10            want them to be time/date-stamped so that we don't
11            have any preferences.  We have a lot of people that
12            work and we want to make sure that when we look at
13            this list the first 10 or 15 or 20 -- if it's 20
14            seats that we're allotted for distress status, those
15            students will be the ones that are assigned.  It's
16            not based on favoritism; it's not based -- we don't
17            make race-based assignments.  It's based on strictly
18            who came first and who requested the seats and the
19            seats that are available.
20                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  So the enrollment for -- in
21            May, when you rejected this, was in excess of 90%.  I
22            don't know for sure the 90% applies on academic
23            distress; I don't think it does.  And what is the
24            enrollment now that it's August?
25                 DR. FIELDS:  Well, the enrollment at this
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 1            particular point is basically fluid.  We have
 2            students that we've offered seats to, and that's in
 3            Ms. Crawford's area; she takes care of Parkview.  And
 4            what we do is we offer seats and then parents have to
 5            accept those seats.  Once they accept those seats,
 6            then we know exactly where we are.  However, with the
 7            distress status we have a -- the seats that we
 8            identify for distress status, if that number -- and
 9            I'm just hypothetic -- if that number is 20, those 20
10            seats are distress seats and they remain distress
11            seats.  If 10 of those parents fail to show up, that
12            were the first 20 on the list, we then go to the next
13            10 that was on the list and we afford them an
14            opportunity.  And it keeps going on and on and on, so
15            they will be afforded an opportunity to continue to
16            get a seat for distress status.
17                 MS. ZOOK:  But on this list you've got all of
18            the kids that have -- or parents who have applied,
19            and you've mixed up Parkview and Henderson and
20            Central.  So they were number 62 on the full list,
21            but not number 62 on the Parkview list.
22                 MS. CRAWFORD:  That was the 62nd parent that
23            applied for a high school seat.
24                 MS. ZOOK:  Right.  But not Parkview High School
25            seat?
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 1                 MS. CRAWFORD:  She indicated she wanted
 2            Parkview.
 3                 MS. ZOOK:  I know that.  But number 61 wants to
 4            go to Bryant and number 63 wants to go to Pulaski
 5            Heights.  So I want to know what number she was on
 6            the people who wanted to go to Parkview, not the 400-
 7            and-something that wanted to go to any district and
 8            that were all mixed up.
 9                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I want to bring some clarity to
10            those seats also.  When we make our initial
11            assignment for the 15-16 school year, those letters
12            goes out in March, the first weekend in March.  The
13            Parkview, if those seats are open we fill those seats
14            up.  So those students -- those parents get their
15            initial assignment for 15-16 school year in March for
16            the next school year.
17                 MS. ZOOK:  So where was Ms. Wooldridge in
18            sequence of people who wanted to go to Parkview?
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Fields, we have a
20            question for you while she looks for that.
21                 DR. FIELD:  Yes.
22                 MS. SAVIERS:  How many seats were available at
23            Central?  And for those of you who aren't from Little
24            Rock, there are five high schools in Little Rock
25            School District, three of which are in academic
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 1            distress, two of which are not.  We're talking about
 2            Parkview and Central now as the schools who aren't,
 3            so --
 4                 DR. FIELDS:  I'll have to go back and look that
 5            up to tell you exactly how many were available at
 6            each site.  I can't get that because --
 7                 MS. SAVIERS:  I know they're always over-
 8            subscribed.
 9                 DR. FIELDS:  Right.
10                 MS. SAVIERS:  I guess my point, and along with
11            my question, is: is it -- are we really serving these
12            parents in these schools in academic distress if
13            there actually aren't seats, enough seats but just
14            for a fraction of those students?
15                 DR. FIELDS:  There are only a few seats, and
16            that's true.  For instance, what we did -- again,
17            what we did is at the time that we began the distress
18            process we pulled Central up and we looked at 9th
19            grade; we know what the capacity is, and then we
20            looked at the capacity.  Okay, we have a 10% rule;
21            we've got to stay away from the 10% rule because of
22            the school zone.
23                 MS. SAVIERS:  Now, wait a minute.
24                 MS. ZOOK:  No.
25                 MS. SAVIERS:  Do we have the 20% -- I mean, the
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 1            90% --
 2                 MS. ZOOK:  No, it's 95.
 3                 MS. DAVIS:  No.  According to the rules it's 95%
 4            capacity at the grade level and that's anything over
 5            that --
 6                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yeah.  So it's not 90%; it's 95.
 7                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.
 8                 DR. FIELDS:  Right.  It's 95.  It's 95 but we --
 9            in the district we have to stay 10% of the capacity
10            in order to accommodate people that move into the
11            zone.  So what we did is we looked at the numbers and
12            we said, "Okay, on the 9th grade we'd be able to
13            offer this many seats; 10th grade, we can offer this
14            many seats," based on who had already registered.
15            And then when we've determined that, then that was
16            the number that we afforded Ms. Crawford so that when
17            they began to apply for distress seats she knew
18            exactly how many distress seats she had.
19                 MS. ZOOK:  So what number was Ms. Wooldridge at
20            Parkview, at the grade level?  While she's looking
21            for that, is there some reason why at Parkview you
22            wouldn't go over capacity?  Because I know at Central
23            you're somewhere between 134 and 150 percent capacity
24            there.  So at Parkview, is there some reason that you
25            are unwilling to go over capacity at Parkview?
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 1                 MS. CRAWFORD:  We have to consider retention
 2            also.  We also have to consider retention.  We don't
 3            know how many students are going to be held back in
 4            those grade levels.  That also knocks us over the
 5            numbers for those grade levels.  So --
 6                 MS. ZOOK:  But what about portables, like you
 7            have at Central?
 8                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I can't answer that question.
 9                 DR. FIELDS:  The district is trying to move away
10            from portables and we have an agreement with the city
11            that we will not add any more portables to our sites
12            at this point.  So as it relates to our capacities,
13            the capacities that we have in the system are set by
14            Plan Services, and then that's what we operate under,
15            under those capacities.  And then when we have a --
16            for instance, Central -- if you say Central is 2500
17            capacity, then you may have 2550 on the list.  We
18            know that some of those are not going to show back up
19            and so we have -- and then we have a no-show ratio in
20            there.  So it balances out to where we still don't
21            have to hire additional staff.  Now we -- as it
22            relates to parents, if they have extenuating
23            circumstances -- and I think I just shared that with
24            the parent back here -- you know -- we do it through
25            appeals.  We have appeals.  And we do appeals.  Once
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 1            seats open up in an area, other than capacity, other
 2            than distress, if a seat opens up and you have an
 3            appeal, you filled an appeal out, for at least
 4            Central -- now we don't do that for Parkview;
 5            Parkview is one of our magnet schools, we don't do
 6            that for that one.  But if the appeal is there, the
 7            appeals committee meets, they discuss it, and then if
 8            it is granted then -- if there's a seat available, we
 9            will offer it, because our ultimate goal is to try to
10            meet the needs of our patrons.  We want the parents
11            to have seats where they desire, although we know
12            that we can't put every student in Parkview and
13            Central.  But we do try to work with them to the best
14            of our ability and keep it fair and consistent across
15            the board.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth.
17                 MS. CRAWFORD:  She's number 12.  There was 11
18            parents that applied strictly for Parkview, for 9th
19            grade seats, in front of Ms. Wooldridge's student,
20            and those seats were filled with those letters that
21            went out the first weekend in March.  Because we have
22            to do what we call a scramble, like a lottery, for
23            those seats because the number of parents that apply
24            over-exceeds the number of seats that we have at
25            Parkview.  And that's every area.  We have seven
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 1            different areas; they're arts and science.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth has a question.
 3                 DR. BARTH:  My question is for Ms. Davis in
 4            terms of -- you've heard the description of the way
 5            the threshold is calculated at LRSD.  Does that sound
 6            like it is in sync with the rule that has been
 7            established?
 8                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, without really having an
 9            opportunity to really look at it a little bit more
10            I'm not certain that I can necessarily say.  You
11            know, my understanding is while they may earmark
12            seats specifically for distress status, you know,
13            there I guess theoretically may be a lot more seats
14            available that aren't earmarked for distress status.
15            While there are always some that are for the schools
16            that are in distress, if it's not, I mean, there
17            technically could be more seats available.  But
18            without really looking at their enrollment and, you
19            know, how they work that, you know, a little bit
20            more, I couldn't say for certain.  But, I mean, if
21            it's under the 95% then, regardless of what they hold
22            the seats for, I mean, the rules say clearly that it
23            is -- a district can claim a lack of capacity if as
24            of the date of the application for the opportunity
25            school choice is made 95% or more of the seats at the
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 1            grade level at their nonresident school are filled.
 2            It doesn't say 95% or only those seats that are
 3            earmarked for distress status.  So without really
 4            fully, you know, speaking with them to really
 5            understand their process, I mean, the rules just
 6            state 95% flat, so --
 7                 DR. BARTH:  Thanks.
 8                 MS. ZOOK:  Have you worked with these parents to
 9            find a seat in North Little Rock or Bryant or Benton
10            or Cabot or some other place?
11                 DR. FIELDS:  No, we have not worked with those
12            parents on that.  When they come in we talk -- we
13            share with them what their options are.  And, of
14            course, with the distress status all of the
15            requirements as it relates to the state and in terms
16            of communicating with them and letting them know what
17            their options are have been fulfilled.  Now in our
18            office we don't encourage but we have told parents,
19            you know, "You might want to" -- especially even this
20            week parents say, "So I just have to take a distress
21            school?"  And I say, "No, ma'am, you don't have to
22            take a distress school; legal transfer, there are
23            other choice options that you have, Benton, Bryant,
24            North Little Rock," and we do make that comment to
25            them.  Again, we don't practice trying to send
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 1            students out, but we do give them that information so
 2            that they will know that they can do that.
 3                 MS. ZOOK:  And they do know that there will be a
 4            portion of their transportation paid for if they make
 5            that choice?
 6                 DR. FIELDS:  Right.  Four hundred dollars.
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth.
 8                 DR. BARTH:  So, Dr. Fields, what are the
 9            implications for a school if it exceeds capacity?
10            What impact does that have on the school if it
11            exceeds capacity?
12                 DR. FIELDS:  If a school exceeds capacity, what
13            -- the first implication is financial in terms of
14            having to hire more staff.  And then the other piece
15            is will that school have the ability to accommodate
16            those students, the classrooms, so then that's a huge
17            one.  And so when the capacity is set by Plan
18            Services, we do the best that we can to adhere to
19            those capacities, even with some of the limited
20            information that we have.  As Ms. Crawford stated, at
21            the time that we do our distress schools, legal
22            transfers, those particular areas, we are in the
23            midst of starting summer school.  We have retentions.
24            We have no way of knowing how many students are going
25            to be retained.  So with that, I say, "Okay, let's
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 1            make sure that we have some allowances for those
 2            seats so that we don't go over capacity and then have
 3            schools with an abundant number of children that they
 4            cannot either schedule or the school cannot
 5            accommodate.  So there are a lot of components that
 6            have to be considered as we register students.
 7                 MS. ZOOK:  So now that summer school is over and
 8            you are within 10 days of school starting, what is
 9            the -- how many openings do you have at Parkview if
10            you don't decide we're only going to have X-number of
11            seats for academic distress, but you have X-number of
12            seats period?
13                 DR. FIELDS:  Okay.  That's a really good
14            question that we still will not have the answer to
15            because all parents don't do the right thing as it
16            relates to checking in and accepting seats the way
17            that they should.  They wait until the first day of
18            school and then they bombard the office and they show
19            up, and then they come and then we have a 10-day drop
20            period.  And that's what we tell the parents; we tell
21            all the parents, even with distress, we will look at
22            it again after check-in.  And then the principals are
23            required to call each parent on the 5th and say, "Ms.
24            Smith, you are assigned to Parkview; are you going to
25            come this year, or have you taken a seat somewhere
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 1            else?  Are you going to take the child somewhere
 2            else?"  If Ms. Smith tells the parent, "Without a
 3            doubt, yes, I have taken a seat somewhere else," then
 4            they will notify the student registration office.  At
 5            that time we then purge that student's information
 6            from the database to open that seat up for someone
 7            else.  Now, in a lot of cases parents' phone numbers
 8            are not accurate.  They call -- the administrations
 9            call and it's a disconnected number; we have no way
10            of contacting them.  So we're back at the reason that
11            we can't answer that question, because what happens
12            is we've called every number that's on the pupil
13            information form, nothing.  And then, on the first
14            day of school they show up or they don't show up, and
15            then we do a day-one count.  And then when we look at
16            that count we look and see how many people we have
17            that didn't show up.  Then they get 10 days,
18            according to our policy, to show up.  Then we do the
19            10-day drop.  At the 10-day drop we then look at
20            everything again and we say, "Now, how many distress
21            seats can we offer based on what we have offered,
22            based on our numbers?  How many seats can we offer?"
23            Because we don't ever want to leave those parents who
24            desire to transfer somewhere else out of the loop.
25            Just because we've closed a window now and we've
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 1            already assigned all the distress seats doesn't mean
 2            you won't get a chance later.  We really want to come
 3            back and revisit that.  And that's why I said if we
 4            had designated 20 seats and only 10 of those kids
 5            showed up, then we're going to go back to that
 6            distress list and we're going to look and say, "Okay,
 7            who are the next 10 people that applied for Parkview
 8            on this list?"  We're going to call them and we're
 9            going to offer them those distressed seats.  And I
10            think that's the only fair way to do it because when
11            they apply for a distress seat their desire doesn't
12            go away typically; it's there.  So just because we've
13            assigned the seats to someone and they don't show up,
14            I still want those parents to have an opportunity.
15            So we still have those seats available if someone
16            doesn't show up.  So that's all the way across, so
17            they still have a chance.
18                 MS. ZOOK:  Well, I would encourage you, based on
19            what Ms. Davis said, to visit with Mr. Kurrus and Mr.
20            Key, your superintendent, and your board and revisit
21            this concept of distress seats.  I think that is not
22            something that you can defend.  I think you're going
23            to have to look at that each day, capacity, and not
24            are they distress seats or not distress seats.  I
25            don't think that's a defendable policy.  I know you
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 1            didn't make the policy.  I'm not fussing at you.  But
 2            that's why I suggested that you talk with your board
 3            and your superintendent, with advice of Little Rock's
 4            counsel and the ADE counsel.  I don't see anywhere in
 5            here that that is something that a district can
 6            decide based -- because of the academic distress.
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions or
 8            comments?
 9                 MS. SAVIERS:  Just one more question.  And you
10            may not have the answer to that today, but I would
11            love to know at some point if any student applying
12            for Central was able to be placed at Central --
13                 DR. FIELDS:  Oh, yes.
14                 MS. SAVIERS:  -- from a distress school?
15                 DR. FIELDS:  Yes.  Yes.  There were some at
16            every grade level.  The exact number is what we --
17            that's the information that I would have to get.
18                 MS. SAVIERS:  Yeah.
19                 DR. FIELDS:  I can't remember it off the top of
20            my head.  Because, again, we looked at 9th grade and
21            it showed -- if capacity is 250, if it showed that we
22            had 245 registered we have to offer some distress
23            seats.  We have 245 registered and we only have a
24            capacity of 250.  Well, guys, we have to offer at
25            least -- to be fair, at least two to three of those
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 1            five remaining seats to distress.  We have to.
 2            That's the only ethical thing to do, because they
 3            have to have an opportunity.  And then we went to
 4            every grade level and did the exact same thing.  We
 5            looked at how many children had registered at the
 6            time; how many people had gotten assignment letters;
 7            and then we looked and we said, "Okay, this is how
 8            many we have but we only have six seats."  You have
 9            to go back and say, "Okay, well, we've got to give
10            half of them, at least, to distress," because we want
11            them to have an opportunity.  It's not a lot, because
12            at the time -- now if we back that up, then we can
13            possibly get a definitive -- more definitive number,
14            a larger number.  But because we do it after the
15            assignment letters go out, when the assignment
16            letters go out, based on where the children live,
17            there are no more seats.  We have more students who
18            actually live in Central's attendance zone than we do
19            seats.  And that has always historically been a
20            problem.  And we have way more people who would like
21            to go to Parkview who apply and do what they need to
22            do and they are assigned seats than we have seats
23            available.  So that's why -- and I know what you were
24            saying in terms of "go back and find a way to do it;"
25            but that was the only way we could do it, based on
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 1            the fact that this is what we have.  The assignment
 2            letters have gone out.  There are only five seats
 3            here.  I'm not going to say because there are five
 4            seats I'm not offering any distress seats.  That is
 5            not fair.  The law says we must offer seats; we offer
 6            seats, and we try to do it as fair and consistently
 7            across the board as possible, and that's where the
 8            sign-in came in.  Because I don't want anybody
 9            getting preferential treatment; I don't want any --
10            if there are allegations of people, I would want to
11            make sure I can verify that is not done and it's
12            documented.
13                 MS. SAVIERS:  Thank you.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?  Okay.
15            We're on action item A-10.  What's the pleasure?  Do
16            we have a motion?
17                 DR. BARTH:  I move to sustain the denial at this
18            time, based on space.
19                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  Second.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Motion by Dr. Barth to
21            sustain the denial and the second is by Mr.
22            Williamson.
23                 MS. ZOOK:  Were we going to listen to the
24            parent?
25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Oh, I'm sorry.
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 1                 MS. ZOOK:  I mean, isn't that part of the
 2            process?
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  It is a part of the
 4            process, rebuttal.
 5                 MS. REITH:  She spoke for the rebuttal.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  She spoke for the rebuttal.
 7                 MS. WOOLDRIDGE:  We applied before assignments
 8            to go to Parkview.  We did that first process, and
 9            then we were told that the distress, the opportunity,
10            we had to come fill it out because it took precedent
11            of what we'd already filled out.  So we're trying to
12            do everything we can like we're supposed to.
13                 MS. ZOOK:  Right.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And I apologize for getting
15            ahead of myself.  But I think, again, we all
16            understand the principles of the matter and what's --
17            you know -- what the procedures have been.  I don't
18            suggest in any way that you haven't followed the
19            letter of the law in this process.  So I have a
20            motion by Dr. Barth and a second by Mr. Williamson.
21            Any further questions?  All in favor?
22                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  Then the
24            motion --
25                 MS. ZOOK:  No.
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 1                 MS. SAVIERS:  No.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  "No" by Ms. Zook --
 3                 MS. SAVIERS:  And Ms. Saviers.
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and Ms. Saviers.  Okay.
 5            Two no's.
 6                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  And also I'd like to say the
 7            thing that's confusing to me about the lack of seats
 8            is every time a charter school wants to come into the
 9            Little Rock district the attorneys -- this is in the
10            past, Mr. Key; no reflection --
11                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.
12                 MS. ZOOK:  -- the attorneys would come in and
13            say, "We don't want charter schools in our district;
14            we need the kids in our school."  But they obviously
15            don't have any room in their schools.  So that
16            confuses me why they would fight something when they
17            don't have room for the kids to begin with.  And
18            that's irrelevant to this particular point, but I
19            think it's a point that we need to think about in the
20            future.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think it is relevant, you
22            know, definitely something that we need to look at
23            and ask those questions, you know.
24                 MS. SAVIERS:  And to explain myself too, my
25            heart is with this mother because her daughter has
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 1            been in a distress school for middle school and maybe
 2            even for elementary; I don't know.  And to think that
 3            she would go all the way through Little Rock School
 4            District not having that opportunity is heartbreaking
 5            as a parent.
 6                 DR. BARTH:  I'd just like to say that, of
 7            course, I'm deeply sympathetic and applaud all
 8            parents, especially to take the initial step and then
 9            to take this step.  We know how onerous this is for
10            parents.  But I think we have to recognize just how
11            disruptive having too many kids in a school can be.
12            And it happened at Pulaski Heights last year where
13            there was an influx of kids at the last minute and it
14            created a lot of chaos in that school at the start.
15            And I think especially because of the state takeover
16            we have extraordinary responsibility to not make
17            things even more complicated for the district,
18            especially in those schools that are performing well,
19            with the hopes that this begins to make -- we don't
20            want these academically distressed schools to be
21            academically distressed.  And that's what, you know,
22            we have to change.
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And I think we are
24            committed to make that change, Dr. Barth, and to the
25            rest of the members of the Board.  I think that we
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 1            all are aware of the frustrations around the system
 2            and how it perpetuates itself sometimes.  And I think
 3            that I'm confident that Commissioner Key and his
 4            staff is looking at this; I'm confident that Mr.
 5            Kurrus and his staff and the leaders have their ears
 6            open to these type of things.  That's the impression
 7            I get.  So I don't think it's falling on deaf ears at
 8            all.  So I'm hopeful that it echoes from these
 9            conversations and will find their way to different
10            chambers and different offices and truly be something
11            that's heard.  So that's my desire and my
12            expectation, if anybody cares about that.  So the
13            decision then has been to uphold the decision of the
14            Little Rock School District as it relates to this
15            matter.
16  A-11:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY
17  SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - COOPER
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We'll move on to A-11,
19            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of Opportunity
20            School Choice Application for the Cooper family.
21                 MS. DAVIS:  And the Cooper family called
22            yesterday and they are withdrawing their request for
23            appeal.
24  A-12:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL OF DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL
25  CHOICE APPLICATION - SAWA
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moving on to A-12, same
 2            description for the Sawa, S-a-w-a, family.
 3                 MS. DAVIS:  Yes.  Is there anybody here from
 4            that family?
 5                     (BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE)
 6                 MS. DAVIS:  I didn't think that there was.  So
 7            that family is zoned to attend Henderson Middle
 8            School and they had requested I think a transfer to
 9            Forest Heights, and then the alternative Pulaski
10            Heights, Horace Mann, or Dunbar.  And like I say, the
11            family is not here but Little Rock has an opportunity
12            to respond.
13                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  So is it Ms. Crawford?
14                 MS. CRAWFORD:  Yes, ma'am.
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
16                 MS. CRAWFORD:  They only requested Pulaski
17            Heights for a 6th grade seat; that was the only
18            school they requested.  And it was denied based on
19            lack of space.
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Zook, do you contrary
21            -- information to the contrary?
22                 MS. ZOOK:  Well, based on what was submitted
23            with our agenda, it showed that they would go to any
24            of the non-distress schools: Forest Heights, Pulaski
25            Heights, Dunbar, and Horace Mann.
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 1                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I have a copy of the law, as well
 2            as the application here in front of me if you would
 3            like to see it.
 4                 MS. ZOOK:  Well, no.  I was just going by what
 5            was included in our packet.
 6                 MS. CRAWFORD:  No, ma'am.  That's not correct.
 7                 MS. DAVIS:  And that was in the parent's request
 8            for an appeal, is when they said that they had
 9            applied and were denied, and that's when they said
10            "even if we can't get into that school," they would
11            get in -- they would accept any non-distress school,
12            and then they listed them in order of preference.
13            And it was Forest Heights, Pulaski Heights, Horace
14            Mann, and then Dunbar.
15                 MS. ZOOK:  So are there any seats in any of
16            those schools?
17                 MS. CRAWFORD:  Those have all been filled.  I've
18            only checked with the one they actually submitted the
19            paperwork.  I checked with Pulaski Heights because
20            that's what they indicated on their application and
21            log.  Those other schools are at capacity.
22                 MS. ZOOK:  And what number were they in line for
23            Pulaski Heights?
24                 DR. BARTH:  Ms. Newton --
25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Dr. Barth.
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 1                 DR. BARTH:  -- I do have a question I guess for
 2            Ms. Davis.  In looking -- I am a little concerned; in
 3            Little Rock -- it's an irrelevant point at this point
 4            because there are no seats in any of these non-
 5            distress schools.  I am a little concerned about
 6            their requirement that you pick a school, in looking
 7            at the -- because it looks like, you know, the law
 8            does allow an individual to go to any school that is
 9            not in distress.  So I'm a little concerned.  It's
10            somewhat irrelevant here, but moving forward
11            something feels out of sorts with that part of the
12            policy.  I don't have any doubts about the
13            percentages, but I do have concerns about that piece.
14                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  I mean, like I say, the
15            rules and the law doesn't state that you can only
16            choose one school.  Otherwise, parents would apply,
17            have to wait however long for their denial letter,
18            and then go back and reapply and then go back and
19            reapply.  And at that point theoretically where they
20            would have been offered a seat in one of the other
21            schools, you know, by the time they've reapplied to
22            get to that school they're way down the list.  So,
23            you know, the application itself has one box, but,
24            you know, we have seen some of the applications from
25            parents who have said, underneath it, you know,
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 1            Parkview or Central or Henderson or this or -- you
 2            know -- that they will make that -- so while the
 3            application itself just has, you know, where you're
 4            at and where you'd like to go, the law doesn't
 5            necessarily say that you only get one shot at it.
 6                 DR. BARTH:  Yeah.  So I would urge the district
 7            to look at that piece of the policy.
 8                 MS. CRAWFORD:  Number 17.  There were 16 parents
 9            that applied for a 6th grade seat at Pulaski Heights
10            in front of that student.
11                 MS. ZOOK:  And where would they have been had
12            you looked at Forest Heights, Dunbar and Horace Mann?
13                 MS. CRAWFORD:  I can't give you that answer.
14                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  And if all the kids in 5th
15            grade that would love to stay, because Little Rock
16            schools are going to be so good, had come and stayed
17            in the Little Rock school system, what would you have
18            done with them?
19                 MS. CRAWFORD:  State that question again.
20                 DR. FIELDS:  What was that question?
21                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.  One of the things I've heard
22            most frequently is that Little Rock School District
23            loses a lot of kids going into 6th grade because
24            Little Rock School District, rightly or wrongly, has
25            had a reputation for not having quality -- the same
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 1            quality at 6th grade that they do 5th.  Okay.  So if
 2            the parents had said, "Okay, it's a new day, new
 3            superintendent, new attitude, new people working
 4            together, everything" -- what if those 5th grade kids
 5            had stayed and said, "Okay, we're buying into this on
 6            the front-end; here we are?"  What would you do with
 7            them?
 8                 DR. FIELDS:  Ms. Zook, you ask very good
 9            questions.  Now, your question is the same comment --
10            conversation that I had with Mr. Kurrus as it relates
11            to being in the assignment office and being hands-on
12            with the assignment process.  We are having people
13            return to the Little Rock School District in droves
14            now under our present leadership.  We really are.
15            And I'm saying to him, "I have a problem now."  The
16            problem is I have people coming back; I don't have
17            seats for them in the schools that they desire."
18                 MS. ZOOK:  Right.
19                 DR. FIELDS:  We only have so many seats at Mann;
20            we only have so many seats at Pulaski Heights; we
21            only have an identified number of seats at Forest
22            Heights, and Forest Heights has pulled a number of
23            people back.  So when you look at the distress seats
24            -- the distress schools that's out there -- and, of
25            course, Mabelvale is way out southwest -- yes, some
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 1            of them will take Mabelvale, but the others -- as I
 2            said, we have a problem because while we may be
 3            pulling one group in we're losing some of the others
 4            to some of the charters or some of the other schools.
 5            Because if they can't get a distress seat, some of
 6            these parents, then they're exercising other choice
 7            options.  We have people to try to go to Bryant,
 8            North Little Rock.  And, of course, they have been
 9            leaving for charter schools.  While I think that our
10            numbers may possibly show an increase, we could show
11            more of an increase if we had, as you said, the type
12            of schools that would attract more people.
13                 MS. ZOOK:  Yeah.  And what about Dunbar?
14                 DR. FIELDS:  Oh, Dunbar.  Yeah, I left Dunbar
15            out.
16                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.
17                 DR. FIELDS:  Dunbar is fine.  Dunbar is --
18            Dunbar was one of the schools that was sort of like
19            Pulaski Heights last year; we had that influx.  Well,
20            we have made sure that we don't have that influx now.
21            We put parent-link calls out from March all the way
22            until check-in -- every couple of weeks, parents
23            change their addresses -- so we know whether you have
24            moved, so that we can have the appropriate
25            assignments done.  We have gotten master schedules
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 1            done and then we are updating records on a consistent
 2            basis.  And then what we did, as I shared earlier, is
 3            those seats -- we knew that there were going to be
 4            some retentions; we didn't know how many.  So I had
 5            been -- I had -- okay, I have to say let's leave 10
 6            seats at every grade level for retentions; assign all
 7            the way -- if the capacity is 150 -- 250, assign 240.
 8            Leave those 10 seats for uh-oh's, retentions, or
 9            unforeseen situations.  And then once we get the
10            retentions in and people that moved into those zones
11            and we have all the zone kids situated, then let's
12            look at where we are now.  And that's what this week
13            is all about, keying everything in, because yesterday
14            we had at least 400 parents to come in at the drop of
15            a dime to change their address.  So we worked eight
16            hours collecting information and then we worked six
17            to seven hours after we've locked the doors, keying
18            information in so that we can update the system to
19            see what our true numbers are so that those schools
20            can go ahead and tweak those master schedules so that
21            we don't have those s4ituations that we had at
22            Pulaski Heights last year and at Dunbar.  Because we
23            don't want -- and we're encouraging those parents --
24            and you'll hear -- if you have children in school,
25            you'll hear those parent-link calls going out this
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 1            week, "If you haven't checked in, please check in; if
 2            you haven't changed your address, please do so," to
 3            avoid these situations.  So we're definitely
 4            proactive.  We learned from errors.  We're not
 5            operating like Albert Einstein; we're not going to do
 6            the same thing the same way and expect a different
 7            result.  We're changing; we're making modifications
 8            so that it can be better.  But as we do it, we want
 9            to make sure that it is user-friendly with the
10            parents, that they know that we're on their side.
11            When I hear these parents -- as I shared with that
12            one back there, I said, "Ma'am, I have the biggest
13            heart out."  I said, "I don't know whether it's as
14            big as Mr. Kurrus', but he's a man of policy; I can't
15            break the rules.  But you've really gotten me back
16            there, telling me your story about your child and why
17            you wanted your child to go to Parkview."  That's who
18            I am.  Before I'm ever Dr. Fields, I'm Freddie, the
19            parent of five children, so I understand wanting the
20            best of the best for your children.
21                 MS. ZOOK:  And I do understand and appreciate
22            the position as an administrator.  And, formerly, I
23            had to do the very things you're doing and I do
24            appreciate how difficult it is.  I had to do it
25            before computers and that may help a little.  But,
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 1            you know, what I would like for you to do is go back
 2            and look and see if you used the 95% number instead
 3            of the 90% number, if that might open up any seats
 4            for any of these students, and write these parents'
 5            names down and, you know, contact them.  And, as Ms.
 6            Davis has indicated, look at all the choices they
 7            wrote down, not just a choice, you know.
 8                 DR. FIELDS:  Right.
 9                 MS. ZOOK:  I can understand everything that --
10            we're coming at you hard and you're going to go,
11            "Really?  School starts in 12 days.  What are you
12            talking about?"
13                 DR. FIELDS:  No, I understand what you're
14            saying.
15                 MS. ZOOK:  Yeah.  And --
16                 DR. FIELDS:  And I want to say this -- excuse
17            me; I'm sorry -- when you said that, 90% is just what
18            is our number that we try to leave what people say,
19            for instance, that's -- if we're doing T&T's or we're
20            doing anything other than zone seats, we try to keep
21            that 90.  That was what I was referring to, not the
22            law.  That's our in-house policy, is we keep it at
23            90%.  Because if someone buys a house in Forest
24            Heights -- Forest Park zone -- and just like that
25            parent said, "I bought a house and I thought it was
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 1            in this."  When I buy a house in that zone, I expect
 2            my child to be able to walk across the street to that
 3            school.  So way before I got there, there were
 4            provisions and policies put in place to try to insure
 5            that those parents would still have an opportunity to
 6            go to their zone school.  But even now, we have
 7            issues at Forest Park; it's crowded.  So we're having
 8            to alternately assign to Jefferson.  This job is fun
 9            but it's fluid, but it never ends; it's constant,
10            it's constant.  When you go home you don't get to
11            stop working; you have to get on the phone and you
12            have to call parents and make them feel better about
13            the situation; "Ma'am, we're looking; you're on the
14            radar; we haven't forgotten you.  I promise you, I'll
15            call you.  Here's my cell phone, my private number,
16            just call me; email me."  And my personal pact that
17            I've made with myself is do not go to bed without
18            responding to every email.  If it's 120 emails from
19            parents, they need to know you care.  If you don't
20            respond, if you're nonresponsive, then it sends a
21            message that you don't care about their situation.
22            And that's not who I am and that's not who the staff
23            is, because we do care and we do want them to get
24            what they want.  We can't always do it, but we want
25            to at least share with them all of their options.
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And we thank you for your
 2            passion; we certainly feel that here and the
 3            frustrations that you face, but at the same time we
 4            feel like you're working toward getting to the next
 5            step.  So for that we thank you.  The Commissioner
 6            has a question.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Dr. Fields, on the capacities
 8            in the buildings, are they based on physical space or
 9            are they based on staffing ratios, or a combination?
10                 DR. FIELDS:  A combination of both because the
11            physical space may say that we can accommodate, say,
12            700.  But if I have a special needs class in there
13            that only allows us to put eight children in there,
14            that decreases it.  So it's all situational.
15            Everybody -- everything has to come to play, and
16            that's why I have to -- our office has to wait until
17            the special needs department submits whether they're
18            going to have a self-contained class and all these
19            other smaller classes.  And then, once they submit
20            that then you go back and look at the capacities that
21            I said, "Well, has it changed," because we need to
22            get to assigning children.  And then that's -- when
23            we get those numbers in, that's what we work with.
24                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.  Thank you.
25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  I forgot what we
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 1            did.  We did get a vote, so that's -- that ends that,
 2            I guess.
 3                 MS. REITH:  No, we did.  No, no, we did.  We had
 4            two dissenting votes.
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yeah.  I was thinking we
 6            did, so then we'll move on.
 7                 MS. REITH:  Yeah.
 8                 COURT REPORTER:  We haven't voted on this one.
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I guess we need a motion
10            and -- okay.  So we still need to act on A-12.  And
11            so can I have a motion with regard to A-12?
12                 MS. REITH:  I move to sustain denial.
13                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
14                 MR. BLACK:  Second.
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moved by Ms. Reith and
16            seconded by --
17                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  Mr. Black.
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I forgot your name.
19            Anyway, any further discussion?  All in favor?
20                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
22                 MS. ZOOK:  No.
23                 MS. SAVIERS:  No.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  "No" by Ms. Zook.  Ms.
25            Saviers, did you vote?
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 1                 MS. SAVIERS:  I did.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  She did too.  Ms. Saviers
 3            and Ms. Zook voted in opposition.
 4  A-13:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY
 5  SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - JACKSON
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  We're now down to A-
 7            13 and that is the Consideration of Appeal from
 8            Denial of Opportunity School Choice Application, the
 9            Jacksons.
10                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And I don't believe --
11            there's nobody here from the Jackson family, as well.
12            But the Jackson family is zoned to attend J.A. Fair
13            and they also wanted to attend Parkview and they were
14            denied.  So I'm not sure if -- I mean, the district
15            is here if you --
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I think we're going to
17            basically hear the same thing, so --
18                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  That's what I'm saying; do
19            you want them --
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- if it's appropriate, I'd
21            ask for a motion -- ask for a motion at this time
22            relative to A-13.
23                 MS. DEAN:  I move that we sustain.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
25                 MS. REITH:  Second.
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Moved by Ms. Dean and
 2            seconded by Ms. Reith that we uphold the denial.  All
 3            in favor?
 4                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
 5                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
 6                 MS. ZOOK:  No.
 7                 MS. SAVIERS:  No.
 8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  The motion carries.
 9  A-14:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY
10  SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - WILLIAMS
11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We're down to A-14, and the
12            same consideration or same item as relates to the
13            Williams family; it's Little Rock School District.
14                 MS. DAVIS:  Now Ms. Williams is here and she is
15            zoned to attend -- her child is zoned to attend Hall
16            High School.  And I believe it's your son?
17                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes, ma'am.
18                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  And I believe they requested
19            Parkview primarily, but they would also accept
20            Central if a slot was available.  And Ms. Williams is
21            here and so I don't know if you want to begin with
22            the district again, since it may or may not -- I'm
23            assuming the same argument -- or if you want to defer
24            to Ms. Williams.
25                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I wouldn't like to hear
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 1            anything from them, unless they've got something else
 2            -- something different to add.  But I would like to
 3            hear from Ms. Williams.
 4                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And the district normally
 5            would go first but they don't have anything
 6            additional --
 7                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
 8                 MS. DAVIS:  Oh, wait.  No, they changed their
 9            mind now.  They do have something.
10                 DR. FIELDS:  I want to -- I don't have anything
11            else to say as it relates to it because the situation
12            is what it is.  But what I would request,
13            respectfully is we don't want to deny anybody the
14            opportunity to ask for what they want.  Now that
15            school choice -- the distress application, that one
16            line told us one choice and we -- that's the choice
17            we went with.  So parents that ask for -- when they
18            wrote the letters to the State and then they wrote
19            letters and said, "I'll take anything" --
20                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Right.
21                 DR. FIELDS:  -- they were not considered for any
22            of the others because the application only had -- so
23            I definitely would like some clarity on that, because
24            we want to follow the law or the intent of the law.
25            So if it's clear that it's okay for them to have more
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 1            than one choice, I just want to know that so I can do
 2            the right thing.  Thank you.
 3                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Davis can speak to the
 4            law, but I think it would be as simple as making a
 5            form change from the district to allow second, third,
 6            fourth choices, when available.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  If I may, Madam Chair, there
 8            is a form in one of these packets that does reflect
 9            multiple choices.  Dr. Fields, can you explain --
10                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  I think that's the optional
11            enrollment form.  But the actual Opportunity Public
12            School Choice Act form only has --
13                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Okay.
14                 MS. DAVIS:  -- what school you're in and -- and
15            the other one I think is an internal form that the
16            Little Rock -- yeah.
17                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  Right.
18                 MS. DAVIS:  But the rules which, you know,
19            reflect the laws of this state that, you know, a
20            parent has the right to, you know, transfer to a
21            school; it doesn't say that you only get one -- I
22            mean, granted, it doesn't say you can apply for all
23            that you want.  But I think because it just says that
24            you have the opportunity to transfer to a school
25            that's not in distress that the spirit would probably
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 1            indicate that a parent, you know, like I say, doesn't
 2            just hope you choose the right school the first time.
 3                 DR. BARTH:  So, Ms. Davis -- oh, I'm sorry.
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Reith.
 5                 MS. REITH:  And it may be the same question.  I
 6            was just wondering, is this something that we could
 7            correct by updating the form for the next cycle?
 8                 MS. DAVIS:  We could.  I mean, and I think, you
 9            know, we could also update the rules if, you know, we
10            want to say -- instead of just saying "a school," we
11            could clarify that a parent has an opportunity to
12            apply for multiple schools or choose an alternative
13            school if their first choice is not available.
14                 MS. ZOOK:  And I think in the large districts
15            that's almost imperative --
16                 MS. DAVIS:  Yeah.
17                 MS. ZOOK:  -- because there are often more
18            junior highs or high schools and not just "I want to
19            go from Brinkley to Forrest City."  And -- but it's
20            within the district, like up in your area where
21            you've got, you know, Bentonville and Rogers and
22            Springdale and lots of choices.
23                 MS. REITH:  Uh-huh.
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Commissioner, did you have
25            a question?
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KEY:  No.
 2                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ms. Williams, we don't want
 3            to neglect asking you to make a comment, if you'd
 4            like.  You've been here all day.
 5                 MS. WILLIAMS:  I have.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yes.  So come up --
 7                 MS. WILLIAMS:  I really --
 8                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Step up to the podium and
 9            identify yourself please.
10                 MS. WILLIAMS:  My name is Anita Williams.  I
11            actually --
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I'm sorry; could I swear
13            you in.  Do you swear or affirm to tell the truth,
14            the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
15                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.
17                 MS. WILLIAMS:  My name is Anita Williams.  And
18            my son actually did get into Parkview for his 9th
19            grade year.  I did all the paperwork to make sure
20            that he did -- and it is very challenging to get your
21            child into Parkview, but he did get in.  But
22            therefore on June 9th, which was actually the last
23            day of school for 9th grade year, our apartment
24            burned.  With that being said, my family lives out-
25            of-state and my son went to go stay for the summer.
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 1            And things still weren't right with me here, so I had
 2            to stay here.  And I decided to pull him from
 3            Parkview because I didn't have a place to stay at
 4            that point, so he went to Mesquite to stay with his
 5            dad.  And after that, he decided he wanted to come
 6            back.  So, in February, I started the process to get
 7            him back into Parkview.  I was told that he had to do
 8            -- we had to do the scramble; we did all that.
 9            March, I got a letter; he didn't -- he got -- they
10            were saying that the school would be Hall.  So
11            therefore, I went back down there and they told me to
12            come back on June 15th.  I did that.  June 19th, I
13            got a letter, still Hall.  So that's when I appealed
14            it.  But I guess my thing was, my situation was a
15            little different than others.  I did ask for Parkview
16            but I would've taken Central, and actually I even
17            looked into taking J.A. Fair because it was better
18            than Hall or McClellan.  I just didn't want Hall.
19            And, of course, we didn't get it, but I guess I've
20            pulled my son out because we didn't have a place to
21            stay, and therefore he had to be in somebody's
22            school.  I was living with friends because I still
23            work here.  So when things got to where I was able to
24            get us a place and we moved -- we are zoned for Hall
25            and I don't want him to go there.  But this is his
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 1            11th grade year and he was like, "Wherever I start my
 2            11th grade I want to go ahead and finish it out.  I
 3            only have two years left," which I understand that.
 4            But I did think my situation was a little different,
 5            not that I deserve any type of treatment but we did
 6            do the paperwork and all the protocol procedures to
 7            get into Parkview the first time and we got in, but
 8            this time we didn't.
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any comments?  Dr. Barth
10            has a question.
11                 DR. BARTH:  A question for Ms. Davis.  And I'm
12            trying to look at the rules.  Once a student is in,
13            then do they have to -- they don't have to go through
14            -- what process do they have to go through for the
15            next year?
16                 MS. DAVIS:  Once they're in, then as long as the
17            school is still in distress they are allowed to
18            continue at that school.
19                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.  Do they have to submit a form
20            manually or it's just an automatic --
21                 MS. DAVIS:  (Nodding head up and down.)
22                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.
23                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And it says -- it's actually
24            under the rules, under Section 4.10; it says that any
25            student participating shall remain in attendance
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 1            throughout the school year, so --
 2                 DR. BARTH:  They could give up their seat if
 3            they --
 4                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  And I think the rules allow,
 5            you know, that as long as it says that there's no
 6            extended absence, unless, of course, it says excused
 7            by the school for illness or other good cause.  So
 8            I'm not sure if, you know, there was an agreement for
 9            what would be considered good cause between, you
10            know, the parent and the district to say that's why
11            they pulled them out or not.  But if the child is in,
12            then they get to continue.
13                 DR. BARTH:  Okay.  And, Ms. Williams, your son,
14            he's going into 11th grade this year?
15                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Right.  Uh-huh.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any other questions?
17                 MS. SAVIERS:  Is Mr. Fields still here?  So she
18            said that she would be open to J.A. Fair.
19                 DR. FIELDS:  Okay.
20                 MS. SAVIERS:  Is that an option for her?
21                 DR. FIELDS:  She did say that, and that's the
22            first that I've known that.  And now that I've heard
23            her, we're going to be best friends when we leave
24            here.  I haven't talked with her but now that I know
25            that there's a situation, as I shared with this
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 1            parent, we'll work together.
 2                 MS. SAVIERS:  Okay.  Good.
 3                 DR. FIELDS:  We'll get it taken care of.
 4                 MS. SAVIERS:  Thank you.
 5                 DR. FIELDS:  We will get it taken care of.
 6                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Thank you so much.  Could
 7            we get a motion as it relates to action item 14?
 8                 MS. ZOOK:  Do we need to amend this request to
 9            include J.A. Fair and therefore --
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I don't think so.
11                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.
12                 DR. BARTH:  And you can't use opportunity school
13            choice to go to a different distress school anyway.
14                 MS. SAVIERS:  Right.  They'll just be enrolled
15            --
16                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.  They can make that -- you
17            know --
18                 DR. BARTH:  But not under this?
19                 MS. DAVIS:  That's correct.
20                 MS. ZOOK:  That's where the Frederick side will
21            come in.
22                 MS. DAVIS:  Right.
23                 DR. BARTH:  So, Ms. Davis, on this, what's your
24            guidance in terms of what to do with this action
25            item?
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 1                 MS. DAVIS:  Well, because she originally
 2            appealed for her request to go to Parkview, or
 3            alternately Central, if those schools are
 4            unavailable, then I think that the Board would
 5            probably be best in denying that.  And, you know,
 6            hopefully, the understanding -- while isn't bound on
 7            the Little Rock School District or Dr. Fields,
 8            hopefully the understanding is is that they've made
 9            an agreement that they can work with the family and
10            that they will continue to do so outside of this
11            proceeding.
12                 DR. BARTH:  So I do move to sustain the original
13            denial.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Is there a second?
15                 MS. SAVIERS:  Second.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Motion by Dr. Barth, second
17            by Ms. Saviers.  All in favor?
18                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?  So it's
20            unanimous.  Thank you.
21  A-15:  CONSIDERATION OF APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF OPPORTUNITY
22  SCHOOL CHOICE APPLICATION - McGRUDER
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Then we're at A-15,
24            Consideration of Appeal from Denial of Opportunity
25            School Choice Application, McGruder family.
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 1                 MS. DAVIS:  And this is the same instance.  The
 2            McGruder family lives in the Hall High School
 3            district and they had applied for Parkview or an
 4            alternative of another non-distress school, which
 5            would be Central.  And Ms. McGruder is here.  So
 6            unless the district has anything in addition --
 7                 DR. FIELDS:  No.
 8                 MS. DAVIS:  Okay.  Then we're going to go ahead
 9            and defer to Ms. McGruder.
10                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Ms. McGruder, would
11            you step forward and raise your right hand please?
12            Do you see we're feeling sorry for you, Dr. Fields?
13                 MS. McGRUDER:  My name is Kanetha [ps] McGruder.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Do you swear or affirm --
15                 MS. McGRUDER:  Oh, I'm sorry.
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Do you swear or affirm --
17            oh, I'm sorry -- do you swear or affirm the testimony
18            you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth,
19            and nothing but the truth?
20                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Go ahead.
22                 MS. McGRUDER:  Okay.  My name is Kanetha
23            McGruder and I'm here to challenge the fact that my
24            kid was zoned at Hall, which is a distress school.
25            And after hearing all this, I'm not familiar with the
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 1            process, the applications; I didn't know all this.  I
 2            thought I was coming to talk to some teachers.  I
 3            didn't know it was the State Board; I'll just be
 4            honest.  So as I overheard the Little Rock School
 5            District talking, I mean, for me, I know they're at
 6            capacity.  But the process for them getting to
 7            capacity -- I enrolled my daughter; I went and filled
 8            out an application.  Nobody talked about -- everybody
 9            is talking about this percentage, 90%, 95%, but what
10            happened to the radius?  Because we live in walking
11            distance.  So not only should we have gotten a
12            number, but we should've went up against other kids
13            in our district that basically had the same
14            qualifications that I did.  So that means that if
15            they live in a two-mile radius we should've been
16            basically in a lottery with those people.  We
17            should've been -- and I'm not for sure how that all
18            works because people talk about being fair.  But if
19            you have a preference for people to have other
20            siblings that are there, people that live within
21            walking distance from this school, how are you
22            basically saying that these people didn't meet this
23            requirement if you're going to put them all together?
24            Because it's really not giving each child a
25            preference, you know.  You have these different tiers
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 1            of if you're a family member, if you're -- you know
 2            -- if you have a sibling here at the school, if you
 3            live within this radius; all these things are
 4            supposed to be given different preferences.  But it
 5            seems like we're all being put in one pot.  So I'd
 6            like to know how did I get excluded, you know, in my
 7            pot of people or was it just one big pot and really
 8            no preferences.
 9                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Ask Dr. Fields.
10                 DR. FIELDS:  You ask almost as good questions as
11            Ms. Zook.
12                 MS. McGRUDER:  I've got more.
13                 DR. FIELDS:  Okay.  Okay.  With the distress
14            status, in Little Rock School District we do have all
15            those preferences for our initial open enrollment
16            process.  During the initial open enrollment process
17            we do have shadow zones.  Parkview has a shadow zone.
18            And we do assign, according to the shadow zone, a
19            certain percentage.  And then after the initial
20            registration push, all of those preferences cease.
21                 MS. McGRUDER:  But where does it state that?
22            Because you think along this -- each line that you're
23            going to, that you're going to get these same
24            preferences that why don't I get the same preferences
25            that I did at the application process at a distress
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 1            process?
 2                 DR. FIELDS:  All of our enrollment processes are
 3            online and all of that is in there that we have to --
 4                 MS. McGRUDER:  It's hard to find online.  It's
 5            buried.
 6                 DR. FIELDS:  I tell you what, come sit down with
 7            me --
 8                 MS. McGRUDER:  Okay.
 9                 DR. FIELDS:  -- and we'll go over it all,
10            because you're going to come anyway, so --
11                 MS. McGRUDER:  Absolutely.
12                 DR. FIELDS:  And we'll work through it because I
13            know your situation; you've explained it.  But that
14            is a good question.  To answer your question, the
15            radius is only during the open-enrollment process
16            when we do our initial push.  Because we do have
17            parents that live within walking distance, and call
18            it a shadow zone, and then we have to assign those
19            children and we do a sibling preference.  And so what
20            we did, our former board, is we cleaned all the
21            assignment processes up and we have flowcharts
22            because a lot of parents don't like to read thick
23            paragraphs.  We put a small box; this one is first,
24            this one is assigned second, this one is third, this
25            one is shadow zone.  And so --
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 1                 MS. McGRUDER:  And I understand that.  But let
 2            me just say this: if I'm a distress student, I live
 3            and I pay taxes in a community where my child can
 4            walk to a school, why should I not get a preference
 5            for my kid to go to that school versus a distress
 6            school?  Why should somebody who lives 30 miles away
 7            from me get a preference that I don't get?
 8                 DR. FIELDS:  Well --
 9                 MS. McGRUDER:  So we have to go to a school that
10            basically that I should have preferential treatment
11            and get it.
12                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And I think question lives
13            to be answered another day probably.
14                 MS. McGRUDER:  Okay.  Okay.
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  It's not unimportant, but
16            --
17                 MS. McGRUDER:  No, no.
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- I think that's one of
19            the things that I think Mr. Kurrus is committed to
20            addressing and resolving because issues like that can
21            stand to divide and ultimately have negative impact
22            on communities and schools and stopping them from
23            getting them where you want them to be.  So I think
24            it's a valid question and not dismissing the
25            importance of it, but I just think this may not be
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 1            the forum for that at this particular time.  I think
 2            Dr. -- you know Dr. Fields' number --
 3                 MS. McGRUDER:  Yeah.
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- and so I don't want to
 5            try to push it.  You know, I'm not making light of
 6            it, because I remember seeing you first thing this
 7            morning and here we are, you're the last one on the
 8            agenda.  That doesn't diminish it.  We want to thank
 9            you for your commitment and your energy to stay the
10            course and to advocate strongly for your daughter.
11            She's very fortunate to have a mother that will stand
12            up and fight Dr. Fields and the rest of the folks.
13                 MS. SAVIERS:  Amen.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  And us and everybody else.
15            But so if you have anything to -- in summary --
16                 MS. McGRUDER:  I mean, I mean, really I don't
17            have anything.  I didn't know that this process is
18            what it is and, you know, I don't really have another
19            leg to stand on besides my kid is at a distress
20            school.  You know, I applied for the school that was
21            the closest that could accommodate her.  Because it's
22            not just about a formal education of books; it's
23            about basically being able to combine that with her
24            talent.  She's an artist, she's a photographer.
25            There's only one school that really offers the
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 1            ability to be able to do that, and that's within
 2            walking distance from our house.  So I don't really
 3            have anything else that I can really offer.
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  You have two solid legs to
 5            stand on and I think both of those are in terms of
 6            advocacy for not only your daughter, but other
 7            children that find themselves in the situation of
 8            your daughter that don't have a voice.  So I think
 9            that your spirit of activism is going to be
10            contagious, I hope, in that realm and keep them
11            disturbed.  Thank you.  Anything further before --
12            any questions?  Does any board member have any
13            questions?  Okay.  Then we are ready for a motion.
14                     (BRIEF MOMENT OF SILENCE)
15                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay, this is the last
16            action item.  Can we get a motion?
17                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  I move to sustain the original
18            decision.
19                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Mr. Williamson has
20            moved to uphold the appeal for denial.  And the
21            second is from?
22                 MR. BLACK:  Second.
23                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Mr. Black.  Okay.  All in
24            favor?
25                     (MAJORITY CHORUS OF AYES)
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 1                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Any opposed?
 2                 MS. ZOOK:  Aye.
 3                 MS. SAVIERS:  No.  Yeah.  No.
 4                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We've got two no's; we've
 5            got a Ms. Zook no and Ms. Saviers no.  And so that's
 6            for the record.  I think at this point we need to get
 7            a motion for adjournment.
 8                 MR. WILLIAMSON:  Move to adjourn.
 9                 MR. BLACK:  Second.
10                 MS. ZOOK:  Before -- wait, wait, wait.
11                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Yeah, we've got a work
12            session, but we'll --
13                 MS. ZOOK:  Yeah.
14                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  -- we'll adjourn.
15                 MS. ZOOK:  May I make a comment to the parents?
16                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  I don't know.  Yes.
17                 MS. ZOOK:  Okay.
18                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  We've got a motion and a
19            second.  We've got a motion from Mr. Williamson to
20            adjourn and a second from Mr. Black.  And then we can
21            -- hold on.
22                 MS. ZOOK:  Oh, okay.  I want to be sure that the
23            parents know that if they can't get into the school
24            they want to get into in the Little Rock School
25            District that Pulaski County is not open for school
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 1            choice but North Little Rock is.  There is a Central
 2            Arkansas Transit bus.  Little Rock School District,
 3            if they can't accommodate you in a non-academic
 4            distress, is obligated to provide up to $400 for the
 5            year for that transportation.  I love all these
 6            districts and all the kids and the staff in all these
 7            districts, so I'm not advocating one over another.
 8            But I do want you to know, if you have exhausted
 9            within your district, the options that you have
10            available to you under opportunity school choice.
11            There are other districts that are open for choice.
12            And also to the Little Rock School District I would
13            say in the future if you will make a list per school,
14            not one continuous list, that way we won't put her,
15            Andrea, to all this trouble where you have to look
16            and count.  And I know it's a lot of stress when
17            we're asking questions and trying to find the answer;
18            I do appreciate that.  So in the future if you'll add
19            all the choices the parents can make and make a list
20            per school that will help you and us.
21                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Okay.  Thank you.  All in
22            favor of adjourning say "aye."
23                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
24                 CHAIRPERSON NEWTON:  Motion carries.
25              (The meeting was adjourned at 2:10 p.m.)
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